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Series Foreword

Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to
stop questioning. ALBERT EINSTEIN

The art and science of asking questions is the source of all knowledge.
THOMAS BERGER

In the mid 1960s W.B. Saunders began publishing a series of books focused on the

care of newborn infants. The series was entitled Major Problems in Clinical

Pediatrics. The original series (1964–1979) consisted of ten titles dealing with

problems of the newborn infant (The Lung and its Disorders in the Newborn

Infant edited by Mary Ellen Avery, Disorders of Carbohydrate Metabolism

in Infancy edited by Marvin Cornblath and Robert Schwartz, Hematologic

Problems in the Newborn edited by Frank A. Oski and J. Lawrence Naiman, The

Neonate with Congenital Heart Disease edited by Richard D. Rowe and Ali Mehrizi,

Recognizable Patterns of Human Malformation edited by David W. Smith, Neonatal

Dermatology edited by Lawrence M. Solomon and Nancy B. Esterly, Amino Acid

Metabolism and its Disorders edited by Charles L. Scriver and Leon E. Rosenberg,

The High Risk Infant edited by Lula O Lubchenco, Gastrointestinal Problems in

the Infant edited by Joyce Gryboski and Viral Diseases of the Fetus and Newborn

edited by James B Hanshaw and John A. Dudgeon). Dr. Alexander J. Schaffer

was asked to be the consulting editor for the entire series. Dr. Schaffer coined

the term ‘‘neonatology” and edited the first clinical textbook of neonatology

entitled Diseases of the Newborn. For those of us training in the 1970s, this series

and Dr. Schaffer’s textbook of neonatology provided exciting, up-to-date informa-

tion that attracted many of us into the subspecialty. Dr. Schaffer’s role as

‘‘consulting editor” allowed him to select leading scientists and practitioners to

serve as editors for each individual volume. As the ‘‘consulting editor” for

Neonatology Questions and Controversies, I had the challenge of identifying the

topics and editors for each volume in this series. The six volumes encompass the

major issues encountered in the neonatal intensive care unit (newborn lung, fluid

and electrolytes, neonatal cardiology and hemodynamics, hematology, immunology

and infectious disease, gastroenterology and neurology). The editors for each

volume were challenged to combine discussions of fetal and neonatal physiology

with disease pathophysiology and selected controversial topics in clinical care. It is

my hope that this series (like Major Problems in Clinical Pediatrics) will excite a new

generation of trainees to question existing dogma (from my own generation)

and seek new information through scientific investigation. I wish to congratulate

and thank each of the volume editors (Drs. Bancalari, Oh, Guignard, Baumgart,

Kleinman, Seri, Ohls, Yoder, Neu and Perlman) for their extraordinary effort and

finished products. I also wish to acknowledge Judy Fletcher at Elsevier who con-

ceived the idea for the series and who has been my ‘‘editor and friend” throughout

my academic career.

Richard A. Polin, MD
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Preface

Modern advances in the care of the high-risk pregnancy and the prematurely born

neonate have led to steadily advancing improvement in the growth and long-term

development of these infants. One of the major lingering areas of morbidity and

mortality that continues to plague the preterm, and in particular the extremely low

birthweight neonate, is acute infectious diseases. Over the past century, numerous

strides have been made to attempt to prevent or aggressively treat infants at risk for

sepsis including, advances in the discovery and use of a variety of parenteral

antibiotics, safe and nutritious formulas, fresh or banked breast milk, recognition

of the importance of hand washing, improvements in the design and use of

equipment in the newborn intensive care unit, and rigorous protocols to identify

and treat laboring mothers with high risk factors for delivering an infant that

is infected. Despite these advances, many significant impediments remain that

keep us from eradicating infections in the most vulnerable neonatal populations.

In this volume of the series Neonatology Questions and Controversies, we have

attempted to update physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses, residents, and students

in three ways: (1) provide overviews of the developmental physiology of some

selected aspects of the immune response in the human fetus and neonate that

are not typically highlighted, (2) discuss several areas of controversy with respect

to cellular or cytokine replacement therapies to treat human neonates suffering

from either hematologic or infectious maladies, and (3) discuss some controversies

in immune modulation that may play a role in preventing allergic disorders in

the developing infant. All of the chapters contribute to provide a glimpse of

how the neonate must utilize cells of the hematologic and immune systems to

thwart the onslaught of microbial challenges, how the caretaker of the neonate

can quickly diagnose and intervene to augment neonatal hematologic or

immunologic defenses, and how the caretaker can prospectively utilize nutritional

and in some cases immunologic strategies to better equip the infant to be more

prepared for further infectious challenges as the infant grows and develops.

We further provide information as to how the immune system may go awry and

result in the development of allergic disorders.

We wish to thank Judith Fletcher, Publishing Director at Elsevier and Dr.

Richard Polin, Chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at the Morgan Stanley

Children’s Hospital of New York-Presbyterian, for their encouragement to write this

volume. We of course are indebted and grateful to the authors of each chapter

whose contributions from around the world will be fully appreciated by the readers.

Robin K. Ohls, MD

Mervin C. Yoder, MD
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Chapter 1

Stem Cell Facts for the
Neonatologist

Mervin C. Yoder, MD

Isolation of Embryonic Stem Cells

Isolation of Human Embryonic Stem Cells

Cloning via Nuclear Transfer in Domestic and Laboratory Animals

Therapeutic Cloning

Stem Cell Plasticity

Somatic Stem Cells

Pancreatic b-islet Cell Replacement Therapy

Cardiomyocyte Replacement Therapy

Umbilical Cord Hematopoietic Stem Cell Replacement Therapy

Summary

As a normal process of human growth and development, many organs and tissues

display a need for continued replacement of the mature cells that are lost with

aging or injury. For example, billions of red blood cells, white blood cells, and

platelets are produced per kilogram of body weight daily. The principal site of

blood cell production, the bone marrow, harbors the critically important stem

cells that serve as the regenerating source for all the blood cells manufactured.

These hematopoietic stem cells share several common features with all other

kinds of stem cells. Stem cells display the ability to self-renew (to divide and

give rise to other stem cells) and to produce offspring that mature along distinct

differentiation pathways to form cells with specialized functions. Stem cells have

classically been divided into two groups: embryonic stem cells (ESC) and non-

embryonic stem cells, also called somatic or adult stem cells. The purpose of this

review is to introduce several important stem cell facts that should be familiar to

all clinicians and to update the reader on selected aspects of ESC and adult stem

cell research.

The fertilized oocyte (zygote) is the ‘mother’ of all stem cells. All the potential

for forming all the cells and tissues of the body including the placenta and extra-

embryonic membranes is derived from this cell (reviewed in ref. 1). Furthermore,

the zygote possesses the unique information leading to the establishment of the

overall body plan and organogenesis. Thus, the zygote is a totipotent cell. The first

few cleavage-stage divisions also produce blastomere cells retaining totipotent
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potential. However, by the blastocyst stage, many of the cells have adopted specific

developmental pathways. One portion of the blastocyst is called the epiblast and

this region contains cells (inner cell mass cells) that will go on to form the embryo

proper. Trophectoderm cells comprise the cells at the opposite pole of the blastocyst

and these cells will differentiate to form the placenta. Cells within in the inner cell

mass of the blastocyst are pluripotent; that is, each cell possesses the potential to

give rise to types of cells that develop from the three embryonic germ layers

(mesoderm, endoderm, and ectoderm). ESC do not technically exist in the devel-

oping blastocyst, but are derived upon ex vivo culture of the inner cell mass cells

from the epiblast using specific methods and reagents discussed below.

ISOLATION OF EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS

Mouse ESC were isolated more than 20 years ago in an extension of basic studies

that had been conducted on how embryonic teratocarcinoma cells could be main-

tained in tissue culture (2, 3). Inner cell mass cells were recovered from murine

blastocysts and plated over an adherent layer of mouse embryonic fibroblasts in the

presence of culture medium containing fetal calf serum and in some instances

conditioned medium from murine teratocarcinoma cells. Over a period of several

weeks, colonies of rapidly growing cells emerged. These colonies of tightly adherent

but proliferating cells could be recovered from the culture dishes, disaggregated

with enzymes to form a single-cell suspension, and the cells replated on fresh

embryonic fibroblasts. Within days, the individually plated cells had formed new

colonies that could in like manner be isolated and recultured with no apparent

restriction on proliferative potential. The cells comprising the colonies were even-

tually defined as ESC.

Murine (m) ESC display several unique properties. The cells are small, with a

high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio and prominent nucleoli. When plated in the

presence of murine embryonic fibroblasts, with great care taken to keep the cells

from clumping at each passage (the clumps can result in some of the mESC

differentiating), mESC proliferate indefinitely as pluripotent cells (4). In fact, one

can manipulate the genome of the mESC using homologous recombination to

insert or remove specific genetic sequences and maintain mESC pluripotency (5).

Injection of normal mESC into recipient murine blastocysts permits ESC-derived

contribution to essentially all tissues of the embryo including germ cells. By inject-

ing mutant mESC into donor blastocysts, one is able to generate genetically altered

strains of mice (commonly referred to as knockout mice) (6).

While the molecular regulation of mESC self-renewal divisions remains unclear,

the growth factor leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) has been determined to be suf-

ficient to maintain mESC in a self-renewing state in vitro, even in the absence of the

mouse fibroblast feeder cells. More recently, addition of the growth factor bone

morphogenetic protein-4 (BMP-4) to mESC cultures (with LIF) permits mainte-

nance of the pluripotent state in serum-free conditions (7, 8). Several transcription

factors including Oct-4 and nanog are required to maintain mESC self-renewal

divisions (9, 10). Increasing MAP kinase activity and decreasing STAT2 activity

results in loss of mESC self-renewal divisions and differentiation of the mESC

into multiple cell lineages (7). Whether this pattern of molecular regulation will

also dictate the fate of human ESC remains to be determined.

The strict culture conditions that are required to result in the in vitro differen-

tiation of mESC into a wide variety of specific somatic cell types, such as neurons,

hematopoietic cells, pancreatic cells, hepatocytes, muscle cells, cardiomyocytes, and

endothelial cells, are now well described (11–14). In most differentiation protocols,

mESC are first deprived of LIF, followed by addition of other growth factors,
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vitamins, morphogens, extracellular matrix molecules, or drugs to stimulate the

ESC to differentiate along specific pathways. It is also usual for the ESC differen-

tiation protocol to give rise to a predominant but not a pure population of differ-

entiated cells. Obtaining highly purified differentiated cell populations generally

requires some form of cell selection to either enhance the survival of a selected

population or to preferentially eliminate a non-desired population (15). The ability

to isolate enriched populations of differentiated cells has encouraged many inves-

tigators to postulate that ESC may be a desirable source of cells for replacement of

aged, injured, or diseased tissues in human subjects if pluripotent human (h) ESC

were readily available (16, 17).

ISOLATION OF HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS

The growth conditions that have permitted isolation and characterization of hESC

have only become available in the last decade (18). Left-over cleavage-stage human

embryos originally produced by in vitro fertilization for clinical purposes are one

prominent source for hESC derivation. Embryos are grown to the blastocyst stage,

the inner cell mass cells isolated, and the isolated cells plated on irradiated mouse

embryonic fibroblast feeder layers in vitro. After growing in culture for several cell

divisions, colonies of hESC emerge, similar to mESC. These hESC are very small

cells with minimal cytoplasm and prominent nucleoli and, like the mouse cells,

grow very rapidly without evidence of developing senescence and possess high

telomerase activity. Unlike mESC, LIF is not sufficient to maintain hESC in a

self-renewing state in the absence of the mouse fibroblast feeder cells. However,

hESC can be grown on extracellular matrix coated plates in the presence of murine

embryonic fibroblast conditioned medium without the presence of the mouse

feeder cells. Relatively high doses of fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) also serve

to help maintain hESC in an undifferentiated state even in the absence of feeder

cells (19, 20).

The pluripotent nature of hESC has been demonstrated by injecting the cells

into the hind leg musculature of an immunodeficient mouse (18). A tumor emerges

from the site of the injected cells (specifically called a teratoma) and histologically

contains numerous cell types, including gastric and intestinal epithelium, renal

tubular cells, and neurons; descendants of the endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm

germ cell layers, respectively. At present, teratoma formation in immunodeficient

mice continues to serve as the only method to document hESC pluripotency. Oct-4

and alkaline phosphatase expression, as biomarkers of ESC pluripotency, help to

support but are inadequate alone as evidence of hESC pluripotency (20).

CLONING VIA NUCLEAR TRANSFER IN DOMESTIC
AND LABORATORY ANIMALS

The successful cloning of a variety of domestic animals and laboratory rodents has

also been widely reported (21). This technology is largely based on nuclear transfer

techniques, where the nucleus is removed from an oocyte, and a donor somatic cell

nucleus is electrically fused with the enucleated oocyte. The created zygote is grown

to the blastocyst stage, where the embryo is disaggregated and cells from the inner

cell mass are harvested for creation of ES cells in vitro or the blastocyst is implanted

into a recipient female. Such a procedure is technically challenging but possible and

multiple cloned examples of several species have been reported.

Some of the challenges to overcome when using nuclear transfer technology to

create viable cloned animals include the great inefficiency of the process (hundreds

to thousands of oocytes are often injected with only a few viable animals surviving
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beyond birth as an outcome). Much of this inefficiency may be a result of poor

epigenetic reprogramming of the donor somatic nucleus in the oocyte (22). In adult

somatic tissues, epigenetic modifications of DNA and chromatin are stably main-

tained and characteristic of each specialized tissue or organ. During nuclear trans-

fer, epigenetic reprogramming of the somatic nucleus must occur similar to the

epigenetic reprogramming that normally occurs during oocyte activation following

fertilization (23). Epigenetic reprogramming deficiencies during animal cloning

may lead to a host of problems, including epigenetic mutations and altered epige-

netic inheritance patterns causing altered gene expression and resulting in embry-

onic lethality or maldeveloped fetuses with poor postnatal survival. While great

strides in identifying the molecules involved in chromatin remodeling and epige-

netic programming have been made, considerable work remains to identify strate-

gies to facilitate this process during nuclear transfer for animal cloning. It is

interesting that hESC have recently been used to reprogram human somatic cells

and may serve as an alternative to the use of oocytes (24).

THERAPEUTIC CLONING

Combining the techniques of nuclear transfer and ESC generation could be applied

to human therapeutic organ or tissue repair. In this strategy, a donor oocyte is

enucleated and the nucleus of a somatic cell from the patient is isolated and trans-

ferred into the oocyte. A blastocyst is created, disaggregated, and hESC isolated.

These ESC cells would be immunologically nearly identical to the donor with the

exception of antigens expressed by mitochondria originally derived from the donor

oocyte. Once cloned hESC have been generated, then use of specific differentiation

protocols designed to derive the specific cells for creation of a replacement organ or

tissue could be employed. Since the differentiated cells generated from the ESC

would be formed as a monolayer of cells, and most tissues and organs for replace-

ment purposes may need to be synthesized in three dimensions with an accessible

vascular supply, a composite synthetic matrix with suspended differentiated cells

may need to be engineered in vitro. While this hypothetical scheme may appear too

complicated for any practical near-term application, a recent proof-of-principle

experiment has demonstrated that an engineered tissue with functioning nephrons

can be produced from domestic cattle (25).

Great excitement followed the announcement by Hwang and colleagues that an

hESC line had been generated via somatic cell nuclear transfer in 2004 (26). Even

greater excitement ensued a year later with a subsequent publication from the same

group, reporting that 11 hESC lines had been generated by nuclear transfer tech-

nology from patients with several common clinical disorders (27). However, this

enthusiasm rapidly changed to great disappointment and alarm when it was learned

that these studies had been fabricated and there was no evidence to support these

claims. Several important lessons were learned from that scientific debacle, includ-

ing support for a strong educational program for all student scientists in the

responsible conduct of research, improvements in the peer-review of articles for

journal publication, and new dialog on how the raw scientific data supporting

research publications may one day be required for a detailed review of support

for the submitted manuscript. Other investigators continue to attempt to derive

hESC lines from patients with specific clinical disorders both in the United States

and abroad (28, 29).

Transfer of human nuclei into donor oocytes presents many ethical and practical

challenges. Where will the donor oocytes come from? In fact, the concern about

coerced oocyte donation by some of the scientists participating in the work of

Hwang and colleagues was one of the early concerns that led to the uncovering
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of the fabricated work reported by that group (30). How much money should

donors be paid for their oocyte donation? Over-compensation could serve to

coerce some donors to participate. Such issues have been discussed in some

detail elsewhere (31–33).

Technically, while hESC can be created, no protocols for differentiation of spe-

cific lineages of cells with documented therapeutic benefit to human subjects have

been reported. Several excellent research protocols for differentiation of hESC into

human blood cells, neurons, chondrocytes, and endothelial cells have been reported

(34–38). Furthermore, while use of artificial matrices as scaffolds for transplantable

cells is currently feasible (engineered blood vessels, bladder, skin, and cartilage),

there have been no reports of using undifferentiated hESC to repopulate artificial

matrices.

STEM CELL PLASTICITY

A number of studies have reported that adult stem cells isolated from one organ

possess the ability to differentiate into cells normally found in completely different

organs following transplantation. For example, bone marrow cells have been

demonstrated to contribute to muscle, lung, gastric, intestinal, lung, and liver

cells following adoptive transfer, while neuronal stem cells can contribute to

blood, muscle, and neuronal tissues. More recent studies suggest that stem cell

plasticity is an extremely rare event and that, in most study subjects, the apparent

donor stem cell differentiation event was in fact a monocyte-macrophage fusion

event with epithelial cells of the recipient tissues (39–41). At present, enthusiasm for

therapeutic multi-tissue repair in ill patients from infusion of a single population of

multipotent stem cells has waned considerably (42).

SOMATIC STEM CELLS

Adult (also called somatic, postnatal, or non-embryonic) stem cells are multipotent

cells that reside in specialized tissues and organs and retain the ability to self-renew

and to develop into progeny that yield all the differentiated cells that comprise the

tissue or organ of residence. For example, intestinal stem cells replenish the intes-

tinal villus epithelium several times a week and skin stem cells give rise to cells that

replace the epidermis in 3-week cycles. Other sources of self-renewing adult stem

cells include the cornea, bone marrow, retina, brain, skeletal muscle, dental pulp,

pancreas, and liver (reviewed in ref. 1). Though numerous examples of adult stem

cell replacement strategies may be discussed, this review will highlight three areas of

current interest in which some pre-clinical or clinical data have been acquired. In

each area, both animal and human studies will be reviewed. Consensus approaches

will be discussed where identified.

PANCREATIC b-ISLET CELL REPLACEMENT THERAPY

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic debilitating disease in which elevated blood glucose

concentrations and deficient insulin production or intracellular responses to insulin

lead to an increased risk of affected patients developing hypertension, vascular

disease, stroke, and kidney failure. Oral hypoglycemic medications in some patients

and insulin injections for most severely affected patients can be effective in lowering

blood glucose concentrations. However, no permanent cure for insulin-dependent

diabetes is currently available.
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Some success has recently been reported in the transplantation of donor pancre-

atic islets into diabetic recipients; however, these patients require lifelong immuno-

suppressive medications to suppress tissue rejection, and the lack of available donor

material will undoubtedly limit this treatment strategy (43, 44). Development of

methods to expand differentiated donor b-islets are being sought but this approach

is not currently effective in improving the number of islets for transplantation.

Alternative approaches include finding stem cell sources that could be used to

generate b-islet cells in vitro in sufficient quantities for transplantation.

Insulin-producing cells have been generated from both murine and human ESC

in vitro (45–47). Implantation of mESC-derived insulin-producing cells into the

spleen of recipient mice rendered hyperglycemic via streptozotocin (STZ) injection

led to euglycemia in nearly all of the transplanted but none of the sham-operated

animals. Some of the treated animals remained euglycemic for months after the

transplant, while hyperglycemia returned in other transplant recipients; no

mechanisms have yet been determined to explain the persistent beneficial effect

in only a subpopulation of the diabetic recipient mice. Nevertheless, the in vivo

regulation of blood glucose concentrations by the implanted ESC-derived cells was

an encouraging outcome (45).

Insulin-producing cells have also been generated from pancreatic ductal tissue,

liver stem cells (oval cells), and liver cells transduced with an adenoviral vector

expressing a transcription factor known to be necessary for pancreatic formation

(reviewed in (48)). In some cases, not only did the cells secrete insulin in vitro, but

the cells responded with accelerated differentiation when exposed to molecules

known to stimulate b-islet cell growth and differentiation in vivo. Implantation

of the insulin-producing cells also ameliorated the hyperglycemia in STZ-treated

recipient mice in some instances.

These data suggest that cells synthesizing and releasing insulin may be derived

from either ESC or adult stem cell populations. It remains unclear whether there is

de novo b-islet cell production from a stem cell population in vivo or if the limited

replicative potential of b-islet cells observed in situ is derived from the endogenous

b-islet pool of cells directly. Whether implanting b-islet cells produced from stem

cells ex vivo will function as well as donor pancreatic b-islet transplantation (which

may contain other pancreatic cell types) and whether immunosuppressive regimens

will be necessary to accept and maintain the implanted cells remains unknown.

Further work will also be required to determine whether either ESC or adult stem

cells can be produced in mass to accommodate the number of b-islet cells required

for clinically relevant protocols and whether stem-cell-generated pancreatic cells

will be effective in establishing euglycemic outcomes in large animal models of

diabetes mellitus (48).

CARDIOMYOCYTE REPLACEMENT THERAPY

Chronic heart failure is another disease entity affecting a large population world-

wide. Nearly 5 million patients in the United States alone suffer from persistent and

worsening heart failure. Mortality is high (up to 40%) and there is morbidity to

society greater than the $40 billion attributed annually to patient hospitalization,

medication, and medical follow-up costs. Of greater concern is the knowledge that

these costs will increase considerably with the advancing age of the United States

population.

Unlike many organs of the body that can replace aged or injured cells, cardio-

myocyte loss in the adult heart is thought to be irreversible (49). Some controversial

recent data suggest that the heart may contain a population of cells that can
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proliferate and replace injured or aged cardiomyocytes (50). However, most stra-

tegies to repair injured cardiac tissue are focused on methods to recruit stem cells to

the site of injury or to inject stem cells into the injured areas (49).

Numerous laboratories have attempted some form of cell-based therapy for

cardiac repair. A variety of cell sources and different types of myocytes have been

demonstrated to engraft in infarcted hearts; however, little evidence of these cells

vigorously interacting with the host cardiomyocytes to establish functional electo-

physiological interactions has been demonstrated (51). Fetal cardiomyocytes have

been demonstrated to functionally connect with injured adult cardiomyocytes and

improve heart function; however, fetal cardiomyocytes are limited in number and

difficult to isolate and transplant with high efficiency. Some recent data suggest that

bone marrow-derived cells, including mesenchymal stem cells, may possess the

potential to improve the outcome of patients with myocardial injury (52–54).

Some evidence has been presented that non-cardiac-derived cardiomyocytes have

been detected in sex-mismatched transplanted human hearts. However, the major-

ity of evidence to date suggests that any improvements in cardiac function follow-

ing cellular adoptive transfer strategies may occur via paracrine secretion of

unknown molecules, with little or no evidence of donor cell engraftment and

long-term replacement of cardiomyocytes (49, 51).

Cardiomyocytes have also been produced in vitro from murine and human

ESCs (55, 56). Specific culture conditions, including transfection of cells with

genes to confer a selective survival advantage, have been used to generate nearly

pure populations of cardiomyocytes (49). These cells spontaneously beat in culture

and respond in appropriate fashion to pharmacologic agents that normally

increase or decrease cardiomyocyte beating in vivo. ESC-derived cardiomyocytes

express proteins known to be restricted to cardiomyocytes in vivo, display

normal sacromeric structures, and can engraft into injured murine hearts in

vivo (57–59).

In summary, the in vitro differentiation of cardiomyocytes from murine ESCs

has been accomplished. Results to date suggest that the cells display morphological,

electrophysiological, and molecular expression patterns similar to cardiomyocytes

developing during embryogenesis. Human ESC-derived cardiomyocytes have also

been isolated and characterized. It is not yet known whether these cells will engraft

and facilitate recovery of damaged human heart tissue. In contrast, the current

experimental approach of transplanting marrow-derived cells may provide some

short-term paracrine support leading to improved recovery for some patients.

These clinical studies have moved into the realm of experimental therapy more

quickly than the basic scientific understanding of which stem cell population or

combination of populations may be best.

UMBILICAL CORD HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL
REPLACEMENT THERAPY

Transplantation of bone marrow cells to alleviate marrow failure in human subjects

has been practiced since 1959 and patient outcomes have improved greatly over the

past decade (60). One very interesting and exciting area of research has been the use

of umbilical cord blood as an alternative source of hematopoietic stem cells for

transplantation (61, 62). Cord blood is an essentially renewable resource of available

stem cells. Several large clinical studies have documented the efficacy of using these

cells to engraft not only pediatric but adult subjects as well (61). One remarkable

outcome of these studies was the recognition that the graft-versus-host disease is

ameliorated when using donor allogeneic (non-self) cord blood cells compared to

adult marrow or mobilized peripheral blood stem cells.
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One limitation of the use of cord blood stem cells for transplantation into adult

subjects is the limitation in the quantity of stem cells present in some cord blood

aliquots. Current estimates suggest that at least 3� 105 CD34+ cells/kg are required

for effective engraftment of donor cord blood cells in a recipient patient. Attempts

to increase the number of cord blood CD34+ cells by expanding the cells in vitro

with recombinant growth factor stimulation have been largely unsuccessful (63). It

is apparent that the total number of hematopoietic progenitor cells is increased

under these expansion conditions but at the expense of the number of stem cells in

the starting population (63). Recent experiments in mice to expand the number of

engrafting and repopulating stem cells via overexpression of certain transcription

and survival factors, growth factors, and via interaction with certain non-

hematopoietic cells have been encouraging, including some studies in non-human

primates (64–67).

One immediate approach that appears to be clinically efficacious is to transplant

cord blood cells from more than one donor aliquot into a single recipient. Increas-

ing the number of donor cells leads to a more rapid recovery of donor-derived

granulocytes and platelets in the recipient patients (68). One fascinating realization

is that, over time, the donor repopulating cells from only one of the multiple

donor units appear to predominate. Further studies will be required to understand

the cellular mechanisms of donor stem cell competitive expansion in vivo to per-

mit the induction of a more strategic advantage of the donor cord blood unit

with the least predilection to the development of graft-versus-host disease in the

recipient (69).

Private cord blood banking is feasible and actively practiced worldwide. A strat-

egy to form a national program of public cord blood banking has been developed

in the USA and the Department of Health and Human Services has recently

announced a competitive program for the formation of the organizing center for

such a program. It is anticipated that such a program will provide education to

increase cord blood donation from underrepresented minority populations, thereby

permitting acquisition of a larger pool of tissue-matched stem cells for patients in

need of transplantation, and enlarge the stored inventory and enhance management

of the stored units to facilitate physician discovery of the most suitable donor cord

blood stem cell unit for their patient.

SUMMARY

Stem cells may be derived in vitro from preimplantation mammalian blastocysts

(ESC) or from somatic tissues and organs (adult stem cells). ESCs display cer-

tain unique properties that generate enthusiasm for these cells as a source of

differentiated cells for future applications of cell-based therapies for human

disease. Adult stem cell populations are also being investigated as potential

sources for clinical cell-based therapies. While ESC approaches may offer

many theoretical advantages over current adult stem cell approaches, the use

of adult stem cells to treat patients with certain ailments is the current

treatment of choice. Investigators will continue to focus on improvements in

cell isolation, in vitro stem cell expansion, regulating stem cell commitment to

specific cell lineages, facilitating in vitro cellular differentiation, tissue engineer-

ing using synthetic matrices and stem cell progeny, optimizing transplantation

protocols, and in vivo stem cell or stem-cell-derived tissue testing for safety

and efficacy in appropriate animal models of human disease. Many challenges lie

ahead but successful outcomes of this work may lead to new patient treatment

paradigms.
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Chapter 2

Current Issues in the
Pathogenesis, Diagnosis, and
Treatment of Neonatal
Thrombocytopenia

Matthew A. Saxonhouse, MD � Martha C. Sola-Visner, MD

Platelet Production in Neonates

Neonatal Platelet Function

Approach to the Neonate with Thrombocytopenia

Treatment/Management of Neonatal Thrombocytopenia

The evaluation and management of the thrombocytopenic neonate (platelet count

<150� 109/L) is a frequent challenge for neonatologists, as 22–35% of infants

admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) are affected by thrombocyto-

penia at some point during their hospital stay (1–5). Of these neonates, 25%

(approximately 35 000 neonates per year in the USA) develop platelet counts low

enough that their risk of hemorrhage is thought to be significantly increased (6).

Treatment of these patients with platelet transfusions is provided in an attempt to

diminish the occurrence, or severity, of hemorrhage. However, there is considerable

debate on what constitutes an ‘‘at risk’’ platelet count, particularly because a

number of other variables (such as mechanism of thrombocytopenia and platelet

function) also significantly influence the bleeding risk. Unfortunately, there are

currently no reliable and/or rapid methods for assessing the mechanisms of throm-

bocytopenia, and how different disease processes affect the platelet function is

poorly understood. Thus, we have very limited data to guide our decisions of

when to administer platelet transfusions to decrease an infant’s presumed risk for

hemorrhage. In this chapter, we will review the current concepts on normal and

abnormal neonatal thrombopoiesis and the existing methods of evaluating platelet

production and function. We will then provide a stepwise approach to the evalu-

ation of the thrombocytopenic neonate, and will finally review current controver-

sies regarding neonatal platelet transfusions and potential use of thrombopoietic

growth factors.

PLATELET PRODUCTION IN NEONATES

The rather complex process of platelet production can be schematically represented

as consisting of four main steps (Fig. 2-1). The first is the thrombopoietic stimulus

that drives the production of megakaryocytes and ultimately platelets. Although a

number of cytokines (i.e. IL-3, IL-6, IL-11, and GM-CSF) contribute to this process,
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thrombopoietin (Tpo) is now widely recognized as the most potent known stim-

ulator of platelet production (7). Tpo mostly acts by promoting the next two steps

of the process: the proliferation of megakaryocyte progenitors (the cells that mul-

tiply and give rise to megakaryocytes), and the maturation of the megakaryocytes,

characterized by a progressive increase in nuclear ploidy and cytoplasmic maturity

that leads to the generation of large polyploid (8N–64N) megakaryocytes (7, 8).

Through a poorly understood process, these mature megakaryocytes then generate

and release new platelets into the circulation.

Although in general the process of platelet production follows the same steps

in neonates and adults, there are important developmental differences that need

to be taken into consideration when evaluating neonates with platelet disorders.

For example, plasma Tpo concentrations are higher in normal neonates than in

healthy adults, but neonates with thrombocytopenia have in general lower Tpo

concentrations than adults with similar degrees and mechanisms of thrombocyto-

penia (9–11). Megakaryocyte progenitors of neonates have a higher proliferative

potential than those of adults, giving rise to significantly larger megakaryocyte

colonies when cultured in vitro (11–13). Furthermore, neonatal megakaryocyte

progenitors are more sensitive to Tpo in vitro and in vivo than adult progenitors,

and are present in both the bone marrow and the peripheral blood (as opposed to

adult progenitors, which reside almost exclusively in the bone marrow) (7, 12, 14).

Finally, neonatal megakaryocytes are smaller and of lower ploidy than adult mega-

karyocytes (15–20). Since smaller megakaryocytes produce fewer platelets than

larger megakaryocytes (21), it has been postulated that neonates maintain

normal platelet counts on the basis of the increased proliferative rate of their

progenitors.

An important question that has remained unanswered has been how these

developmental differences impact the ability of neonates to respond to thrombo-

cytopenia, particularly secondary to increased platelet consumption. Specifically, it

is unknown whether neonates can increase the number and/or size of their

megakaryocytes, as adult patients with platelet consumptive disorders do. Finding

the answer to this question has been challenging, mostly due to the limited avail-

ability of bone marrow specimens from living neonates, the rarity of megakaryo-

cytes in the fetal marrow, the fragility of these cells, and the inability to accurately

differentiate small megakaryocytes from cells of other lineages. A recent study

using state-of-the-art techniques to evaluate megakaryocytes in neonatal bone

marrow biopsies (combining immunohistochemistry and image analysis) suggests

that thrombocytopenic neonates do not increase the size of their megakaryocytes

Tpo

MK progenitors

Megakaryocytes

Platelets

RP%

Figure 2-1 Schematic representation of neonatal megakaryocytopoiesis. Tpo acts by promoting

the proliferation of megakaryocyte progenitors and the maturation of the megakaryocytes.

Through a poorly understood process, mature megakaryocytes release new platelets into the cir-

culation. These new platelets represent the reticulated platelet percentage. Adapted from Sola MC,

Fetal megakaryocytopoiesis. In: Christensen RD (ed). Hematologic Problems of the Neonate. Phila-

delphia, PA: W.B. Saunders; 2000:43–59, with permission. Tpo, thrombopoietin; MK, megakaryo-

cyte; RP%, reticulated platelet percentage.
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(15, 22). In fact, most thrombocytopenic neonates evaluated in that study had a

lower megakaryocyte mass than their non-thrombocytopenic counterparts (15).

Since bone marrow studies remain technically difficult in neonates (particularly

in those born prematurely), significant efforts have been aimed at developing blood

tests to evaluate platelet production that would be suitable for neonates. Among

those tests, Tpo concentrations (9–11, 23), circulating megakaryocyte progenitors

(11, 13, 24–26), reticulated platelet percentages (RP%) (27–30), and glycocalicin

concentrations (31–33) have been used most recently, and have shown promising

results. As shown in Fig. 2–1, circulating Tpo concentrations are a measure of the

thrombopoietic stimulus. Because serum Tpo levels are a reflection of both the level

of Tpo production and the availability of Tpo receptor (on progenitor cells, mega-

karyocytes, and platelets), elevated Tpo levels in the presence of thrombocytopenia

usually suggest inflammatory conditions leading to upregulated gene expression

(i.e. during infections) (34), or hyporegenerative thrombocytopenias characterized

by a decreased megakaryocyte mass (such as aplastic anemia or chemotherapy-

induced thrombocytopenia). In addition, several investigators have published

Tpo concentrations in healthy neonates of different gestational and post-

conceptional ages, as well as in neonates with thrombocytopenia secondary to

different etiologies (9–11, 35–39). However, Tpo concentrations are not yet routi-

nely available in the clinical setting.

As previously stated, megakaryocyte progenitors (the precursors for megakar-

yocytes) are present both in the blood and in the bone marrow of neonates.

Investigators have capitalized on this observation, and have used the concentration

of circulating progenitors as an indirect marker of marrow megakaryocytopoiesis,

although the correlation between blood and marrow progenitors has never been

clearly established (11, 25, 26). In normal neonates, the concentration of circulating

megakaryocyte progenitors decreases with increasing post-conceptional age, a find-

ing that has been thought to reflect the migration of megakaryocyte progenitor

from the liver to the bone marrow (26). When applied to thrombocytopenic neo-

nates, Murray et al. showed that preterm neonates with early-onset thrombocyto-

penia (secondary to placental insufficiency in most cases) had decreased

concentrations of circulating megakaryocyte progenitors compared to their non-

thrombocytopenic counterparts (25). Furthermore, the number of progenitors

increased during the period of platelet recovery, thus suggesting that the thrombo-

cytopenia observed in these neonates was secondary to decreased platelet produc-

tion. Again, however, it is unlikely that this relatively labor-intensive test (which

requires culturing of the megakaryocyte progenitors for 10 days) will ever become

clinically available.

A test that could potentially become available to clinicians for the evaluation of

neonatal thrombocytopenia is the reticulated platelet percentage (RP%). RPs are

newly released platelets (<24 h old), which contain residual RNA, thus allowing

their detection and quantification in the blood by flow cytometry (40–43). In adults

and children, the reticulated platelet percentage (RP%) has been evaluated as a way

of classifying thrombocytopenia kinetically, similar to the way the reticulocyte

count is used to evaluate anemia, so that a low RP% would signify diminished

platelet production while an elevated RP% would signify increased platelet produc-

tion (27). Most importantly, RP% in adults correlated well with marrow megakar-

yocytes. Unfortunately, RP% values reported for adults and children have varied

significantly, mostly because of the lack of standardized methodology. Two prior

studies measured RP% in non-thrombocytopenic term and preterm neonates,

and (similar to adult studies) the methods used and RP% values varied significantly

(28, 29). Our group recently modified a whole blood method to determine RP% in

preterm neonates admitted to the NICU over the first 28 days of life, and found that

the RP% in preterm neonates increased over the first 2–5 days of life and then
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decreased to a stable level of 2.6 ± 1.4 over the first 28 days. In addition, RP% values

were higher in neonates than adults, and inversely related to gestational age (30).

Glycocalicin concentrations have also been used as a marker of platelet turnover.

Glycocalicin is a soluble proteolytic fragment of the a-subunit of glycoprotein Ib

(GPIb), which is normally expressed on mature megakaryocytes and platelets (44).

Its levels are increased in patients with increased platelet consumption, and

decreased in patients with defective platelet formation (31–33).

Although none of these tests has yet been adequately validated with concomi-

tant bone marrow or platelet kinetic studies in neonates, recent reports in adults

and children have suggested that the use of several of these tests in combination

can help differentiate between disorders of increased platelet destruction and those

of decreased production, and sometimes can provide important diagnostic clues

(31–33, 45, 46). In an ongoing study, the simultaneous measurement of Tpo con-

centrations, circulating megakaryocyte progenitors, and RP% in neonates with

severe thrombocytopenia, coupled with bone marrow studies in some of them, is

being evaluated (47). Although preliminary, data from this study have shown that

very specific patterns can be recognized by using these tests in combination, such as

ineffective platelet production in congenital HIV infection (48), and unresponsive-

ness to thrombopoietin in congenital amegakaryocytic thrombocytopenia (47).

In summary, the use of these tests in combination has the potential to make the

mechanistic evaluation of thrombocytopenia more accurate than ever before. Par-

ticularly in neonates with severe and unexplained thrombocytopenia, this type of

evaluation is likely to offer useful information leading to the diagnosis, although a

single test that is useful and suitable for wide clinical use is yet to emerge. Bone

marrow studies still provide information that cannot be obtained through any

indirect measures of platelet production (such as marrow cellularity, megakaryocyte

morphology, or evidence of hemophagocytosis), and should be performed in

selected patients (22).

NEONATAL PLATELET FUNCTION

Although platelet transfusions are routinely provided to neonates with the goal of

decreasing their risk of catastrophic hemorrhage, it is known that not only the

platelet count but also the disease process and the platelet function at that time

significantly influence an infant’s risk of bleeding. Therefore, it has been postulated

that the concomitant use of tests to assess platelet function and primary hemostasis

might offer more insight into an infant’s bleeding risk than the platelet count alone.

The limitation to this approach, however, has been the lack of simple, rapid, and

reproducible techniques for determining neonatal platelet function.

To evaluate the contribution of platelet function to hemostasis, investigators

have used two different approaches. The first consists of measuring specific platelet

functions, such as adhesion, activation, or aggregation. The second approach con-

sists of evaluating primary hemostasis in whole blood samples. Although platelet

number and function are critical to primary hemostasis, the latter tests also evaluate

the contribution of many other factors in the blood, and thus represent a more

global and physiological measure.

In the evaluation of platelet function alone, researchers have used aggregometry

to assess platelet aggregation and flow cytometry to assess platelet activation. Initial

platelet aggregation studies were performed using platelet-rich plasma, and demon-

strated that platelets from neonatal cord blood (preterm greater than term) (49)

were hyporesponsive to the agonists adenosine diphosphate (ADP), epinephrine,

collagen, thrombin, and thromboxane analogues (e.g., U46619), when compared

with adult platelets (50–55). The hyporesponsiveness of neonatal platelets to
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epinephrine is probably due to the decreased numbers of a2-adrenergic receptors,

binding sites for epinephrine, found on neonatal platelets (56). The reduced

response to collagen is probably due to the impairment of calcium mobilization

(57, 58), and the decreased response to thromboxane may be the result of signaling

differences downstream from the receptor (49). In contrast to these findings, the

ristocetin-induced agglutination of neonatal platelets was enhanced compared with

adults, most likely reflecting the higher levels and enhanced activity of circulating

von Willebrand factor (vWF) in neonates (54, 59–65). The main limitation of

platelet-rich plasma aggregometry was that large volumes of blood were needed,

thus limiting its application in neonatology to cord blood samples. New platelet

aggregometers, however, can accommodate whole blood samples and require smal-

ler volumes, thus opening the door to whole blood aggregometry studies in preterm

neonates (66).

When platelets become activated, they undergo a series of changes in the pres-

ence or conformation of several surface proteins. These changes are known as

‘‘activation markers’’. Using specific monoclonal antibodies to detect platelet acti-

vation markers, flow cytometry studies of cord blood and postnatal (term and

preterm) samples demonstrated decreased platelet activation in response to platelet

agonists such as thrombin, ADP, and epinephrine (concordant with aggregometry

studies) (58, 67–74). This platelet hyporesponsiveness appeared to resolve by day

ten of life (67). Flow cytometry is particularly appealing because very small volumes

of blood (5–100 ml) are needed, and because it allows evaluation of both the basal

status of platelet activation as well as the reactivity of the platelets in response to

various agonists. However, there are limited data applying this technique to neo-

nates with thrombocytopenia, sepsis, liver failure, DIC, and other disorders (67).

The second approach to evaluating platelet function involved methods to deter-

mine whole blood primary hemostasis, a more global and physiologic measure of

platelet function in the context of whole blood. Historically, the bleeding time has

been considered the gold standard test of in vivo primary hemostasis. Bleeding-time

studies performed on healthy term neonates demonstrated shorter times than those

from adults, suggesting enhanced primary hemostasis (75). This finding was in

contrast to the platelet hyporesponsiveness observed in aggregometry and flow

cytometry studies. It has been suggested that the shorter bleeding times were a

result of higher hematocrits (76), higher mean corpuscular volumes (77), higher

vWF concentrations (61, 62, 78), and predominance of longer vWF polymers in

neonates (63, 64). When bleeding times were measured in preterm neonates, they

were found to be longer that those from healthy term neonates. (79) A single study

attempted to determine the relationship between bleeding times and platelet counts

in thrombocytopenic neonates. This study revealed prolonged bleeding times in

patients with platelet counts below 100� 109/L, but no correlation between the

degree of thrombocytopenia and the prolongation in the bleeding time (80). How-

ever, since bleeding times are highly operator-dependent and the existing evidence

suggests that bleeding times do not correlate well with bleeding tendency or predict

the likelihood of bleeding (81–83), it was unclear whether this finding was more a

reflection of the limitations of the test, or a true lack of correlation.

The cone and platelet analyzer tests whole blood platelet adhesion and aggre-

gation on an extracellular matrix-coated plate, under physiological arterial flow

conditions (84). When a modified technique was applied to healthy full-term neo-

natal platelets, they demonstrated more extensive adhesion properties than adult

platelets with similar aggregate formation (60). However, healthy preterm platelets

had decreased platelet adhesion compared with term infants, but still greater than

those from adults (85, 86). Adherence in preterm infants correlated with gestational

age in the first 48 h of life, but did not increase with increasing post-conceptional

age, even up to 10 weeks of life (85). Interestingly, using the cone and platelet
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analyzer, septic preterm infants displayed lower adherence than healthy preterm

infants, suggesting a mechanism for the bleeding tendencies in this population (86).

Unfortunately, the cone and platelet analyzer is not available for clinical use in most

institutions, thus limiting its use to research purposes.

More recently, a highly reproducible, automated measure of primary hemostasis

was developed and commercialized as a substitute for the bleeding time. The platelet

function analyzer (PFA-100) measures primary hemostasis by simulating an in vivo

quantitative measurement of platelet adhesion, activation, and aggregation. Speci-

fically, anticoagulated blood is aspirated under high shear rates through an aperture

cut into a membrane coated with collagen and either ADP or epinephrine, which

mimics exposed subendothelium. Platelets are activated in response to the shear

stress plus the physiologic agonists of platelet activation (collagen + ADP or epi-

nephrine), adhere to the membrane, and aggregate until a stable platelet plug

occludes the blood flow through the aperture (87). The time to reach occlusion is

recorded by the instrument as the closure time. Two closure times are measured

with each instrument run, one obtained with collagen and epinephrine and the

other with collagen and ADP (88, 89). Four studies so far have applied this method

to neonates, and have demonstrated shorter closure times in term neonates com-

pared with adults, in concordance with previous bleeding time studies (87, 90–92).

However, these studies were all performed on term cord blood samples, thus making

the interpretation of this diagnostic test in neonates of different gestational and

post-conceptional ages very difficult (in the absence of reference values). Further-

more, recent evidence has suggested that cord blood values may be different from

peripheral blood values obtained from non-thrombocytopenic neonates during the

first few days of life (93). Preliminary data evaluating closure times from thrombo-

cytopenic neonates have shown a prolongation of closure times compared with cord

blood and peripheral blood values from non-thrombocytopenic neonates, but no

direct correlation between degree of thrombocytopenia and prolongation of closure

times (94). The PFA-100 has the advantage of being rapid, accurate, reproducible,

and only requiring 1.8 ml of citrated blood. However, until accurate reference ranges

are available for non-thrombocytopenic neonates, taking into account gestational

age and days of life, this test will have limited screening value in the NICU.

APPROACH TO THE NEONATE WITH THROMBOCYTOPENIA

The fetal platelet count reaches a level of 150� 109/L by the end of the first tri-

mester of pregnancy (95). Thus, any neonate with a platelet count <150� 109/L,

regardless of gestational age (23–42 weeks), is defined as having thrombocytopenia.

Platelet counts in the 100–150� 109/L range are somewhat more common among

healthy neonates than among healthy adults. For that reason, careful follow-up and

expectant management in an otherwise healthy-appearing neonate with transient

thrombocytopenia in this range is acceptable, although lack of resolution or wor-

sening should prompt further evaluation.

For practicing neonatologists, the first step in the approach to the thrombocy-

topenic neonate is to attempt to recognize patterns that have been associated with

specific illnesses. Table 2-1 lists the most common diagnoses reported in the liter-

ature as potential causes of neonatal thrombocytopenia, as well as their presenta-

tions. If the pattern of thrombocytopenia fits any of the listed categories, then

confirmatory testing is indicated. There is obviously some overlap in these pro-

cesses, such as sepsis and necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), or birth asphyxia and

disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).

Figures 2-2 and 2-3 provide algorithms for the evaluation of a neonate with

either severe (platelet count <50� 109/L) or mild (100–150� 109/L) to moderate
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(50–100� 109/L) thrombocytopenia, respectively. In addition to severity, this

approach uses time of presentation to classify the different causes of thrombocyto-

penia as early (onset at <72 h of life) vs. late (>72 h of life) thrombocytopenia.

When faced with severe, early thrombocytopenia (Fig. 2-2) in a term or preterm

neonate, infection (usually bacterial) should be suspected and evaluated for.

Table 2-1 Specific Illnesses and Patterns Associated with Neonatal
Thrombocytopenia

Categories Subtypes
Differential diagnoses
(where applicable) Severity Onset

Immune Alloimmune
Autoimmune

Neonatal Alloimmune
Thrombocytopenia
Maternal ITP, Lupus, other collagen

vascular disorder

Severe
Severe-

moderate

Early
Early

Infectious Bacterial GBS, E. coli, Klebsiella, Serratia,
Enterobacter,
H. flu, Staph aureus,
Staph epi, Enterococcus

Variable Variable

Viral CMV, HSV, HIV, parvovirus, coxsackie,
EBV

Variable Usually
early

Fungal Candida, other Severe Usually
late

Parasite Toxoplasmosis Variable Early
Placental

insufficiency
Preeclampsia, eclampsia, chronic

hypertension
Mild-moderate Early

Medication-
induced*

Antibiotic
Heparin
Anticonvulsants
NSAIDs
Histamine

H2-receptor
antagonists

Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

Late
Late
Late
Late
Late

DIC Asphyxia
Sepsis
Congenital TTP (rare)

Severe
Severe
Severe

Early
Variable
Variable

Genetic
disorders**

Chromosomal Trisomy 13, trisomy 18,
trisomy 21, Turner syndrome,
Jacobsen syndrome

Variable Early

Familial Macrothrombocytopenias,
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, X-linked
thrombocytopenias, Amegakaryocytic
thrombocytopenia, TAR, Fanconi
anemia***, Noonan syndrome

Variable Early***

Metabolic Proprionic acidemia, methylmalonic
acidemia, hyperthyroidism, infant of
diabetic mother

Mild-moderate Variable

Miscellaneous Thrombosis RVT, line-associated thrombosis, sagittal
sinus thrombosis

Moderate Variable

Tumor Kasabach Merritt, hepatic
hemangioendothelioma

Moderate Variable

NEC Severe-
moderate

Usually
Late

Polycythemia Mild-moderate Early
ECMO Variable Variable

Adapted from Sola MC. Evaluation and treatment of severe and prolonged thrombocytopenia in neonates. In:
Christensen RD (ed). Hematopoietic Growth Factors in Neonatal Medicine. Philadelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders; 2004:1–14,
with permission.

ITP, Immune thrombocytopenic purpura; CMV, cytomegalovirus; HSV, herpes simplex virus I and II; HIV, human
immunodeficiency virus; EBV, Epstein Barr virus; IUGR, intrauterine growth retardation; TTP, thrombotic thrombocyto-
penic purpura; TAR, thrombocytopenia absent-radii syndrome; RVT, renal vein thrombosis; NEC, necrotizing enterocolitis;
ECMO, extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation; NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications.

*Refer to Table 2-3 for further description.
**Refer to Table 2-2 for further description.
***Most familial thrombocytopenias are present at birth except for Fanconi anemia, which usually does not appear

until childhood.
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If the neonate is well-appearing and infection has been ruled out, then a careful

family history and physical exam can provide critical clues to the diagnosis.

For example, a prior sibling with a history of neonatal alloimmune thrombocytope-

nia (NAIT) strongly supports this diagnosis, prompting immediate evaluation

and treatment (see next section). A family history of any form of congenital

Platelet count < 50 × 109/L × 2

Onset < 72 hours

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Bacterial/viral
infection and/or

DIC?

Treat and follow
platelet counts

Confirmatory tests

1

2

Diagnosis made?

Treat and follow
platelet counts

• Evaluate for certain viral
  infections (i.e., HSV, CMV)
• Evaluate for thrombosis if
  central line
• Consider drug induced
  thrombocytopenia
• Consider inborn error of
  metabolism

• Mother with
  thrombocytopenia?
• Sibling with NAIT?
• Family history of
  congenital
  thrombocytopenia?
• Stigmata of TAR or
  proximal radioulnar
  synostosis?
• Maternal medications?
• Dysmorphic features c/w
  trisomy 21, 18, 13, or
  Turner syndrome?

• Maternal and paternal blood for NAIT work-up
• TORCH evaluation*
• Consider other viral infections (HIV, EBV,
  parvovirus B19, enteroviruses)
• Consider chromosome testing
• Consider inborn error of metabolism
• Evaluate for thrombosis (i.e., RVT)
• Evaluate mean platelet volume and peripheral
  smear (familial thrombocytopenias**)

• Treat as indicated
• Follow platelet counts

• Consultation with hematology
  for further evaluation
• Consider bone marrow
  studies and evaluation of
  platelet production

Evidence of
bacterial/fungal
sepsis and/or

NEC?

Onset > 72 hours

Figure 2-2 Evaluation of the neonate with severe thrombocytopenia (< 50 � 109/L) of early

(<72 h of life) vs. late (>72 h of life) onset. DIC, disseminated intravascular coagulation; NEC,

necrotizing enterocolitis; ITP, immune thrombocytopenic purpura; NAIT, neonatal alloimmune

thrombocytopenia; TAR, thrombocytopenia absent-radii syndrome; EBV, Epstein Barr virus; RVT,

renal vein thrombosis. �TORCH evaluation consisting of diagnostic work-up for toxoplasmosis,

rubella, CMV, HSV, and syphilis. **Refer to Table 2-2 for listing of disorders.
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thrombocytopenia warrants further investigation in that direction (Table 2-2). Pre-

sence of physical findings of trisomy 13 (i.e. cutis aplasia, cleft-lip-and-palate), 18

(i.e. clinodactyly, IUGR, rocker-bottom feet), 21 (i.e. macroglossia, single palmar

crease, AV canal, hypotonia), or Turner syndrome (edema, growth retardation, con-

genital heart defects) dictates chromosomal evaluation. Decreased ability to pronate/

supinate the forearm in an otherwise normal-appearing neonate suggests congenital

amegakaryocytic thrombocytopenia with proximal radio-ulnar synostosis (96). The

presence of hepatosplenomegaly suggests the possibility of viral infection, and an

abdominal mass should prompt an abdominal ultrasound to evaluate for renal vein

thrombosis.

In the absence of any obvious diagnostic clues, in an otherwise well-appearing

infant, the most common cause is immune (allo- or auto-) thrombocytopenia,

caused by the passage of anti-platelet antibodies from the mother to the fetus. If

the anti-platelet antibody work-up is negative, then a more detailed evaluation is

indicated. This should consist of TORCH evaluation, including HIV testing and

parvovirus evaluation. Rarer diagnoses such as thrombosis (renal vein thrombosis,

Platelet count 50–149 × 109/L × 2

Onset < 72 hours

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

History of placental insufficiency and
absence of risk factors for sepsis?

Follow counts

Baby well Baby ill

If normal
by 10

days, no
further

evaluation

If still abnormal
by 10 days or
progressed to

severe
thrombocytopenia

Sepsis likely
and platelets

normalized with
treatment

No further
evaluation

Proceed as indicated for early,
severe thrombocytopenia

(Fig. 2-2)

Sepsis
ruled
out

Diagnosis made?

Treat and
follow counts

• Treat as indicated
• Follow platelet
  counts

• Consultation with hematology
 for further evaluation
• Consider bone marrow
 studies and evaluation
 of platelet production

Same evaluation as for
severe thrombocytopenia
(see Box 2, Fig. 2-2)

Sepsis
evaluation

Evidence of
bacterial/fungal
sepsis and/or

NEC?

Onset > 72 hours

Figure 2-3 Evaluation of the neonate with mild-moderate thrombocytopenia (50–149�109/L) of

early (<72 h of life) vs. late (>72 h of life) onset. NEC, necrotizing enterocolitis.
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sagittal sinus thrombosis), Kasabach-Merritt syndrome, and inborn errors of

metabolism (mainly proprionic acidemia and methylmalonic acidemia) should

be considered and evaluated for if clinically indicated. Platelet counts in these

disorders may range from severe to mild depending on the particular presentation.

It is also important to recognize that some chromosomal disorders have very subtle

phenotypic features, such as can be the case in the 11q terminal deletion disorder

(previously referred to as Jacobsen syndrome) (97), which has a wide range of

phenotypes (including any combination of growth retardation, genitourinary

anomalies, limb anomalies, mild facial anomalies, abnormal brain imaging, heart

defects, and ophthalmologic problems) (97, 98). Therefore, a growth-restricted

neonate without an obvious reason for the growth restriction or an infant with

subtle dysmorphic features and thrombocytopenia warrants chromosomal

analysis. Severe and persistent isolated thrombocytopenia in an otherwise normal

neonate can also represent congenital amegakaryocytic thrombocytopenia. If the

Table 2-2 Familial Thrombocytopenias, Including Platelet Size, Mode of
Inheritance, and Associated Physical Findings

Syndrome Platelet size
Mode of
inheritance Associated clinical findings

Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome Small X-linked Immunodeficiency, eczema
X-linked thrombocytopenia Small X-linked None
Congenital amegakaryocytic

thrombocytopenia
Normal AR None

Congenital amegakaryocytic
thrombocytopenia and
radio-ulnar synostosis

Normal AR Restricted forearm pronation, proximal
radio-ulnar synostosis in forearm
X-ray (96)

Fanconi anemia Normal AR Hypopigmented and hyperpigmented
skin lesions, urinary tract
abnormalities, microcephaly, upper
extremity radial-side abnormalities
involving the thumb, pancytopenia
(rarely present in the neonatal
period) (107,108)

Chromosome 10/THC2* Normal AD None
Thrombocytopenia and

absent radii
Normal AR Shortened/absent radii bilaterally,

normal thumbs, ulnar and hand
abnormalities, abnormalities of the
humerus, cardiac defects (TOF, ASD,
VSD), eosinophilia, leukemoid
reaction (182-184)

May-Hegglin anomaly Large/giant AD Neutrophilic inclusions
Fechtner syndrome Large/giant AD Sensorineural hearing loss, cataracts,

nephritis, neutrophilic inclusions
Epstein syndrome Large/giant AD Sensorineural hearing loss, nephritis
Sebastian syndrome Large/giant AD Neutrophilic inclusions
Mediterranean

thrombocytopenia
Large/giant AD None

Bernard-Soulier syndrome Large/giant AR None
GATA1 mutation Large/giant

or Normal
X-linked Anemia, Genitourinary abnormalities

(cryptorchidism) (167,185,186)
Gray platelet syndrome Large/giant AD None
11q Terminal deletion

disorder (Jacobsen
syndrome)

Large/giant AD Congenital heart defects, genitourinary
abnormalities, growth retardation,
mild facial anomalies, limb
anomalies, abnormal brain imaging
(97,98)

Adapted from Drachman JG. Inherited thrombocytopenia: when a low platelet count does not mean ITP. Blood
13(2)390–398, 2004; with permission.

AR, autosomal recessive; AD, autosomal dominant; TOF, tetralogy of Fallot; ASD, atrial septal defect; VSD,
ventricular septal defect.

*Mild-moderate thrombocytopenia associated with genetic linkage to the short arm of chromosome 10, 10p11-12
(187, 188).
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thrombocytopenia is part of a pancytopenia, osteopetrosis should be considered.

After following this algorithm, if the diagnosis is still unknown, consultation with

a pediatric hematologist is warranted, especially if the platelet count has not

improved by 10 days of life.

When a neonate presents with severe thrombocytopenia after 72 h of life

(Fig. 2-2), then prompt evaluation and treatment for bacterial/fungal sepsis and/

or NEC must be initiated. If all cultures are negative and there is no clinical evi-

dence of NEC, but the platelet count is still severely low, then the evaluation must

be expanded. Appropriate testing should include evaluations for (i) DIC and liver

dysfunction; (ii) certain viral infections (i.e. HSV, CMV, EBV); (iii) thrombosis,

especially with a history of a central line; (iv) drug-induced thrombocytopenia

(Table 2-3) (99–106); (v) inborn errors of metabolism; and (vi) Fanconi anemia

(rare) (107, 108). If a diagnosis is still not made, then consultation with a hema-

tologist and potential bone marrow studies and evaluation of platelet production

are warranted.

The presentation of mild-moderate thrombocytopenia (Fig. 2-3) within the first

72 h of life in a well-appearing preterm infant without risk factors for infection and

with a maternal history of preeclampsia or chronic hypertension is most likely

related to placental insufficiency (9, 25). If the platelet count normalizes within

10 days, no further evaluation is necessary. However, if the thrombocytopenia

becomes severe or the platelet count does not return to normal, then further eval-

uation (especially for infection or immune thrombocytopenia) is required. Mild-

moderate thrombocytopenia within the first 72 h of life in an ill-appearing term or

preterm neonate warrants an immediate evaluation for sepsis. If sepsis is ruled out,

then the evaluation should be very similar to the one described for early, severe

thrombocytopenia in a non-septic neonate (Fig. 2-2). If the thrombocytopenia is

persistent, the differential diagnosis should be expanded to include familial throm-

bocytopenias, which frequently (but not always) are in the mild-moderate range.

Many of these familial thrombocytopenias can be identified based on platelet size,

mode of inheritance, and associated clinical findings (Table 2-2). The platelet size

can be evaluated using the mean platelet volume (MPV; normal 7–11 fL) (98),

which is frequently reported on routine complete blood counts, or reviewing the

blood smear and looking for large or small platelets. For example, Jacobsen syn-

drome, May-Hegglin anomaly, Fechtner syndrome, and Epstein syndrome present

with large platelets (MPV>11 fL) (98), as well as other associated clinical findings

that may be identified during the neonatal period (98). In contrast, Wiskott-Aldrich

syndrome and X-linked thrombocytopenia present with abnormally small platelets

(MPV<7 fL) (98). Certain physical findings on exam may also provide key

Table 2-3 Medications frequently used in Neonates that may
cause Thrombocytopenia

Medication Class Examples

Antibiotics Penicillin and derivatives
Ciprofloxacin
Cephalosporin
Metronizadole
Vancomycin
Rifampin

Nonsteroidals Indomethacin
Anticoagulants Heparin
Histamine H2-receptor antagonists Famotidine, cimetidine
Anticonvulsants Phenobarbital, phenytoin

The majority of the medications listed have been reported to cause neonatal thrombocytope-
nia in isolated case reports (99-106).
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diagnostic clues to the underlying diagnosis (Table 2-2). The inability to supinate/

pronate the forearm may be a sign of congenital amegakaryocytic thrombocytope-

nia with proximal radio-ulnar synostosis, which can be easily confirmed by forearm

X-rays (96).

If the presentation of thrombocytopenia is at >72 h of life, the most likely

diagnosis is bacterial or fungal sepsis with or without NEC. Late-onset thrombo-

cytopenia associated with sepsis has been reported to occur in 6% of all admissions

to the NICU in some institutions (6). However, if these are ruled out, then an

approach similar to that outlined for late-onset severe thrombocytopenia should be

followed (Fig. 2-2). If a diagnosis is still not found, then consultation with a pedi-

atric hematologist is warranted.

In neonates with thrombocytopenia of unclear etiology, identifying the mechan-

isms responsible (increased destruction, decreased production, sequestration, or a

combination) may aid in narrowing the differential diagnosis. Neonatal alloim-

mune or autoimmune thrombocytopenias are examples of increased destruction,

whereas infants born to mothers with placental insufficiency or who have inherited

bone marrow failure syndromes are examples of decreased platelet production (11,

25, 109, 110). However, the exact mechanism remains unknown for a large per-

centage of neonates with thrombocytopenia (111, 112). In adults, bone marrow

studies and radiolabeled platelet survival studies provide a thorough mechanistic

evaluation (113, 114). Unfortunately, these studies are cumbersome and technically

difficult in neonates (115). For that reason, the use of the tests described in the first

section may prove to be of particular value in the evaluation of neonates with

thrombocytopenia of unknown etiology, as evidenced by some recent publications

(47, 48, 96).

TREATMENT/MANAGEMENT OF NEONATAL
THROMBOCYTOPENIA

Despite the frequency of thrombocytopenia in the NICU, and the severity of

its potential consequences, there has only been one prospective, randomized trial

evaluating different thresholds for platelet transfusions in neonates (116). In that

study, performed by Andrew et al. in 1993 (116), thrombocytopenic premature

infants were randomly assigned to maintain a platelet count >150� 109/L at

all times, or to only receive platelet transfusions for clinical indications or for a

platelet count <50� 109/L. Overall, these investigators found no differences in

the frequency or severity of intracranial hemorrhages between the two groups, sug-

gesting that non-bleeding premature infants with platelet counts >50� 109/L did

not benefit from prophylactic platelet transfusions. Since that study only evaluated

neonates with a platelet count>50� 109/L, it remained unclear whether lower plate-

let counts could be safely tolerated in otherwise stable neonates. To answer that

question, Murray et al. (6) performed a retrospective review of their use of platelet

transfusions among neonates with platelet counts <50� 109/L (n = 53 of the 901

admissions over a 3-year period). They reported that 51% of these neonates (27/53)

received at least one platelet transfusion (all infants with a platelet count<30� 109/L

and those with platelet counts between 30 and 50� 109/L who had a previous hem-

orrhage or were clinically unstable). They also did not observe any major hemorrhage

in this group of severely thrombocytopenic neonates, and therefore concluded that a

prophylactic platelet transfusion trigger threshold of <30� 109/L probably repre-

sents a safe practice for clinically stable ICU patients (6). As the authors themselves

recognized, however, this was a relatively small retrospective study, which should be

interpreted with caution.

In the absence of good evidence to guide our transfusion decisions, numerous

experts and consensus groups have published guidelines for the administration of
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platelet transfusions to neonates. The most recent guidelines are summarized in

Table 2-4, although it is important to recognize that these only represent educated

opinions based on the limited existing evidence. This lack of evidence is clearly

reflected in the variability of neonatal platelet transfusion practices world-wide, as

exposed by recent papers describing platelet transfusion usage in different NICUs

(6, 116–119). Three recent reports have retrospectively documented platelet trans-

fusion practice in NICUs from the USA, UK and Mexico (6, 117, 118). In summary,

these reports highlighted that approximately 2–9% of neonates admitted to the

NICU receive at least one platelet transfusion, that most platelet transfusions are

given to non-bleeding patients with platelet counts <50� 109/L, and that more

than 50% of neonates who receive a transfusion will receive more than one.

While when to administer a platelet transfusion is relatively controversial, what

to administer is less unclear. In this regard, experts agree that neonates should

receive 10–15 ml/kg of a CMV-safe standard platelet suspension. Whole blood-

derived platelet concentrates (or random-donor platelets) are prepared from a

single donated unit of whole blood that contains approximately 50 ml of

volume. Each concentrate contains approximately 10� 109 platelets per 10 ml.

A single random-donor platelet unit is usually sufficient to provide a platelet trans-

fusion to a neonate. This exposes them to only one donor, and they receive approx-

imately 10� 109 platelets/kg body weight, a dose expected to increase the blood

platelet count to >100� 109/L. Volume reduction is not routinely recommended.

Due to concerns of CMV infection, most institutions transfuse infants with

blood products obtained from donors without detectable antibodies to CMV

(120). However, the incidence of CMV infection following transfusion with

CMV-negative platelets is still 1–4% due to an intrinsic false negative rate of the

test for antibody to CMV, a low antibody titer, or transient viremia quenching the

circulating antibody (121–123). A major limitation to the use of CMV-negative

blood is that <50% of the blood donor population is CMV-antibody negative.

An alternative to CMV-negative blood is leukocyte reduction, although whether

this offers comparable safety is controversial (124–128).

There is also the concern of transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease

(TA-GVHD), the result of contaminating T lymphocytes that are present in

Table 2-4 Summary of Recent Guidelines for Platelet Transfusions in Term and
Preterm Neonates (platelet counts � 109/L)

Source
Non-bleeding
sick preterm

Non-bleeding
stable preterm

Non-bleeding
term

Before invasive
procedure Active bleeding

Calhoun et al.

2000 (145)

<50 <25 Same as

preterm

<50 Not addressed

Strauss 2000 (121) <100 <20 <20 <50 <100

Murray et al.

2002 (6)

<50 <30 <30 <50 <100

Roseff et al.

2002 (189)

Not addressed <30 with

failure of

production

<30 with

failure of

production

<100 if sick

preterm with

DIC;<50 if stable

preterm with

failure of

production

<100 if sick preterm;

<50 if stable

preterm

Gibson et al.

2004* (119)

<50 <30 Same as

preterm

<50 <50

*Guidelines from the British Committee for Standards in Haematology Transfusion Task Force.
Adapted from Saxonhouse M, Slayton W, Sola MC. Platelet transfusions in the infant and child. In: Hillyer CD,

Strauss RG, Luban NLC (eds). Handbook of Pediatric Transfusion Medicine. San Diego, CA: Elsevier Academic Press;
2004:253–269.
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platelet concentrates. TA-GVD presents between 8–10 days following a transfusion

and it is characterized by a rash, diarrhea, elevated hepatic transaminases, hyperbi-

lirubinemia, and pancytopenia. TA-GVHD is a condition characterized by an extre-

mely high mortality rate (>90%) (129). Exposure of platelets to 2500 cGy of gamma

irradiation before transfusion effectively prevents GVHD, and irradiated cellular

products are definitely indicated in cases of suspected or confirmed underlying im-

munodeficiency (e.g., DiGeorge, Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome), intrauterine or

exchange transfusions, or blood transfusions from a first- or second-degree relative

or a HLA-matched donor (119, 130–132). However, because an underlying primary

immunodeficiency disorder may not be apparent in the neonatal period, some

groups choose to irradiate all cellular blood products administered to neonates.

When a full-term, well-appearing neonate presents with severe thrombocytope-

nia at birth, a diagnosis of neonatal alloimmune thrombocytopenia (NAIT) must be

considered. NAIT is caused by the fetomaternal mismatch for human plate-

let alloantigens, and the pathogenesis resembles that of erythroblastosis fetalis. Plate-

lets exhibit a large number of antigens on their membranes, including ABO, HLA

antigens, and platelet-specific antigens, named human platelet antigens (HPAs).

If incompatibility between parental platelet antigens exists, the mother can become

sensitized to an antigen expressed on the fetal platelets. These maternal antibodies

may then cross the placenta, bind to fetal platelets, and induce platelet removal by the

reticuloendothelial system, resulting in severe thrombocytopenia as early as 24 weeks

gestation (133). This diagnosis is further supported if a random-donor platelet trans-

fusion is given and the neonate does not respond. Intracranial hemorrhage has been

reported in 10–15% of cases of NAIT (134), and it is therefore important to provide

effective therapy as soon as possible. A recent large study evaluating human platelet

antigen-specific antibodies showed that in approximately 31% of the cases where

NAIT is suspected, a specific anti-platelet antibody was identified (135). In these

cases, maternal HPA-1 alloimmunization accounted for the majority (79%) (135),

but many other specific platelet alloantigens have been implicated in the pathogenesis

of NAIT and should be considered, particularly when maternal serum is shown to

react with paternal platelets (135–141). When the platelet count is <30� 109/L,

transfusion with maternal platelets is recommended, although HPA-1a negative/

HPA-5b negative platelets are suitable the majority of the time (4). If maternal

platelets are used, they must be irradiated and washed or plasma-depleted prior to

transfusion (44). In cases where there is a long wait for compatible platelets or they

are not available, high-dose IVIG or a trial of random-donor platelets is indicated. A

small percentage of neonates will have a response to random-donor platelets, which

can be due to receiving HPA-1a negative platelets, the presence of weak HPA-1a

antibodies, or NAIT caused by platelet antibodies against antigens other than

HPA-1a (140, 142). When using IVIG (143, 144), the usual recommended dose is

1–2 g/kg administered as 0.4 g/kg daily for 3–5 days or 1 g/kg daily for 1 or 2 days

(142, 145). Steroids have also been used in cases of severe thrombocytopenia not

responsive to IVIG (44).

Because of the risks associated with blood products, the potential use of throm-

bopoietic growth factors has been explored as an appealing therapeutic alternative

for thrombocytopenia. IL-3, IL-6, IL-11, stem cell factor (SCF), and thrombopoi-

etin (Tpo) all support megakaryocyte development in vitro, and have been touted

for their preclinical thrombopoietic activity, but have led to limited platelet recov-

ery in the adult patient care setting (146). No trials in neonates have been con-

ducted. There still remains hope that certain types of patients may respond to one

or a combination of these factors, and thus their modes of action and potential use

in the NICU will be briefly discussed.

Clinical studies using IL-3 and IL-6 alone or in combination for adult bone

marrow failure, HIV-associated cytopenias, and congenital amegakaryocytic
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thrombocytopenia have demonstrated limited efficacy and/or significant toxicity,

thus making their therapeutic use impractical (147–160).

Recombinant IL-11 is the only thrombopoietic growth factor that has been

approved by the FDA for the prevention of severe thrombocytopenia after myelo-

suppressive chemotherapy for nonmyeloid malignancies (161), although significant

side-effects such as fluid retention and atrial arrhythmias may limit its use (162,

163). Reports of experimental benefits for NEC (164, 165) and sepsis (166) in

animal models have made the thought of using this cytokine in neonates somewhat

appealing. However, safety and efficacy in neonates have never been investigated,

and its use should therefore be restricted to well-controlled clinical trials.

The cloning of Tpo (the most potent known stimulator of platelet production)

led to a flurry of studies that quickly progressed from bench research to clinical

trials. Unfortunately, a few of the subjects treated with a truncated form of recom-

binant Tpo (PEG-rHMGDG) (167) developed neutralizing antibodies against en-

dogenous Tpo, resulting in severe thrombocytopenia and aplastic anemia. This led

pharmaceutical companies to discontinue all clinical trials involving Tpo. As an

alternative, much interest has recently been devoted to the development of throm-

bopoietin-mimetic molecules. These are mostly small peptides that have no molec-

ular homology to Tpo, but bind to the Tpo receptor and have biologically

comparable effects. Among the significant number of thrombopoietin receptor

agonists that have been described, two (AMG-531 and SB-497115) are currently

undergoing phase I and II clinical trials (168–171).

In general, the use of thrombopoietic growth factors in adults has been associ-

ated with modest or somewhat disappointing results (172). Significant side-effect

profiles and development of cross-reactive antibodies may further limit their use.

Prolonged administration of these compounds may also be required to see a

response, which may apply to the adult or child with bone marrow failure, but

very few neonates exhibit this pathophysiology. However, certain neonatal condi-

tions predisposing them to prolonged and severe thrombocytopenia may make

them candidates for one or a combination of these factors. Appropriately designed

clinical trials are certainly necessary before this can be entertained.

Recombinant Factor VIIa (rFVIIa) is produced by biotechnology and approved

for use in severe, life-threatening bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A

and B with and without inhibitors (173, 174). The use of rFVIIa in thrombocyto-

penia-associated conditions has been debated. High-dose rFVIIa has been found to

shorten the bleeding time in thrombocytopenic adult patients, and recent studies

have explored the use of rFVIIa in the treatment and prevention of bleeding in

patients with inherited and acquired platelet function disorders (175–177).

Whether rFVIIa has potential in the NICU as a treatment to improve platelet

function in thrombocytopenic neonates remains to be determined. However, sev-

eral case reports using rFVIIa in bleeding preterm neonates as a desperate measure

have been published, most of them with at least some success (178–181). Until

further studies improving our understanding of the physiology of rFVIIa in neo-

nates and its effects in well-designed randomized clinical trials are available, its use

should be reserved for only select circumstances.

In conclusion, although the majority of cases of neonatal thrombocytopenia are

mild to moderate and do not warrant aggressive treatment, this constitutes a sig-

nificant problem in the NICU and may be the presenting sign of a serious diagnosis.

It appears from recent studies that neonates have a relative inability to increase

platelet production when faced with thrombocytopenia. Improved indirect tests of

thrombopoiesis are currently being applied to neonates with prolonged and severe

thrombocytopenia in an attempt to better understand the pathophysiology of the

different varieties of thrombocytopenia. In addition, the application of the PFA-100

to neonates may eventually provide a better screening mechanism for evaluating
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platelet function, thus allowing neonatologists to determine an infant’s risk of

bleeding when faced with a low platelet count. Platelet transfusions remain the

only current treatment for thrombocytopenia, and although most agree that platelet

counts <30� 109/L in a sick neonate would justify a transfusion, there is no solid

evidence to guide our decisions of when to administer transfusions in other situa-

tions. Future studies are required to determine what constitutes a safe count and to

better balance the risks of significant hemorrhage vs. additional donor exposures in

individual situations.
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Chapter 3

The Role of Recombinant
Leukocyte Colony-Stimulating
Factors in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit

Robert D. Christensen, MD

Neutrophils in Host Defense

Neutropenia in a Neonate

Severe Chronic Neutropenia in the Neonate

Neonatal Neutropenia Not Categorized as Severe Chronic Neutropenia

A Consistent Approach to the use of rG-CSF in the NICU

NEUTROPHILS IN HOST DEFENSE

Neutrophils are pivotal to the process of antibacterial host defense (1, 2).

Individuals who lack neutrophils, whether by a congenital or acquired defect,

will experience a natural history that includes repeated local and systemic infections

and early death (3, 4). Severe chronic neutropenia (SCN) is a cluster of diagnoses

bearing the common feature of very low circulating neutrophil concentrations,

present from birth (5, 6). The advent of recombinant granulocyte colony-stimulat-

ing factor (rG-CSF) dramatically improved the lives of patients with SCN, elevating

their circulating neutrophil concentrations, markedly reducing infectious illnesses,

and extending their life expectancy (3, 7).

Rarely, patients with SCN are diagnosed as neonates, or even as patients in

neonatal intensive care units (8, 9). However, the majority of patients with SCN are

not diagnosed until several months of age, after many infectious episodes have

prompted an evaluation into immunological deficiencies. When SCN is diagnosed

in a neonate, that patient should receive the benefit of rG-CSF treatment (3, 7–10).

Whether neonates who have other varieties of neutropenia, distinct from SCN,

benefit from rG-CSF treatment is less clear (11–15). This chapter will review the

biological plausibility and the clinical trials aimed at testing rG-CSF treatment for

neonates with neutropenia of the SCN category and not of the SCN category. The

chapter is divided into the diagnosis of neutropenia in a neonate, the use of rG-CSF

in neonates with SCN, and the potential use of rG-CSF in neonates who have

varieties of neutropenia other than SCN.
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NEUTROPENIA IN A NEONATE

The definition of neutropenia in a neonate can be ambiguous. One method involves

determining whether the blood neutrophil concentration is below an expected

time post-birth standard. The Manroe chart (16) and the Mouzinho chart (17)

are examples of this approach (Fig. 3-1). Applying these definition to neonates

>1500 g (11) or <1500 g (12) in the first days of life requires consulting a figure

or table to determine whether the patient’s count is below the lower standard. For

example, at 18 h after birth, a neonate >1500 g with a blood neutrophil concen-

tration of 5000/mL would be labeled as neutropenic, but at 72 h the count must fall

to <1500/mL to warrant the definition of neutropenia.

A simpler approach is to define neutropenia by a blood neutrophil

concentration <1000/mL, and to define severe neutropenia by a count <500/mL

(10). Although this approach lacks the accuracy, and the data-derivation, of the

Manroe (16) and Mouzinho (17) approach, it has the advantages that it is easy to

remember and that it is in keeping with the standard definition for neutropenia

used in pediatric and adult medicine (18, 19). Furthermore, it is not clear whether

blood neutrophil counts labeled as low by the Manroe and Mouzinho approach

actually convey a host-defense deficiency, unless they are <1000/mL.

SEVERE CHRONIC NEUTROPENIA IN THE NEONATE

Kostmann Syndrome

Table 3-1 lists varieties of neutropenia that are generally considered as part of the

SCN syndrome. The prototype for SCN is Kostmann syndrome, initially described

Birthweight >1500 g

Age (hours)
 0–6
  >6–12
>12–24
>24–48
>48–72
>72

<2000/µl
<4000/µl
<6000/µl
<4000/µl
<2000/µl
<1500/µl

Neutropenia

Birthweight ≤1500 g

Age (hours)
 0–6
  >6–12
>12–30
>30–48
>72

<500/µl
<1500/µl
<1800/µl
<1500/µl
<1100/µl
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Figure 3-1 Definitions of neutropenia (16, 17). From Funke A, Berner R, Traichel B, et al.

Frequency, natural course, and outcome of neonatal neutropenia. Pediatrics 106:45–51, 2000.
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in 1956 within a kindred in northern Sweden (20–23). Patients with this variety of

SCN generally have circulating neutrophil concentrations <200/mL, and a marrow

aspirate or biopsy shows a ‘‘maturation arrest’’ where few neutrophilic cells are seen

beyond the promyelocyte stage. The original family had what appeared to be an

autosomal recessive disorder, but most kindreds subsequently reported seem to

have an autosomal dominant inheritance. The condition is the result of mutations

in the ELA2 (neutrophil elastase) gene (24–26). Although rG-CSF treatment is

effective in increasing blood neutrophils and reducing febrile illnesses, it does not

generally correct the gingivitis that is a prominent feature of this condition in some

families. This is probably because rG-CSF does not increase the natural antimicro-

bial peptide (LL-37) deficiency in these patients (27, 28).

Shwachman-Diamond Syndrome

This variety of severe chronic neutropenia is generally diagnosed after manifesta-

tions of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, with diarrhea and failure to thrive. It is

generally an autosomal recessive condition. Some children with this syndrome

respond favorably to rG-CSF, yet some progress to bone marrow failure and require

bone marrow transplantation (29, 30).

Barth Syndrome

These patients are generally males (X- linked) with dilated cardiomyopathy, organic

aciduria, growth failure, muscle weakness, and neutropenia (31). The underlying

genetic abnormality has not yet been mapped. rG-CSF can be helpful in patients as

an adjunct to treating infections, or as a preventive measure if their neutropenia is

sufficiently severe (32, 33).

Cartilage-hair Hypoplasia

This is a form of short-limbed dwarfism associated with frequent infections. These

patients have short pudgy hands, redundant skin, and hyperextensible joints in the

hands and feet but flexor contractions at the elbow. Neutropenia occurs in some

patients with cartilage-hair hypoplasia and these have been reported to benefit from

rG-CSF administration (34).

Cyclic Neutropenia

This condition is caused by mutation in the ELA2 (neutrophil elastase) gene, and

results in periodic drops in blood neutrophil concentration, generally on an every 3

to sometimes 4-week cycle (30, 31). Counts can drop to <500/mL or lower, and

infections can be a periodic problem (35, 36). Because it generally takes several

cycles before the diagnosis is considered, most cases are not diagnosed as neonates.

rG-CSF administration is useful in preventing the very low nadir counts and in

preventing infectious complications (7, 37).

Table 3-1 Varieties of Neutropenia Among Neonates
that are Generally Considered ‘‘Severe Chronic
Neutropenia’’

Kostmann syndrome
Shwachman-Diamond syndrome
Barth syndrome
Cartilage-hair hypoplasia
Cyclic neutropenia
Glycogen storage disease type 1b
Severe immune-mediated neonatal neutropenias
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Glycogen Storage Disease Type 1b

von Gierke disease is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by a deficiency of the

enzyme glucose-6-phosphate translocase, which transports glucose-6-phosphate

into the endoplasmic reticulum for further metabolism. In GSD-1b, glucose-6-

phosphate accumulates intracellularly. Affected neonates present with hypoglyce-

mia, hepatomegaly, growth failure, and neutropenia. Patients with GSD-1b have

recurrent bacterial infections, oral ulcers, and inflammatory bowel disease. The

gene causing GSD-1b is located on chromosome 11q23 (38). rG-CSF can help

these patients avoid the recurrent bacterial infections that are otherwise a problem-

atic part of this condition.

Severe Immune-Mediated Neonatal Neutropenia

Most of the very severe and prolonged immune-mediated neutropenias in the

neonate are alloimmune (39–42). However, a few severe and prolonged cases of

neonatal neutropenia have been found to be autoimmune neutropenia (maternal

autoimmune disease) (42, 43), and a few have been found to be autoimmune

neutropenia of infancy (a primary isolated autoimmune phenomenon in

neonates) (42, 44).

Alloimmune neonatal neutropenia is a relatively common condition where the

mother develops antibodies to antigens present on paternal and fetal neutrophils

(39–43). Antineutrophil antibodies have been found in the serum of as many as

20% of randomly surveyed pregnant and postpartum women (42, 43). Most such

antibodies cause little problem to the fetus and neonate, but up to 2% of consecu-

tively sampled neonates have neutropenia on this basis. This variety of neutropenia

can be severe and prolonged, with a median duration of neutropenia of about

7 weeks, but a range up to 6 months. Repeated infections can occur in these patients

until their severe neutropenia remits. Delayed separation of the umbilical cord and

skin infections are the most common infectious complications, but serious and life-

threatening infections can occur. The mortality rate in this condition, due to over-

whelming infection, is reported to be 5% (38). Severe cases have been successfully

treated with rG-CSF (38). Unlike patients with other varieties of SCN, the neutro-

penia in this condition will remit spontaneously and the rG-CSF treatment can be

stopped. Remission occurs when maternal antineutrophil antibody in the neonate

has dropped significantly.

Neonatal autoimmune neutropenia occurs when mothers have autoimmune

diseases, and their antineutrophil antibodies cross the placenta and bind to fetal

neutrophils. Clinical features are generally much more mild than in alloimmune

neonatal neutropenia and it is rare that a patient with this variety of neonatal

neutropenia needs rG-CSF treatment (37, 38).

Autoimmune neutropenia of infancy is an unusual disorder where the

fetus, and subsequently the neonate, has a primary isolated autoimmune

phenomenon (45–49). Neutrophil-specific antibodies are found in the neonate’s

serum, reactive against his/her own neutrophils, but no antibodies are found

in the mother’s serum. Most cases occur in children between 3 and 30 months

of age, with a reported incidence of 1:100 000 children. Affected children present

with minor infections. Bux et al. reported 240 cases and reported that 12%

presented with severe infections, including pneumonia, sepsis, or meningitis (47).

The neutropenia in this condition generally persists much longer than in cases

of alloimmune neutropenia, with a median duration of about 30 months and

a range from 6 to 60 months (48, 49). This variety of neonatal neutropenia

can be severe, with blood neutrophil concentrations often <500/mL. rG-CSF

administration can increase the neutrophil count and reduce infections complica-

tions (47, 49).
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NEONATAL NEUTROPENIA NOT CATEGORIZED
AS SEVERE CHRONIC NEUTROPENIA

Table 3-2 lists varieties of neutropenia that are not considered as part of the SCN

syndrome.

Pregnancy-Induced Hypertension

This is the most common variety of neutropenia seen in the NICU (50–57).

Perhaps 50% of neonates born to mothers with PIH have this variety of

neutropenia. The ANC can be very low, frequently <500/mL, but the count gener-

ally rises spontaneously within the first days, and is almost always >1000/mL by day

2 or 3. Usually no leukocyte ‘‘left shift’’ is seen, and no toxic granulation, Dohle

bodies, or vacuolization are present in the neutrophils. It is not clear whether this

variety of neutropenia predisposes neonates to acquire bacterial infection. Usually

the condition is so transient that such a predisposition is unlikely. The condition

is probably caused by an inhibitor of neutrophil production of placental origin

that might function mechanistically by depressing natural G-CSF production

(51–53).

Severe Intrauterine Growth Restriction

This variety of neonatal neutropenia seems to be identical to that associated with

PIH. In a recent study, we observed no difference in the onset, duration, or severity

of neutropenia in SGA neonates vs. neonates born after PIH (58). Obviously, some

neonates born after PIH are also SGA, and it might be that the most severe neu-

tropenias in this category are among those with both PIH and SGA. We assume that

the neutropenias of PIH and SGA are mechanistically similar, and that both are

transient with few clinical consequences, and no need of rG-CSF administration.

The Twin-Twin Transfusion Syndrome

The donor in a twin-twin transfusion is generally neutropenic, but the recipient can

also have neutropenia, although usually not as severe (59). As with the varieties of

neutropenia accompanying PIH and SGA, there is generally no leukocyte ‘‘left shift’’

nor are there neutrophil morphological abnormalities. This condition is also tran-

sient, with the ANC generally spontaneously rising to >1000/mL by 2 or 3 days, and

thus no rG-CSF administration is warranted.

Rh Hemolytic Disease

Neonates with anemia from Rh hemolytic disease are almost always neutropenic on

the first day of life (60). This variety of neutropenia is similar to that of PIH/SGA

and donors in a twin-twin transfusion, and is probably due to reduced neutrophil

production. The neutropenia is transient, generally resolving in a day or two, and

thus no specific treatment is generally required.

Table 3-2 Varieties of Neutropenia Among Neonates that are
NOT Classified as ‘‘Severe Chronic Neutropenia’’

Pregnancy-induced hypertension
Severe intrauterine growth restriction
The twin-twin transfusion syndrome
Rh hemolytic disease
Bacterial infection
Fungal infection
Necrotizing enterocolitis
Chronic idiopathic neutropenia of prematurity
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Bacterial Infection

Two strategies have been proposed for rG-CSF usage during neonatal infections.

Since neutropenia commonly accompanies overwhelming septic shock in neonates,

perhaps rG-CSF might be a reasonable adjunct to antibiotics and intensive care

treatment. Second, since neutrophil function, particularly chemotaxis, is immature

among neonates, perhaps rG-CSF administration might be a reasonable way to

prevent nosocomial infections among high-risk neonatal patients. Animal models

for both potential uses of rG-CSF were established and supported these hypotheses.

In a Cochrane review, Carr et al. examined both potential uses (61). They located

seven studies (involving 257 neonates) where infected neonates were treated

with rG-CSF vs. placebo (62–68). They located three studies (359 neonates)

where rG-CSF vs. placebo was used as prophylaxis against infections (69–71).

They found no evidence that the addition of rG-CSF or rGM-CSF to antibiotic

therapy in preterm infants with suspected systemic infection reduces immediate

all-causemortality. No significant survival advantage was seen at 14 days from the

start of therapy (typical RR 0.71 (95% CI 0.38, 1.33); typical RD �0.05 (95% CI

�0.14, 0.04)). They conducted a subgroup analysis of 97 infants from three of the

studies who, in addition to systemic infection, had a low neutrophil count (<1700/

mL) at trial entry. This subgroup did show a significant reduction in mortality by

day 14 (RR 0.34 (95% CI 0.12, 0.92); RD �0.18 (95% CI �0.33, �0.03); NNT 6

(95% CI 3–33)).

The three prophylaxis studies (69–71) did not show a significant reduction in

mortality in neonates receiving rGM-CSF (RR 0.59 (95% CI 0.24, 1.44); RD �0.03

(95% CI �0.08, 0.02)). The identification of sepsis as the primary outcome of

prophylaxis studies has been hampered by inadequately stringent definitions of

systemic infection. However, data from one study suggest that prophylactic rGM-

CSF may provide protection against infection when given to preterm infants who

are neutropenic (71). Carr et al. concluded that there is currently insufficient evi-

dence to support the introduction of either rG-CSF or rGM-CSF into neonatal

practice, either as treatment of established systemic infection to reduce resulting

mortality, or as prophylaxis to prevent systemic infection in high-risk neonates

(61). This conclusion is consistent with other meta-analyses and reviews (71–82).

Fungal Infection

Thrombocytopenia is known to accompany fungal infection in the NICU, but

neutropenia can also accompany such infections. No studies have specifically

focused on using rG-CSF among neutropenic neonates with fungal infection (10).

Necrotizing Enterocolitis

Neutropenia is relatively common among severe cases of NEC. Some cases are

transient and resemble the neutropenia following endotoxin (83, 84). No studies

have focused on using rG-CSF among neutropenic neonates with NEC.

Chronic Idiopathic Neutropenia of Prematurity

Certain preterm neonates develop neutropenia when 4–10 weeks old. This variety of

neutropenia is often associated with a patient’s spontaneous recovery from the

anemia of prematurity. Neutrophil counts are generally <1000/mL but rarely

<500/mL (85–89). The condition is transient, lasting a few weeks to perhaps a

month or more. It appears to be a hyporegenerative neutropenia, because it is

not accompanied by a leukocyte ‘‘left shift’’ or morphological abnormalities of

the neutrophils. Patients with this condition have a ‘‘rG-CSF mobalizable neutro-

phil reserve’’, meaning that if rG-CSF is given, their neutrophil count increases

within hours. This fact has been taken as evidence that these patients do not
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have a significant host-defense deficiency, as in theory they can supply neutrophils

to tissues when needed (86). Thus, although these patients are neutropenic, this

condition is probably benign and needs no treatment.

A CONSISTENT APPROACH TO THE USE OF
rG-CSF IN THE NICU

A few years ago we proposed a schema for making decisions regarding when to use

rG-CSF in the NICU (89). Our proposal was intended as a rough guideline, to serve

until sufficient data accumulated for conducting an evidence-based assessment of

the risks and benefits of rG-CSF use in each of the various neutropenic conditions

in the NICU. Few such data have accumulated in the intervening years and we have

found no need to change the schema thus far.

Briefly (Fig. 3-2), we propose that if a neonatal patient has neutropenia, and

that variety of neutropenia is known, and that it is a variety of SCN, the patient

should be enrolled in the SCN International Registry and treatment with rG-CSF

initiated. Enrollment in the SCN International Registry can be accomplished at the

website http://depts.washington.edu/registry/, using the entry criteria and exclusion

criteria given in Table 3-3.

The variety of neutropenia is known*

The variety of neutropenia is NOT known

Variety is known
to be SCN

Enroll in SCN registry**
rG-CSF 10 µg/k/day � 3 days
Titrate to keep ANC 1000/µL

rG-CSF 10 µg/k/day � 3 days
Titrate to keep ANC 1000/µL

No rG-CSF

No rG-CSF

Has the ANC been
<500/µL for >2 days,

 or <1000/µL for >5–7 days?

Yes No

Variety is known to be a
variety other than SCN

*The reason that the variety of neutropenia might be
 known (or highly suspected) might be on the basis of
 family history (Kostmann syndrome or cyclic
 neutropenia), or obstetrical circumstances (SGA/PIH),
 or neonatal circumstances (twin-twin transfusion, Rh
 hemolytic disease, NEC).

**The Severe Chronic Neutropenia International Registry.
 http://depts.washington.edu/registry/

Figure 3-2 Guidelines for assisting in the deci-

sion as to which neutropenic NICU patients

should be treated with rG-CSF, based on the

variety of neutropenia. From Calhoun DA,

Christenson RD, Edstrom CS, et al. Consistent

approaches to procedures and practices in neona-

tal hematology. Clin Perinatol 27:733–753, 2000.
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We propose beginning treatment with a dose of 10 mg/kg subcutaneously, once

per day for 3 consecutive days. Thereafter doses are given as needed to titrate the

ANC to around 1000–1200/mL. We propose that if a neonatal patient has neutro-

penia, and the variety of neutropenia is known, and that variety is NOT one of the

varieties of SCN, rG-CSF treatment should not be used. We propose that if a

neonatal patient has neutropenia, and the variety of neutropenia is NOT known

(and therefore might be an SCN variety), while evaluating the variety of neutro-

penia, rG-CSF treatment could be instituted if the ANC was <500/mL for 2 days or

more, or <1000/mL for 5–7 days or more.

We did not include criteria for administering rGM-CSF, as we found insuffi-

cient evidence for its use in the NICU. If one follows this schema (Fig. 3-2) it will

result in little use of rG-CSF in any given NICU. However, the schema should focus

the rG-CSF usage on those patients with the most to gain and least to lose by its

application. As additional pertinent investigative work is published, these guidelines

should be modified accordingly.
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Chapter 4

Why, When and How Should
We Provide Red Cell
Transfusions To Neonates?

Robin K. Ohls, MD

Oxygen Delivery and Consumption

Development of Transfusion Guidelines

Indications for Red Cell Transfusions

Selection of Red Cell Products

Guidelines to Decrease Transfusions in ELBW Infants and Suggested

Transfusion Guidelines

Summary

Hospitalized neonates, especially preterm infants in the newborn intensive care unit

(NICU), receive the greatest number of transfusions of any hospitalized patient

group. During the first 2 weeks of life when blood draws are frequent, approxi-

mately 50% of infants weighing less than 1000 g at birth (extremely low birth

weight, ELBW) will receive their first transfusion (1). By the end of hospitalization

over 80% of ELBW infants will receive at least one transfusion (2–4). While the

numbers of transfusions given to preterm infants remains significant, the numbers

have decreased over the last 20 years, primarily due to the institution of restrictive

transfusion guidelines (5, 6). This chapter will review the rationale of administering

red cell transfusions, summarize studies evaluating the efficacy of restrictive trans-

fusion guidelines, provide strategies to decrease red cell transfusions in neonates,

and propose guidelines for administering red cell transfusions.

OXYGEN DELIVERY AND CONSUMPTION

The primary purpose of a red cell transfusion is to provide an immediate increase in

oxygen delivery to the tissues. Oxygen delivery (DO2) can be quantified as the

product of cardiac output (CO) and arterial oxygen content (CaO2):

CO ðdL=minÞ � CaO2 ðmL=dLÞ ¼ DO2 ðmL=minÞ

Arterial oxygen content is determined by the hemoglobin concentration,

the arterial oxygen saturation (%), the oxygen-carrying capacity of hemoglobin

(mL/g� g/dL Hgb), and the solubility of oxygen in plasma (in mL/dL):

CaO2 ¼ ðSaO2 � 1:34� ½Hgb�Þ þ ð0:0031� PaO2Þ
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Improving cardiac output, hemoglobin concentration, or arterial oxygen sat-

uration increases oxygen supply to tissues. If cardiac output and oxygen saturation

are both maximized, the only way to deliver more oxygen to tissues is to increase

the hemoglobin concentrations by increasing red cell mass.

In young, healthy, conscious adults, the critical threshold below which oxygen

delivery equals oxygen consumption occurs at less than 7.3 mL of oxygen per kg per

min (7, 8). Any further decrease in oxygen delivery results in a decrease in oxygen

consumption and tissue hypoxia. The ratio of oxygen consumption to oxygen

delivery is known as the oxygen extraction ratio, and generally ranges from 0.15

to 0.33, meaning the body consumes 15–33% of the oxygen delivered. As the

oxygen extraction ratio reaches or exceeds 0.4, organ and cellular function can

begin to deteriorate (9). Neonates have the added burden of fetal hemoglobin,

decreased concentrations of 2,3DPG, and the increased demands of accelerated

growth. Despite these added burdens, neonates have an enhanced ability to com-

pensate for a gradual decrease in hemoglobin. For example, neonates born with

hemoglobin concentrations less than 4 gm/dL as a result of chronic severe feto-

maternal hemorrhage can appear well compensated for this level of hemoglobin,

and oxygen delivery appears adequate, in that the infant has a normal heart rate,

normal perfusion and no acidosis (10).

Anemia occurs when the red cell mass is not adequate to meet the oxygen

demands of the tissues, and the current treatment for anemia is an infusion of red

cells. Until the administration of artificial oxygen carriers becomes available (11),

the only way to acutely and significantly increase hemoglobin is by transfusing red

cells. The difficulty comes in distinguishing a neonate who is anemic and requires

immediate treatment with a red cell transfusion from a neonate with a low hema-

tocrit. While the risk of transmission of known infectious agents such as HIV and

hepatitis B and C is relatively low in the blood supplied to USA hospitals, the risk of

infectious agents newly identified in transfused blood such as West Nile virus,

Trypanosoma cruzi, Plasmodium spp., Parvovirus B19, and newly identified infec-

tious agents such as avian flu, remains to be determined (12–14). The decision to

transfuse should therefore be taken with deliberation, and caregivers should con-

sistently (i) obtain consent and (ii) document benefit in the neonate following the

transfusion.

DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSFUSION GUIDELINES

The evaluation and publication of increasingly conservative transfusion guidelines

has occurred over the past two decades. The ability of critically ill adult patients to

adapt to lower hemoglobin values has recently been evaluated, and studies in adults

and neonates have sought to determine the safety and efficacy of transfusion

guidelines.

Adult Transfusion Studies

Studies evaluating transfusion guidelines in critically ill adults have changed trans-

fusion practices significantly over the last decade (15–19). The most significant

of these was the TRICC (Transfusion Requirements in Critical Care) trial, a ran-

domized, controlled clinical trial involving 838 critically ill adults (15). The inves-

tigators sought to determine whether a restrictive approach to transfusions was

equivalent to a liberal approach. The 30 day mortality was similar between

groups (18.7% restrictive versus 23.3% liberal); however, mortality rates were sig-

nificantly lower in the restrictive group in those patients who were less acutely ill

(8.7% versus 16.1%), and in patients less than 55 years of age. Mortality rates were

similar between groups in patients with cardiovascular disease. The mortality rate
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during hospitalization was significantly lower in the restrictive group (22.2% versus

28.1%, P = 0.05). The authors concluded that a restrictive strategy of red cell

transfusion is at least as effective as a liberal transfusion strategy, and possibly

superior. Subsequent studies have all noted similar findings (16–19), and

resulted in the development of more conservative transfusion guidelines for adult

ICU patients.

Pediatric Transfusion Studies

Few studies have been performed in the pediatric population and none published to

date was designed as a randomized trial. Pediatric ICUs have relied on adult ICU

study results, and caregivers have been cautious about implementing more restric-

tive transfusion guidelines. In one retrospective cohort analysis, children admitted

to pediatric intensive care units (PICUs) with Hgb =9 g/dL were evaluated (20).

Of 240 children evaluated, 131 were transfused and 109 were not. Transfusions

were associated with increased days of oxygen use, mechanical ventilation,

vasopressor infusion, PICU stay, and hospital stay. The authors concluded

that red cell transfusions were associated with increased use of resources in critically

ill children.

A prospective study to determine incidence of red cell transfusions in critically

ill children was performed in Canada (21). Of 985 children, at least one transfusion

was given in 139 cases (14%). The most common reasons for transfusions in these

patients were: hemoglobin<9.5 gm/dL, cardiac disease, increased illness severity,

and multiple organ dysfunction

Optimal hemoglobin concentrations remain to be determined in pediatric

intensive care patients, especially in those patients with cyanotic heart disease.

A marked variability still exists among pediatric intensivists in terms of both hemo-

globin thresholds for transfusions and the volume of transfusions ordered (22).

A multicentered study performed in Canadian PICUs to evaluate the efficacy of

restrictive versus liberal transfusion guidelines in critically ill pediatric patients will

soon be published (known as the TRIPICU study).

Neonatal Transfusion Studies

Neonatal transfusion practices have changed significantly during the last three

decades. In the 1970s and 1980s, standard transfusion practices in the NICU

involved maintaining the infant’s hematocrit at or above 40%. Care was taken to

monitor the volume of blood removed through phlebotomy, and to replace that

blood when losses reached 10 mL/kg. In most units in the USA, it was not until the

mid 1990s that transfusion practices began to change, in large part following pub-

lication of a randomized erythropoietin (Epo) study performed in the USA by

Kevin Shannon and colleagues (23). These investigators were able to create guide-

lines for the restrictive use of PRBC transfusions for VLBW infants. Infants rando-

mized to Epo treatment received fewer transfusions. The additional significance of

this study lay in its creation and publication of these guidelines (Table 4-1).

As a result of this and other studies, the number of transfusions given to

neonates in the USA, especially ELBW infants, decreased from an average of 10

transfusions per hospitalization to four transfusions per hospitalization by the year

2000 (5). Decreases in transfusions administered to preterm infants also occurred in

many countries throughout Europe to an even greater degree (6). The average

number of transfusions given to similarly sized infants decreased to three per

infant during an entire hospitalization. One reason for the lower number of trans-

fusions was the volume of phlebotomy losses recorded. In numerous multicentered

studies in which transfusion guidelines were employed and phlebotomy losses
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determined, the phlebotomy volume in the USA averaged 80 mL/kg, while losses in

European and South American multicentered studies averaged 40 mL/kg (2–4).

Regardless of measures implemented to decrease transfusion needs, there will

always be a correlation between blood removed for phlebotomy and blood trans-

fused in critically ill ELBW infants (23). This relationship is graphically represented

in Figure 4-1.

The Canadian Pediatric Society developed transfusion guidelines in 2002 that

were more restrictive than the USA Epo study guidelines (24). This was due in part

to a significant public health scandal in which thousands of patients became

infected with HIV and hepatitis C following transfusions distributed by the

Canadian Red Cross (25). The Canadian Paediatric Society guidelines are shown

in Table 4-2.

Three randomized studies have been published evaluating the impact of restric-

tive transfusion guidelines in preterm infants. The first, performed by Ellen Bifano

and colleagues and published in abstract form (26, 27), evaluated 50 infants with

birth weights 650–1000 g. Infants were randomized from week 1 to 36 weeks post

menstrual age (PMA) to a "high" hematocrit strategy (hematocrit maintained

Table 4-1 Red Cell Transfusion Guidelines from
the USA Epo trial (23)

Do not transfuse for blood out alone

Do not transfuse for low hematocrit alone

Transfuse at Hct�35% for infants who are:

� receiving>35% oxygen

� on CPAP or mechanical ventilation with mean airway pressure 6–8 cm H2O

Transfuse at Hct�30% for infants who are:

� receiving any supplemental oxygen

� on continuous positive airway pressure or mechanical ventilation with mean airway

pressure < 6 cm H2O

� having significant apnea and bradycardia (>9 episodes in 12 h or 2 episodes in 24 h

requiring bagging while on therapeutic doses of methylxanthines)

� experiencing heart rates >180 beats/min or RR>80 breaths/min for 24 h

� experiencing weight gain <10 g/day over at least 4 days while receiving 100 kcal/kg/day

� undergoing surgery

Transfuse at Hct�20% for infants who are:

� Asymptomatic with reticulocytes < 100 000/mL

Volume of blood drawn for phlebotomy
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Figure 4-1 Relationship between phlebotomy losses and

volume of blood transfused. Despite advances in neonatal

transfusion medicine, there will always be a direct relation-

ship between the amount of blood drawn for phlebotomy,

and the volume of blood returned in the form of a PRBC

transfusion. The solid line (line 1) represents the general

relationship without the institution of transfusion guidelines.

The dashed line (line 2) represents the improvement in

decreased blood transfused following instituting restrictive

transfusion guidelines. The hatched line (line 3) represents

further decrease in transfused blood volumes through the

use of red cell growth factors.
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greater than 32%) or a "low" hematocrit strategy (hematocrit maintained less than

or equal to 30%). Hematocrits were maintained in the designated range with

transfusions and erythropoietin in the high group, and with transfusions alone in

the low group. Statistically significant differences in hematocrit were achieved by

week 2 of the study and were maintained through 36 weeks PMA (Fig. 4-2).

There were no differences in baseline characteristics between the two groups,

and the average birth weight of all infants enrolled in the study was 805� 86 g in

the low and 837� 87 g in the high group (mean�SD; Table 4-3). At 36 weeks PMA,

in comparing the 22 infants evaluated in the low hematocrit group with the 21

infants evaluated in the high hematocrit group, there was no difference in weight

gain during hospitalization, the number of days spent on a ventilator, or the total

number of hospital days (Table 4-3). At 1 year of age both weight gain and head

growth were similar between groups (Table 4-3). In addition, there were no differ-

ences in neurodevelopmental impairments between the two groups, including a

subgroup of infants with hematocrit =22% for greater than 3 weeks (Table 4-4).

These investigators concluded that in ELBW infants, treatments aimed at

Table 4-2 Canadian Paediatric Society Recommendations
for RBC transfusions (24)

RBC transfusions should be considered in newborn infants
in the following specific clinical situations:

� Hypovolemic shock associated with acute blood loss

� Hematocrit between 30% and 35% or hemoglobin between 10 and 12 gm/dL in

extreme illness conditions for which RBC transfusion may improve oxygen delivery

to vital organs

� Hematocrit between 20% and 30% or hemoglobin between 6 and 10 gm/dL, and the

infant is severely ill and/or on mechanical ventilation with compromised oxygen

delivery

� Hematocrit falling below 20% or hemoglobin falling below 6 gm/dL with absolute

reticulocyte count 100–150 � 103/mL or less, suggesting low plasma concentration of

erythropoietin, with the presence of the following clinical signs: poor weight gain,

heart rate > 180 beats/min, respiratory distress and increased oxygen needs, and

lethargy
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Figure 4-2 Differences in percent hematocrit (Hct)

between infants randomized to the high hematocrit strat-

egy (solid circles) and infants randomized to the low he-

matocrit strategy (open circles) were achieved by week 2

of the study, and maintained through 36 weeks post-

menstrual age (PMA).
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maintaining hematocrit levels above 32% incurred additional cost without demon-

strable benefit. Moreover, restrictive transfusion policies were not associated with

adverse outcomes.

In July 2005, Bell and colleagues published their randomized study on liberal

versus restrictive guidelines for red cell transfusion in preterm infants (28). In that

study, 100 preterm infants 500–1300 g birth weight at the University of Iowa were

randomized to a liberal or restrictive transfusion strategy. Infants received

Table 4-3 Characteristics of Study Infants at the Start
of Study, at 36 Corrected Weeks, and at 1 Year
Corrected Age (26, 27)

(n=22) (n = 21)

Study Entry:

Birth weight (g) 805�86 837� 8
Gestational age (weeks) 26� 2 26� 1
Male/female 14/8 16/5
Inborn (n,%) 16 (73%) 14 (67%)
Antenatal steroids (n,%) 18 (82%) 14 (67%)

36 Weeks:
Weight gain (g/day) 22� 11 20� 4
Linear growth (cm/week) 1.1� 0.6 0.9� 0.4
Head growth (cm/week) 1.1� 0.5 0.8� 0.2
Mechanical ventilation (n,%) 32� 14 27� 13
Supplemental oxygen (n,%) 9 (41%) 9 (43%)
Postnatal steroids (n,%) 16 (73%) 16 (76%)
IVH (any) (n,%) 3 (14%) 4 (19%)
Grade III/IV (n,%) 0 1 (5%)

1-Year Follow-up:

Bayley Scales of Infant Development

Mental Developmental Index (MDI) 89� 16 86� 22
Psychomotor Developmental Index (PDI) 81� 19 84� 26
MDI or PDI < 68 (n,%) 6 (27%) 6 (29%)

Infant Neurological International Battery
Normal (n,%) 16 (73%) 16 (76%)
Suspect (n,%) 2 (9%) 2 (10%)
Abnormal 4 (18%) 3 (14%)

Early Language Milestones:

Pass (n,%) 19 (86%) 17 (81%)
Fail (n,%) 3 (14%) 4 (19%)

Values are mean � SD.

Table 4-4 Outcome of Infants with Hct � 22% for > 3 weeks
(26, 27)

Hematocrit
�22% (n=11)

High hematocrit
(n=21)

Growth

Weight (percentile) 21� 23 23�26
Length (percentile) 20� 19 20�21
Head circumference (percentile) 50� 22 41�26

Bayley Scales of Infant Development
Mental Developmental Index 96� 12 86�22
Psychomotor Developmental Index 81� 19 84�26

Values are mean � SD.
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transfusions only when their hematocrit dropped below the assigned value, and

transfusion thresholds decreased with improving clinical status. The primary out-

come was a difference in the number of transfusions. In addition, morbidities

associated with prematurity and hospital days were determined.

There were no differences in baseline characteristics between the two groups,

and average birth weight for all infants enrolled was 956 g. Infants randomized to

the restrictive strategy received fewer transfusions (an average of two fewer transfu-

sions per patient), but had more episodes of apnea. In addition, infants in the

restrictive strategy had a greater incidence of intraparenchymal brain hemorrhage

or periventricular leukomalacia. Because of this finding, the authors concluded,

"Although both transfusion programs were well tolerated, our findings of more

frequent major adverse head ultrasound events in the restrictive RBC-transfusion

group suggests that the practice of restrictive transfusions may be harmful to pre-

term infants." These findings were discussed in a series of letters to the editor

following publication of the original study (29–31). All of the discussions centered

on the conclusions reached by the investigators and the need for further study to

confirm those conclusions.

Kirpalani and colleagues recently published the PINT study (Preterm Infant in

Need of Transfusion) which sought to determine whether extremely low birth

weight infants (ELBW) transfused at lower hemoglobin thresholds versus higher

thresholds have different rates of survival or morbidity at discharge (32). This large,

multicenter randomized clinical trial was designed to examine the impact of trans-

fusion strategy on the incidence of a composite outcome – death, retinopathy of

prematurity, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, or abnormal brain ultrasound – in

ELBW infants. Four hundred and fifty-one ELBW infants were randomized to

one of two transfusion strategies defined by the hemoglobin thresholds for RBC

transfusion. The thresholds varied with age and with the level of respiratory sup-

port needed.

There were no baseline differences between the 223 infants randomized to the

low transfusion threshold and the 228 infants randomized to the high transfusion

threshold. The average birth weight of study participants was 770 g. Differences in

hematocrit between groups were achieved by the first week of study. The composite

primary outcome was similar for both groups: 74% in the low group, 70% in the

high group (P = 0.25). In particular, the incidence of brain injury determined by

ultrasound was 12.6% in the low group and 16% in the high group (P = 0.53). The

authors concluded that in ELBW infants, maintaining a higher hemoglobin resulted

in more infants receiving transfusions but conferred little evidence of benefit. The

infants in the PINT study were smaller, sicker, with a greater risk of mortality and

greater risk of brain injury than the infants enrolled in the Iowa study, yet there was

no difference between the two groups in any morbidities. Because the Iowa study

was published prior to the PINT study, controversy arose regarding the benefits and

Table 4-5 Summary of Neurologic Findings (26–28, 32)

Study
Low-hematocrit
strategy

High-hematocrit
strategy

Bifano et al. (n = 50) (n = 22) (n = 21)
IVH (n) 0 1
Any NDI or growth deficiency (n,%) 12 (55%) 10 (48%)
Bell et al. (n = 100) (n = 28) (n = 24)
IVH (n,%) 5 (10%) 8 (16%)
PVL (n,%) 4 (14%) 0
PINT (n = 451) (n = 175) (n = 188)
‘‘HUS brain injury’’ (n,%) 22 (12.6%) 30 (16%)
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risks of restrictive transfusion guidelines. Table 4-5 summarizes the neurologic

findings reported in the three randomized studies reviewed.

A difficulty in interpreting results of transfusion studies in neonates is that

those studies measured what infants received, rather than what they actually

needed. Neonatal (as well as adult and pediatric) transfusion practices would greatly

benefit from studies that generate transfusion guidelines based on need, by identi-

fying a useful transfusion marker. This work remains to be accomplished; however,

a few investigators have attempted to define parameters, either through direct or

indirect oxygen delivery (9), through resolution of signs of anemia (33–35), or

through changes in cardiovascular parameters seen on echocardiography (36–38).

These studies underscore the difficulty in determining which infants should receive

PRBCs, and what signs, symptoms, and laboratory measurements should be used to

determine that need.

The search for an ideal measure or marker for transfusion need continues.

Work performed by Weiskopf and colleagues evaluated the effects of acute isovo-

lemic hemodilution on neurocognititve functioning in healthy adults, and deter-

mined that the P300 latency period reflected changes in oxygen (39). Near infrared

spectroscopy has also been evaluated as a tool to identify need for transfusions in

preterm infants (40); however, lack of reproducibility in preterm infants still

remains a significant factor preventing the use of this technique (41).

INDICATIONS FOR RED CELL TRANSFUSIONS

The indications for red cell transfusions in neonates differ primarily according to

the rate of fall in hemoglobin, not according to any specific hemoglobin trigger.

Neonates with significant acute blood loss require immediate volume resuscitation,

but may or may not require a red cell transfusion. Term newborn infants may

tolerate perinatal blood losses up to a third of their total blood volume. If acidosis

persists in a neonate following volume resuscitation and adequate recirculation of

the expanded blood volume, or if hemorrhage is ongoing, that neonate will prob-

ably benefit from a red cell transfusion. Infants with Hgb =10 gm/dL following

volume expansion may have adequate oxygen delivery to tissues, and may simply

require iron supplementation to replace iron stores lost due to the hemorrhage.

Determining the volume of PRBCs to transfuse in a neonate with known acute

hemorrhage can be determined using the following formula (42): the volume of

PRBCs to transfuse equals the desired rise in hematocrit times 1.6-times the infant’s

weight. Thus, a term, 3 kg infant with an acute drop in hematocrit at birth to 20%

would need 120 mL PRBCs to achieve a desired hematocrit of 45%.

Caution should be taken in determining the transfusion needs of an infant

born with a significantly low hematocrit, as it is vitally important to determine

whether the infant experienced an acute fall in hematocrit, or a chronic fall in

hematocrit. Infants with twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome or with chronic

feto-maternal hemorrhage may be well compensated at birth, despite a hematocrit

below 20%. An exchange transfusion should be considered in an infant with a low

hematocrit in whom an immediate increase in oxygen delivery to tissues is neces-

sary, as a significant increase in blood volume may result in the infant developing

congestive heart failure.

Chronic Hemorrhage or a Chronic Drop in Hematocrit

All neonates undergo a natural adaptation to the extrauterine environment that

allows them to compensate for a gradual drop in hematocrit. Immediately after

birth increased oxygenation results in systemic oxygen delivery that far exceeds the

tissues’ demand for oxygen. Lacking the hypoxic stimulus, serum Epo concentrations
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fall and erythropoiesis rapidly declines. The hemoglobin concentration decreases

over the first 2–3 months of life as the infant gains weight, remains stable over the

next several weeks as erythropoiesis is reinitiated, then rises in the fourth to sixth

month of life in response to a greater Epo stimulus (43). Term infants tolerate these

changes in hemoglobin and hematocrit without consequence. Preterm infants expe-

rience a drop in hemoglobin lower than that seen in term infants, and the decrease

appears proportional to the degree of prematurity. Hemoglobin concentrations

between 7 and 8 gm/dL occur commonly in preterm infants who have not undergone

significant phlebotomy losses. Epo concentrations in anemic preterm infants are still

significantly lower than those found in adults, given the degree of their anemia (44,

45). This normocytic, normochromic anemia, termed the "anemia of prematurity",

commonly affects infants�32 weeks gestation and is the most common anemia seen

in the neonatal period. The anemia of prematurity is not specifically responsive to the

addition of iron, folate, or vitamin E, although these substrates (as well as B-12) are

administered to infants receiving erythropoietin to maximize erythropoiesis (4, 46).

Some infants may be asymptomatic from their low hematocrit, while others dem-

onstrate signs of anemia which are alleviated by transfusion. In preterm infants,

determining when to transfuse can be problematic (47).

Transfusions affect erythropoiesis in newborns, and the decision to transfuse

should not be based on hemoglobin concentration alone. For infants who undergo

exchange transfusion or multiple transfusions, both erythropoietin concentrations

and reticulocyte counts are lower at any given hemoglobin concentration. It is often

assumed that oxygen delivery is decreased in newborns because of the presence of

high-affinity fetal hemoglobin. In fact, a leftward shift in the hemoglobin–oxygen

dissociation curve due to high levels of fetal hemoglobin might actually better

maintain oxygen delivery during episodes of severe hypoxemia (44, 45).

When considering a transfusion in a preterm infant with a low hematocrit (not

due to acute hemorrhage), the clinician should first determine whether the infant

needs an immediate increase in oxygen to tissues (Fig. 4-3). If the answer is yes,

then treatment consists of a transfusion of packed red cells. If there is no evidence

that an immediate increase in oxygen delivery is necessary, then treatment with red

cell growth factors and appropriate substrates might be considered. As the process

of stimulating erythropoiesis requires at least a week to significantly impact the

Does the infant have a need for an immediate
increase in oxygen delivery to tissues?

TREATMENT OF AN INFANT WITH A LOW HEMATOCRIT

Initiate treatmentTransfuse PRBC

20 mL/kg or more
over 4 hours

Iron, substrate,
and red cell

growth factors

Iron and
substrate

15–20 mL/kg
over 4 hours

Hct 25%Hct>25%

NoYes

Figure 4-3 An approach to transfusions in neonates. When evaluating an infant with a low hematocrit (not due to an

acute hemorrhage), the clinician should first determine whether the infant is in immediate need of increased oxygen

delivery. If this is true, the treatment is a packed red blood cell (PRBC) transfusion. If the infant’s hematocrit (Hct) is

greater than 25% and further phlebotomy losses are estimated to be minimal, a volume of 15 mL/kg can be adminis-

tered. All other infants receive 20 mL/kg. If it is determined that the infant does not need an immediate increase in

oxygen delivery, treatment with red cell growth factors such as erythropoietin, and substrates such as iron, vitamin E,

folate, and B-12 can be instituted.
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reticulocyte count, and may not appreciably increase the hemoglobin concentration

during that time, the infant should continue to be observed for signs of anemia.

SELECTION OF RED CELL PRODUCTS

Transfusions in neonates should be given as a means to rapidly increase oxygen

delivery to tissues. Red cell transfusions may be given under acute settings, such as

during resuscitation of an exsanguinated infant at delivery, or under more chronic

settings, such as an infant in the NICU with a hemoglobin concentration that does

not deliver adequate oxygen to tissues. In addition, red cell transfusions are used for

severe hemolytic disease of the newborn, in the form of a double volume exchange

transfusion, and are used to prime ECMO circuits. Finally, red cell transfusions are

often used during neonatal surgery, especially cardiac surgery.

In the setting of severe acute hemorrhage when a red cell transfusion can be

life-saving, O negative "trauma" PRBCs can be used. O negative whole blood should

not be used. Type O negative whole blood will contain antibodies directed against A

or B blood group, and will also contain leukocytes. It should only be used if the

infant’s blood type is known to be O negative. Matched whole blood has been used

during major neonatal and pediatric cardiac surgery. In early studies whole blood

was shown to be beneficial in decreasing post-surgical bleeding (48). Recent studies

have reported no benefit of whole blood over reconstituted blood (49, 50). Infants

receiving reconstituted blood spent less time in intensive care and had a smaller

cumulative fluid balance (51).

Double Volume Exchange Transfusion

For infants requiring a double volume exchange transfusion to treat hemolytic

disease of the newborn, whole blood should never be used. Blood type O

Rh-negative washed PRBCs should be reconstituted with AB Rh-positive plasma

to achieve a hematocrit of 45–50%. In this way the administration of antibodies

directed against the infant’s red cells (in the form of remaining plasma associated

with O negative blood) is reduced to the greatest degree.

The volume of blood exchanged can be calculated based on a total blood

volume of 85 mL/kg body weight. Thus, an infant weighing 2.6 kg would require

a total volume of:

2:6 kg� 85 mL=kg ¼ 221 mL

In many neonatal units, CMV-negative PRBCs are available for all infants.

CMV-negative PRBCs should be used in specific populations, such as infants await-

ing or undergoing transplant, immunocompromised infants, infants receiving in

utero transfusions, and preterm infants born to CMV-negative mothers.

Leukoreduction, Stored Blood and Irradiation

Leukoreduced PRBCs should be used in neonates in order to decrease the spread of

infection, and decrease the possibility of microchimerism, the addition of a small

amount of foreign genetic material to the host’s genetic material (52). The shelf life

of PRBCs can be as great as 42 days, and there does not appear to be a significant

difference in red cells transfused before 7–10 days compared with red cells

transfused after 21 days (53, 54). Studies comparing potassium concentrations

in blood stored for various periods show no significant increase in blood stored

for greater than 21 days compared to blood stored for less than 7 days (54). Many

blood banks will also irradiate PRBCs just prior to neonatal transfusion.

Irradiation of RBCs is recommended for fetuses receiving in utero transfusions,
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for immunocompromised infants, and for infants receiving directed donor blood

from a first- or second-degree relative. Irradiation may reduce the rare complica-

tion of graft versus host disease.

Cord Blood

Cord blood collection has been studied as a form of "autologous" donation, but most

NICUs, labor and delivery services, and blood banks are not prepared for collection

and storage of neonatal cord blood. An alternative to cord blood collection that

reduces erythrocyte transfusions to ill neonates is delayed clamping of the umbilical

cord. It is possible to promote placental transfer of blood to preterm infants by

delaying the clamping of the umbilical cord for 30 s. In fact transfer of 10–15 mL/

kg body weight can be expected using this method (55). In a randomized trial by

Mercer and colleagues, this maneuver of delayed cord clamping among infants

< 1500 g birth weight resulted in less intraventricular hemorrhage and less late-

onset sepsis (56). Even a delay of 30 s results in improved iron status (57), fewer

transfusions (58), and perhaps superior neurodevelopmental outcomes (56).

GUIDELINES TO DECREASE TRANSFUSIONS IN ELBW
INFANTS AND SUGGESTED TRANSFUSION GUIDELINES

When a maternal patient has indicated that neonatal transfusions will be refused,

and a premature birth is anticipated, an action plan can be created to optimize the

preterm infant’s chances of avoiding transfusion. A majority (85–90%) of ELBW

infants receive transfusions. However, 10–15% of ELBW infants never receive a

transfusion. This percentage can be increased through the use of such measures

as delayed cord clamping, immediate red cell growth factor and iron therapy, judi-

cious laboratory testing using micro-sampling, and a restrictive transfusion policy.

Table 4-6 shows suggested guidelines to optimize the ELBW infant’s chances of

remaining transfusion-free. Most importantly, these measures can be identified

and a plan created prenatally with the family. In addition, the neonatologists can

Table 4-6 Suggested Guidelines to Reduce Transfusions in ELBW Infants

� Discuss delayed cord clamping with the obstetrical team and document the plan in the mother’s chart.

The infant should be held below the placenta while the cord is intact for 30–45 s

� Initiate erythropoietin (Epo) treatment during the first day of life. This can be achieved by administering

a subcutaneous injection of 400 units/kg Epo, or by adding 200 units/kg into a protein-containing

intravenous solution (such as a 5% dextrose solution with 2% amino acids), to run over 4–24 h

� Administer parenteral iron, 3 mg/kg once a week or 0.5 mg/kg/day (added to TPN or administered IV over

4–6 h) until the infant is tolerating adequate volume feedings, then administer oral iron at 6 mg/kg/day

� Use in-line blood sampling such as the VIA system, or use micro-sampling devices such as the I-Stat to

decrease the volume need for each lab

� Remove central lines as soon as possible

� Order labs judiciously (for example, no ‘‘blood gas q 6 hours’’ orders), and reconsider the need for

‘‘standard’’ or ‘‘routine’’ labs, such as weekly complete blood counts, daily blood gases or daily

chemistry panels

� Monitor phlebotomy losses daily

� Communicate the lowest hemoglobin or hematocrit that will be tolerated for a variety of typical clinical

scenarios and days of age, such as: (i) infant is on 100% oxygen, significant ventilator support, blood

pressure support, and has a metabolic acidosis; (ii) infant is on minimal ventilator support or CPAP;

(iii) infant is receiving enteral feeds and requiring oxygen; (iv) infant is on full feeds, growing well, no

oxygen support. Consider these scenarios if the infant is less than 2 weeks of age, 2–4 weeks of age, or

greater than 4 weeks of age
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establish a relationship with the family and discuss their NICU transfusion thresh-

olds. This is much better done proactively, so that the need for last-minute court

orders to transfuse can be minimized.

Transfusion guidelines currently used by several NICUs (all located at or above

5000 feet elevation) are provided (Table 4-7). These guidelines have been imple-

mented in our unit for 30 months. During that time no differences from previous

years in ELBW outcomes have been recorded.

SUMMARY

Previously, limitations in the knowledge of the pathophysiology of anemia con-

tributed to unfounded and liberal transfusion practices in preterm infants and to

uncertain risk-benefit ratios (1). Over the last two decades, researchers have

explored an array of strategies to minimize transfusions in the most critically ill.

Currently, the ideal test for transfusion need does not exist. Studies on the efficacy

and outcomes of restrictive transfusion guidelines in adults, children and neonates

should and will continue.
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Table 4-7 Transfusion Guidelines

� A central hematocrit should be obtained on admission. No further hematocrits should be obtained unless

specifically ordered

� Outside of rounds, transfusions should generally only be considered if acute blood loss of �10% associated

with symptoms of decreased oxygen delivery occurs, or if significant hemorrhage of >20% total blood

volume occurs

� In term and preterm infants, a transfusion should be considered if an immediate need for increased oxygen

delivery to tissues is clinically suspected

� Infants should be transfused with 20 mL/kg PRBC unless the Hct is >29%. 20 mL/kg volume could also be

used if significant phlebotomy losses are anticipated in smaller infants with Hct>29%

� For infants receiving Epo, considerations to the above guidelines should be made regarding the rate of

decrease in hemoglobin or hematocrit, the infant’s reticulocyte count, the postnatal day of age, the need for

supplemental oxygen, and the overall stability of the infant

� Central measurements of hemoglobin or hematocrit are preferred; alternatively, heel stick measurements

may be obtained after warming the heel adequately. An infant meeting the criteria below should not

automatically be transfused. Transfusions can be considered for the following:

1) For infants requiring moderate or significant mechanical ventilation, defined as MAP >8 cmH2O and

FiO2> 0.40 on a conventional ventilator, or MAP>14 and FiO2> 0.40 on high-frequency ventilator,

transfusions can be considered if the hematocrit is �30% (hemoglobin �10 g/dL)

2) For infants requiring minimal mechanical ventilation, defined as MAP �8 cmH2O and/or FiO2� 0.40,

or MAP<14 and/or FiO2< 0.40 on high frequency, transfusions can be considered if the hematocrit is

�25% (hemoglobin � 8 g/dL)

3) For infants on supplemental oxygen who are not requiring mechanical ventilation, transfusions can be

considered if the hematocrit is �20% (hemoglobin �7 g/dL), and one or more of the following is present:

� �24 h of tachycardia (heart rate >180) or tachypnea (RR >60)

� a doubling of the oxygen requirement from the previous 48 h

� lactate �2.5 mEq/L or an acute metabolic acidosis (pH<7.20)

� weight gain <10 g/kg/day over the previous 4 days while receiving �120 kcal/kg/day

� the infant will undergo major surgery within 72 h

4) For infants without any symptoms, transfusions can be considered if the hematocrit is �18%

(hemoglobin �6 g/dL) associated with an absolute reticulocyte count <100 000 cells/mL (<2%)
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Chapter 5

Controversies in Neonatal
Thrombotic Disorders

Marilyn J. Manco-Johnson, MD

Hemostatic System

Genetic and Acquired Thrombophilias

Catheter-Related Thrombosis

Neonatal Stroke

Antithrombitic Therapies

Summary

While this chapter will deal with current controversies surrounding neonatal

thrombosis, it may be useful to summarize what is generally agreed upon regarding

thrombosis in newborn infants. Although rare in comparison to adult case rates,

the incidence of thromboembolism in the pediatric population is increased during

the perinatal period as well as in adolescents (1, 2). Cooperative studies in Germany

and The Netherlands have reported the rates of neonatal thromboembolism at 5.1

and 0.7 per 100 000 births, respectively, while the Canadian registry reported a rate

of neonatal thrombosis of 24 per 10 000 admissions to neonatal intensive care units

(3–5). The German cooperative group reported the thrombosis-related neonatal

mortality at 12% for renal vein thrombosis and 4% for other venous thromboem-

bolic events (3). The recurrence rate of thromboembolism following symptomatic

neonatal thrombotic events has been reported at 3.3 and 7% in two studies (4, 6).

Neonatal thrombotic disorders range in severity from asymptomatic thrombi

to fatal events. Mortality rates of 9–18 % have been reported (3–5). The majority of

neonatal thromboses are related to catheters, and many of these are determined in

asymptomatic infants (4, 5). Causes of increased thromboses during the perinatal

period are believed to be related to developmental characteristics of the hemostatic

system, thrombophilic traits, medical conditions affecting the fetus and neonate,

and complications of intensive supportive care. Optimal treatment has not been

determined. Many controversies remain regarding neonatal thrombosis, as dis-

cussed below.

HEMOSTATIC SYSTEM

1. Does the unique balance of the fetal and neonatal hemostatic system predispose to

thrombosis during and shortly following the process of birth? Does the unique fetal

hemostatic system require any different approach to interpretation of diagnostic coag-

ulation tests?
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Ontogeny of the Hemostatic System

The hemostatic balance between bleeding and clotting is unique in the fetus and

newborn infant. Perhaps the most striking feature of developmental hemostasis is

the paradoxical gain of function in assays of whole blood clotting contrasted with

deficiencies in individual components of the coagulation system.

The development of hemostasis in the fetus and neonate has been recently

summarized and is displayed in Table 5-1 (7). Certain coagulation proteins develop

early in gestation. Platelet number and mean concentrations of certain procoagu-

lant proteins such as factor VIII, factor V, the von Willebrand factor (VWF),

fibrinogen, thrombomodulin and tissue factor are within or above the normal

adult range even in extremely preterm infants (8). Other proteins, notably the

vitamin-K-dependent coagulation proteins, factors II, VII, IX, X, protein C and pro-

tein S, as well as the physiologic inhibitors, tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI)

and antithrombin (AT), are low at term birth and the various proteins do not

achieve normal adult levels until later in infancy through adolescence (8–10).

The differential rates of protein expression may be predicted to favor coagulation

activation and thrombus formation. However, the concentration of a2-macroglo-

bulin is also increased in neonatal plasma partially offsetting the relative deficiency

of other coagulation inhibitory proteins.

A few neonatal proteins have shown true qualitative differences in comparison to

the adult molecular forms. In the adult, VWF is secreted from the endothelial cell in

ultra-large multimers that are cleaved following their release into plasma by the

ADAMTS13 metalloproteinase (11). VWF in cord blood demonstrates increased-

molecular-weight multimers resembling intracellular VWF and that found in the

plasma of patients with thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP), a condition

caused by deficiency of or auto-antibodies directed against ADAMTS 13 (12). Adult-

sized VWF multimers are achieved by 3 weeks of postnatal age. It was hypothesized

that physiologically decreased levels of the ADAMTS13 proteinase at birth may cause

the ultra-large neonatal VWF multimers in the neonate, but experimental data have

been conflicting and it is unlikely that low levels of ADAMTS 13 are solely responsible

for fetal VWF (13, 14). Neonatal platelets display decreased aggregation to agonists

ADP and thrombin as compared to older children and adults, due to maturational

deficiencies in intracellular signaling (15, 16). Despite diminished intrinsic platelet

function, the ultra-large multimers of VWF in neonatal plasma mediate accelerated

platelet adhesion to collagen in the newborn infant that is manifest, paradoxically, in

Table 5-1 Neonatal Hemostatic Balance

Elevated plasma
concentrations
and early
development

Deficient plasma
concentration
and delayed
development

Fetal molecular
forms with gain
of function

Fetal molecular
forms with loss
of function

Procoagulant
factors VIII, V,
XIII, fibrinogen,
tissue factor

Vitamin-K-
dependent
factors II, VII, IX,
X, protein C,
protein S

VWF Fibrinogen
Plasminogen/

plasmin

VWF,
platelet count

AT, TFPI

Tissue factor TAFI
Thrombomodulin

VWF, von Willebrand factor; AT, antithrombin; TFPI, tissue factor pathway inhibitor; TAFI,
thrombin activatable fibrinolytic inhibitor.
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shorter bleeding times and platelet function analyzer (PFA)-100 closure times in the

neonate relative to healthy children and adults (17, 18).

The effective concentration of some fetal proteins is enhanced by decreased

concentrations of their regulatory cofactors. For example, plasma concentrations of

total protein S are low in the newborn infant (mean 20 U/dL), However, free or

functional protein S, which functions as a cofactor to protein C, averages 40 U/dL

owing to the very low concentrations of C4b-binding protein that, in the older child

and adult, binds approximately half of protein S (19). Bound protein S does not

function in hemostasis. Likewise, the functional fibrinolytic capacity of plasmino-

gen is maximized in neonatal plasma by very low levels of the plasminogen-binding

protein, histadine-rich glycoprotein (20).

Fetal fibrinogen has been shown to contain increased sialic acid and phos-

phorus, shorter and thinner fibrils, and decreased N-terminal alanine in the Aa
chain in comparison to adult fibrinogen (21). The thrombin time is prolonged in

cord blood plasma and reaches adult values at approximately 3 weeks. Like fetal

fibrinogen, fetal plasminogen contains increased sialic acid. Activation of fetal plas-

minogen to plasmin is reduced in comparison to the adult molecule; however, fetal

plasminogen also demonstrates decreased rates of inactivation in comparison to the

adult molecule (22).

Global whole blood assays of coagulation such as the thromboelastogram show

increased coagulability as manifest by a shortened lag time and increased maximal

amplitude of clot formation in neonatal whole blood, while tests of plasma clot

formation and thrombin generation are decreased in neonatal plasma from which

red cells, white cells and platelets have been removed (23–26). Increased coagula-

bility of fetal and neonatal blood has been related to increased levels of circulating

tissue factor along with relatively decreased levels of the inhibitors tissue factor

pathway inhibitor and antithrombin (24, 25). In addition, the increased red cell

mass of blood in term infants supports more rapid fibrin formation. In spite of low

plasma concentration and decreased activation of fetal plasminogen, the newborn

manifests brisk fibrinolysis both on whole blood thromboelastogram as well as by

euglobulin clot lysis time and other global measures of fibrinolysis (26, 27). Post-

natal loss of fibrinolytic activity in preterm infants with respiratory distress syn-

drome has been shown to correlate with disease severity (28).

Interpretation of coagulation tests in the newborn infant requires knowledge of

normal values for developmental age as well as alterations associated with acquired

neonatal disorders.

2. Does the unique fetal hemostatic system predispose newborn infants to thrombosis?

If so, should neonatal replacement therapies be given to achieve normal adult levels of

coagulation proteins either to reduce the risk of or to treat established thromboses?

Are newborn infants more prone to bleed or clot? On balance, the hemostatic

system of the newborn infant is intact, and excessive bleeding and clotting rarely

occur in well term infants. Sick infants frequently manifest dysregulated thrombin

generation, consumptive coagulopathy and an increased rate of thrombus forma-

tion (29). Sepsis and catheters are the most common correlates of thrombosis in the

neonatal intensive care nursery (1, 2, 4). Infection promotes clotting activation and

catheters provide a nidus for thrombus propagation. Several other medical condi-

tions in sick newborn infants increase the prothrombotic tendency of the neonate.

Hypoxia and acidosis in preterm infants with respiratory distress syndrome activate

coagulation and are a risk factor for disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).

Clotting activation is also associated with hemolytic anemia, most commonly

caused by Rh or ABO incompatibility, hyperviscosity syndrome and maternal dia-

betes mellitus. Rarely extreme elevations in white blood cell or platelet counts may

cause ischemia, usually in the central nervous system, in newborn infants.
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Bleeding in sick preterm infants is commonly related to consumptive coagu-

lopathy (30). Extreme acquired deficiencies of regulatory proteins, especially pro-

tein C, are not infrequent in sick newborn infants (31, 32). Most small clinical trials

performed to date to replace coagulation inhibitors using fresh frozen plasma or

antithrombin concentrate have not shown clear benefit (33). In addition, some

interventive trials employing antithrombin concentrate or recombinant activated

protein C have yielded unexpected rates of intracranial hemorrhage in neonates and

very young infants, raising safety concerns regarding inhibitor replacement (34, 35).

Although young infants on these trials were critically ill with numerous confound-

ing risk factors for hemorrhage, the serious adverse events raise safety concerns

regarding inhibitor replacement (34, 35). However, one observational study of an-

tithrombin repletion in neonatal cardiac surgery showed benefit in reduction of

symptomatic venous thrombosis without excess bleeding (36). Ongoing investiga-

tions into the ontogeny and regulation of thrombin generation in the newborn

infant will guide future efforts to determine whether supplementation of physio-

logic coagulation components in certain high-risk infants may prevent thrombus

formation or help treat established thrombi with reduced toxicity.

GENETIC AND ACQUIRED THROMBOPHILIAS

3. Do thrombophilic genes of the mother or fetus or acquired thrombophilic conditions

predispose the fetus to thrombosi in utero and during labor and delivery?

Spontaneous venous and arterial thrombosis detected at or shortly following

birth is rare and primarily involves the renal veins, inferior vena cava, aorta and

middle cerebral arteries. Renal vein thrombosis usually follows some evidence of

fetal distress and is more frequent in infants of diabetic mothers (37, 38). Placentas

of mothers with antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APAS) are often small with

histological evidence of thrombosis and infarction (39). However many perinatal

thromboembolic events appear to be idiopathic. Vascular obstruction and resultant

hypoperfusion are suspected but cannot be confirmed. This has led pediatric hema-

tologists and perinatologists to search for constitutional factors that may predispose

to thrombosis.

Genetic Thrombophilias

Thrombophilic gene mutations are common in the Caucasian population (40).

Increased plasma factor VIII activity is found in 10% of the population, although

the mechanism has not been delineated (41). Five to ten percent of Europeans carry

the factor V Leiden mutation, which decreases the rate of inactivation of activated

factor V by its physiologic regulator, activated protein C (42). One to two percent of

Caucasians are heterozygous for the prothrombin 20210 mutation, which augments

thrombin generation potential by increasing circulating concentrations of pro-

thrombin by 15–30% (43).

A homozygous mutation in the methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase gene

resulting in a thermolabile molecular variant (MTHFR 677TT) is present in

about 9% of the USA population. However, due to universal folic acid enrichment

of flour in the USA, blood levels of homocysteine are rarely increased even in

persons homozygous for the MTHFR 677TT variant. Most epidemiologic studies

have associated an increased thrombotic risk with elevated homocysteine levels and

not with the genetic mutation per se (44). However, the effect of the MTHFR gene

mutation on pediatric thrombosis and other adverse pregnancy outcomes remains

controversial and a positive association has been found in some studies (45, 46).

Elevations in plasma concentrations of procoagulant proteins, including factors IX

and XI, have also been implicated in thrombophilia (47, 48). Mutations that result
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in quantitative or qualitative deficiencies of the physiologic anticoagulants anti-

thrombin, protein C and protein S are rare but contribute a greater thrombotic

potential to affected individuals than the more common mutations (49).

Newborn infants may present with signs of in utero and perinatal DIC and

thrombosis related to genetic thrombophilia, most importantly homozygous

deficiencies of protein C, protein S or antithrombin, or combined multiple-trait

thrombophilia (50, 51). Some, but not all, investigations of neonates with throm-

boembolic events report an increased risk for genetic thrombophilia (3, 4, 52–54).

While odds ratios for thrombotic disorders are increased in series of infants with

single thrombophilic traits, conversely, a very small minority of all babies carrying

these traits develop thrombosis. Although not precisely known, the recurrence risk

of perinatal thrombotic events for future pregnancies clinically appears to be low. It

is likely that thrombophilic mutations, when inherited as a single thrombophilic

trait, decrease the threshold for thrombosis in fetuses and babies in the context of

other triggers, rather than being a sufficient etiology for spontaneous thrombosis.

Optimal management of pregnancy and the perinatal period for infants of parents

who carry thrombophilic mutations has not been determined. Women carrying

thrombophilic traits manifest an increased risk for fetal loss, but evidence does

not support routine use of anticoagulation during pregnancy in asymptomatic

mothers to prevent fetal loss (55).

Active research is currently ongoing regarding potential relationships between

maternal and/or fetal thrombophilia and diverse pregnancy outcomes including

fetal demise, intrauterine growth restriction, placental abruption, severe pre-

eclampsia and fetal thrombosis (56–58). The results of these investigations will

contribute important information regarding the pathophysiology of fetal and neo-

natal thrombosis. The high prevalence of thrombophilic mutations in the popula-

tion and the relatively low incidence of thrombotic perinatal disease in affected

fetuses and neonates raises an ethical dilemma in routine thrombophilia screening

and genetic counseling specifically related to pregnancy and childbirth.

Acquired Thrombophilias

Maternal antiphospholipid antibodies (APAs), including the lupus anticoagulant,

anticardiolipin antibody and anti-b2-glycoprotein-I antibodies have been associat-

ed with pregnancy-associated complications, including maternal thrombosis, recur-

rent miscarriage, and fetal demise (59, 60). Maternal APAs are transported across

the placenta along with other IgG immunoglobulins and may be a cause of peri-

natal thrombosis. Most infants respond to standard antithrombotic therapies. The

evaluation of perinatal thrombosis should include an assessment of maternal APAs.

The incidence of thrombosis in live-born infants of mothers with APAs is unknown

but appears to be low, and the role of interventions to prevent thrombosis in

affected infants is completely unknown.

CATHETER-RELATED THROMBOSIS

4. What causes catheter-related thrombosis and can catheter-related thrombosis in the

newborn infant be prevented?

The use of indwelling arterial and venous catheters is almost universal in

intensively supported ill newborn infants. A large proportion of thrombi in new-

born infants are catheter-related (61). Tyson and colleagues reported pathologic

evidence of thromboatheromatous changes of the aorta in 33 of 56 neonates (59%)

who had an umbilical artery catheter (UAC) in place prior to death (62). In addi-

tion, it is generally suspected that neonatal sepsis is promoted by fibrin strands at

the catheter tip or lining catheter sheaths, which may serve as a nidus for infection.
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The use of UACs, umbilical venous catheters (UVCs), and central venous catheters

(CVCs) in neonates has been associated with thromboembolism, infarction, sepsis,

cardiac perforation, catheter malfunction and death. UVCs carry a particular risk of

portal vein thrombosis. Estimates of the frequency and causes vary greatly but most

studies concur that the risk is increased with catheter malposition, and morbidity

can be substantial (63–66). Symptomatic thrombosis, confirmed with objective

imaging, was reported in 10 (23%) of 44 newborn and older infants with CVCs

(67). Other series have reported mechanical complications in peripherally inserted

CVCs of 15–48% (68). Neonates undergoing cardiac surgery in a Finnish study

were at increased risk of CVC thrombosis, and a relationship to the factor V Leiden

mutation was suggested (69). The results of one prospective German study of

pediatric patients with cardiac disease, including many neonates, suggested that

catheter-related thrombosis following cardiac catheterization or surgery was more

common in infants and children carrying thrombophilic traits (70). Many factors

contribute to neonatal catheter-related thrombosis, including the small caliber of

the vessel, endothelial damage, abnormal blood flow, catheter composition, design,

and site, duration of catheterization and composition of infusate. There is no

controversy regarding the magnitude of the problem of catheter-related thrombosis

in newborn infants. However, there is debate regarding the most important factors

contributing to catheter-related thrombosis in neonates that may be impacted by

clinical practice. Several recent Cochrane Systematic Reviews have addressed these

issues. Table 5-2 displays data regarding factors predisposing to catheter thrombi.

Currently, there is no strong evidence on which to base decisions regarding catheter

composition, design, or placement although practice is shifting toward high UAC

placement. Many attempts have been made to decrease the risk of catheter throm-

bosis and infection by minimally inhibiting coagulation with heparin by continuous

infusion through the catheter or directly bonded to the polyurethane catheter. Table

5-3 displays a summary of data regarding strategies to decrease the rate of catheter-

related thrombosis. It is clear that use of heparin by infusion and/or catheter bond-

ing prolongs the duration of catheter patency. Rates of infection and thrombosis,

however, continue to cause clinical concern and warrant attempts at improvement.

An interesting new polyurethane catheter incorporates bonding with a

heparin-antithrombin complex. This complex has been found to extend the dura-

bility of antithrombotic effect and is showing promising early results in a rabbit

model of catheter thrombosis (81). Another newer approach is the instillation of

thrombolytic agents into the void volume of catheters to clear fibrin sheaths that

form on the surface of catheters and fibrin strands that occlude catheter openings.

Recombinant TPA has been used in two open-label studies to clear occluded CVCs

in infants and children, including newborn infants (82, 83). Efficacy in restoration

of catheter patency was 80–90% and toxicity was minimal. There were no bleeding

complications. While published reports deal with local instillation of thrombolytic

agents to restore patency of occluded catheters, the same approach can be used

periodically in functioning catheters to prevent occlusion.

Currently, catheter use should be limited to explicit need and they should be

removed as soon as feasible. Inclusion of unfractionated heparin in very low con-

centrations (approximately 1 U/mL) to the catheter infusate does not alter the rate

of catheter-related thrombi, but prolongs catheter patency. The optimal agent,

route and dose intensity of prophylaxis for catheter-related thrombosis in the neo-

nate has not been determined. Risks of major bleeding complications, especially

intracranial bleeding, limit clinical studies of thrombus prophylaxis in the popula-

tion of preterm infants at highest risk for thrombosis. Future studies are needed to

determine whether the safest and most effective prevention of catheter-related

thrombosis will be found in a better catheter design or in better prophylactic an-

tithrombotic therapies administered to the infant.
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Table 5-2 Data Regarding Contribution of Catheter Characteristics to Thrombosis

Catheter Factor Type of study N Conclusions

Catheter material Cochrane review (71) This meta-analysis found no basis for
choosing PVC vs. heparin-bonded PU

1 RCT 125 No difference
PVC vs. Silastic 1 Comparison study 20 Silastic had fewer thromboses
Silicone elastomer Single-arm open label

(72)
83 Infections 1.2 per 1000 catheter days; 1

(1.2%) thrombosis;
8 (9.6%) occlusion

UAC catheter
position

Cochrane review (73)
5 trials reviewed

790 Fewer clinical vascular complications with
high UAC position

Central venous
catheter position

Retrospective review
(74)

587 Complications in 28% of catheters with 2
deaths

Caval thrombosis in 1%; sepsis in 4%;
higher rate of complications with
proximal placement and infant weight
< 2500 g; no difference in silicone vs.
PU, or surgical vs. percutaneous
placement

Broviac
catheterization

Case series (75) 52 Rate of infection or thrombosis 2.08 per
100 catheter days

Catheter hole
position

Cochrane review (76)
1 randomized clinical

trial

71 Relative risk of thrombosis with end-hole
was 0.27 (95% CI 0.11, 0.67)

Multiple vs. single
lumen

Cochrane review (77) 99 Multiple lumen catheter use was
associated with fewer peripheral IVs but
more catheter malfunction; there was
no difference in rates of sepsis or
thrombosis but studies were not
powered to detect differences or did not
report this outcome

3 RCT

PVC, polyvinyl chloride; PU, polyurethane; RCT, randomized clinical trial; UAC, umbilical artery catheter.

Table 5-3 Data Considering the Efficacy of Various Strategies to Prevent
Neonatal Catheter-Related Thrombosis

Intervention Type of study N Conclusions

Heparin infusion,
1 U/mL in UAC

Cochrane review (78)
4 RCT

252 Low-dose heparin infusates clearly
reduce catheter occlusion, RR 0.20
(95% CI 0.11, 0.35) and
hypertension; non-significant
trend toward decreased aortic
thrombosis

Heparin infusion,
1 U/mL in
peripherally
inserted CVC

Cochrane review (68)
1 RCT

66 No difference in catheter occlusion,
thrombosis, duration of catheter
patency or sepsis

Heparin-bonded PU
vs. PVC UAC
catheters

RCT (79) 125 No difference in mechanical
complications, thrombosis

Heparin-bonded PU
peripherally
inserted CVC

Double-blinded RCT (80) 200 20% of subjects were neonatal,
80% pediatric

Significantly reduced rate of
infection and thrombosis

CVC, central venous catheter.
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NEONATAL STROKE

5. What causes neonatal stroke and are there any treatments that improve outcomes?

Perinatal and prenatal arterial ischemic strokes (AIS) are potentially dev-

astating disorders affecting 0.25–1 infants per thousand live births (84–86).

Approximately 60% of cases are perinatal and present with symptoms in the first

few days of life, chiefly seizures and apnea, while presumed prenatal stroke presents

with pathologic hand preference, hemiplegia or seizures several months postnatally

(87). Perinatal cerebral sinovenous thrombosis (CSVT), principally affecting the

lateral and superficial venous sinuses, has been reported at 0.4 cases per thousand

live births (88). The mortality rate from neonatal AIS or cerebral sinovenous

thromboembolism is < 10% (84, 86). The recurrence rate of thromboembolism

following neonatal symptomatic AIS in one report was 3.3%, primarily consisting

of venous thrombosis (89), while recurrence following cerebral sinovenous throm-

bosis in another study was 13% (88). Both entities are more common in male

neonates (90).

Although many newborn infants with symptomatic AIS appear clinically

normal after recovery from the acute event, on follow-up approximately one-

third exhibit hemiparesis and another third have cognitive abnormalities, primarily

affecting speech and language (84, 91). Infants with presumed pre- or perinatal AIS

are evaluated based upon persistent abnormalities of neurologic examination

detected later in infancy and, understandably, suffer a worse outcome than infants

with neonatal symptoms, many of which resolve. Essentially all infants with pre-

sumed pre- or perinatal AIS manifest motor deficits, half exhibit speech, cognitive

or behavioral deficits, and approximately one-quarter have seizures (87).

The cause of neonatal stroke has been elusive. Both arterial and venous peri-

natal cerebral thromboembolisms share common clinical characteristics. In both

disorders, perinatal complications are increased and include fetal distress, abnormal

fetal heart tracings, coagulopathy, maternal diabetes, complications of pregnancy

and delivery, and, especially, infection (84–88). Both genetic and acquired throm-

bophilias are risk factors for perinatal stroke (84, 87, 88, 92, 93).

Thrombin generation in utero may be a common denominator in the diverse

pathophysiologic pathways to neonatal stroke. Clotting activation originating from

either the maternal or fetal side of the placenta could release thrombin or small

fibrin clots into the fetal circulation via the umbilical vein. Physiologically, the

patent foramen ovale (PFO) of the fetal heart forms a conduit from the systemic

fetal venous circulation directly to the brain prior to spontaneous closure in the

infant. Because small fibrin thrombi formed in the placenta or venous circulation of

the fetus could lodge in the cerebral arterial circulation, fetal AIS in a pregnancy

complicated by maternal or fetal thrombophilia could be the equivalent of venous

thromboembolism that characterizes thrombophilia in later life. Fetal circulation

passes from the placenta through the umbilical vein and ductus venosus to the right

heart, where 27% of blood crosses the PFO and enters the ascending aorta. Entry to

the left carotid is least angled. Two-thirds of neonatal strokes involve the left hemi-

sphere. Embolization from the portal vein to the brain in a neonate has been

described, confirming this theoretic model of fetal stroke in vivo (94).

Most commonly, the diagnosis of perinatal stroke traditionally has been made

using computerized tomography (CT), which reveals ischemia early (low-density

lesion) progressing to organized infarction (lower-density cystic lesion). CT with

contrast offers potential delineation of intravascular thrombus or congenital cere-

bral arterial hypoplasia or stenosis (computerized tomography angiography, CTA).

MRI is an attractive alternative to CT owing to its lack of radiation exposure.

Advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques using diffusion weighted

imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allow greater delineation of
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brain architectural detail, including integrative neuronal pathways such as the inter-

nal capsule and optic radiation. The principles of DWI and DTI and their appli-

cation to neonatal stroke have been recently reviewed (95, 96). As the internal

capsule is myelinated around the time of term gestation, the movement of water

across axons is increasingly restricted and water will move more freely along the

length of axons. The diffusion of water can be measured with an apparent diffusion

coefficient (ADC). Abnormalities of perinatal stroke are best seen on DWI 1–4 days

following birth, when conventional MRI may still be normal. DTI, a development

of DWI, makes use of the directional movement of water to provide information on

white matter tract integrity that is expressed as mean diffusivity, a directionally

averaged measure of water diffusion and fractional anisotrophy which measures the

directionality of diffusion. Fractional anisotrophy is reduced in acute stroke and

may help time the onset of ischemia. Using DWI and DTI, a study of 40 infants

with neonatal stroke determined that lesions involving the combination of the

cerebral hemisphere, basal ganglia and posterior limb of the internal capsule

result in hemiplegia while infarctions involving any one or two of these anatomic

structures do not (95). These results contrast with childhood stroke where involve-

ment of one or two of these anatomic structures may result in hemiplegia (97).

Powerful imaging techniques such as DWI and DTI will be important to elucidate

the pathophysiology of stroke in neonates, indicate prognosis, and guide future

interventional trials.

Anticoagulation is standard therapy for venous thrombosis. A review of two

small trials of anticoagulation for cerebral sinovenous thrombosis, one using

unfractionated heparin and the other low-molecular-weight heparin, found a

non-statistical trend favoring treatment (98). While the efficacy of anticoagulant

therapy for cerebral sinovenous thrombosis has not been established, bleeding

complications in this population of neonates is low (88). The Seventh American

College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) Conference on Antithrombotic and

Thrombolytic Therapy recommends initial therapy with unfractionated or low-

molecular-weight heparin followed by low-molecular-weight heparin for a total

of 3 months, based upon Grade 2C evidence (99). In contrast, there are no trials

addressing the safety or efficacy of anticoagulant therapy for AIS in newborn

infants. The ACCP recommendations for neonatal AIS call for withholding antico-

agulation and aspirin in general, also based on Grade 2C evidence. However,

3 months of anticoagulation are recommended for neonates with defined cardi-

oembolic AIS. In adults with AIS, TPA has shown efficacy in restoring cerebral

blood flow and reversing clinical signs of stroke when delivered within 3 h of onset

of symptoms (100). TPA is not an attractive therapeutic for neonatal stroke due to

the increased risk of intracranial hemorrhage in the newborn infant and general

lack of recognizable symptoms at the time of initial vascular occlusion.

The traditional rationale of antithrombotic therapy is to limit thrombus pro-

gression and embolization. The mortality and recurrence rates of neonatal AIS are

both relatively low. A more appropriate goal for neonates with acute AIS may be to

limit the cellular damage incurred by ischemia, applying a broader perspective to

pathophysiology and potential intervention. Infarction following vascular ischemia

in stroke is mediated by cellular inflammation, disruption of metabolic processes

and endothelial cell barrier function, and apoptosis. Interventional strategies tar-

geted to prevent neuronal apoptosis and to decrease cellular dysfunction could

provide neuroprotective strategies with no effect on plasma coagulation.

Activated protein C (APC) is a vitamin-K-dependent coagulation regulatory

protein that dampens thrombin generation in the clotting cascade by inactivating

cofactors FVa and FVIIIa, which are responsible for the 1000-fold augmentation in

thrombin generation. Protein C is activated by a complex of thrombin with throm-

bomodulin on the endothelial cell surface. The anticoagulant effect of activated
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protein C is mediated by its binding to the endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR).

Activated protein C also binds to the cellular receptor protease-activatable receptor

1 (PAR-1), resulting in the generation of pleiotrophic cytoprotective effects that

have been recently reviewed, including alteration of gene expression profiles, anti-

inflammatory activities, anti-apoptotic activity and protection of endothelial cell

barrier function (101). The prospective epidemiologic Atherosclerosis Risk in

Communities study (ARIC) suggested that higher levels of plasma protein C may

be protective against AIS [OR 0.65 (0.4–1.0)] (102). Neuroprotective effects of APC

when given 6 h after the onset of brain ischemia (103) have been confirmed in

murine and rat models of AIS.

Nitric oxide (NO) produced by endothelial cells also demonstrates a neuro-

protective effect. NO also has a wide range of effects that include vasodilatation,

increased cerebral blood flow, platelet inhibition, and anti-inflammation. The ratio-

nale for increasing NO in acute stroke has been recently summarized (104). NO is

increased by statins, steroids, nutrients and exercise. Rat models have demonstrated

a neuroprotective effect of statins when administered following arterial vascular

occlusion in adult animals (105). Unfortunately, a neuroprotective effect in neona-

tal animals was achieved only by administration of the agent prior to the vascular

insult.

Erythropoietin is a growth factor that induces red cell precursor differentiation

and proliferation in the bone marrow. Erythropoietin and its receptor are also

expressed in brain tissue, where it exerts angiogenic, neurogenic and anti-apoptotic

activities through activation of intracellular anti-apoptotic signaling pathways

(106–109). Recombinant erythropoietin is being evaluated as a potential neuropro-

tective therapeutic agent for stroke. In neonatal rats subjected to focal cortical

infarct by occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, treatment with erythropoietin

decreased both infarction volume and neuronal apoptosis (109). Erythropoietin is

widely used in extremely preterm infants to limit blood transfusion requirements.

While it is unclear whether doses used to prevent anemia of prematurity may be

adequate for neuroprotection, this usage has an established safety profile (110, 111).

Kallikrein, a serine protease in the contact system of coagulation, bridges acti-

vation pathways of blood clotting and inflammation. Kallikrein, acting on the kinin

B2 receptor, has also demonstrated neuroprotective effects in AIS through decreases

in apoptosis and inflammation (112).

Currently unknown is whether perinatal AIS occurs in a substantial proportion

of cases as a result of genetic or acquired coagulopathy that can be suspected and

treated using standard antithrombotic approaches to prevent or limit brain damage.

Also unknown is what neuroprotective benefits other potential therapeutic strate-

gies discussed above will confer to newborn infants affected with AIS.

ANTITHROMBITIC THERAPIES

6. What are the risks and benefits of antithrombotic therapies in the neonate compared

with treatment of the child and adult? What antithrombotic agents should be admi-

nistered to neonates, in what intensity and for what duration?

Historically, standard antithrombotic therapy has been withheld in many neo-

nates with thrombosis, particularly venous thrombosis, for fear of morbidity and

mortality caused by bleeding. As data have emerged regarding the appropriate use

and monitoring of anticoagulant and thrombolytic agents in newborn infants, the

perceived and real toxicity of antithrombotic therapies has decreased (2–5, 113,

114). The German registry of neonatal thrombosis reported rates of major hemor-

rhage of 2% for heparin anticoagulation and 15% thrombolysis (3).

Initial dosing recommendations for unfractionated heparin (UH), enoxaparin

low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) and tissue plasminogen activator (TPA)
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are listed in Table 5-4 as previously described (113). Table 5-5 includes important

contraindications to the use of each of these agents. While anticoagulant therapy is

aimed at achieving the adult therapeutic range, it is important to recognize that

these data were derived in adults and were empiric. There are no trials comparing

varying intensities of anticoagulation in newborn infants with thrombosis.

UH is effective in newborn infants when used appropriately. However, infants

are often resistant to the anticoagulant effects of heparin due to physiologically

decreased levels of antithrombin, an increased volume of distribution, rapid hep-

arin clearance, and nonspecific protein binding in plasma (115, 116). Term infants

with thrombosis manifest requirements for extraordinarily high rates of UH, up to

Table 5-4 IV Dosing for Antithrombotic Therapies in Newborn Infants

Unfractionated
heparin:
continuous IV

Enoxaparin:
q12 h subcutaneous

Tissue plasminogen
activator:
continuous IV

Loading dose Newborn < 37 weeks:
50 U/kg

Newborn > 37 weeks:
100 U/kg

Infant/child > 1 month:
50 U/kg

None None

Initial maintenance
dose

Newborn < 28 weeks:
15 U/kg/hr

Newborn 28–36 weeks:
20 U/kg/h
(may require up to
30 U/kg/h to achieve
therapeutic anti-Xa
level)

Newborn to < 12
months: 1.5 mg/kg
(may require 1.25
to 2.0 mg/kg/dose
to achieve
therapeutic anti-Xa
level)

Infants to <3 months:
0.06 mg/kg/h (may
double if not effect in
12–24 h)

Newborn > 37 weeks:
28 U/kg/h
(may need up to
50 U/kg/h to achieve
therapeutic anti-Xa
level)

Monitoring Anti-Xa activity
0.3–0.7 U/mL

Anti-Xa activity
0.5–1.0 U/mL

Clot decrease in extent or
lysis by imaging
increase in
D-dimer or FSP

IV, intravenous.

Table 5-5 Contraindications to Specific Antithrombotic Therapies in Infants

Unfractionated heparin Low-molecular-weight heparin Systemic TPA
Known allergy Known allergy Known allergy
History of HIT History of HIT;

invasive procedure <24 h
Active bleeding

CNS ischemia/surgery < 10 days
(includes birth asphyxia);
surgery <7 days;
invasive procedure < 3 days;
seizures < 48 h

�Fibrinogen < 100 mg/dL;
platelet count < 50 000/mL

�Fibrinogen < 100 mg/dL;
platelet count < 50 000/mL

�Fibrinogen <100 mg/dL; platelet
count < 50 000/mL;
INR > 2

HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and/or thrombosis.
CNS, central nervous system.
�With transfusion support, if necessary.
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50 U/kg/h, to maintain the target therapeutic range. Dose requirements in heparin-

resistant neonates have been decreased by repletion of antithrombin although there

is no evidence in the literature to support this indication. UH can be particularly

attractive in the initiation of anticoagulation, especially in critically ill children,

because it has a very short half-life and can be rapidly adjusted or discontinued

in the event that the child begins to hemorrhage or requires surgery or an invasive

procedure. The activated partial thromboplastin time (PTT) is not used by some

pediatric hematologists to monitor UH in the newborn infant because the baseline

PTT is prolonged at birth by low levels of the contact factors of coagulation and the

PTT prolongation is not linear with heparin anticoagulant effect. Anti-Xa activity

levels effectively monitor UH in newborn infants. Other pediatric hematologists

continue to use the PTT to monitor UH and reserve the anti-Xa activity assay for

LMWH.

Most infants with thrombosis can be treated adequately with LMWH (114).

Enoxaparin anticoagulant effect is also dependent upon antithrombin and must be

determined by monitoring. LMWH can be given twice daily by subcutaneous injec-

tion and monitored using anti-Xa activity levels. Similar to UH, the dose of LMWH

needed to achieve the therapeutic range in newborn infants is both higher than that

in older infants and more variable. We have determined a dosing range for enox-

aparin from 1.25 to more than 2.0 mg/kg/dose in newborn infants, with most

infants requiring 1.5–1.625 mg/kg/dose. Because the kinetics of intravenous and

subcutaneous enoxaparin are similar, infants lacking subcutaneous fat have been

treated using intravenous dosing (117). There are minimal published data on this

route of administration. Peak and trough levels should be assayed to determine a

safe and effective intravenous dosing schedule.

Although bleeding risks are a grave concern in ill preterm infants, babies with

acute thrombosis at risk for loss of life or limb may be considered for thrombolysis.

Thrombolysis has been especially helpful for occlusive clots of the aorta, peripheral

arteries and acute atrial clots when careful attention is paid to the contraindications

and risks (118–122).

Outcome of Neonatal Thrombosis

Pediatric thrombosis centers have been recently organized to study thrombosis in

infants and children. Reports regarding outcome are beginning to emerge (113,

123). Complete resolution rates of non-renal vein venous thromboembolism in

neonates have been reported at about one-third and similar in infants treated

with anticoagulation or thrombolysis (123). Neonatal renal vein thrombosis, a

particularly difficult clinical entity, was reported to cause renal infarction in most

affected newborn infants in a large series of German infants (124). Treatment with

anticoagulation, antithrombin replacement or thrombolysis has not been associated

with improved outcomes (124, 125). Renal enlargement at birth is a poor prog-

nostic sign for renal outcome (126). It appears that many, if not most, episodes of

renal vein thrombosis begin prior to delivery and clot may be organized, and for

this reason resistant to antithrombotic therapy, at the time of treatment initiation.

The recurrence risk of neonatal thrombosis has not been adequately assessed to

date. The prevalence of post-thrombotic syndrome, a clinical entity characterized

by chronic limb pain and swelling following an episode of venous thrombosis, has

not been determined following perinatal thrombosis. Inferior vena cava thrombosis

secondary to placement of central venous catheters has been associated with serious

long-term post-thrombotic complications in affected newborn and older infants in

another German series (127). In two reports, adolescents with a history of inferior

vena cava or renal venous thrombosis in the perinatal period presented with lower-

extremity deep venous thrombosis and/or post-thrombotic syndrome during
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adolescence (124, 128). Post-thrombotic syndrome also appears to be common and

often is severe, following occlusive superior vena cava thrombosis related to cardiac

surgery or catheterizations. It is evident that neonatal thrombotic disorders cause

significant morbidity and mortality and have long-term consequences in affected

infants. Optimal prediction, prevention and treatment have not been determined.

The intrauterine origin of many neonatal thrombotic events, particularly AIS and

renal vein thrombosis, adds increased complexity to the challenges of early detec-

tion and intervention.

SUMMARY

The newborn infant, especially the ill preterm infant, is at increased risk for throm-

bosis from a variety of causes, including physiologic immaturity of the hemostatic

system, genetic and acquired thrombophilias, pregnancy complications, underlying

medical conditions and use of indwelling catheters. Due to bleeding risks and the

relatively low rate of thrombotic complications, anticoagulant prophylaxis is not

attractive in at-risk infants. However, infants with vascular thrombosis can be safely

treated with UH and LMWH anticoagulation as well as TPA thrombolysis, provided

appropriate considerations are given to dosing, monitoring and contraindications.

The greatest challenge to future understanding of neonatal thrombotic disorders is

the lack of evidence from well-organized clinical trials in this vulnerable population.

Pediatric hematologists have recently organized national and international profes-

sional organizations to conduct and analyze clinical trials on thrombotic disorders

in infants, with a high regard for the safety issues of such studies. Support for

prospective investigations of neonatal thrombotic disorders is necessary for contin-

ued progress in this field.
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Chapter 6

Practical Approaches to the
Neutropenic Neonate

Akhil Maheshwari, MD

Definition of Neutropenia in Neonates

Clinical Evaluation of Neutropenia in Neonates

Clinical Management of a Neonate with Neutropenia

Neutropenia is a commonly detected problem among ill neonates, affecting up to 8%

of all patients in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) (1–4). Since nearly 400 000

neonates are admitted annually to NICUs in the USA, as many as 32 000 infants may

be recognized as neutropenic. The incidence is higher among preterm infants than

among term infants, with estimates ranging between 6 and 58% depending on the

definition of neutropenia (5). In many neonates the neutropenia is transient and does

not appear to convey a survival disadvantage. However, in others it is prolonged and

severe and constitutes a serious deficiency in antimicrobial defense.

DEFINITION OF NEUTROPENIA IN NEONATES

The diagnosis of neutropenia is based on a low blood neutrophil concentration.

An absolute neutrophil count (ANC) can be calculated from a routine complete

blood count as follows:

absolute neutrophil count ¼ white cell count ð=mLÞ � neutrophil percentage

where the neutrophil percentage is calculated as the sum of the percentage figures

for segmented neutrophils, band neutrophils, metamyelocytes, and any other neu-

trophil precursors that may be seen on the differential count.

The interpretation of an ANC value in a neonate usually involves comparison

with available reference ranges. In a statistical sense, neutropenia is defined as an

ANC two standard deviations below the mean value for the age (6) or, alternatively,

as an ANC below the lower limit of normal on an age-defined population (7, 8).

The reference ranges used most commonly were provided by Manroe and collea-

gues from the Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas, and these figures are based

on the latter definition (9). This data set was derived from a cohort of 434 neonates

born at 38.9 ± 2.4 weeks gestation obtained during the first 28 days following

birth. Peak neutrophil counts occurred between 12 and 24 h postnatally, with

95% confidence limits of 7800–14500 cells/mL (Fig. 6-1). The neutrophil count

then decreased, achieving a stable lower value of 1750 by 72 h of life. The stable

upper limit of the next 28 days was not achieved until 6.6 days of age.

The reference ranges reported by Manroe and coworkers are widely accepted

for term and near-term infants, but are less appropriate for very-low-birth-weight

(VLBW) infants (10–13). Mouzinho and colleagues (8) revised the reference ranges
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for blood neutrophil concentrations in VLBW infants (Fig. 6-1). Serial counts (N =

1788) were obtained prospectively between birth and 28 days of age from 63 normal

infants of 29.9 ± 2.3 weeks gestation. No difference in the upper limit of normal

(neutrophilia) was observed between those VLBW infants and their more mature

counterparts reported in 1979. However, there was greater variation at the lower

end of the ranges and neutropenia was defined as a concentration less than 2000/mL

at 12 h of life and less than 1000/ml after 48 h. In a recent study (14) comparing the

reference ranges in septic VLBW infants, the figures from Manroe and colleagues

were observed to provide greater sensitivity, but the ranges reported by Mouzinho

and coworkers were more specific when neonates with early-onset group B strep-

tococcal infection were compared with a matched control group.

The reference ranges are useful for accurate interpretation and follow-up of

neutrophil counts. The definition of neutropenia, the lower limit of normal for

blood neutrophil concentrations, has been variously reported as 1500/mL (15),

1800/mL (9), and 1100/mL (8). These ‘cut-off ’ values are aimed to provide the

clinician with a critical threshold to initiate investigation and, if possible, treatment.

However, the relationship between blood neutrophil concentration and risk of

developing an infection is not well established in neonates. Extrapolating from

the chronic severe neutropenia registry and chemotherapy studies in children,

neonates with neutrophil counts above 1000/mL are not likely to be at an increased

risk. Neonates with blood neutrophil concentrations less than 500/mL probably are

at increased risk, particularly if the severe neutropenia persists many days or
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Figure 6-1 Definition of neutropenia. The upper panel gives the normal reference range for

neutrophils (in between tinted lines) as established by Manroe et al. (9). Values below the solid

line were considered neutropenic for neonates with a birth weight > 1500 g. The lower panel gives

the normal reference range for neutrophils (in between tinted lines) as established by Mouzinho

et al. (8) for neonates with a birth weight of 1500 g. Values below the solid line were considered

neutropenic. (Reproduced with permission from Funke A, et al. Frequency, natural course, and

outcome of neonatal neutropenia. Pediatrics 106:45–51, 2000.)
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weeks (16–20). Neonates with blood neutrophil counts between 500 and 1000/mL

are at some intermediate risk.

CLINICAL EVALUATION OF NEUTROPENIA IN NEONATES

Neutropenia can be secondary to decreased production of neutrophils, increased

neutrophil destruction, or a combination of these mechanisms (Table 6-1). The

most commonly encountered causes of neonatal neutropenia are those related to

Table 6-1 Causes of Neutropenia in Neonates

DECREASED NEUTROPHIL PRODUCTION

Infants of hypertensive women (exact etiology unknown; possible causes include presence of a placenta-

derived inhibitor of neutrophil production, decreased responsiveness of precursors to G-CSF)

Donors of twin-twin transfusions

Neonates with Rh hemolytic disease (progenitor ‘‘steal’’ where precursors may be diverted towards erythroid

differentiation)

Congenital neutropenias/Bone marrow failure syndromes

Kostmann syndrome (maturation arrest and increased apoptosis of precursors; neutrophil elastase mutations

which lead to exclusive membrane localization of the enzyme)

Reticular dysgenesis (inherited immunodeficiency with impairment of both myeloid and lymphoid series)

Barth syndrome (organic aciduria, dilated cardiomyopathy, and neutropenia; neutropenia presumably due to

a neutrophil membrane defect)

Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (exocrine pancreatic insufficiency and neutropenia; defect in SBDS protein

which may be involved in ribosomal biogenesis)

Cartilage-hair hypoplasia (short-limbed dwarfism; impairment of proliferation in neutrophil precursors)

Cyclic neutropenia (cyclic hematopoiesis with nadirs at 3-week intervals; neutrophil elastase mutations which

prevent membrane localization of the enzyme)

Inherited errors of metabolism

Organic acidemias (metabolic intermediates inhibit proliferation of neutrophil precursors)

Glycogen storage disease type 1b (increased neutrophil apoptosis)

Viral infections (infection of neutrophil progenitors, hypersplenism)

Rubella

Cytomegalovirus

Copper deficiency

Alloimmune neutropenia associated with anti-NB1 antibodies (NB1 antigen is present on neutrophil

precursors)

INCREASED NEUTROPHIL DESTRUCTION

Bacterial or fungal sepsis (increased tissue migration; low marrow production in overwhelming sepsis)

Necrotizing enterocolitis (circulating neutrophil pool depleted due to increased migration into the intestines

and peritoneum, increased emargination)

Alloimmune neonatal neutropenia (analogous to Rh-hemolytic disease of erythrocytes, where mother

produces antibody against an antigen present on fetal neutrophils which has been inherited from the father)

Neonatal autoimmune neutropenia (passively acquired anti-neutrophil antibodies from mother, who has

autoimmune neutropenia)

Autoimmune neutropenia of infancy (infant becomes sensitized to self-antigens present on neutrophils and

produces antibody against own neutrophils)

OTHER CAUSES

Idiopathic neutropenia of prematurity (a diagnosis of exclusion; readily reversible with G-CSF therapy)

Drug-induced neutropenia (can occur with a large number of drugs; those commonly incriminated in the

NICU include b-lactam antibiotics, thiazide diuretics, ranitidine, acyclovir)

Pseudoneutropenia (a benign condition where circulating neutrophil pool is smaller than the vascular

emarginated pool)

Artefactual neutropenia (a benign condition where neutrophils agglutinate upon exposure to the EDTA,

which is used as anticoagulant in blood samples in vitro)
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maternal hypertension, sepsis, twin-twin transfusion, alloimmunization, and

hemolytic disease (21).

Evaluation for Etiology

(1) Perinatal information: maternal history of hypertension with fetal growth

retardation, multiple gestation with disparity between twins, or an infec-

tious illness during pregnancy can be diagnostic. Similarly, presence of

high-risk factors for early onset sepsis such as prolonged rupture of mem-

branes or chorioamnionitis can provide useful clues. The presence of neu-

tropenia or autoimmune disease in the mother can suggest the presence of

transplacental transfer of anti-neutrophil autoantibodies.

(2) Concurrent illness such as necrotizing enterocolitis, bacterial or fungal

sepsis, immunodeficiency, cardiomyopathy (Barth syndrome), intractable

metabolic acidosis or other derangements or the presence of anemia and/

or thrombocytopenia can provide useful information.

(3) Physical examination: characteristic dysmorphic features such as skeletal

dysplasia, radial or thumb hypoplasia (congenital bone marrow failure

syndromes), hepatosplenomegaly (TORCH, storage disorders), or skin/

hair pigmentary abnormalities (Chédiak-Higashi syndrome) can be helpful.

(4) Chronological age: several disorders are associated with specific periods.

Neutropenia associated with maternal hypertension is usually observed

in the first week, and persistence beyond 5 days should trigger further

work-up. Congenital bone marrow failure syndromes also can present

early. Inborn errors of metabolism usually present late in the first week

and beyond. Copper deficiency may be rarely seen in growing premature

infants dependent on parenteral nutrition. Idiopathic neutropenia of pre-

maturity also occurs late in the hospital course of growing VLBW infants,

and resolves spontaneously.

Evaluation of Neutrophil Kinetics

In the bone marrow, the neutrophil population is composed of a neutrophil prolifer-

ative pool (consisting of myeloblasts, promyelocytes, and myelocytes) and a postmi-

totic neutrophil storage pool (consisting of metamyelocytes, band neutrophils and

segmented neutrophils). The release of mature segmented neutrophils is tightly

regulated in a differentiation-dependent process (22). Thus, the appearance of bands

and other immature neutrophil precursors in the circulation indicates that the bone

marrow pool of mature neutrophils has already been depleted (Fig. 6-2). In neutro-

penia, an approximate kinetic evaluation can be performed by calculating

the ‘‘immature to total neutrophil ratio (I/T)’’ from the differential white blood cell

count:

ðbands þ metamyelocytes þ myelocytesÞ

ðsegmented neutrophils þ bands þ metamyelocytes þ myelocytesÞ

Schelonka and colleagues reported that normal I/T ratios in term neonates have

a mean value of 0.16 (SD 0.10), with a 10–90th percentile range extending from

0.05 to 0.27 (23). An elevated I/T ratio (= 0.3) in the presence of neutropenia

suggests depletion of the bone marrow neutrophil storage pool due to increased

peripheral destruction/tissue recruitment of neutrophils, and also, in most
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instances, an increase in the marrow production of neutrophils. A normal or low

I/T ratio in the presence of severe neutropenia suggests that the neutropenia is

from decreased production, just as would be inferred for erythrocytes in an

anemic patient with a low reticulocyte count.

The I/T neutrophil ratio is best known for its value in screening tests for sepsis

in neonates, even though elevated ratios can be seen in many other conditions.

Unlike the absolute neutrophil count, which shows a wider spread, the I/T ratio

retains its discriminatory value for sepsis even in VLBW infants and can be suc-

cessfully employed in conjunction with other screening tests such as C-reactive

protein concentrations.(8, 9, 13, 24–26)

A bone marrow biopsy can be useful in cases with prolonged (> 2 weeks),

unusual, or refractory neutropenia. The procedure is usually performed in the tibial

marrow using an Osgood needle (27). The marrow is evaluated for proliferative and

postmitotic storage pools of neutrophils. Reduction in both cellular populations

suggests decreased marrow activity, while increased numbers of proliferative pre-

cursors with a depleted storage pool is consistent with increased peripheral destruc-

tion of neutrophils. A combination of an expanded proliferative pool with a normal

storage pool is generally seen during marrow recovery, and is relatively non-specific

(28, 29). However, it needs to be considered that although marrow findings can

provide vital kinetic information, the observations are rarely of diagnostic value.

For instance, marrow findings can be very similar in hyporegenerative states as

disparate as Kostmann syndrome and in an infant born to a hypertensive

mother, even when the clinical conditions might be completely dissimilar in etiol-

ogy and outcome.

Evaluation of Clinical Severity

The risk of infection and mortality in neutropenic neonates correlates with:

(a) severity of neutropenia (risk related inversely to the ANC) (30);

(b) overall severity of sickness/concurrent illnesses, as it would increase the

probability of invasive monitoring and lower tissue resistance (31); in

VLBW infants, the risk of infection secondary to neutropenia and the

mortality attributable to infection and neutropenia are significantly

higher than in term newborns (30);

(c) duration of neutropenia: the risk of infection increases with duration, and

persistent neutropenia should trigger evaluation and/or treatment even if

of a moderate severity (20).

Myeloblast Promyelocyte Myelocyte

Neutrophil
proliferative pool

Postmitotic neutrophil
storage pool

Metamyelocyte Band Segmented
neutrophil

Differentiation

Bone marrow

Blood

Figure 6-2 Mature segmented neutrophils are released from the bone marrow into the blood-

stream in a series of differentiation-dependent events. Appearance of earlier, less mature forms (such

as bands) suggests that the post-mitotic storage pool of mature neutrophils has been depleted. Such

depletion can be assessed by calculating the ‘‘immature to total neutrophil (I/T) ratio’’.
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CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF A NEONATE
WITH NEUTROPENIA

The clinical approach to the neonate with neutropenia should depend on the

severity, duration, and etiology of the disorder. In an ill neutropenic neonate

sepsis should always be considered as a possibility, and antibiotic therapy should

be started pending culture maturation. If the neutropenia is severe and prolonged,

reverse isolation procedures may be considered.

The role of prophylactic antibiotics in neonatal neutropenia is unclear. In

children with chronic idiopathic or chemotherapy-associated neutropenia, antibio-

tics are often recommended until neutrophil counts rise to above 1000/mL (32–34).

Since most causes of neutropenia in neonates are transient conditions, and in view

of the fear of emergence of multidrug-resistant bacterial strains, routine antibiotic

prophylaxis is not recommended in newborn infants at this time.

Hematopoietic Growth Factors

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and granulocyte-macrophage

colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) are naturally occurring cytokines that are in

routine clinical use in adults and children to accelerate neutrophil recovery follow-

ing anti-cancer therapy. G-CSF increases the number of circulating neutrophils by

stimulating the release of neutrophils from bone marrow, inducing myeloid pro-

liferation, and reducing neutrophil apoptosis (35). GM-CSF was initially defined by

its ability to generate both granulocyte and macrophage colonies from precursor

cells as a result of proliferation and differentiation (36). Under physiologic condi-

tions, G-CSF is the primary systemic regulator of the circulating concentrations of

neutrophils (35). GM-CSF, in contrast, does not play a major role in steady-state

conditions but is upregulated at tissue sites of inflammation to enhance neutrophil

and macrophage maturation (37).

Recombinant G-CSF and GM-CSF have been evaluated in neonates with neu-

tropenia. Both agents hold promise in correction of circulating neutrophil concen-

trations, although the efficacy varies with the etiology. The effect of these growth

factors on clinical outcome remains unresolved.

Role in Neonatal Sepsis

Recombinant G-CSF has been evaluated in neonatal sepsis and neutropenia in several

trials. Gillan and colleagues reported a dose-dependent biologic effect of G-CSF (38).

They studied 42 neonates with presumed bacterial infection during their first 3 days

of life. These infants were randomized to receive a placebo or 1, 5, 10, or 20 mg/kg/day

of G-CSF for three consecutive days. A dose-dependent increase in blood neutrophil

concentrations was observed. Since then the efficacy of G-CSF in neonatal sepsis has

been examined by Schibler et al., Bedford-Russell et al., Miura et al., Barak et al., and

Kocherlakota and La Gamma (39–43). In a meta-analysis based on these studies,

Bernstein and colleagues reported that 73 G-CSF recipients had a lower mortality

than 82 infants in the control arms. However, when the non-randomized studies were

excluded, the analysis did not remain statistically adequate (44).

Recombinant GM-CSF therapy has also been tried in neonatal sepsis. Cairo and

associates observed dose-dependent increases in circulating neutrophil and mono-

cyte concentrations within 48 h of GM-CSF administration (5 or 10 mg/kg/day).

Tibial marrow aspirates revealed an increase in neutrophil reserves, and neutrophil

C3bi receptor expression was increased within 24 h of beginning treatment (45).

Bilgin and coworkers, in a prospective, randomized study, administered GM-CSF to

30 patients for 7 consecutive days. Twenty-five patients from the GM-CSF group and
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24 from the conventionally treated group had early-onset sepsis, and the remaining

11 patients had late-onset sepsis. The GM-CSF-treated group showed significantly

higher absolute neutrophil counts and a lower mortality rate (46).

There has been considerable interest in the use of GM-CSF therapy as prophy-

laxis against nosocomial infections in VLBW infants. Both neutrophils and mono-

nuclear phagocytes are known to be functionally immature in neonates, and hence

prophylactic use of GM-CSF was well supported by pathophysiological considera-

tions. Carr and colleagues initiated a 5-day course of prophylactic GM-CSF therapy

(10 mg/kg) in 75 non-infected VLBW neonates within the first 72 h. GM-CSF therapy

abolished neutropenia in treated infants, including those with and without sepsis,

during a 4-week period following study entry. Although the GM-CSF recipients had

fewer symptomatic, blood culture-positive septic episodes than controls, the differ-

ence did not reach statistical significance (47). In another large, randomized, pla-

cebo-controlled trial in 264 ELBW neonates, prophylactic GM-CSF administration at

8 mg/kg for the first 7days and then every other day for 21days led to higher ANCs, but

did not change the incidence of confirmed nosocomial infections (48).

It appears that G-CSF may be more efficacious in raising neutrophil counts

than GM-CSF. When cord blood neutrophils are treated with these agents in

vitro, only G-CSF delays apoptosis (49). In a small study, Ahmad and coworkers

(50) compared the relative efficacy of G-CSF and GM-CSF in correcting sepsis-

induced neutropenia. Twenty-eight patients were randomized: 10 received G-CSF

(10 mg/kg/day); 10 received GM-CSF (8 mg/kg/day) and 8 received placebo for a

maximum of 7 days or until an absolute neutrophil count (ANC) of 10 000 cells/

mm was reached. The neutrophil count in the G-CSF-treated group increased more

rapidly than in the GM-CSF group.

Carr and colleagues have reviewed existing evidence for the use of G-CSF/GM-

CSF in neonatal sepsis (51). In preterm infants with suspected systemic infection,

G-CSF or GM-CSF did not provide additional survival advantage beyond antibi-

otic therapy [typical relative risk of death 0.71 (95% CI 0.38, 1.33)]. However,

in a subgroup analysis of 97 infants who, in addition to systemic infection,

had clinically significant neutropenia at trial entry (< 1.7 � 109/L), the investiga-

tors did find a significant reduction in mortality by day 14 [relative risk 0.34 (95%

CI 0.12, 0.92); risk difference �0.18 (95% CI �0.33, �0.03); number needed to

treat 6 (95% CI 3–33)]. In prophylactic studies, recombinant GM-CSF did not

reduce mortality [relative risk 0.59 (95% CI 0.24, 1.44); risk difference �0.03

(95% CI �0.08, 0.02)].

Role in Neonatal Immune-mediated Neutropenias

Recombinant G-CSF has been successfully used in correcting immune-mediated

neutropenia in infants. Besides its effects on neutrophil production and delaying

apoptosis, G-CSF has additional beneficial effects in immune-mediated neutrope-

nias by downregulating antigen expression, thus rendering the neutrophils less

vulnerable to circulating antibodies (52). This effect may be most pronounced

with the antigens located on the FcR�IIIb, such as HNA-1a and HNA-1b. G-CSF

might also increase additional antibody mopping sites by increasing the levels of

soluble FcR�III (53). G-CSF activates neutrophils, and might also correct some of

the functional impairments in neutrophils induced by anti-neutrophil antibodies

(54). It is also notable that in patients with immune-mediated neutropenias, serum

G-CSF levels may not rise appropriately unless they have an infection, providing

further justification for recombinant therapy (55). A review of these disorders may

be found elsewhere (56).

G-CSF may need to be used with caution in patients with immune-mediated

neutropenias secondary to antibodies against the neutrophil antigen HNA-2a

(NB1). Stroncek and coworkers demonstrated that, unlike the downregulating
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effect on HNA-1a and -1b, G-CSF increased the expression of HNA-2a in healthy

adult volunteers (57). We reported a neonate with alloimmune neutropenia sec-

ondary to anti-HNA-2a antibodies where the response was delayed, and was

achieved only with an unusually high dose (58).

Role in Congenital Neutropenias

G-CSF is highly effective in patients with congenital neutropenias (59). This group

of disorders broadly includes various inherited forms of neutropenia, including

Kostmann syndrome (severe congenital neutropenia), cyclic neutropenia,

Shwachman-Diamond syndrome, and inborn errors of metabolism such as glyco-

gen storage disease 1b and organic acidemias. These conditions are associated with

absolute neutrophil counts below 500/mL and an increased susceptibility to bacterial

infections (59, 60).

Kostmann syndrome is marked by several neutropenias presenting in early

infancy with absolute neutrophil counts of less than 200/mL and recurrent bacterial

infections. These patients have mutations in the neutrophil elastase gene ELA2 (61).

G-CSF therapy is highly effective in patients with Kostmann syndrome. Data on

more than 400 patients collected by the Severe Chronic Neutropenia International

Registry (SCNIR) since 1994 have shown that recombinant G-CSF therapy was

effective in more than 90% of patients in maintaining the neutrophil counts at

approximately 1000/mL (60, 62). All responding patients required significantly

fewer antibiotics and days of hospitalization (63). Over the last two decades, recom-

binant G-CSF therapy has significantly improved the survival of these patients (64).

Human cyclic neutropenia is a rare hematological disorder characterized by

regular fluctuation in the serial count of blood neutrophils (65). The oscillations

occur at subnormal levels at 3-week intervals, when neutrophil counts often fall

to <250/mL. Bone marrow examination reveals a variable morphology, appearing

normal during periods of higher neutrophil counts and with ‘‘maturation arrest’’

of neutrophilic series during or just before onset of severe neutropenia.

Other blood cells, such as platelets or reticulocytes, often also vary in a cyclical pattern.

G-CSF is considered in these infants if infections occur during periods of severe

neutropenia. Continuous G-CSF therapy can elevate blood neutrophil counts

to safe levels with lower risk of infections. Although the characteristic cycles

are not eliminated by G-CSF, the period of the oscillations is shortened to

12–14 days (66). In contrast to G-CSF, these patients respond very poorly to GM-

CSF (67). Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS) is characterized by exocrine pan-

creatic insufficiency, neutropenia and growth retardation. Neutropenia might be seen

in the neonatal period, and is the most common hematological abnormality, occur-

ring in 88–100% of patients (68). The neutropenia is usually intermittent, fluctuating

from severely low to normal levels. G-CSF therapy is effective in inducing a clinically

beneficial neutrophil response. GM-CSF has also been used, but has inconsistent

benefit (69). Glycogen-storage disease type 1b is a rare metabolic disorder which

affects the transport system of glucose-6-phosphatase metabolism. These patients

present with hepatomegaly, failure to thrive, renal dysfunction and recurrent infec-

tions. Chronic neutropenia in these patients is accompanied by functional defects in

chemotaxis and phagocytosis. G-CSF therapy corrects neutropenia in these patients

and also restores some of the functional activity of these cells (70).

Role in Neutropenia Related to Maternal
Pregnancy-induced Hypertension

G-CSF has been used successfully in the neutropenia of PIH. Makhlouf and collea-

gues treated nine neutropenic infants born to mothers with preeclampsia with G-CSF

(10 mg/kg/day) starting within 24 h of birth and for a maximum of three doses

if neutropenia persisted. The absolute neutrophil count increased significantly in
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eight of the nine infants within 6 h, and neutrophilia was sustained for at least

72 h after administration of a single dose of G-CSF (71). Similar results were reported

by La Gamma and coworkers, who treated four infants with G-CSF for up to 3 days.

Absolute neutrophil counts increased nearly 4-fold within 48 h; maximal values were

recorded on the 9th day after initiation of therapy. Total leukocyte counts subse-

quently decreased but remained in the normal range (72).

There are conflicting reports on whether neonates with neutropenia related to

maternal PIH are at a higher risk of infection (73, 74). It is possible that G-CSF

therapy may reduce the incidence of infection in these infants (75). However,

infants born to preeclamptic mothers may have a slower neutrophilic response

with G-CSF when compared to their counterparts born to normotensive mothers

(76). It remains unclear which neonates with the neutropenia of PIH would be well

served by G-CSF treatment.

Role in ‘‘Idiopathic’’ Neutropenia

Juul and Christensen reported a severe, prolonged, idiopathic, but self-resolving,

variety of neutropenia among preterm neonates (77). These infants were

neutropenic at or shortly following delivery, and remained neutropenic (generally

< 500/mL) for 1–9 weeks. Blood and bone marrow studies indicated that the neu-

tropenia was: (i) the kinetic result of diminished neutrophil production; (ii) not

alloimmune; (iii) not cyclic; and (iv) not associated with recognized inborn errors,

bacterial or viral infections, or medications. Treatment with G-CSF in these patients

led to an immediate, marked increase in blood neutrophil concentration. This effect

persisted to day 5, but counts were not different from those of the five placebo

recipients on days 12 and 15. These patients apparently have a substantial G-CSF-

mobilizable marrow neutrophil reserve, and on this basis the authors speculated

that idiopathic neonatal neutropenia may not constitute a significant deficiency in

antibacterial defense (78). The decision to treat these well infants may have to be

individualized, depending on the duration and severity of neutropenia.

Dosage and Treatment Protocol for G-CSF Therapy

The usual dose of G-CSF is 5–10 mg/kg/day, administered by intravenous or sub-

cutaneous injection. In most situations, the response is evident within 24–48 h. In

well neutropenic infants, treatment may be considered only if neutropenia persists

for more than 2–3 days, as many of these babies will recover spontaneously, and the

overall risk of sepsis in otherwise healthy neonates has been reported to be about

8.5%. G-CSF therapy is not used routinely in sepsis-induced neutropenia as it is

often a transient phenomenon, endogenous G-CSF levels are often high in these

patients, and there is lack of definite evidence for benefit in these patients. In

patients with neutropenia related to maternal hypertension, treatment is considered

if ANCs are < 500/mL and persist at this level for many days. Neonates with

immune-mediated neutropenia usually respond promptly to G-CSF, and often

need continued treatment for a total of 2–3 weeks. The diagnosis of idiopathic

neutropenia remains one of exclusion, and is often considered in retrospect fol-

lowing a dramatic resolution of neutropenia with G-CSF therapy.

In an occasional patient, G-CSF therapy will not raise blood neutrophil counts.

In these apparently refractory cases, a bone marrow examination should be con-

sidered. G-CSF doses may be increased in increments of 10 mg/kg at 7–14-day

intervals if the ANC remains below 1000/mL (58, 63). Doses can be reduced or

withheld once ANCs reach 5000/mL or above, and attempts should be made to use

the lowest dose necessary for maintaining a ‘‘safe’’ neutrophil count high enough to

overcome infections. Non-responders to G-CSF are defined as those patients who

fail to respond to doses exceeding 120 mg/kg/day.
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The adverse effects of short-term G-CSF administration to neutropenic

neonates are minimal, although Gilmore and coworkers noted that one of

their infants with alloimmune neutropenia was irritable after the first two doses

(79). These authors considered the possibility of bone pain, as is often seen with

older children receiving G-CSF for other indications. This, however, did not neces-

sitate cessation of therapy, and quickly resolved after the completion of the

treatment. With longer-term G-CSF therapy as in congenital neutropenias, mild

splenomegaly, moderate thrombocytopenia, osteoporosis, malignant transforma-

tion into myelodysplastic syndrome/leukemia, and anti-GCSF antibodies have

been described (60, 80, 81).

Intravenous Immunoglobulins

Intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIG) have been used with success in alloimmune

and autoimmune neutropenia, with a response rate of about 50% (17, 82–85).

The elevation in neutrophil counts is often transient, lasting for about a week,

although long-term remissions have been reported (85, 86). Mascarin and

Ventura used anti-Rh (D) immunoglobulin in a 7-month-old infant with autoim-

mune neutropenia and achieved an improvement in the neutrophil counts,

but the effect again lasted for only about 10 days and multiple doses were required

(87). In view of logistic difficulties in outpatient administration of IVIG, lack

of a titrable dose-reponse effect, and the fact that IVIG can rarely induce neutro-

penia by itself, it has been used less often than G-CSF in patients with immune

neutropenia (88).

Intravenous immunoglobulin has been used with moderate success in neonatal

sepsis, and efforts are on to evaluate microorganism-specific antibody preparations

(89). Administration of IVIG can successfully mobilize neutrophils from the

marrow storage pool into the circulation and thereby help, at least transiently,

ameliorate neutropenia (90).

Corticosteroids

Steroids have been tried in the management of immune-mediated neutropenias and

in congenital bone marrow failure syndromes. In alloimmune neutropenia, steroids

are not very effective. Of the five infants reported independently by Lalezari and

Buckwold and Emson, only one showed a partial response (91, 92). The response

has been slightly better in autoimmune neutropenia of infancy, but is still incon-

sistent. Bux and coworkers treated seven patients and documented a sustained rise

in neutrophil counts in four during the treatment period (85).

Steroids have been used in conjunction with G-CSF in a patient with Kostmann

syndrome who was refractory to treatment with G-CSF alone (93). Activation of the

glucocorticoid receptor can synergize with G-CSF signals to promote proliferation

of myeloid cells.

Other Modalities

Exchange transfusions have not been successful in treating immune-mediated

neutropenia (94). Granulocyte transfusions with cells negative for the implicated

antigen can be helpful to tide over acute crises, but the effect often lasts for

only a few hours. Current evidence does not show a clear beneficial role for

granulocyte transfusions. (95) Nevertheless, the ability to stimulate neutrophilia

rapidly in granulocyte donors using G-CSF has renewed interest in neutrophil

transfusions for septic, neutropenic patients and may be useful in selected patients

with short-term needs.
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Future Directions

Conclusions

Food hypersensitivity and allergy are prevalent and a substantial health problem that

may be increasing in developed countries (1, 2). A major focus is now on the mechan-

isms for development of immune tolerance and allergen sensitization in the fetus and

newborn, and on primary prevention strategies. This chapter focuses on the evidence

for use of dietary interventions in pregnant and breast-feeding women, and feed-related

interventions in infants for the prevention of food hypersensitivity and allergy. The

mechanisms for the in utero development of immune tolerance and allergy, consensus

nomenclature for food hypersensitivity and allergy, and the mechanisms, epidemiology

and risk factors for development of food hypersensitivity and allergy are addressed.

NOMENCLATURE

The terminology used to describe allergy and allergy-like reactions is confusing. As a

result, the World Allergy Organization in 2003 reported an update of standardized

nomenclature of allergy (3). Briefly, the term hypersensitivity has been advocated to

describe ‘‘objectively reproducible symptoms or signs initiated by exposure to a

defined stimulus at a dose tolerated by a normal person.’’ Allergy is a ‘‘hypersensi-

tivity reaction initiated by immunological mechanisms.’’ Atopy is a ‘‘personal and/or

familial tendency to become sensitized and produce IgE antibodies in response to

ordinary exposures to allergens, usually proteins. As a consequence, these infants can

develop typical symptoms of asthma, rhinoconjunctivitis, or eczema.’’ Therefore,

eczema may be atopic, which is IgE-mediated, or non-atopic, which more commonly

presents as chronic eczema associated with a lymphocytic infiltrate on skin biopsy.

The presence of allergen-specific IgE is established either by allergen skin-prick

tests or by in vitro allergen-specific IgE measurements (e.g., radioallergosorbent
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test – RAST). In infants with food hypersensitivity, food-specific IgG antibodies are

not clinically important but indicate previous exposure to the food. If IgE is involved,

the term IgE-mediated food allergy is used.

ALLERGY AND FOOD HYPERSENSITIVITY

Several population-based studies using identical methods of ascertainment at inter-

vals of 10–15 years have shown significant increases in the prevalence of allergic

disease in children in the last 30 years in developed countries (2, 4, 5). The mani-

festations of allergic disease are age-dependent. Infants commonly present with

symptoms and signs of atopic eczema, gastrointestinal symptoms and recurrent

wheezing. Asthma and rhinoconjunctivitis become prevalent in later childhood.

Sensitization to allergens tends to follow a characteristic pattern, with sensitization

to food allergens in the first 2–3 years of life, then indoor allergens (e.g., house dust

mite and pets) and subsequently outdoor allergens (e.g., rye and Timothy grass).

The cumulative prevalence of allergic disease in childhood is high, with up to 7–8%

developing a food allergy, 15–20% atopic eczema, and 31–34% developing asthma

or recurrent wheezing. Of these, 7–10% will continue to have asthma symptoms

beyond 5 years of age (2).

Food hypersensitivities affect around 6% of infants < 3 years of age, with prev-

alence decreasing over the first decade (6, 7). Despite the vast array of food allergens

that we are exposed to, relatively few account for the majority of food reactions.

Cow’s milk, soy, egg and peanut account for the majority of food hypersensitivities in

children, whereas peanut, tree nuts, fish and shellfish are the most common food

allergies in adults. The majority of infants who develop cow’s milk reactions do so in

the first year. Between 40 and 60% of these infants will have IgE-mediated reactions

to proteins, including casein, ß-lactoglobulin, bovine serum albumin, IgG heavy

chains and lactoferrin (8). Many children outgrow their food hypersensitivity,

although around 25% retain sensitivities in the second decade and around 35%

develop sensitizations to other foods. Clinical tolerance develops for most food

allergens over time, with the exceptions of peanuts, nuts and seafood (2, 6, 7, 7).

However, prospective studies have reported that early sensitization to cow’s milk, egg

and house dust mite are highly predictive of subsequent clinical allergic disease,

including persistent atopic eczema and asthma, particularly in high-risk infants.

The Fetus: Immune Tolerance versus Sensitization

The fetus is capable of mounting sophisticated immune responses (10). Circulating B

lymphocytes can be detected with IgM surface immunoglobulin from as early as

19–20 weeks, implying that the full sensitization process, from antigen presentation

to T cell proliferation to B cell stimulation and antibody production, has occurred.

There is almost universal priming to environmental antigens in utero, with most

infants subsequently being tolerant to exposures to the same antigens. However, the

balance is altered towards sensitization in infants destined to have allergic disease.

A minority of all infants will already have raised cord blood total IgE and specific IgE.

IgE is reasonably specific but not very sensitive for predicting later allergic disease.

Studies to date suggest infants who develop allergies have a disturbance in the

balance between cytokines that suppress an allergic response as characterized by

T helper-1 (Th-1) phenotypic responses, and allergy-promoting Th-2 responses.

This balance appears to be affected by factors such as maternal atopy (risk), mater-

nal IgG responses (protective), and potentially maternal and fetal nutritional fac-

tors. Two potential routes of fetal antigen exposure are from ingested antigens in

the amniotic fluid and transplacentally. Although antigen-presenting cells are pres-

ent in the fetal gut, they are not in the skin or airways. It is thought sensitization is
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more likely to occur in the gut, where mature active immune cells are found (11).

The second major route is via the placenta. Antigen is mostly complexed with

maternal IgG and occurs maximally in the third trimester of pregnancy.

However, transplacental passage of dietary antigens, including cow’s milk ß-lacto-

globulin and egg ovalbumin, occurs as early as 26 weeks gestation. The passage of

antigens is enhanced across the preterm placenta, increased by dose of exposure and

decreasing molecular weight (12). However, for immunological priming to occur

the antigen must have access to sites where it can be taken up by dendritic cells for

processing and presentation to naı̈ve T cells. The specifics of these interactions, and

how they are affected by genetic and environmental factors, are likely to be impor-

tant in the understanding of fetal sensitization to allergens.

The Infant: Food Tolerance versus Sensitization

Food allergy is a manifestation of an abnormal mucosal immune response to

ingested dietary antigens (6). The gastrointestinal barrier is a complex physio-

chemical barrier and cellular barrier. Innate (natural killer cells, neutrophils,

macrophages, epithelial cells) and adaptive (intraepithelial and lamina propria

lymphocytes, Peyer’s patches, secretory IgA and cytokines) immune responses pro-

vide an active barrier to antigens. Even so, around 2% of ingested food antigens are

absorbed. The efficiency of this gut barrier is reduced in the newborn period.

Perinatal risk factors reported for asthma and/or allergy have included prematurity

(13–15) and fetal growth restriction (13), both of which are associated with an

immature and potentially injured gut mucosal barrier. Maternal smoking may

explain some of these effects (14).

Mechanisms and Risk Factors for Development of
Childhood Allergy and Food Hypersensitivity

A substantial proportion of children with clinical allergic disease are non-atopic,

although this differs with the phenotypic expression of the disease (2). In the Isle of

Wight study (16), of infants with a diagnosed allergic phenotype, only 32% were

found to be atopic (identified by skin-prick test and serum-specific IgE). Of these,

14% had early transient sensitization at 4 years, 52% had persistent sensitization at

4 and 10 years and 35% had delayed sensitization at 10 years. These atopic phe-

notypes had different risk factors, with sibling food allergy being the only heredity

risk factor in regression analysis for delayed childhood atopy. Chronically atopic

children were much more likely to have diagnosed asthma, eczema, and rhinocon-

junctivitis. Their symptoms were more likely to be persistent and be diagnosable as

clinical allergy. The development of atopic disease is likely to be dependent on a

complex interaction between genetic and environmental factors. Genetic factors are

estimated to account for over 50% of asthma and allergy (2, 17), but are unlikely

to explain the increasing prevalence in the last 30 years (2). Dietary and environ-

mental exposures to allergens, as well as modifying factors such as immaturity at

birth (13, 15), high head to weight ratios (13), infections (18, 19), intestinal miro-

flora, tobacco smoke (14, 18, 20–22), dietary factors (23) and pollution (24), may

well contribute to the development of asthma and allergy. Peat and Li (24) have

developed a useful classification of risk factors for childhood asthma which assist in

the identification of high-risk children and serve as a guide to primary prevention.

Identifying Infants at High Risk of Food Sensitization or Allergy

Less than half of those who develop childhood allergic disease have a first-degree

family history of allergy. However, the risk of development of allergic diseases
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increases substantially with family heredity. Around 10% of children without a

first-degree allergic relative develop allergic disease, compared to 20–30% with

single allergic heredity (parent or sibling) and 40–50% with double allergic heredity

(18, 25–27). Maternal and sibling allergy is a stronger predictor of childhood aller-

gic disorders than paternal allergy (23), although paternal allergy was a stronger

predictor of atopic sensitization (21).

The use of cord blood IgE levels results in improved predictive ability for

subsequent allergy. Although the combination of atopic family heredity and cord

blood IgE levels has frequently been used in dietary preventive studies in infants,

they are still not seen as sufficiently predictive for routine clinical use (2). Defining

a high-risk group as either double parental allergic predisposition or severe single

parent allergy combined with an infant cord blood IgE = 0.3 kU/L results in

the high-risk group comprising 8–10% of the total birth cohort, compared with

16–20% if cord blood IgE is not used and 30–40% if all those with at least single

atopic predisposition are included (26). Studies of dietary interventions for pre-

vention of food hypersensitivity and allergy have variably defined high risk as a

single first-degree relative with allergy, dual first-degree heredity, or a combination

of first-degree heredity and cord blood IgE = 0.3 kU/L or 0.5 kU/L. Clearly, there is

a balance between achieving a high positive predictive value and having adequate

sensitivity for allergy. To date, there is no highly accurate method for predicting

food hypersensitivity and allergy in children. Current recommendations generally

define high-risk infants in terms of atopic heredity (29, 30).

PREVENTION

By consensus (30), prevention of allergy is divided into primary prevention: the

prevention of immunological sensitization (development of IgE antibodies); sec-

ondary prevention: preventing the onset of allergic disease following sensitization

such as the progression from eczema and rhinoconjunctivitis to more severe disease

such as asthma; and tertiary prevention: the treatment of allergic disease so as to

prevent complications. The focus on the newborn is with primary prevention. The

basis for primary prevention measures requires meeting the following criteria (30):

1. have the potential to benefit a major proportion of the population;

2. be of no known harm to anyone; and

3. not involve unreasonable costs.

Factors facilitating primary prevention include the finding that infants with a

family history of allergy have an increased risk of IgE sensitization, and the risk of

developing IgE-mediated disease is related to family history for a specific allergic

phenotype. Genetic factors are thought to contribute in excess of 50% of the devel-

opment of IgE sensitization and IgE-mediated allergic disease. However, specific

genes allowing identification of high-risk infants are yet to be adequately described.

In addition, although sensitization to foods and other allergens precedes the devel-

opment of allergy, the exposure to dietary and environmental allergens is ubiqui-

tous and usually a harmless phenomenon associated with tolerance (31). In many

infants, early sensitization to dietary allergens, although predictive of allergic dis-

ease, is frequently followed by loss of sensitization. Therefore, the aim of primary

prevention is to prevent not just sensitization, but also allergic disease. Primary

prevention measures include those aimed at reducing or changing exposures

to antigens, and modifying adjuvant risk factors and exposures. This review

focuses on the evidence for dietary and adjuvant treatments that have the potential

to be used for the primary prevention of clinical allergic disease, not just

sensitization.
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Maternal Dietary Allergen Avoidance in Pregnancy

A systematic review (32) found three randomized trials enrolling 334 pregnant

women that examined the effect of maternal dietary allergen avoidance in preg-

nancy for prevention of infant allergy. All studies enrolled pregnant women with a

first-degree family history of allergy (Table 7-1). Dietary interventions included a

cow’s milk and egg avoidance diet from 28 weeks gestation (33), a low milk and low

egg diet during the third trimester (34), and a milk-free diet from 36 weeks gesta-

tion and during lactation (35). No significant effect was reported for fetal or infant

sensitization as indicated by cord blood IgE and infant skin-prick testing. Meta-

analysis of the three trials (32) found no evidence of a protective effect of maternal

dietary antigen avoidance during pregnancy for atopic eczema, asthma, urticaria or

any atopic condition in the first 18 months (Table 7-2). The restricted diet during

pregnancy was associated with a slight but statistically significant lower maternal

mean gestational weight gain and non-significant trends to higher risks of preterm

birth and reduced mean birth weight in the infants.

Maternal dietary allergen avoidance during pregnancy has also been a compo-

nent of the intervention strategies in other randomized trials (18, 36–38). However,

as those trials examined the effects of allergen avoidance during both pregnancy and

lactation, with other allergen avoidance strategies for the infant, no conclusions can

be drawn from these studies pertaining to allergen avoidance during pregnancy.

Larger trials of maternal dietary antigen avoidance during pregnancy are required

to detect whether there are even modest reductions in risk of allergy in infants and

children. Adverse effects of maternal antigen avoidance on gestational weight gain,

fetal growth, and preterm birth should be reported. A better understanding of the

Table 7-1 Randomized Trials of Maternal Dietary Allergen Avoidance During
Pregnancy for Prevention of Allergy in Infants

Trial N Participants
Maternal allergen
avoidance Control

Falth-Magnusson
et al. 1987
(91–93)

212 Pregnant women with
history of allergy in
self, husband or
previous children

Cow’s milk and egg
avoidance diet from
28 weeks gestation

Normal diet

Lilja et al. 1988
(94, 95)

171 Pregnant women with
history of respiratory
allergy to pollen
and/or dander

Low milk and low egg
diet during third
trimester

High milk and high egg
diet during third
trimester

Lovegrove et al.
1994 (35)

44 Pregnant women with
atopic histories in self
or partner

Milk-free diet from
36 weeks gestation
and during lactation

Normal diet

Table 7-2 Meta-Analyses of Randomized Trials of Maternal Dietary Allergen
Avoidance During Pregnancy for Prevention of Allergy in Infants (32)

Outcome Studies/participants RR 95% CI

Atopic eczema (first 18 months) 2/334 1.01 0.57, 1.79
Asthma (first 18 months) 2/334 2.22 0.39, 12.67
Any atopic condition (first 18 months) 1/163 0.76 0.42, 1.38
Urticaria (first 18 months) 1/163 1.01 0.21, 4.87
Preterm birth 2/236 10.06 0.53, 192.2
Pregnancy weight gain (%) 1/164 �3.00 �5.21, �0.79
Birth weight (g) 2/236 �83.45 221.87, 54.97
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mechanisms for development of food tolerance and sensitization will facilitate

efforts to develop effective allergy prevention strategies.

Breast-feeding

Breast-feeding is the natural and recommended method of infant nutrition for the

first months after birth. Few data are available from randomized controlled trials to

determine the effect of breast-feeding for prevention of food intolerance and allergy

in children. Lucas et al. (39) randomized preterm infants < 1850 g to expressed

human milk versus sole or supplemental preterm cow’s milk formula feeds, up until

hospital discharge. At 18 months, there was no significant difference in incidence of

eczema (human milk 20% versus preterm formula 20%), reactions to cow’s milk

(4% vs. 3%), all food reactions (10% vs. 11%) and asthma and/or wheezing (23%

vs. 23%). In subgroup analysis restricted to a small number of infants with a family

history of allergy, there was a significant reduction in the incidence of eczema (RR

0.3, 95% CI 0.1–0.8) in infants fed human milk. In a cluster randomized trial of an

intervention modeled on the Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative of the World Health

Organization and United Nations Children’s Fund (40), infants from intervention

sites were significantly more likely to be breast-fed, and had significantly reduced

incidence of atopic eczema at 1 year (3.3% vs. 6.3%; adjusted OR 0.54; 95% CI,

0.31, 0.95).

Two trials (41, 42) have compared use of human milk with cow’s milk formula

for early supplemental or sole feeding of infants prior to hospital discharge.

Both trials had inadequate methods of infant allocation to feeds, using alternate

periods. Juvonen et al. (41) enrolled 92 infants and reported no significant differ-

ences in any childhood allergy, or specific allergy including asthma, eczema

and food allergy. Saarinen et al. (42), who allocated 3602 infants to treatment,

reported no significant difference in cow’s milk allergy (RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.51,

1.53) in infants fed human milk compared to a cow’s milk formula. Both trials

also enrolled a group fed a hydrolyzed infant formula. Systematic review (43) of

these two trials also found no significant difference between the use of a hydrolyzed

infant formula and human milk. Again, Juvonen et al. (41) reported no significant

difference in any childhood allergy, or specific allergy including asthma, eczema and

food allergy. Saarinen et al. (42) reported no significant difference in cow’s milk

allergy (RR 0.71, 95% CI 0.45, 1.12) in infants a hydrolyzed formula compared to

human milk.

In observational studies, conflicting results have been reported for the associ-

ation between breast-feeding and development of clinical allergy, even to adult-

hood. Several studies (44–50) have reported an increase in allergy in association

with breast-feeding but have been criticized methodologically (51), especially

regarding the potential for recall bias and lack of a dose-response relationship. It

is likely that some of these findings may be the result of ‘‘reverse causality’’; high-

risk infants are more likely to be breast-fed, and more likely to develop allergy.

Several reviews (52–56) have attempted to meta-analyse study data associating

breast-feeding and clinical allergy. There is considerable difficultly in appraising

the results of these reviews given the lack of comparable groups resulting from the

inclusion of observational studies in all reviews. However, attempts were made to

determine whether results were sensitive to study quality, with the conclusions

robust to the exclusion of studies with greatest methodological concern (53, 54).

Overall, in high-risk infants, the meta-analyses reported benefits in infancy from

exclusive breast-feeding for the first few months for reduced atopic dermatitis (OR

0.58, 95% CI 0.41, 0.92) (53) and asthma (OR 0.52, 95% CI 0.35, 0.79) (54), but

not for allergic rhinitis (53). In low-risk infants, there was no evidence of benefit for

any manifestation of allergy (52–54).
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Several studies have reported that longer, rather than shorter, duration of

exclusive breast-feeding offers additional protective effects against allergy. Several

of these studies (57–60) have led the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)(29)

and the European Society for Pediatric Allergy and Clinical Immunology

Committee on Hypoallergenic Formulas and the European Society for Paediatric

Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPACI/ESPGHAN) (61) to recom-

mend at least 6 months and 4–6 months of exclusive breast-feeding, respectively. In

contrast, in a systematic review to determine the optimal duration of breast-feed-

ing, Kramer and Kakuma (56) reported no significant reduction in risk of atopic

eczema, asthma, or other atopic outcomes in infants exclusively breast-fed for 6

months compared to a shorter duration. However, the data from this review mainly

accrue from observational studies, including the use of non-randomized groups

from the Belarus cluster randomized trial of the Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative

(40). A reduction in clinical but not food-challenge-confirmed allergy at 1 year was

reported by one included cohort study (57).

In summary, there is evidence from observational studies that exclusive breast-

feeding may prevent infant allergy, particularly eczema and possibly asthma.

However, the evidence from observational studies is heterogeneous, with not

all population-based studies finding a beneficial significant effect (44–50).

Observational studies are unable to account for all confounding, either through

bias in study design, measurement error or the failure to measure potential con-

founders. Meta-analysis of observational studies does not account for this bias, but

merely increases the power of the analysis to detect a biased outcome. Most evi-

dence supporting exclusive breast-feeding for allergy prevention points to durations

of at least 4–6 months before the introduction of other foods (56–60). It is difficult

to see whether this question will ever be adequately answered given the other

potential benefits of breast-feeding, particularly reduced infectious morbidity

(56), and, in preterm infants, necrotizing enterocolitis (62). Currently, the AAP

(29) recommends exclusive breast-feeding for 6 months and ESPACI/ESPGHAN

(61) and the Australasian Society of Clinical Immunology and Allergy (ASCIA) (1)

for 4–6 months for prevention of cow’s milk hypersensitivity and infant allergy.

Maternal Dietary Allergy Avoidance During Lactation

A systematic review found insufficient data from controlled trials to determine the

role for allergen avoidance in lactating women (32). One trial of antigen avoidance

during lactation enrolled only 26 lactating women (35). No significant protective

effect of maternal antigen avoidance on the incidence of atopic eczema up to

18 months (RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.32, 1.64) was reported. Two trials (63, 64) included

in previous versions of the review were excluded due to data validity concerns.

For infants with a family history of food-related anaphylaxis (e.g., peanuts,

nuts and seafood), there are also insufficient data to recommend any specific mater-

nal dietary interventions to prevent infant sensitization. Currently, for high-risk

infants, only the AAP (29) makes a recommendation for maternal allergen avoid-

ance, recommending the elimination of peanuts and nuts from the diets of lactating

(and possibly pregnant) women. Both AAP (29) and ASCIA (1) recommend con-

sidering avoidance of peanut, nuts and shellfish from the infant’s diets until 3 years,

although there is no evidence to support this.

Infant Formula

A substantial proportion of the world’s infants are not exclusively breast-fed (65).

Until health interventions redress this issue, to provide for infants not exclusively

breast-fed due to maternal or infant illness, maternal or infant inability, or parental

preference, humanized infant formulas are available. Formulas prescribed to infants
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with the intention of preventing allergy and food intolerance have included hydro-

lyzed cow’s milk, elemental, and adapted soy or hydrolyzed soy formulas.

Hydrolyzed formulas are designed to change the allergenic milk protein with the

aim of preventing sensitization. They may be produced from cow’s milk or soy, be

derived from predominately whey or casein proteins, and be partially or extensively

hydrolyzed. The process of producing a hydrolyzed formula is individual to the

formula, and in general the methods are commercially protected. They involve

processes of enzyme-induced cleavage of protein and subsequent purification.

Extensively hydrolyzed infant formulas have a majority of milk proteins < 1500

kDa and require clinical testing in infants with demonstrated cow’s milk or cow’s

milk-based formula hypersensitivity (29). The extensively hydrolyzed formula

should be tolerated by a minimum of 90% of infants in double-blind placebo-

controlled conditions, with 95% confidence. Extensively hydrolyzed formula, or

elemental equivalents with amino-acid-only protein fractions, are used for treat-

ment of infants with cow’s milk hypersensitivity. In Australia, prescription requires

documented cow’s milk hypersensitivity. Formulas based on partially hydrolyzed

cow’s milk protein have 103–105-times the concentrations of intact cow’s milk

protein compared to extensively hydrolyzed formulas, and are not used for treat-

ment of hypersensitive infants. This review summarizes the evidence for extensive

and partially hydrolyzed infant formula, and the role of soy formula. The systematic

reviews of hydrolyzed formula were performed using Cochrane Collaboration

methodology and only include controlled clinical trials with = 20% losses and no

allergy-preventing co-interventions that were performed differently in treatment

and control groups. Treatment groups were analyzed as ‘‘intention to treat’’ –

that is, in the group of initial patient allocation. For outcomes, infants are defined

as up to 2 years and childhood as 2–10 years.

Early Short-Term Use of a Hydrolyzed Infant Formula

A systematic review of controlled trials (43) found two studies (41, 42) that com-

pared a short duration of early supplemental or sole hydrolyzed formula versus

donor human milk feeds or a cow’s milk formula in infants who were subsequently

encouraged to breast-feed. Both had inadequate methods of treatment allocation.

Both studies enrolled unselected infants, not on the basis of allergic heredity.

Neither study reported a significant benefit from use of a hydrolyzed compared

to donor human milk. One study (42) reported a reduction in infant cow’s milk

allergy of borderline significance (RR 0.62, 95% CI 0.38, 1.00) from use of an

extensively hydrolyzed formula compared to a cow’s milk formula, with subgroup

analysis suggesting the benefit was only seen in infants at high risk of allergy. The

role of early short-term use of a hydrolyzed infant formula for prevention of food

hypersensitivity and allergy remains unclear. There is no evidence of benefit that a

hydrolyzed formula should be advised in preference to exclusive breast-feeding.

Where exclusive breast-feeding is not possible, further large trials are required to

define the role of hydrolyzed formula for early short-term infant feeding.

Prolonged Feeding with a Hydrolyzed Infant Formula

A systematic review of controlled trials (43) found 10 eligible studies that compared

prolonged feeding with hydrolyzed (extensively or partially hydrolyzed) formula

versus cow’s milk formula (Table 7-3). Almost all trials enrolled infants at high risk

of allergy based on first degree heredity, with some studies including additional

screening with cord blood IgE levels. Meta-analysis (Table 7-4) found a significant

reduction in infant allergy (seven studies, 2514 infants; typical RR 0.79, 95% CI

0.66, 0.94), but not allergy in later childhood (two studies, 950 infants; typical RR

0.85, 95% CI 0.69, 1.05). There was no significant difference in any specific allergy,

including eczema, asthma, rhinitis, or food allergy. However, the significant
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Table 7-3 Included Studies In Meta-Analysis of Trials of Hydrolyzed Infant
Formula Versus Cow’s Milk Formula for Prevention of Food
Hypersensitivity and Allergy (43)

Reference Infants Indication Methods Treatments

Chiroco et al.
(96)

Infants of mothers
with atopy

Prolonged
supplemental
or sole formula
feeds

Random;
blinding not reported;
losses unclear

PHWF vs.
CMF

De Seta et al.
(97)

Infants with �1
first-degree
relative with
allergy

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported; blinding not
reported; losses not
reported

PHWF vs.
CMF

Halken et al.
(68)

Infants with
biparental atopy
or uniparental
atopy and cord
IgE �0.3 kU/L

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Quasi-random; blinded
treatment; losses 20%

EHCF vs.
EHWF vs.
PHWF

Juvonen et al.
(41)

Healthy infants;
62% had family
history of atopy

Early, short-term
(first 3 days) sole
formula feeds in
hospital

Quasi-random;
blinding not reported;
losses 10%

HM vs.
EHCF vs.
CMF

Lam et al. (98) High-risk – criteria
not reported

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported;
blinding not reported;
losses 8%

PHW vs.
CMF

Maggio et al.
(99)

Preterm infants,
birth weight
�1750 g and
�34 weeks

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds identical
in calories and
nitrogen

Random; blinded; no
losses

Preterm HWF vs.
Preterm CMF

Mallett et al.
(100)

Infants with first-
degree family
history of allergy

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported; not blinded;
losses 7% at 4 months;
>20% later

EHWF vs.
CMF

Marini et al.
(101)

Infants with
definite family
history of allergy

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported; unblinded;
losses 19% at 3 years

PHWF vs.
CMF

Nentwich
et al. (70)

Infants with family
history of atopy
in first-degree
relative

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Quasi-random;
unblended; losses 1%
(further 18% not
reported in allocated
group)

PHWF vs.
EHWF

Oldaeus et al.
(69)

Infants with two
allergic family
members or
one allergic
family member
and cord IgE
� 0.5 kU/L

Infants weaning
from breast

Random; blinded;
losses 9%

EHCF vs.
PHWCF vs.
CMF

Picaud et al.
(102)

Low birth weight
infants < 1500 g

Preterm infants
with prolonged
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported; blinded;
losses 11%

Preterm PHWF
vs. preterm
CMF

Saarinen et al.
(42)

Term infants Early short-term
(4 days)
supplemental
formula feeding
in hospital

Quasi-random; blinded;
losses unclear

HM vs.
EHWF vs.
CMF

Szajewska
et al. (103)

Low birth weight
< 2000 g,
appropriate
for gestational
age

Prolonged sole
formula feeds

Random, method not
reported; blinded; no
losses

Preterm EHWCF
vs. preterm
CMF
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reduction in infant allergy did not persist when the analysis was restricted to trials

that blinded investigators and participants to formula type, or to trials with ade-

quate methods of infant allocation and < 10% losses to follow up. In addition, no

eligible trial examined the effect of prolonged hydrolyzed formula feeding on allergy

beyond early childhood. Meta-analysis of three trials also found that preterm or low

birth weight infants fed a hydrolyzed preterm formula versus a preterm cow’s milk

formula had significantly reduced weight gain, but not reduced growth in head

circumference or length. Studies in term infants report no adverse effects on

growth.

Prolonged Feeding with Partially Hydrolyzed Formula versus
Extensively Hydrolyzed Formula

Three sets of analyses contribute to this comparison in a systematic review (43):

those comparing partially hydrolyzed or extensively hydrolyzed formula versus

Table 7-3 Included Studies In Meta-Analysis of Trials of Hydrolyzed Infant
Formula Versus Cow’s Milk Formula for Prevention of Food
Hypersensitivity and Allergy (43)—cont’d

Reference Infants Indication Methods Treatments

Tsai et al.
(104)

Infants enrolled
according to
Family History of
Allergy Score

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random, method not
reported; unblended;
losses unclear

PHWF vs. CMF

Vandenplas
et al. (66)

Infants with � 2
first-degree
allergic relatives

Prolonged sole
formula feeds

Random, method not
reported; blinded;
losses 11%

PHWF vs.
CMF

Vandenplas
et al. (105)

Term newborn
infants with no
family history of
atopy

Prolonged sole
formula feeds

Random, method not
reported; blinded;
losses 9%

PHWF vs.
CMF

von Berg
et al. (67)

Infants with family
history of atopy
in first-degree
relative

Prolonged
supplemental or
sole formula
feeds

Random; blinded; losses
in ‘‘intention to treat’’
analysis: 1 year 14.7%;
3 years 19%

PHWF vs.
EHWF vs.
EHCF vs.
CMF

Willems et al.
(106)

Infants with family
history allergy
and cord IgE
� 0.5 kU/l

Prolonged sole
formula feeds

Quasi-random;
unblended; losses 13%

PHWF vs. CMF

CMF, cow’s milk formula; PHWF, partially hydrolyzed whey formula; PHWCF, partially hydrolyzed whey casein
formula; EHWCF, extensively hydrolyzed whey casein formula; EHWF, extensively hydrolyzed whey formula.

Table 7-4 Meta-Analysis of Trials of Hydrolyzed Formula versus
Cow’s Milk Formula for Prevention of Food
Hypersensitivity and Allergy (43)

Outcome Studies/Participants RR 95% CI

Infant allergy 7/2514 0.79 0.66, 0.94
Childhood allergy 2/950 0.85 0.69, 1.05
Infant asthma 4/318 0.57 0.31, 1.04
Childhood asthma incidence 1/78 0.38 0.08, 1.84
Childhood asthma prevalence 1/872 1.06 0.70, 1.61
Infant eczema 8/2558 0.84 0.68, 1.04
Childhood eczema incidence 2/950 0.83 0.63, 1.10
Childhood eczema prevalence 1/872 0.66 0.43, 1.02
Infant rhinitis 2/256 0.52 0.14, 1.85
Food allergy 1/141 1.82 0.64, 5.16
Cow’s milk allergy 1/67 0.36 0.15, 0.89
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cow’s milk formula, and analysis of trials comparing partially hydrolyzed versus

extensively hydrolyzed formula. In studies of partially hydrolyzed formula versus

cow’s milk formula, meta-analysis (seven studies, 1482 infants) found a significant

reduction in infant allergy (seven studies, 1482 infants; RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.65, 0.97),

which did not persist to childhood. For specific allergies, no significant differences

were reported in infant or childhood asthma, eczema or rhinitis. There were data

from one small study (66) showing that use of a partially hydrolyzed whey formula

resulted in a significant reduction in cow’s milk allergy, confirmed by testing for

atopy (RR 0.36, 95% CI 0.15, 0.89). Studies demonstrating benefit used a partially

hydrolyzed 100% whey formula, with meta-analysis of six studies including 1391

infants finding a significant reduction in infant allergy (RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.59, 0.90),

but not allergy into childhood or for any specific allergy or food hypersensitivity.

Four studies compared extensively hydrolyzed formula with cow’s milk for-

mula. No individual study reported a significant reduction in allergy or any specific

allergy or food hypersensitivity from use of extensively hydrolyzed formula. Meta-

analysis found no significant difference in infant allergy (two studies, 1561 infants;

RR 0.87, 95% CI 0.68, 1.13), or childhood allergy (one study, 651 infants; RR 0.89,

95% CI 0.71, 1.13). No significant difference was found in infant or childhood

asthma, eczema, or rhinitis or food allergy. Comparing extensively hydrolyzed

casein containing formula with cow’s milk formula, the German Infant

Nutritional Intervention (GINI) Study (67) in 431 infants reported (intention to

treat data obtained from authors) a significant reduction in childhood allergy (RR

0.72, 95% CI 0.53, 0.97). Meta-analysis of three studies including 1237 infants

found a significant reduction in infant eczema (RR 0.71, 95% CI 0.51, 0.97),

with the GINI study reporting a significant reduction in childhood eczema inci-

dence (RR 0.66, 95% CI 0.44, 0.98) and prevalence (RR 0.50, 95% CI 0.27, 0.92) at

3 years.

Four studies (67–70) compared prolonged feeding with extensively hydrolyzed

formula to partially hydrolyzed formula in infants at high risk of allergy. No indi-

vidual study reported any significant differences in allergy or food hypersensitivity.

Meta-analysis (three studies, 1806 infants) found no significant difference in infant

allergy (RR 0.93, 95% CI 0.75, 1.16). Von Berg (67) reported no significant differ-

ence in childhood allergy incidence (RR 0.93, 95% CI 0.74, 1.18). Meta-analysis of

two studies (68, 69) found a significant reduction in infant food allergy (RR 0.43,

95% CI 0.19, 0.99), although one of these studies reported no significant difference

in infant cow’s milk allergy (68).

In summary, evidence for benefit from the use of hydrolyzed infant formula for

the prevention of food hypersensitivity and allergy is inconclusive. There is some

evidence for use of both a partially hydrolyzed 100% whey formula and an exten-

sively hydrolyzed casein formula in infants at high risk of allergy. Extensively

hydrolyzed formula may be better than partially hydrolyzed formula at preventing

food allergy. There is no evidence that hydrolyzed formulas should be used in

preference to exclusive breast-feeding, and no evidence of benefit for use in infants

without a first-degree family history of allergy. There are concerns about the ade-

quacy of growth of preterm or low birth weight infants fed hydrolyzed preterm

infant formula. Further large, rigorous trials comparing partially hydrolyzed whey

and extensively hydrolyzed casein to cow’s milk formula are needed in infants at

high risk of allergy. All hydrolyzed formulas should have their ability to support

adequate nutrition and growth assessed in appropriately designed controlled clin-

ical trials.

Soy-Based Infant Formula (SBIF)

Current SBIFs are derived from soy protein isolate (SPI), purified modified

soy protein isolate with lower levels of phytoestrogens than soy flour, and are
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iodine-supplemented. Nutritional modifications include methionine fortification,

reduction of phytate content and improvement of the mineral suspension resulting

in increased absorption of micronutrients (71, 72). A review (73) of the effects of

SBIF on growth and development, including both randomized and observational

studies, reported that modern SBIFs support normal growth and nutritional status

in healthy full-term infants in the first year and current data do not suggest effects

on sexual or reproductive development. However, there are insufficient long-term

data regarding reproductive development, immune function, visual acuity, cogni-

tive development and thyroid function.

A systematic review of studies of SBIF (74) found three eligible studies enroll-

ing high-risk infants with a history of allergy in a first-degree relative (Table 7-5).

No eligible study enrolled infants fed human milk. No study examined the effect of

early, short-term soy formula feeding. All compared prolonged soy formula to cow’s

milk formula feeding. One study (75) was of adequate methodology and without

unbalanced allergy-preventing co-interventions in treatment groups. Meta-analysis

(Table 7-6) found no significant difference in childhood allergy (two studies; typical

RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.37, 1.44), or specific allergy, including asthma, eczema and

rhinitis. No significant difference in cow’s milk hypersensitivity or allergy was

reported. No study compared soy formula to hydrolyzed protein formula.

Feeding with a soy formula cannot be recommended for prevention of allergy or

food hypersensitivity in high-risk infants. Given the lack of high-quality studies,

further research may be warranted to determine the role of soy formula for pre-

vention of allergy or food hypersensitivity in infants unable to be breast-fed with a

strong family history of allergy or cow’s milk protein hypersensitivity.

Prebiotics and Probiotics

Differences in intestinal microflora are found in infants delivered by cesarean sec-

tion compared to those delivered vaginally, and in breast-fed versus formula-fed

infants (76). Colonizing bifidobacteria and lactobacilli inhibit growth of pathogenic

microorganisms through the production of lactic, acetic and other organic acids,

with a consequent decrease of intraluminal pH that inhibits the growth of some

bacterial pathogens. The composition of the intestinal microflora may be different

Table 7-5 Characteristics of Included Studies Comparing Soy-Based Infant
Formulas to Cow’s Milk and Hydrolyzed Formulas for Infant Feeding

Study Population Methods Formulas
Criteria for
diagnosis

Johnstone
et al. (107)

Infants not breast-fed
with history of allergy
in first-degree relative

Random, method
not reported;
unblinded; lost
19.5%

SBIF versus
evaporated CMF
for at least
7 months

Unblinded
pediatrician
assessment

Kjellman
et al. (75)

Infants weaning from
breast with history of
allergy in both parents

Random, method
not reported;
unblinded;
lost 4%

SBIF versus
CMF for at least
9 months

Unblinded
pediatrician
assessment

Miskelly et al.
(108)

Breast-fed infants with
supplemental feeds if
required; history of
allergy in first-degree
relative

Random;
unblinded; lost:
1 year 9%;
7 years 16%

Supplemental SBIF
versus ‘‘normal
diet’’ (99% cow’s
milk exposed)
for at least
4 months

Blinded physician
assessment;
skin-prick tests
6, 12 months;
specific and
total IgE 3,
12 months

SBIF, soy-based infant formula; CMF, cow’s milk formula.
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in those with atopic eczema, and such differences may precede the development of

eczema. The most consistent finding in such studies is a reduced proportion of

bifidobacteria species in the feces of infants with eczema (77, 78) and atopic sen-

sitization (79), but not wheezy children (78). The recognition of the importance of

intestinal flora has led to the development of strategies aimed at manipulating

bacterial colonization in formula-fed infants, including the use of prebiotics and

probiotics. Prebiotics are nondigestible food components that beneficially affect the

host by selectively stimulating the growth or activity of bacteria in the colon. They

have frequently been added to infant formula. To be effective, prebiotics should

escape digestion and absorption in the upper gastrointestinal tract, reach the large

bowel and be used selectively by microorganisms that have been identified to have

health-promoting properties. Studies to date in infants have demonstrated signif-

icant increases in fecal bifidobacteria in response to formula supplementation with

oligosaccharides (80–81), one also demonstrating an increase in lactobacilli (81),

but none demonstrating an effect on potentially pathogenic bacteria. In a recent

randomized trial, 259 infants at high risk of allergy (parental history of asthma,

eczema or rhinitis) were randomized to galacto- and long-chain fructo-oligosac-

charrides or placebo added to an extensively hydrolyzed whey formula. There were

in excess of 20% losses from the trial, and in a subgroup of infants with fecal

bacterial counts there were differences at baseline in lactobacilli counts between

groups. Fecal bifidobacteria counts increased significantly in the prebiotic group. In

206 infants followed up to 6 months, infants receiving oligosaccharide supplemen-

tation had significantly reduced clinical eczema (RR 0.42, 95% CI 0.21, 0.84),

although eczema severity scores were not significantly different. No adverse effects

were reported. Further research is required to determine whether prebiotics are

effective at preventing eczema.

Probiotics are live bacteria that colonize the gut and provide a health benefit to

the host. Benefits from use of probiotic bacteria have been found in a systematic

review of randomized trials (85) for the treatment of infectious diarrhea, with use

of probiotics reducing diarrhea at 3 days (RR 0.66, 95% CI 0.55, 0.77) and mean

duration of diarrhea by 30 h (95% CI 18–42 h). Several randomized studies have

now demonstrated the efficacy of the use of probiotics in infants with active eczema

(86–89), although not all studies have shown conclusive benefits (89). For

prevention of allergy, one randomized, placebo-controlled trial (90) reported that

supplementation with lactobacillus given prenatally to mothers who had at least

one first-degree relative with atopic eczema, rhinitis or asthma, and postnatally for

6 months to their infants, reduced the incidence of atopic eczema up to 2 years

(from 46% to 23%; RR 0.51, 95% CI 0.32, 0.84). No significant effect was reported

on total or specific serum IgE or skin-prick tests over this period. Excess (17%)

Table 7-6 Meta-Analysis of Trials of Soy-Based Infant Formula
versus Cow’s Milk Formula for Prevention of Food
Hypersensitivity and Allergy (74)

Outcome Studies/Participants RR 95% CI

All allergy up to childhood 2/283 0.67 0.18, 2.46
Infant asthma 1/474 1.10 0.86, 1.40
Childhood asthma 3/729 0.71 0.26, 1.92
Infant eczema 1/461 1.20 0.95, 1.52
Childhood eczema 2/283 1.57 0.90, 2.75
Infant rhinitis 1/460 0.94 0.76, 1.16
Childhood rhinitis 1/283 0.69 0.06, 8.00
Cow’s milk allergy 1/48 1.09 0.24, 4.86
Soy allergy 1/48 3.26 0.36, 29.17
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post-randomization losses prevent strong conclusions being drawn from this study.

Further studies are needed before probiotics can be recommended in high-risk

infants for the prevention of allergy. To date, the most promising data for both

prebiotics (84) and probiotics (90) are in infants with or at risk of atopic eczema.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

To date, dietary primary prevention strategies for food hypersensitivity and allergy

have yielded largely unconvincing results. A greater understanding of genetic, phys-

iologic and environmental factors resulting in immune tolerance and sensitization

would no doubt facilitate future efforts, and particularly of how the fetus and

immature newborn are exposed to and process antigens, and the genetic and

immune developmental mechanisms that program sensitization and tolerance.

The identification of genetic markers for allergic sensitization will facilitate the

identification of infants likely to benefit from primary prevention strategies.

Low rates of exclusive breast-feeding have the potential to contribute substan-

tially to the burden of infant allergy and early food hypersensitivity. In the govern-

ment and public health domain, greater efforts are required, including in developed

countries, to facilitate and encourage exclusive breast-feeding. A reasonable goal of

all maternity and infant health care providers is the implementation of the Baby

Friendly Hospital Initiative (40).

For specific approaches to infant feeding designed to reduce the incidence of

allergy and early food hypersensitivity, adequately powered and rigorous trials of

prebiotics and probiotics in high-risk infants are needed, particularly those with the

goal of preventing infant atopic eczema. Although there is some evidence for the

use of both partially and extensively hydrolyzed formula, in view of methodological

concerns and inconsistency of findings further large, well-designed trials comparing

partially hydrolyzed whey and extensively hydrolyzed casein to cow’s milk formula

are needed.

It should be noted that although sensitization is common, clinical reactions to

foods are relatively uncommon, and substantial numbers of infants will be required

to detect benefits in terms of reduced cow’s milk allergy or food allergy in the

context of randomized controlled trials. As such, other more prevalent clinical

allergic manifestations, particularly infant eczema and wheezing, and subsequent

childhood asthma and rhinitis, become more appropriate goals of primary preven-

tion, especially in view of their potential public health benefit. It is also important

that trials focused on prevention address clinical manifestations of allergy, and not

just sensitization.

CONCLUSIONS

For primary prevention of allergy and early food hypersensitivity, current data

support the implementation of public health policies designed to facilitate exclusive

breast-feeding in all infants up to the first 6 months. Evidence of benefit for other

specific maternal and infant dietary recommendations is found only in infants at

high risk of allergy. There is as yet no consensus for definition of high-risk infants,

although the addition of cord blood IgE testing is not adequately predictive to

warrant use outside clinical trials. The predictive value of family history for clinical

allergy is greatest for allergy in first-degree relatives, maternal or sibling allergy as

opposed to paternal allergy, and double as opposed to single allergic heredity.

Despite identifying allergic heredity, only around half of those infants who subse-

quently develop clinical allergies are identified at birth.

Where exclusive breast-feeding is not possible in the first 6 months, there

is some evidence for use of hydrolyzed formula for prevention of allergy in
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high-risk infants. For specific types of hydrolyzed formula, there is some evidence

for use of both partially hydrolyzed 100% whey formula and extensively hydrolyzed

casein formula in infants at high risk of allergy. An extensively hydrolyzed formula

may be better than a partially hydrolyzed formula at preventing food hypersensi-

tivity, but is likely to have higher cost. Further rigorous, adequately powered trials

are needed to confirm these findings. There is concern regarding the nutritional

adequacy of specialized preterm hydrolyzed formula in terms of adequacy of weight

gain in low birth weight infants.

There is no evidence to support the use of maternal dietary avoidance measures

during lactation and/or breast-feeding, and there are concerns regarding the nutri-

tional impacts of these measures, particularly during pregnancy. There is no evi-

dence to support recommending soy formulas in preference to cow’s milk formulas

for prevention of allergy and food hypersensitivity. Further trials of both prebiotics

and probiotics are needed before they can be recommended in high-risk infants for

prevention of atopic eczema.
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Chapter 8

Toll-like Receptor Responses
in Neonatal Dendritic Cells
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Toll-like Receptors and Pathogen Recognition

Study of Neonatal APC: Whole Blood, CBMC, Isolated Cells,

Monocyte-Derived DC: Which System can we Trust?

Subsets and Phenotypes of Neonatal DCs

Early Inflammatory Response by Neonatal APCs

Production of Th1-Driving Cytokines by Neonatal APCs

Type I IFN Production by Neonatal APCs

Neonatal DC Function and Clinical Implications

Neonatal immune responses are considered to be immature, as witnessed by

increased susceptibility to infectious pathogens or suboptimal responses to vac-

cine administration. Many studies have focused on T and B cell adaptive responses

in newborns. More recently, the function of neonatal antigen-presenting cells

(APC) and their potential role in immune immaturity have also been explored.

In order to respond to invading pathogens, the ‘‘innate immune response’’,

initiated by germline-encoded pattern recognition molecules, directly leads to

microbicidal pathways and inflammation. It is now clear, however, that they are

also required for the development of adequate ‘‘adaptive immunity’’ (1). The

discovery and characterization of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) have considerably

increased our understanding of how the innate and adaptive responses operate

in concert to achieve systemic immunity and protection of the host against a

diverse range of pathogens. The critical players of the process of linking the

two arms of the immune response are dendritic cells (DC) (2). In this chapter,

we will first review some of the most important advances toward understanding

the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying TLR-mediated pathogen

recognition. We will then describe what is known on DC and APC functions in

early life, focusing on TLR responses. Finally, we will discuss potential clinical

implications of these studies, in terms of infectious and allergic diseases and

immunization strategies.

TOLL-LIKE RECEPTORS AND PATHOGEN RECOGNITION

The innate immune system uses non-clonal, evolutionarily conserved, germline-

encoded sets of molecules referred to as pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) that
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sense and respond to pathogenic infections, mostly but not all of microbial origin,

including bacteria, viruses, protozoa and fungi. PRRs are either secreted, cell-sur-

face expressed, or reside in the intracellular compartments of the host and they

recognize evolutionarily conserved molecular structures from diverse pathogens,

referred to as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs).

The Toll-like receptor (TLR) family has emerged as the key sensors of microbial

infections that play an instructive role in innate immune responses against micro-

bial pathogens as well as the subsequent induction of adaptive immune responses.

TLRs are archetypal PRR family members, recognizing diverse PAMPs from micro-

bial pathogens, triggering inflammatory and antiviral responses and DC matura-

tion, which finally result in the eradication of invading pathogens. TLRs are

evolutionarily conserved molecules and are characterized by an extracellular leu-

cine-rich repeat (LRR) domain and an intracellular Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR)

domain (also present in the IL-1 receptor family) (3).

LRRs are found in the cytoplasmic and transmembrane proteins, which are

involved in PAMP recognition and signal transduction (4). The intracellular

domain of TLRs, the TIR domain, is a conserved protein-protein interaction

module, which is found in a number of transmembrane and cytoplasmic proteins

in plants and arthropods as well as in humans. Essentially, all the TIR-containing

molecules have important functions in host defense, thus making the TIR domain

one of the earliest motifs evolved (5). There are 10 functional TLRs identified in

human and 13 in mouse, which can recognize distinct PAMPs from a number of

microbial organisms. Here, we review some of the most important recent advances

toward understanding the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying TLR-

mediated recognition of PAMPs and the downstream signaling cascades that initiate

innate immune responses.

TLRs and their Ligands

TLR-4

LPS is the outer component of the membrane of Gram-negative (�) bacteria and is

the causative agent of endotoxin shock. Both positional cloning of the locus respon-

sible for LPS hyporesponsiveness in C3H/HeJ mice strain (generated by a missense

mutation in the Tlr4 gene) and the generation of TLR-4�/� mice have established

that TLR-4 is required for LPS responsiveness (6–9). TLR-4�/� DCs and macro-

phages exhibit diminished production of cytokines and phenotypic maturation (in

terms of upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules) in response to LPS. In humans,

co-segregating missense mutations (Asp299Gly and Thr399Ile) in the extracellular

domain of the TLR-4 receptor are associated with blunted responses to inhaled LPS

and with a higher risk for developing severe sepsis (10). Furthermore, the reported

mutations in the Tlr4 gene confer a lower risk for artherosclerosis but increased

development of chronic periodontitis (11, 12). LPS binding and activation of

TLR-4 requires several additional molecules. One of such molecules is glycosyl-

phosphatidylinositol-anchored protein, CD14, required for LPS responsiveness.

It was proposed that LPS is captured by the plasma LPS binding protein (LBP)

and transferred to CD14, abundantly expressed on mononuclear phagocytes (i.e.

monocytes and macrophages) (13, 14). Notably, partial deletion or complete defi-

ciency in the gene encoding CD14 results in LPS hyporesponsiveness (15). Other

molecules include myeloid differentiation (MD)-2 protein, which associates with

the extracellular domain of TLR-4 and is required for LPS signaling. Notably, gene-

targeting studies have provided evidence that MD-2 is indispensable and unique to

TLR-4 (16, 17). Overall, these findings draw a model mechanism by which LPS is

recognized by distinct soluble proteins and clusters of receptors, associated within

lipid rafts (reviewed in refs 18 and 19).
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TLR-2 (TLR-1, TLR-6)

TLR-2 recognizes numerous microbial components, including peptidoglycan from

the cell-wall component of Gram-positive ( + ) bacteria such as Staphylococcus

aureus, lipoproteins and lipopeptides from diverse bacterial species, glyco-

phosphatidylinositol anchors from Trypanosoma cruzi, lipoarabinomannan from

Mycobacterium tuberculosis, porins of Neisseria meningitides, and finally the yeast

cell-wall component zymosan (9, 20–22). Targeted deletion of the Tlr2 gene

revealed that TLR-2 is an important molecule in resistance to Staphylococcus

aureus (23).

TLR-2 ligands form heterodimers between TLR-2 and TLR-6 or -1. Neither

TLR-2�/� nor TLR-6�/� macrophages respond to synthetic mycoplasmal lipopep-

tide macrophage-activating lipopeptide 2 (MALP-2), whereas TLR-6�/� but not

TLR-2�/� macrophages respond normally to synthetic lipopeptide PAM3CSK4

and peptidoglycan (9, 22, 24, 25). A probable consequence of cooperation of

TLR-2 with other TLRs is to increase the repertoire of ligand specifications.

TLR-3

Viral replication often results in the generation of double-stranded (ds)RNA that

possesses immunostimulatory potential to activate immune cells. Synthetic dsRNA

mimics polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (poly(I:C)); certain mRNA structures

from apoptotic cells or silencing (si)RNAs can induce activation of TLR-3

(26–28). TLR-3�/� mice exhibit reduced inflammatory responses mediated by

reovirus genomic dsRNA, or by poly(I:C) stimulation (26). However, TLR-3 is

not the only requisite for generation of effective antiviral responses against infec-

tions to viruses, including lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), vesicular

stomatitis virus (VSV) and murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) (29–31).

Importantly, recent studies propose that TLR-3 may have evolved to permit

cross-priming of cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)s against viruses that do not directly

infect DCs (32).

TLR-5

Flagellated bacteria cause a broad range of serious gastrointestinal, urinary tract and

respiratory tract infections. Flagellin is a 55 kDa monomer that is obtained from

bacterial flagella, polymeric rod-like structures from the outer membrane of Gram�

bacteria used for motility (33). It is the principal stimulant of inflammatory cyto-

kine production in lung epithelial cells and is expressed on the basolateral but not

apical surface of the intestinal epithelia (34, 35). TLR-5 recognizes a highly con-

served structure that is particular to bacterial flagellin (33).

TLR-7 and TLR-8

Mouse TLR-7 and human TLR-7 and -8 were demonstrated to recognize distinct

single stranded (ss)RNA structures mainly of viral origin, including human immu-

nodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1), VSV and influenza virus (36–38). TLR-7 can also

recognize several types of synthetic imidazoquinoline and guanine ribonucleoside

(e.g., loxorubin) analogues (39, 40). These guanosine analogues possess antiviral

properties and they induce type I IFNs to activate both humoral and cellular

responses (41–43). The potent antiviral agent Resiquimod mainly depends on its

potency to induce cytokines, including type I IFNs and IL-12 in plasmacytoid DCs

(pDCs) and myeloid DCs (mDCs), respectively. Particularly, ssRNA and R-848 (a

potent imiquimod analogue) can induce production of large quantities of type I

IFNs from pDCs through TLR-7 engagement (36, 40, 44–46). In contrast, TLR-7

engagement on mDCs results in the production of IL-12p40 but not IFN-a (44).

TLR-7�/� mice exhibit impaired immunity against ssRNA viruses such as VSV and
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influenza, which further highlights the importance of this receptor in host antiviral

defense (47).

TLR-9

Unmethylated CpG motifs are common in bacterial and viral DNA, while CpG

motifs in vertebrate DNA are methylated, endowing the microbial DNA immuno-

genicity/adjuvanticity (48). TLR-9 is essential for immune responses to bacterial

DNA and synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides containing unmethylated CpG dinucleo-

tides (CpG-DNA) (48, 49). The optimal immunostimulatory CpG sequences in

human and mouse differ mainly due to the differences in the amino acid sequences

between the extracellular regions of human and mouse TLR-9 (48, 50). Bacterial

DNA and CpG oligonucleotides stimulate the proliferation of B cells and activate

human pDCs and murine DCs (both mDCs and pDCs) to produce type I IFNs

(particularly, IFN-a) (44, 51–54). CpG-stimulated pDCs induce plasma cell differ-

entiation in naive and memory B cells in the absence of T-cell help, providing an

effective humoral vaccine adjuvant (55). In addition CpG is a potent stimulator of

Th1 responses (56–59). TLR-9�/� DCs are unresponsive to CpG-DNA in terms of

phenotypic maturation and production of cytokines including type I IFNs. Notably,

these mice exhibit defects in clearing MCMV infections (30, 60). Recognition of

herpes simplex virus (HSV-1 or HSV-2) by pDCs can be achieved by functional

TLR-9 in vitro (61, 62). Finally, it was also found that hemozoin (a hydrophobic

heme polymer) purified from Plasmodium falciparum is a novel non-DNA ligand

for TLR-9 (63).

TLR-11

TLR-11, a TLR member present in mice, but not humans, displays a distinct pattern

of expression in mouse macrophages and liver, kidney, and bladder epithelial cells.

Cells expressing TLR-11 do not respond to known TLR ligands but instead respond

to uropathogenic bacteria (i.e. Escherichia coli). Notably, TLR-11�/� mice exhibit

high susceptibility to uropathogenic bacteria, pointing out an important role for

TLR-11 in preventing infection of internal organs of the urogenital system (64).

Finally, a profilin-like molecule from the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii was

shown to trigger interleukin IL-12 through TLR-11 (only in mouse) and optimal

resistance to T. gondii infection, which overall establishes a role for TLR11 in host

recognition of protozoan pathogens (65).

TLR-independent Pathogen Recognition Receptors

Viruses and certain bacterial pathogens can gain access to the intracellular compart-

ments such as the cytosol. In order to detect microbial presence to block microbial

replication, the host defense has evolved several mechanisms, including cytosolic

molecules acting as intracellular PRRs that are restricted to the vertebrates. Here we

review some of the intracellular PRRs and/or molecules, particularly focusing on

the dsRNA-activated protein kinase PKR, RNA helicase RIG-1 and Nod family of

proteins.

Double-Stranded RNA-Activated Protein Kinase PKR

The dsRNA-dependent protein kinase PKR is the first molecule that was identified

as a dsRNA sensor (66). PKR catalytic activity is stimulated by PKR binding to

dsRNA produced during viral infection. The single-stranded tails flanking the

dsRNA core provide the critical determinant for PKR activity (66, 67). PKR pri-

marily prevents virus replication by inhibiting the translation of viral mRNAs while

concomitantly participating in the production of type I IFNs and the establishment

of an antiviral state (68). Mice deficient in Pkr gene are susceptible to viral
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infections owing to increased viral replication (68). Particularly, PKR�/� DCs and

fibroblasts display decreased IFN type I IFN production mediated by dsRNA

encounter (31, 69). PKR was also reported to be involved in NF-kB activation by

poly(I:C) and LPS (70, 71). Overall, although PKR contributes to limit viral rep-

lication and type I IFN induction by viral or synthetic dsRNA encounter, it is not

the only requirement for type I IFN induction to viral infection (72).

RNA Helicase RIG-1

Among more than 100 helicases in the human genome, DExD/H box helicases have

the potential to unwind dsRNA by their intrinsic ATPase activity. These helicases can

be found in most organisms and are involved in important cellular processes,

including mRNA splicing and RNA interference (RNAi) (73). DExD/H box-

containing RNA helicase retinoic acid inducible gene-1 (RIG-1) is important in

virus-induced activation of type I IFN. RIG-1 exhibits unusual features: its N-

(amino) terminus contains two tandem CARD motifs and the C-(carboxyl)-terminus

has a helicase domain (73). Recently, RIG-1 was demonstrated to interact with dsRNA

and augment type I IFN production in response to viruses using an ATPase-depen-

dent pathway. In addition, the CARD motif of RIG-1 transduces signals resulting in

the activation of two important transcription factors, IRF-3 and NF-kB (74).

Nod Family of Proteins

The other class of proteins involved in intracellular recognition of microbes and

PAMPs are nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (Nod) proteins. Nods are

members of the nucleotide-binding site and leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) family

that possess N-terminal caspase recruitment domain (CARD) and a LRR domain

(similar to that found in TLR family). They play important functions in mediating

recognition of intracellular bacteria (reviewed in refs 75 and 76). Nod1/CARD4

detects bacterial peptidoglycan from Gram� bacteria in the cytosol (77). It has a

CARD, NACHT and an LRR domain. The synthetic component of Gram� pepti-

doglycan, �-D-glutamyl-mesoDAP, is the minimal structure recognized by Nod1

(77, 78). It is suggested that basal-state epithelial cells (e.g., in the intestinal tract)

possess a Nod1-dependent Gram� bacterial sensing system. Nod2 is predominantly

expressed in the cells of myeloid origin and recognizes Gram� and Gram+ bacteria.

Nod2 shares significant homology to Nod1 but has two CARD domains. The

muramyl dipeptide (the active component of Freund’s adjuvant) from peptidogly-

can fractions is the specific bacterial ligand for Nod2 (76). Nod2 mutant mice

display enhanced TLR2-mediated NF-kB activation and Th1 responses, indicating

an anti-inflammatory function of this molecule in innate immunity (79). Taken

together, Nods are important intracellular PRRs involved in innate defense against

bacteria.

TLR Signaling Pathways

During infections, the signal transduction pathway activated by TLRs is critical for

the initiation of innate immune responses and for the induction of inflammatory

cytokines and type I IFNs. TLRs, upon ligand binding, dimerize and undergo

conformational change that is required for the recruitment of downstream mole-

cules involved in TLR signaling. A multiplicity of adaptor molecules generates the

basis for specificity in the signaling processes activated by each TLR.

Broadly speaking, two major pathways are activated by TLRs (Fig. 8-1). The

first of these culminates in the activation of the transcription factor NF-kB, which

acts as a master switch for inflammation, regulating the transcription of many genes

that encode proteins involved in immunity and inflammation. The second leads to

activation of the MAP kinases p38 and Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK), which
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also participate in increased transcription and regulate the stability of mRNAs that

contain AU repeats. Much effort has been directed towards deciphering the protein

components that participate in TLR signaling pathways, and novel protein kinases

have been found, most notably the IL-1 receptor associated kinase (IRAK) family.

With the exception of TLR-3, it appears that all TLRs activate NF-kB and MAP

kinases via a pathway that involves IRAK-4 and IRAK-1. The discovery of a set of

adaptor proteins that are differentially recruited to TLRs has provided the first

indication of the molecular basis of the specificity of TLR signaling and the exis-

tence of MyD88-independent pathways (80).

MyD88

The myeloid differentiation primary-response protein 88 (MyD88) is the first adap-

tor molecule described and, similar to TLRs, it has a Toll-IL-1 receptor (TIR)

domain. MyD88 links almost all TLR members, with the exception of TLR-3, to

the downstream NF-kB and MAP kinase pathways (81). Upon TLR ligand-induced

dimerization, MyD88 is recruited through TIR domain interaction, leading in turn

to the recruitment of IL-1 receptor associated kinase 4 (IRAK-4) (whose death

TLR-4

TLR-3

TLR-7/8/9

IRAK-1
IRAK-4

TRAF6TRAF6

IRAK-4TBK-1
(IKK)

RIP-1

IRF-3 NF-κB IRF-5 IRF-7

IFN-β IFN-αInflammatory cytokines
(IL-12p40, IL-6, IL-1, TNF- ...)

TRAM

TRIF

MAL

MyD88

TLR-2

Figure 8-1 TLR signaling pathways. Stimulation of TLRs (with the exception of TLR-3) triggers the

association of MyD88, the universal adapter molecule, which in turn recruits IRAK (IL-1R-associated

kinase) family and TRAF6 (TNF-receptor-associated factor 6) to the receptor complex. The signalo-

some complex then dissociates from the receptor and activates NF-kB, IRF-5 and MAP kinases

(not shown). In addition, TLR-2 and TLR-4 also utilize MAL (TIRAP) adaptor molecule. The

‘‘MyD88-dependent’’ pathway leads to the production of inflammatory cytokines. The ‘‘MyD88-

independent pathway’’, triggered by TLR-3 and TLR-4, utilizes TRIF and TRAM (TLR4 only) adapter

molecules, which in turn activate TBK-1 and IKKe to induce IRF-3 activation. This pathway also

involves RIP-1 (receptor-interacting serine-threonine kinase I), which is responsible for the late phase

of NF-kB activation. This pathway leads to the production of IFN-b and the expression of IFN-

responsive genes. Finally, TLR-7/8/9 subfamily can also activate IRF-7 in a ‘‘MyD88-dependent’’

manner, leading to type I IFN production, for example in plasmacytoid DCs.
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domain interacts with the death domain of MyD88). IRAK-4 becomes activated

and phosphorylates IRAK-1, which in turn activates TNF-associated factor 6

(TRAF6). A series of ubiquitinylation reactions then occur on TRAF6 and on the

protein kinase TGF-b-activated kinase (TAK)-1, which is a candidate kinase for the

activation of the inhibitor of NF-kB kinase (IKK) complex, leading to NF-kB

activation, and p38 and JNK.

MyD88�/� innate cell populations do not respond to stimulation by IL-1,

TLR-2,-7,-8 and -9 ligands and are hyporesponsive to TLR-4 activation by LPS

and lipid A (82, 83). Particularly, DCs and macrophages from MyD88�/� mice

exhibit a loss of production of inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, TNF-a and

immunomodulatory cytokine IL-12p40 mediated by almost all known TLR ligands.

Furthermore, MyD88�/� mice are highly resistant to LPS-induced endotoxin shock

but are highly susceptible to bacterial infections and have to be maintained in

pathogen-free conditions (83). Strikingly, MyD88�/� DCs display normal pheno-

typic maturation (observed by upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules) compa-

rable to wild-type DCs and produce type I IFN-b in response to LPS and poly(I:C).

Moreover, LPS or poly(I:C) mediated activation of NF-kB and MAPKs is delayed in

these DCs (reviewed in refs 84–88).

Additional studies carried out in MyD88�/� mice demonstrated that MyD88

not only triggers innate immune responses but also controls activation of adaptive

immune responses (89–91). Although MyD88�/� DCs appear normal in terms of

their T cell-stimulatory capacity, their Th1-polarizing ability is diminished (89).

In addition, MyD88�/� mice show general defects in clearing Staphylococcus aureus,

Toxoplasma gondii and mycobacterial infections (23, 92, 93).

MAL

Identification of the MyD88-independent pathway led to the discovery of a second

novel TIR-domain-containing adaptor protein, MyD88 adaptor like (MAL, also

referred as TIRAP) (94, 95). The N-terminus of MAL shows no similarity to any

known proteins; however, the C-terminus is similar to the TIR domain of MyD88.

MAL can homodimerize or heterodimerize with MyD88 to activate NF-kB and MAP

kinase pathways (94, 95). Generation of MAL�/� mice and physiological and bio-

chemical analysis of MAL�/� DCs have highlighted the critical role of this molecule

being specific for signaling downstream of TLR4 and TLR2. These studies have

elucidated that MAL�/� DCs do not produce proinflammatory cytokines (such as

TNF-a and IL-1) in response to LPS and TLR2 ligands, and they do not upregulate

co-stimulatory molecules mediated by petidoglycan or MALP-2 (96, 97).

TRIF

The third adaptor molecule, TIR-related adaptor protein inducing IFN-b (TRIF), is

recruited by both TLR-4 and TLR-3, and is responsible for activation of the tran-

scription factor interferon response factor (IRF)-3 (84, 87) acting via an inhibitor of

kB kinase (IKK)-like kinase, termed tank binding kinase (TBK)-1 (98). The dis-

covery of TRIF provided the first molecular basis for why TLR-3 and TLR-4, but

not TLR-2, are able to induce IFN-b, since both TLR-3 and TLR-4 can signal via

TRIF to the IKK family kinase TBK-1, which phosphorylates IRF-3.

The physiological role of TRIF was revealed by targeted deletion of the Trif gene

or by generation of the lps2 strain that has a random germline mutagenesis leading

to a distal frameshift error in the gene encoding TRIF (84, 87, 99). These studies

have demonstrated that TRIF is essential for TLR-3- and TLR-4-mediated activa-

tion of the MyD88-independent pathway, subsequently resulting in the activation of

transcription factor IRF-3. DCs and macrophages from TRIF�/� mice or the lps2

mutant strain display impaired LPS- and poly(I:C)-mediated IRF-3 activation that

is required for IFN-b production and the expression of IRGs such as IFN inducible
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protein 10 (IP-10). Furthermore, TRIF�/� mice also exhibit defective production of

inflammatory cytokines including TNF-a, IL-1, IL-12p40 in response to LPS and

poly(I:C). These mice are highly susceptible to MCMV infections (29, 30). Overall

the TRIF-dependent pathway appears to control almost all LPS- and poly(I:C)-

mediated inflammatory responses in DCs and macrophages.

TRAM

The fourth TIR-domain-containing adaptor to be described was TRIF-related adap-

tor molecule (TRAM) (98, 100). TRAM associates only with TRIF and TLR-4 and

inhibition of TRAM expression by silencing (si)RNA abolishes TLR4- but not

TLR-3-mediated induction of IFN-b and IRGs (98). Further analysis of TRAM�/

� mice established that TRAM is specifically involved in only TLR-4 signaling.

Similar to TRIF�/� DCs, TRAM�/� DCs exhibit impaired activation of IRF-3

and reduced expression of IRGs in response to TLR-4 ligands (100).

Other Transcription Factors and their Role
in TLR Signaling Pathways

More recently, attention has turned to the IRF family of transcription factors that

have important roles in the regulation of type I IFN production and a growing list

of other genes.

IRF-7 is a key transcription factor required for induction of type I IFNs, and is

expressed only following exposure of cells to type I IFNs (101, 102). One exception to

this statement is the pDCs, which express copious levels of IRF-3 and IRF-7 consti-

tutively and are considered as ‘‘IFN factories’’ of the host (102). IRF-7�/� mice

exhibit increased susceptibility to HSV and MCMV infections(103). IRF-7 activation

occurs by both MyD88-dependent pathways (activated by TLR-9 or -7) and TRIF-

dependent pathways (activated via TBK-1). Importantly, IRF-7 interacts with

MyD88, IRAK-1 and TRAF6 to form a signaling complex (104–106). Notably,

IFN-a production and IRF-7 activation in response to TLR-7 and TLR-9 ligands

are abolished in IRAK-1-deficient pDCs(106).

Another IRF member, IRF-5, is found downstream of MyD88, and is activated

by multiple TLRs. IRF-5 is essential for the induction of a range of pro-inflamma-

tory genes, including IL-6, IL-12 and TNF, but not IFN-a, and is found in a trimeric

complex with MyD88 and TRAF6 (107). Importantly, recent data provide strong

evidence that IRF-5 is also an essential transducer of the TLR-7-dependent induc-

tion of type I IFNs (108).

TLR Expression and DC Subpopulations

DCs are a heterologous cell population with respect to their morphology, pheno-

type, enzymatic capacity, endocytic and phagocytic capacity as well as their

distribution within tissues (109). First originating from CD34+ hematopoietic pro-

genitors and blood DC precursors, they localize into tissues through the blood-

stream and give rise to several immature DC subpopulations. Human blood

contains at least two distinct DC subtypes: myeloid CD11c+ DCs (mDCs) and

plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) (110). Monocytes can also differentiate into myeloid

DCs in the presence of GM-CSF (granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating

factor) and IL-4 (111, 112) or by migrating through the endothelium (113, 114).

mDCs produce high amounts of IL-12 in response to certain TLR ligands (115,

116). pDCs, on the other hand, possess a unique ability to secrete large amounts of

type I IFN upon TLR triggering or viral infection (44, 60, 117–119).

These DC subsets differentially express TLR repertoires, leading to specializa-

tion of their responses towards certain classes of pathogens (120–124). As shown in
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Table 8-1, circulating human mDCs express mRNA for most TLRs except TLR-9

(and maybe TLR-7). The TLR expression pattern on human monocytes is compa-

rable except for increased TLR-2 and TLR-4 and absence of TLR-3. In contrast,

human pDCs express high levels of TLR-9 and TLR-7 but no TLR-2,-3,-4,-5 or -8.

As a consequence, monocytes and mDCs respond to PGN and LPS but are unre-

sponsive to CpG-ODN. PolyI:C preferentially activates mDCs, while pDCs respond

to both CpG-ODN and ssRNA but not to LPS or PGN. Interestingly, Imiquimod

(R-848) is capable of stimulating both mDC and pDC subsets through recognition

of both TLR-7 and TLR-8(125).

STUDY OF NEONATAL APC: WHOLE BLOOD, CBMC,
ISOLATED CELLS, MONOCYTE-DERIVED DC:
WHICH SYSTEM CAN WE TRUST?

There are several complementary approaches that can be used to compare adult

and neonatal APC functions. Understanding the differences between the models can

help to reconcile observations that sometimes seem to be conflicting.

There are evident ethical and technical limitations for the study of the human

neonatal immune system. Umbilical cord blood represents the most convenient

source of neonatal cells. It is easily collected at birth in large amounts (30–150ml)

without causing any harm to the neonate or the mother. Birth, however, is a very

‘‘stressful’’ situation which might transiently influence the function of immune cells.

The mode of delivery or the type of analgesia, for example, can affect cytokine pro-

duction by cord blood mononuclear cells (126–129). Peripheral blood can also be

collected in infants, for example during elective surgery, but the amount is limited

(usually less than 5 ml).

Studies using whole blood samples have several advantages; (i) they allow

‘‘ex vivo’’ assessment of immune cell function, reducing possible isolation artifacts;

(ii) they take into account interaction between immune cells and also assess the role

of soluble circulating factors present in the plasma; and (iii) they can be performed

even with small amounts of blood. There are also some limitations: Ex vivo whole

blood is a ‘‘closed’’ system, in which primary and secondary mediators are released

and greatly amplified (e.g., by activation of the complement cascade) as compared

to in vivo situations where circulating immune cells interact with the endothelium

and migrate to the adjacent tissues. It is therefore impossible to discriminate

between initial activation and secondary feedback loops. Also, there are marked

changes with age in the relative proportions of each cell type in circulating blood.

Table 8-1 TLR Expression in Human Circulating pDC, mDC
and Monocytes assessed by RT-PCR

pDC mDC Monocytes

TLR-1 + ++ ++
TLR-2 � ++ ++
TLR-3 – ++ –
TLR-4 – + ++
TLR-5 – + ++
TLR-6 + + +
TLR-7 ++ – or + – or +
TLR-8 – + ++
TLR-9 ++ – –
TLR-10 + + –

mRNA expression of the different TLR members was assessed by RT-PCR (refs 120–124)
�, indetectable; +, weakly expressed; ++, strongly expressed.
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Hence, comparison of adult and neonatal cells is less biased when mononuclear

cells are isolated by density gradient and counted. The comparison of cord blood

mononuclear cell (CBMC) vs. peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) func-

tions also reduces the direct influence of soluble factors present in the plasma.

In order to study intrinsic properties of neonatal APCs, these cells have to be

isolated. Indeed, APC function in whole blood or among other mononuclear cells is

greatly influenced by soluble mediators (such as TNF-a, IFN-� or type I IFN) or

interaction with other cell types (such as CD4+ or CD8+ T lymphocytes, NK T cells, ��
T cells). In comparison to monocytes (5–15% of mononuclear cells), circulating my-

eloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (less than 1%) are difficult to isolate and to

study. Furthermore, the function of these subpopulations in the adult is yet not very

well characterized. Romani et al. described a now well-established method for the

generation of significant numbers of DCs from human monocytes cultured for several

days in the presence of IL-4 and GM-CSF (130). This approach allows functional and

molecular analysis of myeloid DC. When applied to cord blood, it also further reduces

the influence of soluble mediators (such as corticosteroids) which are released during

delivery and of direct activation of monocytes by the isolation procedure. However,

variations in the in vitro culture steps and the use of exogenous recombinant cytokines

increase the risk of discrepancies in the results generated by this model.

Finally, animal models can also be very beneficial to our understanding of APC

function in early life. Murine models have been widely used to study early life

immunization (131). The age of the animals (birth vs. 1 week) that reflects best

immune function of human neonates is still debated. There are also major differ-

ences in dendritic cell biology across species (such as TLR repertoire or cytokines

expressed by the different subpopulations), which should be taken into account

when comparing results generated from human and murine studies.

SUBSETS AND PHENOTYPES OF NEONATAL DCs

In mice models, several reports indicated that the absolute number of APCs in the

first few days of life is strongly reduced in comparison to adult animals (132–134).

Moreover, placental macrophages of fetal origin were shown to have reduced anti-

gen-presenting capacity (135). Similarly, it was reported that skin Langerhans cells

and splenic DCs express low MHC class II and co-stimulatory molecules in the first

few weeks of life (133, 136). A more detailed study of the ontogeny of splenic DC

indicated that the distribution of DC subsets differs in neonatal mice. At birth,

plasmacytoid CD11clowB220+ DC and CD11c+CD8a� subsets are predominant in

the spleen (132, 134, 137). During the first week of life, the CD11c+CD8a+ sub-

population rapidly increases. Apart from these differences, phenotypic maturation

in response to TLR-9 or TLR-4 triggering was found to be comparable to adult cells

and neonatal CD11c+ cells were found efficient at presenting antigens.

In rats, colonization of the respiratory tract mucosa by DC happens during the

first weeks of life. These cells are functionally immature, expressing low MHC class

II molecules and being unable to mature in response to GM-CSF or local inflam-

mation (138).

In humans, low MHC class II molecule expression on cord blood monocytes

was reported (139). Their microbicidal activity was also shown to be decreased in

comparison to adult cells (140). Initial studies on cord blood dendritic cells, using

cell fractions enriched by densitiy gradient, indicated that these cells also express

low MHC class II and ICAM-1 (intercellular adhesion molecule-1) molecules (141).

They also display lower allogenic stimulatory capacity. It was reported that circulat-

ing cord blood DCs were exclusivley composed of immature CD11c� plasmacytoid

DCs (142). Using other isolation procedures, Borras et al. showed that both plas-

macytoid and conventional CD11c+ DC subsets were present in cord blood but that
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the ratio (3:1) was inversed as compared to adults (1:3) (143). Using whole blood

assay, we showed that maturation of cord blood mDC induced by LPS or polyI:C

was incomplete as compared to adult cells (144). Similar observations were

obtained for cord blood pDC in response to CpG oligonucleotides (145). After

in vitro differentiation in the presence of IL-4 and GM-CSF, cord blood monocytes

expressed the classical surface markers of immature myeloid DC. When compared

to adult mDC, HLA-DR, CD80 and CD40 surface expression was found to be

reduced in neonatal cells and incomplete maturation was observed upon LPS stim-

ulation (146, 147). We observed that neonatal mDCs are less efficient than adult DC

in inducing IFN-� production by allogenic adult CD4+ T cells. However, impor-

tantly, neonatal mDC efficiently prime Melan A-specific CD8+ T cells, leading to

IFN-� production and cytolytic activity (148).

In summary, the different human DC subsets are generally considered to be less

mature than adult cells, in terms of expression of surface markers or allostimulatory

capacity. This notion is more controversial in mice models, for which age (birth vs.

1 week), isolation procedure and the organ (spleen vs. skin) have to be taken into

account.

EARLY INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE BY NEONATAL APCs

When monocytes and other APCs are activated by microbial compounds, large

amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, such as TNF-a, IL-1 or

IL-8, are readily produced. Several reports have noted that production of TNF-a is

impaired in early life. This defect is observed only in certain experimental condi-

tions. It was initially described in cord blood from preterm infants (149). It was

further shown that, in response to LPS, the CD14-independent pathway was

affected and that the defect could be restored by a factor present in adult plasma

(which is not soluble CD14 or LPS-binding protein) (150). More recently, the

production of TNF-a by cord blood in response to various TLR ligands was

tested (151). Stimulation of whole cord blood or isolated monocytes (in the pres-

ence of neonatal plasma) with TLR-2, TLR-4 or TLR-7 ligands led to decreased

TNF-a release. In contrast, R848 (TLR-7/8 ligand) was capable of inducing high

levels of this cytokine in both adult and neonatal blood. As previously described,

addition of adult plasma can restore TNF-a production in neonatal cells, suggesting

that newborn plasma lacks a soluble factor that is required for the activation of

certain TLRs. Furthermore, it also indicates that neonatal monocytes are capable of

producing TNF-a under appropriate conditions, even if lower MyD88 expression

has been reported (152).

It is not clear from these studies whether the TNF-a defect is selective or

whether production of other inflammatory cytokines which are usually regulated

by the same molecular events is also affected. In particular, LPS-induced NF-kB and

MAPK activation seems to be comparable in adult and neonatal cells (152).

Furthermore, no major differences in TNF-a mRNA levels were observed between

adults and newborns. It is therefore possible that posttranscriptional or posttran-

slational events are involved in defective TNF-a synthesis.

PRODUCTION OF TH1-DRIVING CYTOKINES BY
NEONATAL APCs

IL-12 is the best-defined Th1-driving cytokine (153). Its active form requires syn-

thesis and covalent binding of two independently regulated subunits (p35 and p40:

Fig. 8-2). In comparison to inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-12 synthesis

is tightly regulated, requiring activation of several signaling pathways. Its cellular

source is also more restricted. While LPS-stimulated monocytes are capable of
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secreting IL-12p40 and low levels of IL-12p70 in the presence of IFN-�, the major

producers of bioactive IL-12 are DCs (153). It was shown that IL-12p70 production

was strongly reduced in LPS-stimulated CBMCs vs. PBMCs (154). Similar observa-

tions were obtained in CBMC or whole blood for other stimulators, including group

B streptococcus, S. aureus, polyI:C or B. pertussis toxin (144, 155–157). Addition of

adult or fetal calf serum does not overcome impaired IL-12 synthesis in CBMC as

was the case for TNF-a production, suggesting a different mechanism (156).

Interestingly, in response to live commensal bacteria, CBMCs are capable of produ-

cing significant amounts of IL-12(158).

Neonatal monocyte-derived DCs also produce low levels of IL-12p70 in

response to LPS, polyI:C, B. pertussis toxin or CD40 ligation (147, 148, 157, 159,

160), suggesting that low IL-12 production is an intrinsic property of neonatal DC.

Importantly, addition of recombinant IFN-� increases IL-12 production by both

adult and neonatal LPS-activated DCs (159). Furthermore, Upham et al. observed

that in vitro differentiation of cord-blood monocytes into DC restored IL-12 pro-

duction to adult levels (161). These results indicate that under certain experimental

conditions, neonatal mDCs are capable of producing adult-like levels of IL-12. It is

not clear whether IFN-� could also be effective in circulating CBMCs. Indeed, a

relative decrease in STAT-1 phosphorylation in response to exogenous IFN-� was

observed in cord blood monocytes (162).

IL-12p40 monomers are secreted in large excess over IL-12p70. The defects in

IL-12p70 synthesis in cord blood, CBMCs or neonatal mDCs is much more pro-

nounced than that of IL-12p40. In fact, in response to most stimuli tested, IL-12p40

secretion or mRNA expression is minimally affected. In sharp contrast, we showed a

major defect in the expression of the IL-12p35 mRNA in neonatal mDCs (159).

Isolated splenic DCs from neonatal mice are able to produce significant levels

of IL-12 in response to CpG oligonucleotides (134). However, in response to a

combination of cytokines and TLR ligands, neonatal DC were shown to produce

lower IL-12p70 but comparable IL-12p40 levels (132). It was recently suggested that

in vivo, IL-12 production by neonatal murine DC was repressed by IL-10-produ-

cing B cells (163).

p35

p40

p19

IL-12

p40 monomers

IL-23

Figure 8-2 Formation of interleukin-12 and -23 het-

erodimers. The p40 subunit can associate with the p35

molecule to form bioactive IL-12. Association with the

p19 molecule leads to the formation of another hetero-

dimeric cytokine known as IL-23. Finally, p40 monomers,

with no known biological function, are also secreted in

large excess.
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IL-23 is a heterodimeric cytokine structurally related to IL-12, implicated in

protective and autoimmune responses (164). The p40 subunit is common to both

IL-12 and IL-23 (Fig. 8-2). We recently investigated the capacity of neonatal APCs

to express IL-23(p19) mRNA and produce bioactive IL-23 (165). LPS stimulation

induced the transcription of IL-23(p19) mRNA in both adult and neonatal mDC.

In comparison to adult DC, their neonatal counterparts produced similar levels of

IL-23 protein, in reponse to Toll-like receptor (TLR)-2- and TLR-3 ligands, and

even higher levels in response to TLR-4 or TLR-8 ligands. The same profile was

observed in CBMCs, indicating that it is not a consequence of in vitro

differentiation.

Regulation of IL-12 Genes in Neonatal APCs: Increased
IL-12p40 mRNA Instability in CBMC

Previous studies have shown that low IL-12 synthesis in CBMC was associated with

reduced IL-12p40 mRNA stability (154). IL-12p35 gene expression was not assessed

in this report because, until recently, IL-12 synthesis in monocytic cells was thought

to be mainly regulated at the level of p40 gene expression (166). A similar mech-

anism was also shown to be involved in low production by CMBC of other myeloid

cytokines such as GM-CSF, M-CSF and IL-15 (167, 168). Post-transcriptional gene

regulation involves protein complexes that bind the 30-untranslated region

(30-UTR) of mRNA. It was shown that the activity of one group of these proteins

(AUF-1) was increased in CBMC as compared to adult PBMC, possibly leading to

accelerated degradation of mRNA containing AUUUA motifs in their 30-UTR

regions (169).

Regulation of IL-12 Genes in Neonatal APCs: Impaired
IL-12p35 Transcriptional Activation in Neonatal mDC

Initiation of transcription involves a large number of transcription factors that bind

to cis-acting elements. The IL-12p35 promoter region has recently been studied. As

seen in Figure 8-3, a binding site for NF-kB has been identified upstream of the

TATA box. NF-kB mediates induction of most pro-inflammatory cytokines. Several

Rel family members are recruited to the p35 promoter including p65, p50 and c-Rel.

IL-12p35 gene transcription upon TLR-4 engagement was also found to depend on

the binding of Sp1 to several critical sites (146, 170, 171). Within the same region,

binding of IRF-1 and ICSBP have been implicated in the enhancing effects of IFN-�
on IL-12p35 activation (171, 172). Recently, we showed that IL-12p35 activation in

response to TLR-3 and TLR-4 signaling requires recruitment of IRF-3 to this region

(173). In addition, other IRF family members (such as IRF-5 and IRF-7) might also

be implicated in TLR-mediated p35 gene activation (unpublished results).

In eukaryotes, genomic DNA is incorporated into chromatin, which consists of

assembled nucleosomes. Local chromatin structure modulates the access of specific

transcription factors to DNA. Remodeling events play an important role in the

regulation of immune functions by controling the expression of a number of key

cytokine genes (174). Within the p35 promoter region, a single nucleosome

(termed nuc-2; see Fig. 8-3) is rapidly and selectively remodeled upon transcrip-

tional activation of the gene (146). Importantly, the critical binding sites for Sp1

and IRF transcription factors are located in the region protected by nuc-2. It is

tempting to speculate that recruitment of Sp1, which is constitutively present in the

positioned nucleus of DC, is regulated by the remodeling of nuc-2.

In order to define the molecular mechanisms responsible for defective TLR-4-

mediated IL-12p35 transcriptional activation in neonatal mDCs, we compared

the DNA binding activity of several transcription factors (175). We found that
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LPS-induced NF-kB p65 and IRF-1 activation was similar in adult and neonatal

mDCs. Likewise, in vitro binding activity to the Sp1 site did not differ in adults

and newborns. However, we recently observed that IRF-3 activation was strongly

repressed in LPS-treated neonatal mDCs (unpublished data). Likewise, we demon-

strated that nuc-2 remodeling in neonatal mDCs was profoundly impaired in

response to LPS. Both nuc-2 remodeling and IL-12p35 gene transcription were

restored upon addition of recombinant IFN-�. IRF-3 forms complexes with tran-

scriptional coactivators (such as CBP/p300) which are required for histone

acetylation and chromatin remodeling (176). Our results therefore suggest that

TLR-4-mediated nuc-2 remodeling involves IRF-3 activation, which is impaired in

TLR-4

TLR-3

TRIF

STAT1

IFN-κ

IRF-3

CBP

Sp1

Sp1
#2

Sp1
#1

IS
RE#1

IR
F-E

IC
SBP-R

E

Sp1
#3

κB#1

Sp1

TATA

Nuc-2
remodeling

IRF-1 ICSBP

IL-12p35

NF-κB
(p50, p65, c-Rel)

TLR

P P

Figure 8-3 IL-12p35 transcriptional regulation in neonatal DC. The proximal human IL-12 p35

promoter is represented with the major cis-elements that have been identified. In response to TLR

triggering, both NF-kB and IRF-3 transcription factors are required for efficient IL-12p35 activation.

IFN-�-induced signals, leading to IRF-1 and ICSBP (IRF-8) activation, strongly enhance transcriptional

activation of the p35 gene. The position of nuc-2 in resting cells is also depicted. This nucleosome is

selectively remodeled upon activation of the gene. The proposed molecular mechanisms leading to

impaired IL-12p35 gene expression in human neonatal DCs are summarized.
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neonatal DCs. This hypothesis is also compatible with the fact that IL-23 production

is maintained as IRF-3 is not implicated in IL-12p40 or IL-23p19 activation.

TYPE I IFN PRODUCTION BY NEONATAL APCs

Type I IFN Production by Plasmacytoid DCs

Five TLRs (TLR-3, -4, -7, -8, -9) have been shown to induce type I IFN (177). Their

induction is regulated primarily at the transcriptional level, wherein IRF members

play a central role (178). Among the PBMCs, pDCs represent the major source of

IFN-a upon exposure to TLR-7 and TLR-9 ligands (179, 180). As previously men-

tioned, TLR-9 senses the unmethylated CpG DNA of bacteria and viruses (122,

181), whereas TLR-7 is specialized in the recognition of single-stranded viral RNA

(182). In addition to ssRNA, the synthetic chemical compounds imidazoquinolines

(Imiquimod and Resiquimod (R-848)) activate TLR-7 in both humans and mice

(40, 183, 184).

We first analyzed IFN-a/b production by purified pDCs from cord blood upon

CpG stimulation. We observed that these cells are intrinsically deficient in CpG-

induced type I IFN production at birth (145). This neonatal defect is detected at

both protein and mRNA levels and cannot be attributed to a lower expression of

TLR-9 in cord blood pDCs.

When stimulated with Resiquimod R-848, neonatal pDCs also present a

decreased secretion of type I IFNs, whereas TLR-7 expression is comparable to

the adult level (unpublished data).

In addition to this defective type I IFN production, circulating neonatal

pDCs present an incomplete maturation in the presence or TLR-7 and -9 ligands.

Furthermore, it appears that the default in type I IFN release of cord blood stimu-

lated pDCs can be extended to a larger number of cytokines and chemokines.

Neonatal pDCs present a global defect in response to TLR-7 and -9 ligands includ-

ing chemokine and cytokine production and phenotypical maturation.

Human pDCs present the unique function as professional type I IFN-produ-

cing cells for many reasons. As previously mentioned, pDCs, but not other hema-

topoietic cell types, constitutively express high levels of IRF-7 (185), required for

type I IFN production (186). Futhermore, pDCs, but not other cell types, have the

unique capacity to retain CpG-ODN in the endosome compartment for a pro-

longed period, allowing direct signaling through TLR-9 to trigger massive IFN-a
production (187). Recent data provide evidence that IRF-5 is also an essential

transducer of the TLR-7-dependent induction of type I IFNs (108). Under partic-

ular conditions, IRF-5 forms both homodimers as well as heterodimers with IRF-3

or IRF-7. Of note, pDCs also express high constitutive levels of IRF-5. On the other

hand, even if this pathway remains to be elucidated in human pDCs, there is strong

evidence showing that proinflammatory cytokine and chemokine induction seems

to be dependent on NF-kB signaling pathway (108).

We compared the expression of IRF-7 in cord blood pDCs to their adult

counterparts. Our results indicate that the basal level of IRF-7 is comparable in

both populations. It remains to be determined whether activation and nuclear

translocation of IRF-7 are functional in cord blood pDCs. The same questions

need to be addressed for other factors regulating cytokine production and matu-

ration of human pDCs, such as IRF-5, TRAF6, IRAK-1/4 and NF-kB.

Type I IFN Production by Myeloid DCs

Myeloid DCs are also able to produce type I IFN in response to TLR activation.

Activation of the TRIF-dependent pathway by TLR-3 and TLR-4 ligands leads to
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TBK-1/IKKe and IRF-3 activation, which induces transcription at the IFN-b pro-

moter (84, 87, 188). PolyI:C is also capable of inducing IFN-a from circulating

mDCs (189). When comparing whole cord vs. adult blood or CBMC vs. adult

PBMC, we observed that IFN-a release by neonatal cells upon polyI:C stimulation

was significantly lower (144). This defect, however, appears less pronounced after in

vitro differentiation of monocytes into mDCs (unpublished data).

We analyzed IFN-b production by adult and neonatal DCs stimulated by LPS.

IFN-b protein and mRNA levels were strongly reduced in neonates (unpublished

data). This result is consistent with the observation that TLR4-mediated IRF-3

activation is hampered in neonatal DCs (see previous section). In mDCs, IFN-b
acts in an autocrine/paracrine fashion to activate a second wave of transcription

(190). It is also in part responsible for upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules

(191). By comparing LPS-induced gene expression patterns by microarray analysis

in adult and neonatal DCs, we observed that expression of a subset of IFN-depen-

dent genes was significantly decreased in neonatal mDCs as compared to their adult

counterparts. In sharp contrast, among NF-kB-inducible genes, no significant dif-

ference of expression was observed between the two groups, suggesting that TLR-4-

triggered events leading to NF-kB activation are functional in neonatal DCs. These

data indicate that downstream of TLR-4, TRIF-dependent activation of IRF-3 is

compromised in neonatal mDCs. On the other hand, MyD88-dependent events

seem to be globally maintained, suggesting a selective signaling defect. It remains

to be determined how TLR-4-triggered events are regulated in early life.

NEONATAL DC FUNCTION AND CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Susceptibility to Infections

Human newborns are more susceptible than adults to infections with intracellular

micro-organisms such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Listeria monocytogenes,

Toxoplasma gondii or viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), herpes simplex virus (HSV) or cytomegalovirus

(CMV) (192–195). In most cases, neonatal hepatitis B infection takes a chronic and

asymptomatic form that is responsible for cirrhosis and hepatocarcinoma develop-

ment (196). These clinical observations suggest that T-cell-mediated immune

responses offer limited protection in early life (197). However, the neonatal

period and early infancy are not associated with global immunodeficiency.

Moreover, in utero exposure with Trypanosoma cruzi or CMV, neonatal vaccination

with BCG or early infection with Bordetella pertussis induces detectable adult-like

cellular immune responses (198–201).

Are the experimental data on neonatal DC exposed in the previous section

compatible with these observations? DCs are required for the initiation of the

immune response as they have the capacity for stimulating both CD4+ and CD8+

naive T cells. These professional APCs are crucial in mediating polarization of

CD4+ naive T cells into Th1 and Th2 effectors. Impaired DC function in human

neonates, such as reduced expression of co-stimulatory or MHC class II molecules

or production of immunomodulatory cytokines such as type I IFN or IL-12, could

therefore directly impact on the quality and the duration of the immune response.

It is also clear that under appropriate stimulation, neonatal DCs are capable of

adult-like responses. For example, in vivo, Flt3 ligand, a hematopoietic growth

factor, strongly increases DC numbers when administered to neonatal mice (202,

203). This treatment led to an increased capacity of DC to produce IL-12 and IFN-a
which was associated with an increased resistance against HSV-1 and Listeria mono-

cytogenes. These results indicate that neonatal DC function can be modulated to

enhance resistance against intracellular pathogens.
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Most observations on neonatal DCs have been performed using purified TLR

ligands. It remains to be determined how neonatal DCs respond to live micro-

organisms, which can trigger multiple TLR and interact with other pathogen-recog-

nition molecules. In particular, viruses and some bacterial pathogens can gain

access to the intracellular compartments and activate cytosolic receptors. For exam-

ple, it is not known whether activation of RIG-1 or PKR by viruses, unlike engage-

ment of TLR-4, is able to trigger type I IFN secretion by neonatal mDCs. In a

similar fashion, could direct activation of pDC with live viruses trigger TLR-inde-

pendent type I IFN synthesis? These issues remain to be clarified.

Defective IL-12 Synthesis and Intracellular Pathogens

The understanding of the role of IL-12 in infectious diseases has recently evolved.

Numerous studies using mouse models indicate that IL-12 plays a major role in

the development of protective innate and adaptive immune response against most

intracellular pathogens (153). IL-12p40�/� and IL-12p35�/� mice infected with L.

major are equally susceptible to this parasite (204). However, for other micro-

organisms, such as Salmonella enteritidis, Mycobacterium spp. or T. gondii,

IL-12p35�/� mice are less affected than IL-12p40�/� animals (205–209). These

observations are consistent with the implication of the p40 chain in both IL-12

and IL-23 synthesis. Indeed, IL-23p19-deficient mice infected with K. pneumoniae

develop normal IFN-� responses but cannot produce IL-17 and, as a conse-

quence, have increased susceptibility to this pathogen (210). In the absence of

IL-23, mice infected by M. tuberculosis are still capable of mounting an adequate

and protective Th1-type response (211). Conversely, in the absence of IL-12, IL-23

provides a moderate level of protection through the induction of antigen-specific

IFN-� and IL-17-producing CD4+ T cells. These results indicate that there is a

certain degree of redundancy between IL-12 and IL-23 functions. In human

neonates, where the IL-12/IFN� axis is likely to be compromised, functional

IL-23/IL-17 responses could be particularly important for the protection against

infectious pathogens.

In humans, inherited defects of both IL-12 and IL-23 signaling pathways (such

as mutations in IL-12Rb1 or IL-12p40 genes) have been identified (212). These

individuals are susceptible to mycobacteria and salmonella infections. However, in

contrast to mice studies, these patients are still capable of responding to a large

variety of infectious agents, including intracellular bacteria and viruses. Overall,

these findings suggest that, in humans, IL-12/IL-23 and even IFN-� play a redun-

dant role during natural exposure to most micro-organisms.

Interestingly, two patients with a STAT1 mutation that impairs both type I and

type II IFN signaling suffered from both mycobacterial disease and disseminated

HSV-1 infections (213). These data suggest that type I IFN probably plays a major

role in the protection against HSV.

CD4+ and CD8+ T Cell Responses in Newborns

DCs are required for the initiation of the immune response as they have the capac-

ity for stimulating both CD4+ and CD8+ naive T cells. Following congenital infec-

tion by T. cruzi and CMV, newborns develop cytotoxic T cell responses (198, 199).

These effector CD8+ T cells are comparable to those generally detected in infected

adults. Of note, they are capable of producing large amounts of IFN-�.

Interestingly, this mature cytotoxic response is rarely observed in HIV-infected

infants (214–216). More studies are required to define CD4+ T cell responses

during these early infections. In young children (< 4 years) CMV-specific CD4+

T cells produce very low levels of IFN-� as compared to adults, a situation asso-

ciated with prolonged viral shedding into the urine and saliva (217, 218). In murine

models of viral infections, initial activation of CD8+ T cells does not require
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the help of CD4+ T cells (219–221). However, these cells are required for prolonged

effector function and establishment of memory. Differentiation of naive CD4+ and

CD8+ T cells into high IFN-�-producing cells involves different pathways.

The IFN-� gene in CD8+ T cells can be activated independently of T-bet or

IL-12-induced STAT-4 activation (222). Importantly, hypermethylation of the

IFN-� promoter is observed in cord blood T CD4+ but not CD8+ T cells (223).

In mice, splenic neonatal DC induce efficient CTL responses both in vitro and in

vivo (137). Similarly, human cord blood-derived mDCs efficiently prime Melan A-

specific CTL in vitro, leading to IFN-� production and cytolytic activity (148).

Overall, these data indicate that under appropriate stimulation, such as prolonged

contact with a pathogen, effector CD8+ T cell response can develop in utero, even if

the context is globally unfavorable for Th1-type responses.

Defective Type I IFN Synthesis and Viruses

Human newborns are highly susceptible to infections with viruses, including HIV,

RSV, CMV and HSV. Detection of viral infection leads to the production of type I

IFNs. These cytokines not only directly inhibit viral replication but also activate

immune effector cells such as NK cells, cytotoxic T cells and macrophages to elim-

inate infected cells. Virtually all cell types are capable of producing type I IFNs in

response to viral infections; the amount of synthesized IFNs depends on the type of

virus and target cells. As already mentioned, plasmacytoid DCs are the major

producers of type I IFNs in humans. More precisely, pDCs represent a highly

specialized subset of DCs that function as a sentinel for viral infection and are

responsible for the vast amount of type I IFNs during viral infection. The molecular

mechanisms underlying the ability of pDCs to produce high levels of type I IFNs

following viral stimulation are not fully understood. Recent data support the con-

cept that pDCs utilize their TLR machinery to respond to viral products. Indeed,

TLR-9 senses unmethylated DNA present in bacteria and viruses (181), whereas

TLR-7 can recognize viral single-stranded RNA (182). This process occurs intra-

cellularly in the endosomal compartment and is independent of viral replication.

As an example, the recognition of herpes simplex virus (HSV-1 and -2) has been

shown to depend on TLR-9 in human pDCs (224) and to strictly require the

activation of IRF-7 for massive IFN-a production by the infected cells (185).

Murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) has also been shown to activate directly pDCs

through TLR-9 (122). On the other hand, TLR-7 allows pDCs to sense influenza

virus and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) (36, 180). Upon human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV) infection, pDC activation is triggered by the recognition of HIV

genomic RNA by TLR-7 (225).

One of the questions arising from the literature today is whether pDCs are

capable of detecting ssRNA virus replication via cytolytic double-stranded RNA; or

whether other cell types such as myeloid dendritic cells (mDCs) take over respon-

sibility for viruses that escape endosomal recognition. It is interesting to note that

TLR-3, which allows mDCs to respond to Poly(I:C)-mimicking viral dsRNA, is

absent in pDCs. New concepts for viral recognition by pDCs have recently emerged

showing that human pDCs can detect an ssRNA virus (RSV) that directly enters the

cytosol via fusion protein (226). This detection leads to the production of vast

amounts of IFN-a independently of endosomal acidification. Cytolitic detection of

dsRNA extends the repertoire of pDCs for virus detection and instant type I IFN

production. Finally, an RNA helicase, RIG-1, has been also suggested to sense viral

dsRNA (227). RIG-1 is essential for induction of type I IFNs after infection with

RNA viruses in mDC (228). RIG-1 induces type I IFNs by activating IRF-3 (229). At

present there is no evidence that human pDCs use the RIG-1 system for viral

detection. One could speculate that the RIG-1 and TLR systems exert antiviral

responses in a cell-specific manner.
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Using specific TLR-7 and -9 ligands as stimulants, we showed that pDCs

purified from human cord blood were deficient in their type I IFN production.

Direct viral infections of neonatal pDCs will have to be performed, using live wild-

type strains. It is indeed crucial to know in this context whether a neonatal pDC

exposed to viruses is capable or not of synthesizing normal amounts of type I IFNs.

It will be also interesting to analyze the other factors produced during viral infec-

tion. If our studies reveal a profound defect of neonatal pDCs in response to entire

viruses, one could speculate on the use of those cells as targets for new therapeutic

strategies using effective adjuvants which could convert defective responses to more

intense and protective immune responses.

Neonatal DC Functions and Allergies

The important rise in prevalence of allergic disorders, which has been observed

these last decades in developed countries, clearly manifests itself primarily during

infancy (230). Immaturity of the APC compartment and limitation of Th1

responses could contribute to the preferential development of Th2-polarized

memory responses towards environmental allergens encountered in early life. It

is fundamental to define both genetic and environmental factors that lead to the

development of atopy and asthma. It has been suggested that delayed postnatal

immune maturation could be a determinant factor (231).

In utero contact with environmental allergens leads to weak Th2-biased

responses (232). In vitro IFN-� production is reduced until the age of 1 year (233,

234). Thereafter, it steadily increases, reaching adult levels between the ages of 3 and

5. This maturation process is slower in children genetically predisposed to atopy

(235–237). IL-12 production capacity increases more gradually, reaching adult levels

in the course of adolescence (156). Decreased IL-12 production at birth is correlated

with development of allergic disorders by the age of 6 (238). Moreover, a polymor-

phism in the IL-12(p40) gene has been associated with increased severity of asthma

(239). Environmental factors that regulate the maturation of Th1 responses have not

been clearly defined yet. It is highly plausible that microbial signals, either from

infections or the gut microflora, are required for appropriate immune maturation

(240). For example, polysaccharide A (PSA) from Bacteroides fragilis taken up by

intestinal DC allows redirection of the Th1/Th2 balance in germ-free mice (241). The

Th1-driving capacity of PSA involves direct induction of IL-12 synthesis by DC. It

would be interesting to define whether PSA could be active on neonatal DCs.

Numerous epidemiological studies have implicated exposure to other microbial

compounds, such as endotoxin, in postnatal immune maturation (242, 243).

Supporting this hypothesis, polymorphism in the CD14 gene has been associated

with atopic sensitization (244).

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)-induced bronchiolitis in early life is an impor-

tant risk factor for the development of asthma (245). It was suggested that RSV has a

direct Th2-driving effect on the immune response (246, 247). Local cytokine pro-

duction could therefore lead to consolidation of Th2 memory response toward

inhaled allergens. However, epidemiological studies showed that atopy and RSV

infections were independent risk factors for the development of asthma (248). In

fact, in murine models, the age at exposure determines the severity of the eosinophilic

infiltrate and the Th1/Th2 balance during RSV secondary infections (249).

Neonatal DC Functions and Vaccination

Major infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis, HIV, RSVand malaria, can be acquired

very early in life. Protection against these pathogens requires the induction of strong

Th1-type responses. It is therefore crucial to establish how this can be achieved in very
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young infants. Many existing as well as newly developed vaccines incorporate TLR

ligands (250). The understanding of the neonatal DC response to TLR triggering will

therefore be helpful for the rational development of effective adjuvants, which could

convert weak responses into more intense and protective immune responses (131).

For example, in newborn mice, CpG oligonucleotides or complete Freund’s adjuvant

are able to induce adult-like Th1 responses (251, 252). However, while animal studies

are very useful models for the understanding of neonatal immune responses, vacci-

nation strategies have to take into account the specificities of human immune

responses. For example, CpG oligonucleotides strongly stimulate both mDC and

pDC subsets in neonatal mice but they are unable to activate human mDC, since

these cells do not express TLR9. Moreover, in vitro activation of neonatal pDC with

CpG is strongly impaired as compared to adult cells. These observations indicate that

such a strategy might not be as effective for human newborns.

Following World Health Organization recommendations, BCG, oral poliovirus

and anti-hepatitis B vaccine are administered at birth in endemic regions. The

cellular responses elicited by these vaccines have been studied. In response to hep-

atitis B or poliomyelitis vaccine, neonates display reduced IFN-� production in

comparison to adults, despite a strong humoral response (253, 254). In marked

contrast, neonatal administration of BCG induces adult-like Th1 responses (200).

Moreover, BCG modulates the response to co-administered unrelated vaccines,

leading to increased cytokine and antibody production (255). It indicates that

under adequate stimulation of the immune system, neonates are capable of devel-

oping protective Th1-type responses. The strong stimulatory potential of BCG on

the neonatal immune system could be related to its direct effect on DC, as several

components of BCG, such as peptidoglycan and cell wall skeleton were shown to

activate TLR-2 and TLR-4 in a MyD88-dependent fashion (256, 257). In newborns,

this could favor IL-23 production. Alternatively, ‘‘innate lymphocytes’’, such as �� T

cells, NK or NK T cells could be involved as they could represent an IL-12-inde-

pendent and early source of IFN-�.

In adults, NK and �� T cells rapidly produce IFN-� in response to mycobac-

teria (258, 259). Once activated, these cells interact with DC and promote IL-12

production (260–262). Not much is known about these cells early in life. Cytolytic

activity and expression of adhesion molecules by cord blood NK cells is reduced as

compared to adults (263). However, it remains to be determined whether neonatal

NK cells have the capacity to induce DC maturation. �� T cells recognize microbial

and tumor antigens, typically small pyrophosphomonoesters and alkylamines. It

has been suggested that they could play a very important role early in life (264).

Indeed, both V1 and V2 cells include a relatively high proportion of non-naive cells

in cord blood. Within the first year of life, conversion to memory of the �� T cells is

rapidly observed. �� T cells express perforin and are capable of producing IFN-�
after short-term in vitro stimulation (265). This represents the earliest described

immunological maturation of any lymphocyte compartment in humans. In agree-

ment with this observation, primary immune protection against an intestinal par-

asite was shown to require �� T cells in young mice but not in adults. It would be of

interest to define �� T cell and DC interaction in early life (266).

NK T cells express a single Va chain and recognize foreign and self glycolipids

presented by the nonclassical MHC class I molecule CD1d. Administration of a-

galactosylceramide (aGalCer), a synthetic glycolipid, induces in vivo maturation of

splenic DCs and favors IL-12 synthesis (267). This adjuvant effect, mediated by NK

T cells, strongly supports the development of Th1 responses. Of note, CD1d liga-

tion alone is sufficient to induce bioactive IL-12 synthesis by DC (268). However, in

the presence of aGalCer, cytokines or DC, cord blood NK T cells proliferate and

preferentially produce IL-4 instead of IFN-� (269). Therefore, the adjuvant poten-

tial of aGalCer should be studied in a neonatal context.
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Because of the impaired responses of neonatal plasmacytoid and myeloid DC

to purified TLR ligands, activation through TLR-independent pathways could rep-

resent a good strategy for early life vaccination. As discussed in this chapter, it

remains to be determined whether ‘‘alternative’’ activation by innate lymphocytes

or through intracytoplasmic receptors such as NOD or RIG-1 could lead to efficient

stimulation of neonatal APCs. Moreover, synergy between different TLRs, for exam-

ple between TLR-7/8 and TLR-3 or TLR-4 or between TLR and NOD, could also be

useful for enhancing the Th1-driving potential of neonatal DC (270, 271). The

short- and long-term safety of vaccines to be used in young infants will be the

most important consideration for the development of such strategies.
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Chapter 9

Maternally Mediated Neonatal
Autoimmunity

Neelufar Mozaffarian, MD, PhD �
Anne M. Stevens, MD, PhD

Maternal Antibodies and Neonatal Autoimmunity

Maternal Microchimerism (MMc) and Neonatal Autoimmunity

Role of T Regulatory Cells in Neonatal Autoimmunity

Conclusions

Transplacental passage of maternal antibodies was first described in 1895 with

the finding of anti-diphtheria toxin antibodies in fetal blood by Fischl and Von

Wundscheim (reviewed in ref. 1). Over the past century, the role of maternally

derived antibodies in passive neonatal immunity has been extensively studied, but

this protection against infection comes with a price: self-reactive antibodies trans-

ferred to the fetus may result in neonatal autoimmunity. The resultant antibody-

mediated disease phenotype depends not only on the antigen-specificity, titer, and

affinity of the antibody transferred, but on the gestational age and underlying

health of the newborn, as these factors can influence the transplacental and gastro-

intestinal acquisition of immunoglobulins from the mother (2–4).

In addition to maternal–fetal antibody transfer, several investigators have

demonstrated transplacental acquisition and retention of whole maternal cells by

the human fetus (5–7), a phenomenon not previously believed to be possible. These

maternal cells persist and are detectable in healthy individuals for years after birth

(8), signifying a chronic chimeric state termed maternal microchimerism (MMc).

In the first half of this chapter, we will review examples of maternal antibody-

mediated autoimmunity in the neonate (Table 9-1), and speculate on hypothetical

roles for maternal antibodies in modulating the risk of autoimmune disease. In the

second half, we will outline the latest findings with respect to the relationship

between MMc and neonatal autoimmune disease, and summarize what is known

regarding the role of T regulatory cells in these types of neonatal autoimmunity.

MATERNAL ANTIBODIES AND NEONATAL AUTOIMMUNITY

Normal Physiology

Humans begin to receive immunoglobulins (Ig) from their mothers during fetal

development. Transfer of maternal IgG to the fetus involves initiation of antibody

transport shortly after the first trimester through term, with the majority of anti-

body acquisition occurring in the third trimester (9). Transplacental transfer of

maternal antibodies is effected by the interaction of Annexin II with neonatal Fc
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receptors (FcRn) on placental syncytiotrophoblasts (10, 11). These FcRn actively

transport IgG in a subclass-specific fashion; for example, IgG1 and IgG4 are more

efficiently transferred to the fetus than IgG2 or IgG3 (9, 12, 13). Although placental

cells regulate the isotype, amount, and timing of antibody transfer, transfer is

inherently dependent on the circulating antibody levels in the pregnant mother.

Alterations in maternal immunoglobulin titers or infusion of exogenous immuno-

globulins to the pregnant woman will directly affect fetal antibody acquisition.

These are important considerations as maternally derived antibodies do not

merely play a passive role in neonatal immunity but can direct the development

of the newborn’s immune system (14, 15). At birth, the infant’s IgG levels are

similar to or higher than those of his mother (13), providing early protection

Table 9-1 Some of the Transplacentally Acquired Maternal
Autoantibodies and the Associated Disease in the
Fetus/infant

Maternal antibodies Associated disease

Collagen vascular diseases

Anti-SSA/Ro, anti-SSB/La, and anti-RNP
antibodies

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies
(ANCA)

Monoclonal IgG
Monoclonal IgG

Neonatal lupus syndrome/heart block

Neonatal vasculitis

Type I cryoglobulinemia
Glomerulonephritis

Hematologic diseases

Anti-erythrocyte
Anti-platelet
Anti-neutrophil
Anti-lymphocyte

Neonatal anemia
Neonatal thrombocytopenia
Neonatal neutropenia
Neonatal lymphopenia

Endocrine diseases

Anti-thyroid antibodies
Diabetes-related antibodies
Anti-adrenal antibodies

Neonatal hyper/hypothyroidism
Unknown
Unknown

Neuromuscular junction diseases

Anti-acetylcholine receptor (ACh R) antibodies
Unknown
Anti-ganglioside GM-1 antibodies

Neonatal myasthenia gravis
Neonatal Guillain-Barre
Neonatal lower motor neuron disease

Cardiac diseases

Anti-beta-adrenoceptor/cholinergic
receptor antibodies

Anti-myolemmal antibodies

Neonatal cardiac disease

Fetal arrhythmias

Skin diseases

Anti-desmoglein antibodies Neonatal pemphigus

Nutritional deficiencies

Anti-folate receptor antibodies
Anti-intrinsic factor antibodies

Neural tube defects
Neonatal B12 deficiency

Complications of pregnancy

Anti-angiotensin II receptor antibodies
Anti-phospholipid antibodies
Anti-laminin-1 antibodies
Anti-tissue transglutaminase antibodies
Anti-AChR antibodies

Preeclampsia
Preeclampsia, IUGR, fetal loss
Spontaneous abortion
Spontaneous abortion, IUGR
Complications of labor

Liver diseases

Anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA)
Antibodies to unknown target(s)

Neonatal liver diseases
Neonatal hemochromatosis
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against infection, as the half-life of maternal IgG in the infant is approximately

30–50 days (16). Postnatally, the levels of maternal IgG in the infant steadily decline,

until over half of the maternal IgG load is lost after 3 months, and virtually all of it

is catabolized by 6–9 months of age.

In addition to IgG, there is evidence for prenatal IgE uptake. Fetal gut lym-

phoid follicles express IgE receptors after week 16 of gestation, and human amniotic

fluid samples from 16–18 week gestations contain intact IgE, probably derived from

the maternal circulation (17). Therefore, maternal IgE may be acquired by the fetus

via ingestion of amniotic fluid, possibly to protect from parasitic infections in

endemic areas. Additionally, interaction of maternal IgG and IgE may modulate

neonatal autoimmunity. IgE levels at birth correlate with the infant’s risk of devel-

oping atopic disease, but protection from atopy is seen in newborns with high titers

of IgG anti-IgE, acquired from the maternal circulation (18).

To further enhance the immunoglobulin repertoire, the newborn receives

additional maternal antibodies via ingestion of breast milk, which provides

substantial amounts of IgA (mostly dimeric), some IgM, and some subtypes of

IgG (19). The initial colostrum contains the highest titers of IgA, putatively to coat

the newborn’s unprotected mucosal surfaces. Gastrointestinal passage of breast milk

does not result in proteolysis of the immunoglobulins. For example, protective

anti-enteropathogenic E. coli IgA antibodies acquired via colostrum can be found

intact in the feces of breast-fed neonates (20). In addition to providing mucosal

protection, breast milk immunoglobulins may be transferred to the neonatal

circulation. Human intestinal cells have been found to express the neonatal

Fc receptor, suggesting a mechanism for IgG acquisition from gastrointestinal

sources (21).

The importance of acquired antibody in protection against infection and

its effects on infant vaccination have been previously described (reviewed in refs

22–24). But antibody acquisition can also lead to fetal or neonatal disease. Potential

pathogenic mechanisms for maternal antibodies in neonatal disease include

antibody-mediated depletion of specific cell types (via complement- or cell-

mediated lysis, reticuloendothelial clearance, or initiation of apoptosis), interfer-

ence with normal cellular/metabolic processes, immune complex (IC) formation

and deposition, and/or initiation of a T cell-mediated immune response. Although

some disease-related maternal autoantibodies can be routinely screened for in the

neonate, it is likely that there are other, as yet unknown antibodies which remain to

be identified.

Developmental Differences between the Fetus and Newborn

As discussed above, maternal antibody transfer to the fetus takes place throughout

gestation, with postnatal ingestion of colostrum and breast milk providing addi-

tional antibody sources for the infant. We are only beginning to understand the

normal and pathogenic roles of the various components provided via maternal

blood, colostrum, and breast milk, and how these factors interact with the fetal

and neonatal immune systems.

With respect to antibody-mediated diseases, there are several developmentally

regulated proteins expressed only in the fetal or neonatal period, or expressed in a

‘‘fetal’’ or ‘‘neonatal’’ form which later transitions to the ‘‘adult’’ form (e.g., fetal

acetylcholinesterase receptor, fetal hemoglobin), suggesting that some of the dis-

orders we currently know as ‘‘congenital’’ or ‘‘idiopathic’’ are actually a result of

maternally derived antibodies which bind fetal/neonatal antigens, and cause little or

no disease in the mother. If the mother is asymptomatic, an underlying antibody

disorder is not suspected, and the infant would not be tested. Therefore, the true
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prevalence of maternal antibody-mediated disease in neonates may be underesti-

mated. Conversely, neonates may be protected from antibody-mediated diseases

due to differences in antigen expression or presentation. For example, infants are

resistant to the development of anti-glomerular basement membrane (anti-GBM)-

mediated glomerulonephritis due to decreased antigen accessibility in fetal and

neonatal renal tissues (25, 26), and to antibody-mediated pemphigus folaceous

due to redundant expression of cell adhesion proteins (27).

Special Physiologic Aspects of Preterm Infants

As most of the transplacental antibody transfer occurs in the third trimester,

preterm birth can result in diminished antibody acquisition. However, full gestation

does not necessarily ensure normal antibody levels in the neonate. Umbilical

cord serum samples from low birth weight infants born at term revealed reduced

IgG levels, similar to those seen in preterm infants of adequate weight (28).

Both the low birth weight and preterm infants were also found to have qualitative

differences in maternal IgG acqusition, with disproportionately reduced

concentrations of IgG1 and IgG2 subclasses. After birth, immune development

may be further altered in preterm or low birth weight infants, due to

decreased intake of breast milk (29). It is not known whether gastrointestinal

antibody uptake in these neonates is also qualitatively different. What role altered

antibody transfer then plays in the development of neonatal autoimmunity is not

known.

The Role of Breast Milk in Neonatal Autoimmunity

The ability of breast milk to provide species-specific immunity to infants was

first demonstrated by Paul Erlich in 1892 (reviewed in ref. 1). However, the influence

of breast milk on the progeny’s risk of autoimmunity is only beginning to be under-

stood. For example, lupus-associated autoantibodies may cause fetal or neonatal

lupus syndrome when acquired transplacentally, but breast-fed infants of women

with these autoantibodies were not found to have an increased risk of disease,

although breast milk samples contain these autoantibodies in both IgA and IgG

isotypes (30). Ingestion of breast milk from asthmatic women has been linked to

increased allergy risk in human infants (31), but this was not confirmed in other

studies (32–34). To test whether substances transferred in breast milk could promote

atopy, an experimental mouse model was created. Pups born to asthmatic and non-

asthmatic mice were switched at birth and adoptively nursed (35). After ingestion of

breast milk from asthmatic mothers, the healthy pups also developed airway hyper-

reactivity. Whether this is related to transfer of IgE, IgG anti-IgE, or other breast milk

components is not known. Further studies are needed to determine the specific

mechanisms which mediate atopy transfer in this model, and whether they hold

true in humans.

Relevance of Physiologic Differences to the Disease Process

The fetus and preterm, term, and breast-fed infant exhibit significant differences in

maternal antibody acquisition, function of the endogenous immune system, and

expression of target antigens due to developmental, nutritional, and environmental

factors. These factors play a role in neonatal autoimmunity as transfer of maternal

autoantibody alone is not sufficient to cause disease. For example, lupus-associated

autoantibodies can cause significant cutaneous inflammation in neonates exposed

to sunlight, while the fetus is usually protected from antibody-mediated skin dis-

ease due to lack of this environmental factor. Further evidence that maternal anti-

bodies are necessary but not sufficient for neonatal autoimmunity is demonstrated

by sets of twins and triplets discordant for autoimmune diseases.
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Potential Mechanisms of Antibody-Mediated Autoimmune
Disease

Acquired maternal antibodies can cause fetal or neonatal disease via multiple

pathogenic mechanisms. Some autoantibodies cause disease by binding to antigen

targets normally sequestered within the plasma and/or nuclear membranes of indi-

vidual cells. Exposure of these antigens to the immune system may occur during

apoptosis – a type of programmed cell death initiated by cellular insults such as

infection, and also invoked in regulated waves during developmental remodeling

(36). The apoptotic program results in the processing of several intracellular and

intranuclear proteins and their presentation at the cell surface. Antibodies to these

antigens have been implicated in the pathogenesis of systemic lupus erythematosus

and other autoimmune diseases. Examples of maternally derived antibodies to in-

tracellular targets include: anti-SSA/Ro, anti-SSB/La and anti-nuclear antibodies

(ANA).

Other maternally derived antibodies cause neonatal disease by binding cell

surface molecules, resulting in loss of the targeted cell from the circulation or tissues

(via complement-mediated lysis, antibody-mediated cellular cytotoxicity, reticulo-

endothelial clearance, or induction of apoptosis). Neonatal cytopenias are often

caused by these types of antibodies. Rarely, these antibodies are true maternal

autoantibodies, causing disease in the mother as well as the fetus, but more typi-

cally, they are alloantibodies, reacting against paternal antigens expressed by the

fetus. Alloantibodies do not cause symptoms in the mother, as her cells do not

express the antigenic targets. Antibody-mediated neonatal cytopenias can be quite

severe, and may lead to death of the affected neonate if not aggressively treated.

Examples of these antibodies include: anti-erythrocyte, anti-platelet, anti-neutro-

phil, and anti-lymphocyte antibodies.

Maternal anti-receptor antibodies bind endogenous cell surface molecules and

act as receptor agonists or antagonists. Anti-receptor antibodies can bind their

targets at the normal ligand binding site or at another location, and may alter

receptor interaction with endogenous ligand, depending on whether or not the

antibody causes steric hindrance or a conformational change in the receptor.

These autoantibodies may also alter receptor turnover or expression at the cell

surface, or bind to and clear a soluble receptor from the circulation or tissues.

As noted above, cell surface-bound antibodies may also lead to destruction of the

targeted cell. In general, agonistic anti-receptor antibodies cause active cell signal-

ing, with the problem that the antibodies are not cleared, degraded, or regulated as

endogenous ligand would be by the normal feedback pathways, resulting in signal-

ing that can be tonic, mistimed, in aberrant locations, and/or at abnormal levels.

These antibodies may act as partial agonists, full agonists, or supraphysiologic

agonists at the targeted receptor. An example of this type of antibody is the ago-

nistic anti-thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSH-R) antibody. In contrast,

antagonistic anti-receptor antibodies typically reduce normal cell signaling.

Examples of antagonistic anti-receptor antibodies include the anti-beta-1-adreno-

ceptor and anti-acetylcholine receptor antibodies.

Antibodies to cell adhesion molecules are similar to the anti-receptor antibo-

dies in that their targets are endogenous surface proteins, but in this case they

disrupt cell–cell interactions important in signaling and/or maintaining tissue

integrity; for example: anti-desmoglein antibodies.

Another type of anti-receptor antibody is the anti-nutrient antibody. These

maternal autoantibodies bind to endogenous receptors and interfere with fetal or

neonatal nutrient acquisition. Antibody-mediated nutritional deficiency can result

in a neonatal phenotype indistinguishable from true nutritional deficiency or con-

genital absence of the relevant receptor. However, it is important to make the
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distinction between these types of neonatal disease, in order to initiate the appro-

priate treatment and/or preventative measures. Examples of these types of antibody

include the anti-folate receptor and anti-intrinsic factor receptor antibodies.

Anti-ligand antibodies bind to and limit the amount of endogenous ligand

available for signaling. The affected individual must then increase production of the

targeted protein or suffer the consequences of diminished signaling, or both. Like

other autoantibodies, these may cross-react with more than one target, causing

pleiotropic effects in the fetus or neonate. An example is the anti-insulin antibody.

Some maternal antibodies cause disease by binding target antigens to form

immune complexes. These immune complexes can be acquired by the fetus and

may circulate at very high titers. In addition to altering blood viscosity, immune

complexes may deposit in organs or vessel walls. Alternatively, transplacentally

transferred maternal antibodies may form immune complexes directly in situ, in

fetal tissues which contain their target antigen. In either case, these antibody–anti-

gen complexes cause disease by inciting an intense, localized inflammatory

response. Cryoglobulinemia is one example of maternal immune complex-

mediated neonatal disease.

Interaction of Maternally Derived Antibodies with the Neonatal
Immune System

Transplacental transfer of maternal autoantibodies alone does not necessarily lead

to disease in the fetus or infant. Autoimmune disease initiated by maternally

derived antibodies may depend on the presence of other factors, including an

intact adaptive immune system. In murine studies, acquisition of maternal auto-

antibodies against a specific ovarian protein resulted in neonatal autoimmune

ovarian disease (AOD) and premature ovarian failure, but only if T cells were

also present (37). Passive transfer of T cells from mice with AOD resulted in disease

in the recipients, demonstrating that once the process was initiated by autoanti-

bodies, antigen-specific effector T cells could mediate disease independently. These

findings have important implications for the human neonate, as maternal antibo-

dies could prime an autoimmune T cell response which would continue even after

the loss of the transiently acquired maternal antibodies.

Maternal Alloimmunization due to Genetic Mutation

Although maternal antibodies against specific targets such as blood group antigens

often develop because the woman lacks these alleles as a result of normal variation,

there have been descriptions of maternal alloimmunization related to idiosyncratic

genetic mutations. Absence of a normal gene may cause the encoded protein to

appear foreign to the mother’s immune system, leading to antibody production.

For example, the gene for CD36 encodes a protein normally expressed on platelets,

monocytes, and endothelial cells; a woman lacking CD36 expression due to genetic

mutation developed anti-CD36 IgG, and normal transplacental antibody transfer

resulted in hydrops fetalis in her infants (38). In another case, neonatal disease was

caused by maternal antibodies to neutral endopeptidase (NEP), a protein normally

expressed on renal podocytes (39). Women with mutations in the gene for NEP

become alloimmunized to this protein during pregnancy, when it is produced by

placental syncytiotrophoblasts. Transplacental transfer of anti-NEP IgG antibodies

results in antenatal membranous glomerulonephritis.

These examples raise the possibility that other neonatal diseases may be a result

of alloimmunization in women with unusual genetic mutations. Typically, women

with these types of genetic mutations have no antibody-related symptoms, as they

lack the target antigens. Since these maternal antibodies are not suspected, the first
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pregnancies are at greatest risk for complications. Subsequent fetuses have an

improved prognosis as they are more likely to be closely monitored. To protect

the fetus from maternal antibody-mediated disease, pregnant women with known

genetic mutations should be monitored for antibody titer and isotype, and possibly

treated with intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and/or plasma exchange,

although there have been no clinical trials for these types of syndromes. Whether

neutralizing agents, such as anti-D antibodies used in women at risk for alloimmu-

nization to erythrocyte antigens, will be developed and/or useful for these diseases

remains to be seen.

Specific Maternal Antibody-Mediated Neonatal Autoimmune
Diseases

For each antibody-mediated syndrome, we will summarize pathogenesis, clinical

manifestations, and diagnostic considerations, followed by what is currently known

regarding the prevention, treatment, and management of these rare diseases.

Neonatal Cardiac Diseases

The presence of any of several known anti-cardiac autoantibodies and/or immune

complexes may lead to neonatal cardiac disease, resulting in a myriad of inflam-

matory pathologies in the heart, including myositis, fibrosis, and even myocyte

apoptosis (40). The best-studied are the lupus-associated anti-Ro/SSA and anti-

La/SSB autoantibodies, which can lead to severe congential heart block CHB.

However, CHB and cardiac arrhythmias have also been associated with antibodies

to cardiac adrenoceptors, muscarinic cholinergic receptors, and myolemmal anti-

gens (41).

In most cases, autoantibodies implicated in cardiac conduction disorders may

actually play a protective role, as they also bind antigens derived from infectious

agents: antibodies to the bundle of His, SSB/La, cardiac myosin heavy chain, or the

laminin B1 chain crossreact with antigens from Streptococcus pyogenes; and anti-

bodies to sarcolemmal epitopes crossreact with antigens from Coxsackie viruses

(42). It is not clear which factors are required to turn a protective antibody into a

pathogenic one, but the affinity, isotype, and titer of each particular antibody,

characteristics of the target antigens themselves, major histocompatibility complex

(MHC) alleles, and cellular immune system of the host all probably play a role.

NEONATAL LUPUS SYNDROME AND CONGENITAL HEART BLOCK

Neonatal lupus syndrome (NLS), not to be confused with systemic lupus erythe-

matosus (SLE), is an autoimmune disease initiated during gestation by transpla-

cental passage of maternal autoantibodies to intranuclear antigens, typically anti-

SSA/Ro, anti-SSB/La, and/or anti-U1-ribonuclear protein (anti-RNP). Mothers

with these autoantibodies classically have Sjogren’s syndrome or SLE, but can be

clinically asymptomatic – although this latter group often develops autoimmune

disease in the years following delivery (43). NLS has also been associated with

maternal leukocytoclastic vasculitis (44, 45). Fetal acquisition of these lupus-related

autoantibodies may lead to systemic or limited syndromes which include cardiac

disease, cutaneous lesions, nephritis, cytopenias, pneumonitis, central nervous

system disorders, and/or hepatobiliary disease (46). Infants with NLS do not

appear to have an increased risk of developing SLE (47), but may be at risk for

developing other connective tissue disorders (48, 49). However, siblings of neonates

with NLS have been reported to have an elevated risk of developing SLE, even if

healthy at birth, supporting the idea that there is an underlying genetic suscepti-

bility for lupus in these families. Like SLE, NLS has a gender predilection. Females

are more likely to be affected than males, with a 2:1 ratio for cardiac disease, and
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3:1 ratio for skin lesions (50). However, in contrast to SLE, NLS does not appear to

preferentially affect a particular racial group.

NLS occurs in approximately 1 in 12 500–20 000 live births, and is felt to

represent the combination of both pathogenic antibody acquisition and genetic/

environmental factors (50). Only 2–5% of infants who acquire these maternal

autoantibodies manifest signs and symptoms of NLS, supporting the idea that

other factors are required for disease pathogenesis (reviewed in refs 51 and 52).

In fact, discordant clinical expression of NLS has been reported in sets of twins

where both infants were positive for maternally derived autoantibodies (53–55).

Discordant expression of NLS has also been reported in a set of triplets carried by a

mother with anti-SSA/Ro and anti-SSB/La autoantibodies (56). Certain major his-

tocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II alleles in the mothers have been

associated with development of NLS in their infants (57). However, there appears to

be no correlation between the development of NLS and the HLA alleles of the

infants themselves (58), suggesting that maternal cells acquired by the fetus may

play a role in the pathogenesis of NLS. Although there are many potential clinical

manifestations of NLS, nearly half of the infants with NLS develop cutaneous

lesions in sun-exposed areas in the first few weeks after birth, while the other

half are born with complete or incomplete heart block; 10% suffer from concurrent

skin and cardiac disease (50). Like SLE, NLS can cause life-threatening nephritis;

however, unlike SLE, this manifestation is extremely rare.

The skin lesions of NLS typically consist of scaly, annular erythematous plaques

at sun-exposed areas (often the head and neck), but other variations have been

described (59). Exposure to sunlight causes ultraviolet radiation (UV)-induced

apoptosis of skin cells, with presentation of normally sequestered intranuclear anti-

gens. This process becomes problematic in the context of acquired maternal auto-

antibodies, which bind the apoptotic targets and incite a perivascular inflammatory

infiltrate. Of note, sunlight is not absolutely required for the development of skin

disease, as some antibody-positive infants exhibit cutaneous NLS at birth (59).

Infants with NLS-related skin inflammation can be treated with topical corticoster-

oids and prevention of sun exposure. The skin lesions generally resolve over several

months without residual effects, although they can result in permanent scarring in

severe cases. In general, neonates with only skin, hematologic, or hepatic involvement

have a better prognosis than those with cardiac disease, as these types of NLS typically

remit with decline of the maternal autoantibodies in the infant’s circulation (60).

The most significant problem in NLS is the development of congenital

heart block (CHB), which carries a high morbidity and mortality (61). CHB was

reported as early as 1901, but was not linked to maternal autoantibodies until the

1980s (62, 63). We now know that antibody-mediated NLS is responsible for most

cases of CHB (50). More than 85% of fetuses who have conduction defects in the

setting of a structurally normal heart have mothers with these autoantibodies (64,

65), but only 2% of women who have these pathogenic autoantibodies will have a

child with CHB (66, 67). Unlike other manifestations of NLS, CHB is irreversible,

even after loss of the maternal autoantibodies from the infant’s circulation.

This may be due to the fact that the antibody-mediated cardiac damage occurs

in utero, as evidenced by detectable conduction abnormalities before the third

trimester of gestation.

NLS-related CHB is associated with inflammatory fibrosis of the cardiac con-

ducting system, endocardial fibroelastosis, endocardial hyperplasia, and other cardio-

myopathies(68–70). Infants with CHB who survive often require pacemaker

insertion, and can develop left ventricular cardiomyopathy even with adequate treat-

ment (71). Cardiomyocyte apoptosis is required for the development of NLS, to allow

exposure of target antigens at the lipid membrane of dying cells (72). Injection of

human anti-SSB/La antibodies into pregnant mice resulted in antibody binding to
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apoptotic cells in selected organs, including the fetal heart, skin, liver, and bone (73),

supporting the role of these autoantibodies in the pathogenesis of NLS. Antibody-

coated apoptotic blebs may promote tissue scarring by stimulating local macrophages

to produce transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta), a pro-fibrotic cytokine (74).

Genetic polymorphisms linked to high TGF-beta production have been associated

with increased risk for CHB (75).

In fetuses at risk for acquiring lupus-related autoantibodies, careful prenatal

monitoring is warranted, including measurement of maternal autoantibody titers

and Doppler evaluation to detect cardiac conduction defects in utero, as fetal CHB

carries a 50% death rate (61, 68, 76). Women with these antibodies and a history of

an affected fetus have a 2–3-fold higher risk of fetal CHB in subsequent pregnancies

(61). Maternal plasmapheresis or immunoabsorption with and without dexameth-

asone may be beneficial during pregnancy (77–80), and in some cases dexameth-

asone has been associated with reversal of fetal conduction abnormalities, and

increased survival at 1 year (68, 81). However, in cases that respond to corticoster-

oid administration, heart block may progress over time, even after the maternal

antibodies have been degraded (47, 82). Treatment of affected neonates is largely

symptomatic. Most infants with CHB will require pacemaker insertion and long-

term monitoring, as CHB-related morbidity is high, and neonatal mortality

approximates 10%.

CONGENITAL HEART BLOCK AND ANTI-ADRENOCEPTOR/CHOLINERGIC

RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES

An antibody that binds both the cardiac beta-1-adrenoceptor and muscarinic

acetylcholine receptor has been found in patients with ‘‘idiopathic’’ dilated cardio-

myopathy (DCM) (83), DCM-associated atrial fibrillation (84), and congestive

heart failure (85). Binding of this antibody to a ribosomal protein of

Trypanosoma cruzi has also suggested a role for it in Chagas disease-associated

cardiomyopathy, and implies an infectious etiology for its existence (86–89).

Although it does not cause DCM in neonates, this autoantibody has been identified

in infants with congential heart block (CHB) (41, 90). Using rat heart tissue sam-

ples, anti-adrenoceptor and anti-muscarinic cholinergic receptor IgG were found in

infants with CHB and in their mothers, but not in controls. These autoantibodies

could bind to and activate cardiac receptors, block ligand binding, and alter myo-

cardial contractility, but only in neonatal rat tissues, suggesting a fetal antigen as the

pathogenic target.

Although normally receptor agonists, these IgG antibodies act as receptor

inhibitors when enzymatically cleaved to form monovalent antigen-binding frag-

ments (Fab) by removal of the antibody constant region (91). In laboratory studies,

monovalent Fab fragments derived from a stimulatory anti-beta-2-adrenoceptor

IgG antibody acted as receptor antagonists, inducing conformational changes

in the adrenoceptor and preventing ligand binding. The Fab fragments reacquired

agonist activity when they were cross-linked to form divalent antibody.

These findings are potentially relevant to neonatal disease as high-affinity

IgG-derived Fab fragments comprise the major form of immunoglobulin in the

meconium, even in babies who have not been breast-fed, suggesting a transplacental

source (92). Thus, the effect of maternal autoantibodies in the neonate may depend

not only on the antigen specificity, affinity, and antibody isotype, but also on

whether or not the antibody is in a dimeric state. As the role of these

anti-neurotransmitter antibodies in CHB is not yet well-understood, affected neo-

nates should receive standard cardiac care. Comparison of fetal outcomes with

measurement of antibody titers in women with previously affected infants or

with a history of Chagas disease may provide a rationale for prenatal treatment

in the future.
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FETAL ARRHYTHMIAS AND ANTI-MYOLEMMAL ANTIBODIES

Anti-myolemmal antibodies (AMLA) cause lysis of cardiomyocytes in vitro, and

have been implicated in adult cardiac diseases, including DCM and viral myocar-

ditis. Transplacental transfer of AMLA from women with myocarditis may be

responsible for fetal cardiac arrhythmia (93). Cord blood of infants born to mothers

with and without myocarditis revealed that in 18 cases of fetal arrhythmia of

unknown etiology, 13 mothers were positive for AMLA, as were five infants. In

19 healthy women, only three were found to have AMLA, and unaffected infants

did not have these autoantibodies. Management of fetal arrhythmias has been

previously discussed (94), but there are currently no guidelines for prenatal treat-

ment of AMLA-exposed fetuses.

Hematopoietic Cell Diseases

HEMOLYTIC DISEASE OF THE NEWBORN/NEONATAL ANEMIA

Hemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN) has been well-described (95), and will

only be briefly summarized here. Nearly all autoimmune HDN is caused by anti-

bodies to Rhesus group antigen D (RhD), produced by women who lack the gene

for this protein and thus do not express RhD on their own erythrocytes. The

incidence of anti-RhD-related HDN is currently 1–6 per 1000 live births (95).

First pregnancies are usually not affected. Women typically develop anti-RhD anti-

bodies after delivery or loss of an RhD-positive infant, placing their subsequent

pregnancies at risk for transplacental antibody transfer and disease. The anti-RhD

antibodies are usually of IgG1 or IgG3 isotypes, and IgG1 is more pathogenic to the

fetus than IgG3 (96).

For prevention of anti-RhD disease, infusion of anti-D antibodies to

RhD-negative women has greatly improved neonatal outcomes by inhibiting mater-

nal alloimmunization (reviewed in ref. 97). Fortunately, administration of anti-D

immunoglobulin to pregnant women at risk for developing anti-RhD antibodies

has not been found to result in fetal or neonatal hemolysis (98). For women who

already have anti-RhD antibodies, anti-D infusion is not useful, and various man-

euvers have been attempted to reduce fetal morbidity and mortality, including

maternal plasmapheresis, high dose IVIG, and neonatal exchange transfusion,

with variable success (99–102). In infants at risk of HDN, the occurence of hydrops

fetalis and other complications has been greatly reduced by fetal blood sampling

and in utero erythrocyte transfusions (103). In affected neonates, early serum bil-

irubin measurements are helpful in predicting whether an infant will develop severe

hemolysis and significant hyperbilirubinemia (104, 105). The use of exchange trans-

fusion in infants with ABO-incompatible HDN was found to have significant risks,

including mortality (106). One randomized clinical trial of single versus double

volume exchange transfusion for HDN showed that single volume exchange trans-

fusion was as effective as double volume, and with less risk (107).

Although antibodies to RhD are the most common, transplacental transfer of

maternal antibodies to other erythrocyte antigens may also lead to fetal anemia,

including: anti-other Rh antigens (c, C, e, E), anti-ABO, anti-MNS, anti-Kell (K, k),

anti-Duffy (Fya, Fyb), anti-Kidd (Jka, Jkb), anti-Lewis, anti-Lutheran, anti-Diego,

and others (108–110). Moreover, the mechanism of action of these antibodies may

involve more than just hemolysis. For example, the anti-Kell antibodies have been

found to cause fetal anemia in part by inhibiting bone marrow erythropoesis (111).

In these cases, measurement of maternal antibody titers or amniotic bilirubin levels

are less useful for monitoring, and direct fetal blood sampling is required (112).

Postnatal injections of erythropoietin have been successfully used to treat infants

with anti-Kell-related anemia (113).
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NEONATAL THROMBOCYTOPENIA

Neonatal thrombocytopenia can be caused by the transplacental transfer of anti-

platelet antibodies from the mother to the fetus. Rarely, these antibodies are auto-

reactive, and cause thrombocytopenia in the mother as well as the fetus, such as in

cases of maternal idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP). More commonly,

however, the maternal antibodies are a result of feto-maternal incompatibility for

human platelet-specific antigens (HPA) (114) and cause neonatal alloimmune

thrombocytopenia (NAIT). NAIT is the primary cause of severe neonatal throm-

bocytopenia, occurring in approximately 1 in 1500–5000 live births (115).

Unlike maternal antibody-related hemolytic anemia, which requires sensitiza-

tion to erythrocyte antigens in a prior pregnancy, most cases of NAIT occur in the

first pregnancy, as the woman is sensitized to fetally expressed paternal antigens

during gestation. Although many maternal antibody-mediated cytopenias resolve

over time with loss of the offending maternal antibody, fetal thrombocytopenias

can be severe enough in utero to cause life-threatening intracranial hemorrhage.

Even if the fetus survives, intracranial hemorrhage may result in significant seque-

lae, including neonatal spasticity/hypotonia, seizures, developmental delay, or cor-

tical blindness (116). In NAIT, the incidence of intracranial hemorrhage has been

estimated at 20–30%, and neonatal death at approximately 10% (115, 117). In

reality, the overall complication rate is even higher, as these numbers included

closely monitored second pregnancies in women with a history of NAIT. When

taking only the firstborn infants into account, the incidence and fatality rates

increase to 47% and 24% respectively (117).

Management of NAIT has been recently reviewed (116). Prevention of NAIT-

related complications includes fetal blood sampling to measure platelet counts as

early as the 20th week of gestation. Women with currently affected fetuses or with a

history of severely affected fetuses may benefit from weekly IVIG, with the addition

of corticosteroids if the fetal platelet count does not respond. In fetuses with sig-

nificant thrombocytopenia just prior to delivery, intrauterine platelet transfusions

or delivery by cesarian section has been beneficial (117). Postnatally, infants may

require IVIG or platelet transfusions. Platelet levels should be followed for at

least 1 month after birth, until maternal antibodies have diminished (116).

NEONATAL NEUTROPENIA

Anti-neutrophil IgG transmitted to the fetus across the placenta may result in

profound neutropenia. Neutropenia becomes a significant problem shortly after

birth, as these neonates are susceptible to severe bacterial infections which can

lead to death or permanent disability (118). As with neonatal thrombocytopenia,

neonatal neutropenia may be caused by maternal autoantibodies which also cause

neutropenia in the mother, or, more commonly, by maternal alloantibodies which

only cause disease in the fetus (119). The incidence of neonatal alloimmune neu-

tropenia is approximately 1 in 2000 live births (120), and true autoimmune neu-

tropenia is rare.

Most of the maternal anti-neutrophil antibodies target the human neutrophil-

specific antigens (HNA) (121, 122), but there are several reports of antibodies

against neutrophil targets other than HNA (118, 123–125), and neonatal lupus

syndrome may also cause neutropenia (126, 127). Prenatal management of IgG-

mediated neutropenia involves monitoring of maternal anti-neutrophil antibody

titers (and maternal neutrophil counts, in cases of autoimmune neutropenia). After

delivery the infant’s neutrophil count can be followed, and neonates treated with

antibiotics as needed. Prenatal and postnatal administration of recombinant human

granulocyte colony-stimulating factor has also been shown to be beneficial in the

treatment of both auto- and alloimmune neonatal neutropenia (121, 128).
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NEONATAL LYMPHOCYTOPENIA

Maternal antibody-mediated neonatal lymphocytopenia is rare. Two infants with

severe antibody-mediated lymphocytopenia and thrombocytopenia were born to a

woman who had been sensitized to fetally expressed paternal antigens during her

five previous pregnancies (129). Antibody transfer resulted in congenital immuno-

deficiency in both infants. One of the affected neonates died 16 days after birth due

to severe graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), caused by transplacental acquisition of

maternal lymphocytes. The other infant was diagnosed with sepsis and treated with

exchange transfusion, which resulted in reversal of the antibody-mediated cytope-

nias and recovery. IgG from the mother was found to react with non-HLA paternal

antigens expressed on neonatal leukocytes, and serial testing after her last pregnancy

revealed a steady decline in her anti-paternal IgG titers.

Neonatal Endocrine Diseases

NEONATAL HYPOTHYROIDISM AND ANTAGONISTIC ANTI-THYROID ANTIBODIES

Circulating autoantibodies in pregnant women with autoimmune thyroid disease

may cross the placenta and cause aberrant thyroid function in the fetus and neonate

(130). In a series of infants with transient congenital hypothyroidism, maternal

autoimmune thyroid disease was found in every case, suggesting that the infants

had acquired maternal autoantibodies (131). Autoantibodies associated with auto-

immune hypothyroidism include anti-thyroid-stimulating hormone (anti-TSH)

antibodies, antagonistic TSH receptor (TSH-R) antibodies, or anti-thyroid perox-

idase antibodies. As with other maternal antibody-mediated diseases, neonatal

manifestations usually resolve with catabolism of the relevant autoantibodies.

However, severe cases of maternal antibody-mediated gestational hypothyroidism

can lead to permanent damage, including abnormal brain development or fetal loss

(132). The long-term effects of transient exposure to maternal anti-thryoid auto-

antibodies is not known, but the presence of anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies in

cord blood has been associated with an increased risk of future autoimmune thy-

roiditis (133) and with lower scores on cognitive testing, even in offspring of

mothers who were euthyroid (134).

Fetuses of women with autoimmune thyroiditis are at risk for acquiring other

maternal autoantibodies as well, due to the association of autoimmune thyroid

disease with other connective tissue disorders such as Sjogren syndrome or SLE

(135–137). In addition, fetal disease caused by other maternally derived autoanti-

bodies can be exacerbated in the context of maternal hypothyroidism. Infants of

women with lupus-associated anti-SSA/La or anti-SSB/Ro antibodies had a 9-fold

increased risk of developing complete CHB if the mother was also hypothyroid

(138). However, the mechanism of this synergy is not clear.

Management of neonatal hypothyroidism involves laboratory monitoring of

the mother throughout pregnancy, with exogenous thyroxine administration as

needed, taking into account her gestational requirements (139). After birth, the

neonate can be followed with serial evaluations of thyroid function and maternal

autoantibody titers, and treated with thyroxine until thyroid function has

normalized.

NEONATAL HYPERTHYROIDISM AND AGONISTIC ANTI-TSH RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES

Neonatal hyperthyroidism is less common than neonatal hypothyroidism. The

prevalence of Graves disease among pregnant women is estimated to be 0.2%,

and clinically apparent hyperthyroidism due to transplacental transmission of stim-

ulatory anti-TSH-R antibodies occurs in less than 1% of these pregnancies (140). As

with other maternal antibody-mediated diseases, neonatal hyperthyroidism
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typically resolves with loss of maternal antibodies in the first 4 months of life (141).

However, if untreated, fetal and neonatal thyrotoxicosis may lead to death.

Although the anti-TSH R antibodies produced in Graves disease are typically

agonistic, antagonistic antibodies are often produced as well. In a study of pregnant

women over time, the ratio of these antibody types was found to change during

pregnancy, such that the antibody specificity became predominantly one of TSH-R

blockade (142). Although maternal autoantibody-mediated effects on the develop-

ing fetus were not evaluated in this particular study, it is clear that there are poten-

tial dangers for induction of both neonatal hyper- and hypothyroidism during

pregnancies complicated by Graves disease.

Management of neonatal thyroid disease involves laboratory evaluation of the

mother throughout pregnancy, as well as monitoring of fetal growth and heart rate.

Prenatal thyroid status can be followed using ultrasonography to measure fetal

thyroid gland size and progression of skeletal maturation (143). In selected cases,

umbilical cord blood sampling can be used to directly measure thyroid hormone

levels (144). Fetal hyperthyroidism can be treated by administration of medications

to the pregnant woman. After birth, the infant should have serial laboratory eva-

luations of thyroid function, and pharmacotherapy until thyroid function has nor-

malized (141, 145).

NEONATAL EXPOSURE TO DIABETES-RELATED AUTOANTIBODIES

Type I diabetes mellitus (DM I) is caused by the autoimmune destruction of pancre-

atic beta cells, and is associated with the presence of specific autoantibodies against

insulin, the insulin receptor, and various islet cell antigens. These diabetes-associated

autoantibodies can be transferred to the fetus.

Anti-insulin Autoantibodies. Transplacental acquisition of anti-insulin autoantibo-

dies (AIA) or insulin-AIA complexes has been documented in infants of women with

these IgG (146–149). Individuals with AIA also often produce its anti-idiotypic

antibody (150). The anti-idiotypes bind not only AIA, but can block the insulin

receptor, leading to neonatal fatality in some cases. However, if both AIA and anti-

idiotype are present at high levels, they will bind to and neutralize each other, pre-

venting interference with insulin signaling (see Fig. 9-1). Recent work has demon-

strated that approximately one-third of polyclonal AIA from diabetic patients also

cross-reacts with nerve growth factor (NGF) (150). Transplacental transfer of these

antibodies could potentially lead to NGF-depletion during fetal development, sug-

gesting a mechanism for the neuropathy seen in children born to mothers with AIA.

In genetically susceptible non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice, the risk of neonatal

diabetes did not seem to correlate with the presence or absence of maternally

Anti-insulin
antibody (AIA)

Anti-idiotype

Insulin

Insulin receptor
Figure 9-1 Anti-insulin and anti-idiotype autoantibo-

dies. Anti-insulin antibody (AIA) can bind either insulin

or anti-idiotype antibodies. The anti-idiotype antibody

can bind AIA or the insulin receptor. If both antibodies

are present in adequate concentrations, they can bind

and neutralize each other.
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derived AIA (151), while under other experimental conditions, maternal AIA

appeared to play a central role in neonatal disease (152, 153). In human neonates,

the transient presence of AIA has not been associated with the future development

of diabetes (154, 155); however, the presence of autoantibodies after 9 months of

age, by which time the maternally derived antibodies should have cleared, is asso-

ciated with increased risk (154). As it has not been shown whether diabetes-related

maternal autoantibodies cause neonatal disease, there are no known preventive

measures or specific treatments recommended at this time. Infants who manifest

signs of hyperglycemia should receive standard diabetes management.

Anti-islet Cell, Anti-glutamic Acid Decarboxylase, and Anti-IA-2 Protein

Autoantibodies. Other maternal autoantibodies associated with DM I include

anti-islet cell antibodies (ICA), anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase (anti-GAD) anti-

bodies, and anti-protein tyrosine phosphatase IA-2 (anti-IA-2) antibodies, all of

which have been found to be transplacentally transferred. Levels of these autoanti-

bodies in the serum of pregnant women were compared to those in their infant’s

cord blood after birth (156). Of the women with DM I, almost 40% had ICA, 55%

had anti-GAD, and 54% had anti-IA-2. Of the infants born to diabetic mothers,

33% had ICA, 50% had anti-GAD, and 51% had anti-IA-2. In non-diabetic

mothers, 5.2% had ICA, 5.2% had anti-GAD, and 3% had anti-IA-2. Of the infants

born to non-diabetic mothers, 6% had ICA, 2.2% had anti-GAD, and none had

anti-IA-2. Infants of mothers lacking these autoantibodies had no autoantibodies in

their cord blood. It is not clear whether exposure to these autoantibodies in utero

increases the risk of developing DM I, but infants with anti-GAD, anti-IA-2, or AIA

in their cord blood were not found to have significantly altered birth weights or

insulin concentrations when compared to controls (157, 158).

Anti-adrenal Autoantibodies. Little is known regarding the fetal effects of maternal

autoantibodies related to other autoimmune endocrine diseases. Transplacental

transfer of anti-adrenal autoantibodies has been reported in rare cases. One

infant born to a mother with Addison disease and gestational DM was found to

have anti-adrenal cortex and anti-islet cells antibodies at birth, but no signs or

symptoms of disease (159). Another infant born to a woman with autoimmune

polyendocrine syndrome type II (Addison disease, DM I, and autoimmune thyr-

oiditis) had anti-adrenal cortex and anti-steroid-21-hydroxylase autoantibodies at

birth, but also remained clinically asymptomatic (160). Although these cases sug-

gest that anti-adrenal autoantibodies do not cause fetal pathology, establishing

treatment recommendations will require screening a larger number of selected

infants for subclinical adrenal disease.

Neuromuscular Diseases

NEONATAL MYASTHENIA GRAVIS AND ANTI-ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES

Neonatal myasthenia gravis (NMG) is an uncommon autoimmune disease resulting

from transplacental acquisition of maternal anti-AChR antibodies (161). These

antibodies result in pathologic muscle weakness which typically presents within

the first 72 h of life. As in other types of maternal antibody-mediated syndromes,

the severity of disease does not necessarily correlate with the antibody titer in the

mother or infant. There are reports of neonates with acquired anti-AChR antibodies

who remain clinically asymptomatic (162), and cases of NMG in which only one

fetus of a twin gestation is affected (163, 164), suggesting that antibody acquisition

alone may not be enough to cause clinical manifestations (165).

Some maternal anti-AChR antibodies are specific for the fetal form of AChR, and

cause NMG only in the fetus, while the mother remains asymptomatic (166, 167).
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Examination of human skeletal muscle revealed that the fetal form of AChR is present

until 31 weeks of gestation (168), suggesting that antibody-mediated damage

may take place early in development. Clinical disease is generally more severe in

cases with anti-fetal AChR antibodies, and the risk of NMG in the subsequent preg-

nancies of these women is estimated to be 100%. Although the absolute autoantibody

levels in women vary greatly, the ratio of anti-fetal/anti-adult AChR remains fairly

constant in individual mothers over time, and is a much better predictor of the

development of NMG (169). NMG usually resolves as maternal antibody is lost

from the neonatal circulation between 1 and 6 months of age (170). However,

if the disease is severe enough during gestation, there may be long-term, irreversible

sequelae. For example, anti-AChR antibody-mediated major fetal akinesia may lead

to arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (congenital polyarticular contractures),

abnormal pulmonary development, velopharyngeal incompetence, and even death

(166, 167, 171, 172).

There are no known preventive measures for NMG. Maternal myasthenia

gravis is not an absolute contraindication to pregnancy, and successful pregnancy

can be achieved with the appropriate pre- and postnatal care (164, 173). Prevention

of NMG involves identifying women with myasthenia gravis, but this is complicated

by the fact that some women with anti-AChR antibodies are completely asympto-

matic (174). If the fetus is affected by NMG, ultrasonography may reveal reduced

fetal movement or polyhydramnios due to decreased swallowing, and the pregnant

woman may note a change in fetal activity. An oxytocin challenge can be used to

evaluate fetal health, and continuous fetal monitoring may be beneficial in selected

cases. After delivery, infants suspected of having NMG can be tested using neostig-

mine or other cholinesterase inhibitors.

Management of NMG consists of supportive treatment. Neonatal autoantibody

levels can be monitored with the expectation that clinical manifestations of NMG

will regress within the first 2 months as antibody levels decline. Some have tried

using neonatal plasmapheresis or IVIG to speed the recovery process (175, 176).

However, unlike in adults, treatment with IVIG has not been proven to be effective

in NMG (176), and IVIG use in any patient is associated with serious risks, includ-

ing anaphylactic reactions, aseptic meningitis, acute renal failure, cardiovascular

thromboses, transmission of viral pathogens, and other complications (reviewed

in refs 177 and 178).

NEONATAL GUILLAIN-BARRE

Campylobacter jejuni enteritis is associated with the development of Guillain-Barre

syndrome in one in 1000 cases (179, 180). In susceptible individuals, production of

an anti-Campylobacter antibody cross-reactive with a human peripheral nerve anti-

gen may lead to Guillain-Barre syndrome. Infants of women with Guillain-Barre

syndrome can develop a transient version of this neuromuscular disease, called

neonatal Guillain-Barre (NGB). Cases of NGB have also been described in infants

born to women with active ulcerative colitis during pregnancy (181, 182). This is

interesting as inflammatory bowel disease has also been linked to a history of

bacterial enteritis. However, the responsible antibody and antigenic target(s) have

not been identified.

One infant born to a woman with active Guillain-Barre syndrome developed

NGB 12 days after birth, characterized by flaccid paralysis and respiratory distress

(183). As he had not been breast-fed, his disease was attributed to transplacental

transfer of maternal autoantibodies. In laboratory testing, IgG from the mother

or infant blocked neuromuscular transmission in murine diaphragmatic muscle

explants. However, IgG-mediated neuromuscular blockade did not require inter-

action with complement components or leukocyte Fc receptors, as monova-

lent antigen-binding fragments (Fab) of this antibody had the same effect.
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Diaphragmatic muscles from mice younger than 5 days of age were not affected by

this antibody, and there were no clinical signs in the infant until nearly 2 weeks after

birth, suggesting that the target antigen is not expressed, active, or accessible in fetal

tissues. Thus, acquisition of maternal autoantibody against a developmentally regu-

lated protein spared the fetus from disease, but caused neuromuscular pathology in

the neonate.

As with many of the rare maternal antibody-mediated neonatal diseases, pre-

vention and treatment of NGB has not been systematically studied. In the case of

maternally derived NGB described above, the infant was treated with IVIG and

recovered quickly. He had no further sequelae, and subsequent laboratory testing

showed loss of the pathogenic IgG from his circulation by 3 months of age (183).

NEONATAL LOWER MOTOR NEUROPATHY AND ANTI-GANGLIOSIDE ANTIBODY

Maternal autoantibodies associated with other neuropathies can also be transferred

during gestation. For example, anti-ganglioside GM-1 antibodies were transplacen-

tally acquired by the fetus of a woman with multifocal motor neuropathy, although

she had been treated with monthly IVIG throughout pregnancy (184). Monoclonal

IgG was detectable in neonatal serum for 4 months after birth, and distal muscle

atrophy and weakness were present both pre- and post-natally. Although the

infant’s distal motor function improved over time, he suffered long-term sequelae,

revealed by abnormal nerve conduction studies in childhood.

Collagen-Vascular Diseases

ANTI-NEUTROPHIL CYTOPLASMIC ANTIBODY

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) directed at neutrophil-derived

myeloperoxidase (MPO) are associated with systemic small vessel vasculitides.

Transmission of maternal MPO-ANCA to the fetus can result in neonatal vasculitis.

A pregnant woman with MPO-ANCA gave birth at 33 weeks of gestation to an

infant who developed life-threatening pulmonary hemorrhage and renal disease on

day 2 of life (185). Anti-MPO antibody was present in the infant’s cord blood at

birth. The neonate was treated with high-dose corticosteroids on day 2 and with

exchange transfusion on day 5, resulting in undetectable antibody by day 25, and no

further recurrence of the disease.

Women with ANCA-associated diseases should be carefully monitored and the

antibody levels well-controlled at the time of pregnancy. It is unknown whether

corticosteroid treatment during pregnancy would improve neonatal outcome, but

extrapolation from other maternal antibody-mediated diseases suggests that this

may be beneficial. However, the benefits of prenatal and postnatal corticosteroid

administration must be weighed against its potential adverse effects, which include

perinatal death, cardiovascular disease, neurologic abnormalities (186–188), and

possibly, an increased risk of future autoimmunity (189).

MONOCLONAL GAMMOPATHIES

Neonatal connective tissue diseases may result from the transfer of monoclonal

maternal antibodies or immune complexes. A neonate born to a woman with

monoclonal IgG-lambda developed glomerulonephritis and acute renal failure

within the first week after delivery (190). This infant was found to have an antibody

which was elecrophoretically identical to that found in her mother. Treatment with

neonatal exchange transfusion was successful in resolving her clinical symptoms. In

another case, a woman with a diagnosis of essential type I cryoglobulinemia gave

birth to a set of twins who developed cyanotic macules when exposed to cold (191).

They both had the same monoclonal IgG as their mother, and their clinical man-

ifestations resolved after 6 months, supporting a direct role for maternal antibodies
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as the cause of this neonatal disease. In another case, a preterm infant was inci-

dentally found to have a monoclonal gammopathy identical to that of his mother

(192), suggesting that the incidence of neonatal monoclonal gammopathies may be

higher than expected, as these antibodies do not always cause clinically apparent

disease. Due to the heterogeneity of this rare syndrome, infants with monoclonal

gammopathies can only be managed on a case-by-case basis.

Nutritional Deficiencies

NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS AND ANTI-FOLATE RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES

Folate deficiency during gestation results in neural tube defects, fetal loss, preterm

birth, and intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) (193). Although folate supple-

mentation in pregnant women greatly reduces the risk of neural tube defects, the

majority of women with affected fetuses do not have clinical folate deficiency

during pregnancy, suggesting that the additional folate is needed to overcome a

block to folate uptake by the developing fetus (194). In support of this hypothesis,

autoantibodies to the folate receptor were found in nine of 12 women with a

pregnancy complicated by neural tube defects and in two of 20 controls (although

these antibodies were of lower affinity) (194). These maternal autoantibodies were

found to bind folate receptors isolated from human placenta, suggesting a mech-

anism of action for fetal pathogenesis.

Of note, a majority of the affected fetuses in this study were the result of a first

pregnancy, making it difficult to ascertain whether the maternal autoantibodies had

been generated as a result of alloimmunization during pregnancy or in response to

an unrelated antigen. Due to the high rate of disease in first-born infants, and lack

of clinical signs in their mothers, screening for anti-folate receptor autoantibodies is

not feasible or cost-effective. Rather, all women should receive folate supplementa-

tion throughout conception, gestation, and breast-feeding, as supplementation

appears to be able to overcome the effect of these maternal autoantibodies (194).

NEONATAL PERNICIOUS ANEMIA AND ANTI-INTRINSIC FACTOR ANTIBODIES

Transplacental transfer of maternal autoantibodies which bind intrinsic factor may

lead to cobalamin (vitamin B12) deficiency. In adults, these autoantibodies interfere

with intrinsic factor-mediated uptake of cobalamin from the gut, leading to per-

nicious anemia, neuropathy, and atrophic gastritis in severely affected cases

(reviewed in ref. 195). Anti-intrinsic factor autoantibodies acquired during gesta-

tion can cause fetal cobalamin deficiency with cytopenias, failure to thrive, and

neurologic deficits (196).

Like many autoantibodies, the presence of anti-intrinsic factor antibodies indi-

cates an increased risk of other maternal autoimmune diseases, including autoim-

mune thyroiditis, DM I, and SLE, as these syndromes often coexist (197–199).

Therefore, the finding of anti-intrinsic factor antibodies in the neonate should

prompt consideration for other maternal autoantibody-mediated diseases, and

vice-versa. To prevent fetal pathology, pregnant women with anti-intrinsic factor

autoantibodies should receive cobalamin supplementation to ensure adequate

serum levels. Neonates can be supplemented with cobalamin until loss of maternal

autoantibody has been verified.

Skin Disease

NEONATAL PEMPHIGUS AND ANTI-DESMOGLEIN ANTIBODIES

Desmogleins (Dsg) are cadherin-like adhesion molecules which function to main-

tain tissue integrity and facilitate cell-cell communication. These proteins are the

target antigens in epidermal blistering diseases such as pemphigus, caused by
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autoantibody-mediated acantholysis (disruption of keratinocyte adhesion) (200).

To date, four isoforms of desmogleins (Dsg1–4) have been identified in humans

(201). These isoforms are differentially expressed in various epithelial tissues, so

that antibody specificity plays a significant role in determining the clinical outcome.

For example, autoantibodies to Dsg-1 cause pemphigus foliaceus (PF) in adults,

with prominent skin blistering in the upper layers of the epidermis, while anti-Dsg-

3 antibodies cause pemphigus vulgaris (PV), with blistering in the suprabasal layer

of the skin and in the mucous membranes (200). Transplacental transfer of auto-

antibodies from women with PF only rarely causes clinical symptoms in infants

(27), as the Dsg target isoforms have a different distribution (Table 9-2). The

neonatal epidermal Dsg pattern more closely resembles that of adult mucous mem-

branes, suggesting that the high levels of Dsg-3 can compensate for antibody-

mediated loss of Dsg-1 (202). Functional studies using transgenic mice engineered

to express human Dsg-3 in their epidermis confirmed protection from human

anti-Dsg-1 antibodies. The importance of Dsg-3 in neonatal disease is further

exemplified by case reports of infants with extensive PV following acquisition of

maternal anti-Dsg-3 (203, 204), including one case where the mother’s PV was in

remission (205).

Adult PV is endemic in Brazil, and there is a correlation between individuals

with anti-Dsg-1 and a history of infectious disease, notably onchocerciasis

and Chagas disease (206). It is interesting to speculate that transplacental transfer of

anti-Dsg-1 in endemic areas may be meant to protect the offspring from infection

without causing pemphigus, due to the skewed fetal expression of desmogleial

isoforms as outlined above. The heterogeneity of the anti-epidermal anti-

bodies makes prediction of neonatal disease difficult; investigators found that a

subset of antibodies to Dsg-1 could cross-react with the Dsg-4 isoform (207),

revealing that the pathogenic profile of anti-Dsg antibodies varies not only

based on the distribution of Dsg isoforms in the affected individual, but on anti-

gen-specificity of the autoantibody. The autoantibody production in these

diseases is typically polyclonal, with IgG4 produced early in disease, and IgG1

later; both of these IgG isotypes may cross the placenta (200). There

may be other important factors involved in mediating pemphigus as well.

Anti-Dsg serum antibody titers were found to correlate with dermal dendritic

cell numbers in lesioned skin, suggesting that cellular immune factors may play a

role (208), but there are currently no data regarding dermal dendritic cells in

neonatal pemphigus.

Clinical disease is not only painful, but subjects the neoate to risk of infection,

fluid loss, and weight loss due to diminished feeding (200). There are no known

preventive measures. In women with active or historical blistering skin disease,

serial measurements of autoantibody titers can guide treatment, which may include

plasma exchange and/or corticosteroids (209, 210). Infants of these women are

monitored for disease and treated symptomatically. In animal models, cholinergic

agonists block antibody-induced acantholysis (211), and application of wheat germ

agglutinin can interfere with autoantibody binding to Dsg-1 (212), but these

approaches have not yet been tried in humans.

Table 9-2 Correlation of Autoantibodies with Adult and
Neonatal Skin Disease

Anti-Dsg-1 antibodies Anti-Dsg-3 antibodies

Adult disease Pemphigus folaceous Pemphigus vulgaris
Neonatal disease Rare effects Pemphigus vulgaris
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Neonatal Liver Diseases

NEONATAL LIVER DISEASE AND ANTINUCLEAR ANTIBODY

Mothers of infants with idiopathic neonatal cholestasis, biliary atresia, or other

liver diseases were found to have a higher than expected frequency of serum anti-

nuclear antibodies (ANA), suggesting a link between maternal autoimmunity and

neonatal liver disease (213). However, no specific role for ANA has been elucidated,

and it is unclear whether the ANA are directly pathogenic or merely markers

of disease.

NEONATAL HEMOCHROMATOSIS

Neonatal hemochromatosis (NH) is a rare disease manifested by cirrhosis, liver

fibrosis, and intra- and extrahepatic siderosis (214). Fetuses with NH often suffer

from IUGR, and can die during gestation. Those surviving until delivery may have

oligohydramnios or renal dysgenesis, and may develop fulminant hepatic failure

necessitating transplantation. Although twins and triplets discordant for NH have

been described, their apparently healthy siblings also have abnormal measures of

hepatic function on laboratory testing, suggesting an underestimation of the true

incidence of NH (215, 216).

Transmission of NH is unusual; no genetic mutation for this disease has been

identified, and after a woman has one infant with NH, her chance of having a

subsequently affected pregnancy is approximately 80% (217). In light of these facts,

investigators hypothesized that NH is caused by transplacental transfer of maternal

antibodies to a fetal liver antigen not expressed in the mother. Studies to identify

this antigen are currently underway.

There is no specific prenatal testing for NH. However, in a clinical trial,

15 women with previously affected pregnancies received weekly IVIG starting in

week 18 of gestation until delivery (218). All 16 babies born to these women

survived without surgical treatment, although 12 had signs of NH. In contrast to

prior pregnancies, there were no cases of IUGR, fetal distress, or oligohydramnios,

suggesting that this treatment was highly beneficial. Postnatal management of NH

includes the use of MRI for detection of siderosis in neonatal tissues, and measure-

ment of serum AFP and ferritin as sensitive markers of disease (216). Chelation

therapies and antioxidant cocktails administered to newborns with NH have only

had limited success, with a high morbidity and mortality (219, 220).

Complications of Pregnancy

Several maternal autoantibodies have been linked to decreased fertility and/or preg-

nancy complications (221). Although some of these antibodies cause maternal au-

toimmune disease which can be directly associated with decreased fertility, these

autoantibodies may also bind fetal-placental antigens and cause gestational disease

in a manner unrelated to their primary mode of action.

ANTI-ANGIOTENSIN II RECEPTOR ANTIBODY

Anti-angiotensin II receptor (anti-AT-1) autoantibodies in the serum of pregnant

women have been associated with preeclampsia. Antibody-mediated receptor stim-

ulation upregulates production of tissue factor by vascular smooth muscle cells,

expression of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 and interleukin-6 by trophoblasts

and mesangial cells, and increases the rate of cardiomyocyte contraction (222–224).

In an experimental animal model, rats with anti-AT-1 autoantibodies also develop a

preeclampsia-like syndrome (225), supporting a pathogenic role for these antibo-

dies in vivo.

Although these autoantibodies have been linked to preeclampsia, it is not

known whether transplacental transfer of these antibodies causes autoimmune
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disease in the neonate. Recent studies reveal the presence of these autoantibodies in

patients with renal-allograft rejection and malignant hypertension (226), suggesting

that transfer of these antibodies to the fetus may cause renovascular disease.

ANTI-PHOSPHOLIPID ANTIBODY

Antiphospholipid antibodies (APLA) are found in nearly 40% of women with SLE,

and approximately 5% of the child-bearing population (227). The presence of

maternal APLA has been associated with spontaneous abortion, fetal death,

IUGR, and preeclampsia (reviewed in ref. 228). APLA mediate their negative peri-

natal effects via pleiotropic mechanisms. These include interference with normal

trophoblast function in early and late gestation, and creation of a hypercoagulable

state (by inhibition of endogenous anticoagulants, activation of platelets and en-

dothelial cells, and disruption of vascular endothelium), leading to spontaneous

abortion and/or placental thrombosis and infarction (229).

APLA can be transplacentally acquired–neonatal APLA antibody titers, iso-

types, and specificities correlate with the maternal levels (230, 231). These auto-

antibodies are not generally associated with disease in the neonate (230), but there

are reports of fetal stroke in pregnant women with high APLA titers (232). In the

neonate, APLA levels decline over time, becoming undetectable at 6 months, con-

sistent with transplacental acquisition of maternal autoantibodies. It is not known

whether perinatal exposure to APLA has any effect on future development of SLE.

Many interventions have been attempted for the prevention of fetal disease in

women with symptomatic APLA syndrome; however, the most promising treatment

involves the use of heparin (228). Many APLA effects are related to excessive anti-

body-mediated complement activation, which is blocked by heparin (233, 234).

Current recommendations for pregnant women include treatment with heparin

or heparin-derived compounds in conjunction with low-dose aspirin (reviewed

in refs 228 and 229). Cases refractory to pharmacotherapy can be treated with

high-dose IVIG.

ANTI-LAMININ-1 ANTIBODY

The laminin-1 glycoproteins in uterine and fetal tissues play an integral role in

normal implantation and are required for maintenance of placental integrity (235–

237). Maternal anti-laminin-1 autoantibodies have been linked to recurrent spon-

taneous abortion (237, 238), and pathogenicity of these antibodies was demon-

strated in an animal model which revealed increased fetal resorption rates in mice

immunized with laminin-1 (235). Pregnant mice with anti-laminin-1 autoantibo-

dies also had underweight fetuses and placentas compared to controls. There are no

data regarding the effect of transplacental acquisition of anti-laminin-1 autoanti-

bodies on infants who survive to term.

ANTI-TISSUE TRANSGLUTAMINASE ANTIBODY

Autoantibodies to tissue transglutaminase (anti-tTg) are classically associated with

celiac disease and dermatitis herpetiformis, as its target protein is expressed in both

the gastrointestinal tract and skin (239). However, women with celiac disease also

have decreased fertility, higher rates of spontaneous abortion, IUGR, and low birth

weight infants, all of which vastly improve with adherence to a gluten-free diet

(240). These observations have led to the hypothesis that anti-tTg antibodies are

directly detrimental to the fetus. In support of this idea, human tissue transglu-

taminase has been found to be temporally and compartmentally expressed in pla-

cental stromal cells, trophoblasts, and decidual cells, and was shown to be

functionally active in fibroblast extracellular matrix and syncytial microvillous

membranes (241, 242). These data suggest an important role for tissue transglu-

taminase in normal placental development and function. It is not known whether
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the maternal autoantibodies traverse the placenta and cause disease in the fetus

itself, but maternal anti-tTg antibodies are detectable in cord blood (239). Anti-tTg

antibodies in the neonate do not appear to increase the risk of developing future

celiac disease.

ANTI-ACHR ANTIBODY

Women with myasthenia gravis have an increased rate of premature rupture

of membranes, major congenital anomalies, necessity for cesarean section,

and other complications, all of which significantly increase fetal morbitity and

mortality (243). These effects are not merely due to maternal disease, as women

with asymptomatic myasthenia gravis – either in remission or prior to initial diag-

nosis – also have a higher rate of protracted labor, induced labor, and perinatal

mortality (244).

ANTI-THYROID ANTIBODY

Anti-thyroid autoantibodies may cause gestational complications such as preterm

birth and spontaneous abortion, even if the mother is euthyroid (245, 246).

Maternal hypothyroidism-related autoantibodies have been linked to spontaneous

abortion, preterm delivery, and neuropsychiatric abnormalities. Maternal

hyperthyroidism-related autoantibodies have been linked to spontaneous abortion,

preterm delivery, placenta abruptio, congestive heart failure, preeclampsia, and fetal

thyrotoxicosis (247). The mechanisms of autoantibody action in some of the above

complications are not known.

Maternally Derived Antibodies and the Development
of Future Autoimmunity

Although autoantibody-mediated diseases in the newborn often resolve upon the

loss of maternal antibodies, autoimmunity that develops later in life may have its

origins in the perinatal period, making even the transient presence of maternally

derived antibodies a critical factor. In fact, rather than autoantigens, most maternal

antibodies are directed against infectious agents. However, these anti-pathogen

antibodies could also play a role in promotion or prevention of autoimmunity.

For example, transfer of maternal antibodies against a virus or bacterium may alter

the fetal or neonatal immune response and/or level of infection, thereby changing

the role of this pathogen in the development of autoimmunity. Conversely, the

antibody may promote transplacental transfer of a virus or other pathogen which

could infect the fetus and influence future autoimmunity. Maternal antibodies may

transfer non-infectious proteins which could trigger a cross-reactive autoimmune

response in the fetus, or alter cytokine and chemokine expression via interaction

with fetal/neonatal leukocyte Fc receptors. Theoretically, environmental toxins

could also cross the placenta via binding to maternal antibodies, resulting in vertical

transmission of mutagens which may play a role in autoimmunity. Food or other

environmental antigens/allergens in the fetus may also be targets of maternal anti-

bodies, with the resultant immune complexes playing a role in the development of

autoimmunity.

One example of the link between early antibody transfer and future autoim-

munity is seen in relation to the development of type I diabetes mellitus (DM I).

The prevalence of DM I in a population is inversely correlated with maternal anti-

enterovirus antibody levels, suggesting that maternal anti-pathogen antibodies may

protect against the development of DM I (248). Moreover, the production of

diabetes-associated autoantibodies (anti-insulin, anti-ICA, anti-GAD, or

anti-IA-2) in susceptible children has been associated with antecedent enteroviral

infection, with 13% of the infections in this study occurring prior to 6 months

of age (249). In another study, enterovirus infections led to the production of
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antibodies which were crossreactive with IA-2 in 7% of patients, supporting the

idea that these infections lead to production of antibodies against DM I-associated

antigens (250). Whether maternal anti-enterovirus antibodies mediate protection

from autoimmunity by preventing viral propagation and immune stimulation,

by blocking pathogenic antigens crossreactive with host proteins, or by

interacting with other antibodies or viruses unrelated to the primary infection is

unknown.

MATERNAL MICROCHIMERISM (MMC) AND
NEONATAL AUTOIMMUNITY

Normal Physiology

Fetal–maternal two-way cell traffic during pregnancy had been described as early as

1960 (251, 252). The small number of maternal cells living within a child is termed

maternal microchimerism (MMc) (8), to signify the origin of the allogeneic cells in

the chimeric offspring, and it has been hypothesized that increased maternal–fetal

blood exchange in complicated pregnancies or traumatic deliveries leads to

increased MMc in the fetus. Maternal DNA can be detected in the healthy

human fetus as early as the 13th week of gestation (253), while in the mouse,

maternal cell transfer begins between 9 and 12 days of gestation, when the placental

circulation develops and fetal hematopoieisis begins (254). In contrast to maternal

antibody titer, which is low in preterm infants and increases with gestational age,

the level of MMc in the blood does not seem to be affected by gestational age (253,

255). However, the levels of MMc in developing organs have yet to be quantitated.

One major challenge in this field has been the accurate quantification of MMc.

Previous methods used semi-quantitative PCR or tedious cell counting of female

cells identified in male subjects. To quantitate low levels of MMc in patients and

controls, a panel of real-time Q-PCR assays to target non-shared maternal HLA

genes has been developed (256). With 14 specific HLA sequences, the assay panel is

informative for 90% of patient-mother pairs, with a sensitivity of one in 100 000.

Importantly, these assays have been validated in 47 cell lines expressing different

HLA alleles to demonstrate that there is no cross-reactivity. In an initial study of

MMc, maternal DNA was detected in genomic DNA isolated from peripheral blood

mononuclear cells in 22% of healthy adults, with levels ranging from 0 to 68.6

genome equivalents per million host cells, suggesting that MMc is a normal and not

infrequent occurrence in the general population (256).

MMc is commonly found in cord blood. Early studies used labeled maternal

blood re-transfused into the mother shortly before delivery to track transfer of

maternal cells into the cord blood during parturition (252, 257). More recently,

the presence of maternal DNA in 40–100% of human umbilical cord blood

samples was revealed using the high-sensitivity quantitative polymerase chain

reaction (Q-PCR) (255, 258–260). However, it is known that cell-free DNA may cir-

culate between the mother and fetus, and thus detection of DNA alone does

not prove cell trafficking. In fact, when examining mother-to-fetus cell transfer,

the fractional concentration of maternal DNA in cord plasma samples was

more than 10-fold greater than maternal nucleated cells detected (261). Using

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for X- and Y-chromosome sequences in

whole cells, 20% of male cord blood samples were found to contain female cells,

presumably maternal (5).

It is not known how maternal cells transfer to the fetus, or what regulates the

transfer. After birth, maternal cells may also be acquired by infants during breast-

feeding. MMc has been found in multiple peripheral blood cell types, including
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macrophages, B cells, natural killer cells, and natural killer T cells (262), and

maternal T lymphocytes have been identified in cases of childhood disease (263,

264). That maternal T lymphocytes are active after transfer is evidenced by the

finding of cells retaining their original antigen specificity. For example, approxi-

mately 15% of neonates born to women with anti-tuberculin immunity had lym-

phocytes reactive to purified protein derivative (PPD) 4–6 weeks after birth, while

none of the infants born to non-immune women did (265). These data support the

idea that not only had the infants acquired maternal T lymphocytes, but that these

cells were functional after transfer. Of note, the anti-PPD response waned by 3

months of age, suggesting death of the maternal cells, and/or activation of infant

regulatory cells to control the maternal anti-PPD response postnatally.

MMc in the newborn may also transmit malignancy. Hodgkin disease was

hypothesized to be derived from unregulated maternal cells in children almost 50

years ago (251), and since then there have been case reports of infants with mono-

cytic leukemia, natural killer cell lymphoma, and malignant melanomas derived

from maternal blood (266–269).

Maternally derived cells have been found not only as circulating leukocytes in

the offspring (5), but as differentiated tissue cells in every human organ examined

to date, including: skin, thymus, heart, lung, pancreas, liver, spleen, kidney, muscle,

and bone marrow (6, 7, 270, 271). These findings support the idea that an undif-

ferentiated maternal stem cell engrafts into the fetal bone marrow and provides a

continuous source of allogeneic precursors. These maternal stem cells may normally

be recruited into the fetal tissues during early development to participate in

organogenesis along with the fetal cells, and may provide a source of cells for

tissue repair and regeneration in areas of injury. Although the role of MMc in

these processes remains speculative, recent data from a mouse model of renal dis-

ease demonstrated that bone marrow transplant-derived stem cells were recruited

to damaged glomeruli, where they participated in healing (272). Alternatively,

maternal cells expressing antigens not inherited by the fetus could act as targets

for the fetal/neonatal immune system, or even for neonatally acquired maternal

autoantibodies.

Regulation of MMc Levels in Infants

Assuming that the PCR-based DNA detection and FISH methods are reproducible

and sensitive enough to omit large variation by chance, it is not clear why MMc is

found in the circulation of some healthy persons, but not others. One explanation is

that MMc is transferred with higher frequency in some pregnancies or deliveries.

Factors regulating the transplacental transfer of maternal cells to the fetus are not

fully understood, but high-risk deliveries with antepartum problems such as fetal

anomalies, preeclampsia, placental insufficiency and chorioamnionitis have been

associated with increased maternal–fetal cell transfer (273–277). However, a direct

comparison of MMc levels in normal vaginal delivery, complicated delivery with

excess bleeding, and cesarian section has not been performed. After birth, breast-

feeding may affect the levels of MMc. Some breast milk may contain a higher

number of maternal cells, or have cell subsets with different survival advantages

in the neonate. Maternal alloantigens may induce antigen-specific tolerance in the

neonatal immune system; this may be dependent on the genes of both the mother

and the fetus. In a mouse study, levels of MMc were influenced by maternal–fetal

histocompatibility, where MHC homozygous progeny had slightly higher levels of

MMc than heterozygous progeny (278). MHC alleles may also affect the transfer,

survival or expansion of chimeric cells in humans. Data reveal that the level of MMc

in human peripheral blood correlates with maternal–fetal compatibility at MHC

class II molecules DRB1 and DQB1, and with specific DQA1�0501 and DQB1�0301
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alleles (255, 263, 279). It is not known how specific HLA molecules contribute to

higher levels of microchimerism in the blood.

The fact that any ‘‘foreign’’ maternal cells are tolerated by the neonatal immune

system suggests that maternally derived cells and/or antigens may play a role in

thymic education. In support of this hypothesis, studies reveal the presence of

maternal DNA in human and murine thymuses (278, 280). Regulatory T cells

educated in the thymus may also play a role in mediating tolerance to MMc, but

this has not yet been demonstrated.

Although a role for maternal cells in autoimmunity has been suggested, they

probably play a beneficial role in most individuals. MMc may assist with protection

against infection, autoimmunity, and even cancer, and may play a role in normal

pregnancy and fetal/neonatal development. Maternal cells expressing allogeneic

antigens may also provide a source of constant stimulation to host T lymphocytes

to maintain the T cell receptor repertoire (281).

Other Sources of Microchimerism

In addition to maternal and fetal microchimerism, there are other potential sources

of foreign cells derived during pregnancy, including from a twin, an unrecognized

vanished twin, (estimated to occur in 5% of pregnancies), or siblings in a multiplex

pregnancy (282–285). One case report describes a fertile, healthy woman, who was

found to have near-complete replacement of her hematopoietic system with male

cells (99% of cells examined), although her somatic karyotype was female. She had

a twin brother who died shortly after birth, suggesting that successful, naturally

occurring feto–fetal transfusion had occurred during gestation (286).

Fetal cells can be detected for decades in a woman after delivery, or even after

an early spontaneous abortion (287–289), suggesting that a subsequent fetus could

theoretically receive not only his mother’s cells, but also cells from any prior preg-

nancies carried by his mother. As his mother may also be carrying cells acquired

during her own gestation, the fetus could receive cells from his maternal grand-

mother and maternal aunts, uncles, and so on. In this sense, each infant is poten-

tially a multi-chimeric organism composed of cells from not just multiple

individuals, but multiple generations. In samples from females too young to have

been pregnant, male microchimerism has been detected in five of six girls and seven

of eleven fetuses, supporting the idea that cells from older siblings may also be

transferred via the transplacental route (290).

Developmental Differences between Fetus and Newborn

The stage of development at which a foreign (i.e., maternal or transfused) cell is

transferred to the fetus may influence the outcome. MMc has been detected as early

as 13 weeks gestation, and NLS-related heart block is usually detected at 17 weeks

gestation, supporting the idea that maternal cells may play a role in the pathogen-

esis of atrioventricular (AV) node inflammation (7, 253). MMc may also alter the

effect of transplacentally acquired maternal antibodies, depending on whether or

not maternal cells carry the target antigens and/or are integrated into host tissues.

The fate of allogeneic maternal cells transferred to the fetus may be hypothe-

sized to parallel the fate of donor cells transplanted during gestation. In some cases,

in utero transplantation leads to long-lasting tolerance in the recipient (291–295).

In immunocompetent mice, in utero hematopoietic stem cell transplantation with

MHC-mismatched bone marrow cells resulted in durable low-level engraftment

beyond 20 weeks of age (well into adulthood) (293). However, in other cases,

cells acquired during gestation do not induce tolerance, and may even be patho-

genic. Transfusion of spleen cell subsets to mice in utero was found to result in

persistent microchimerism, but did not improve acceptance of skin grafts placed
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6 months after birth (296). Rather, accelerated rejection of donor tissues was

observed in the previously transfused mice. In some murine studies, early post-

natal infusion of homozygous parental cells to heterozygous offspring caused

GVHD with many features of SLE (297). GVHD has also been observed in immu-

nocompetent human infants following intrauterine and exchange transfusions for

hemolytic disease (298). Thus, the outcome of maternal cell acquisition by the

neonate depends upon the route of transfer, recipient’s age, developmental stage,

genetic profiles of the donor and recipient, and cell type transferred (296, 299, 300).

The Role of Breast Milk in Acquisition and Function of MMc

Studies in mice have suggested that persistence of maternal cells in blood and tissues

derived in utero is dependent on oral tolerance induced by breast milk antigens

ingested by the neonate (301). Maternal HLA molecules may play a role in this process,

as they are found as both soluble and cell-membrane-associated proteins in breast milk

(302). The protective effect of breast feeding on the future development of autoim-

mune disease suggests that maternal cells, antibodies, or antigens contained in breast

milk may interact with the neonatal immune system in a beneficial way (303).

Maternal cells in breast milk are believed to pass into the infant’s circulation,

although evidence for this is indirect. Cell types in breast milk are varied, but the

vast majority are granulocytes, macrophages, and other antigen-presenting cells,

along with 1–7% lymphocytes (304–307). The majority of T lymphocytes in human

milk are activated or memory cells, thus the infant may benefit from his mother’s

immunological experience (305, 306). The role of maternal immune cells in the

infant is not well-understood, but maternal B cells appear to become antibody-

secreting mucosal plasma cells which can protect the newborn against gastrointes-

tinal and respiratory pathogens, while the infant’s intrinsic immune system is still

developing (308). Immunocompetent mouse pups who were nursed by lymphope-

nic mothers were found to have reduced antibody production, suggesting that

maternal lymphocytes and/or immunoglobulins in breast milk normally contribute

to the neonatal immune response (309).

Exposure to maternal antigens during gestation may regulate neonatal B cell

development. Female mice expressing specific MHC I antigens were bred to male

mice with high or moderate-affinity germline B cell receptors against these proteins

(310). Pups who did not inherit the genes for these antigens, but were presumed to

have been exposed to the maternal antigens during gestation and breast-feeding,

showed changes in their antigen-specific B cell populations. Their high-affinity

antigen-specific B cells were deleted, while their moderate-affinity B cells showed

an activated phenotype. These results demonstrate that B cell development may be

affected by neonatal exposure to maternal antigens as well as by the affinity of the

B cell receptor for its antigen.

Exposure to maternal milk may alter the host T lymphocyte response to MMc

and other antigens. Newborn calves fed whole colostrum exhibited increased T cell

responses in a mixed leukocyte reaction within 24 h of feeding, but this did not

occur in calves fed cell-free colostrum until 2 or more weeks after birth (311).

Moreover, calves who ingested whole colostrum developed reduced reactivity to

maternal alloantigens, which may lead to tolerance and persistence of MMc, pre-

venting a chronic inflammatory response against HLA-mismatched maternal cells.

Whole maternal cells in bovine colostrum are not digested in the gut, but

traceable in the circulation between 12 and 36 h after ingestion (312). Of note,

ingestion of maternal cells without colostrum resulted in diminished entry into the

circulation. Although normal maternal lymphoid cells in colostrum are absorbed

from the gastrointestinal tract, heat-treated lymphoid cells or those isolated from

peripheral blood are not (313), suggesting that a heat-labile surface molecule is

required for survival and/or transfer of maternal cells across the epithelial barrier.
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Relevance of Physiologic Differences to the Disease Process

MMc in Immunodeficient Infants

Observations in infants with severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) have pro-

vided evidence that host immune tolerance plays a role in the level of maternal cell

acquisition. Infants with immunodeficiencies have long been known to harbor high

levels of maternal hematopoietic cells (314, 315), suggesting that the immunocom-

petent host limits the amount of MMc normally accepted. However, MMc does not

reconstitute a functional immune system in these infants, although engrafted

infants may have a survival advantage over those without maternal cells.

Maternal T cells that are transferred do not respond normally to in vitro stimula-

tion and express a limited T cell receptor repertoire (316, 317), suggesting that a few

T cells may be transferred to immunocompromised offspring and expand in

response to specific antigenic stimuli, or that only small T cell subsets are allowed

to transfer or persist in allogeneic individuals.

In immunodeficient infants, engraftment with maternal cells leads to GVHD in

60% of cases (318). The T cells transferred may already be expanded in the mother, as

evidenced by the case of a 5-month-old male with SCID and chronic GVHD with skin

and hepatic manifestations (319). He had aberrant peripheral T cell subsets which

included rare CD4+ T cells and a CD8+ gamma/delta+ population of which more than

50% were maternally derived clonal T cells. The clonal CD8+ gamma/delta+ T cell

population comprised 10% of the mother’s peripheral blood mononuclear cells, which

decreased over time after delivery. These cells may have been stimulated by paternal

antigens carried by the fetus, with transplacental transfer of these maternal anti-pater-

nal T cells to the immunodeficient fetus. In support of this hypothesis, studies in

transgenic mice reveal a 3-fold increase in anti-fetal CD8+ T cells specific for inherited

paternal MHC class I antigens, especially in lymph nodes draining the uterus (320).

The fact that major immunodeficiency can lead to high levels of MMc raises the

question of whether more subtle immune defects, such as those seen in common

variable immunodeficiency, chronic granulomatous disease, and hyperIgM syndrome,

could also lead to increased maternal engraftment. Whether the autoimmune diseases

that occur in these patients are related to MMc also remains to be examined.

MMc in Neonatal Autoimmunity

Just as maternal cells in immunodeficient infants can cause GVHD, maternal cells

in immunocompetent individuals may sometimes be involved in the initiation or

perpetuation of autoimmune disease (256).

NEONATAL SCLERODERMA

Systemic sclerosis is a rare autoimmune disease resembling GVHD. MMc has been

detected in adult scleroderma patients (321), and a role for MMc (and/or maternal

autoantibodies) in neonatal scleroderma is suggested by rare case reports of affected

infants born to mothers with connective tissue disease (322–325). Infants affected by

systemic sclerosis can present with diffuse cutaneous involvement (tight, shiny skin)

at birth, with or without visceral involvement. In one reported case, the neonate’s

condition gradually improved over time (323), consistent with the idea that a large

initial load of MMc may have played a role in disease pathogeneis. Neonates with

autoimmune disease are currently treated with immunosuppression as needed for

skin, vascular, and musculoskeletal manifestations. With the recent findings of MMc

in affected infants, it is hoped that more targeted therapy will be developed.

NEONATAL LUPUS SYNDROME

MMc has been investigated in the context of neonatal lupus syndrome (NLS),

an autoimmune disease that develops in utero. Infants born to mothers with
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lupus-associated autoantibodies are at risk for developing NLS, with rash, cytope-

nias, hepatitis, and the life-threatening complication of AV node inflammation and

congenital heart block (47). Although maternally derived autoantibodies are nec-

essary for the development of NLS congenital heart block (CHB), they are not

sufficient. Over 95% of infants born to women with anti-SSA and/or anti-SSB

antibodies are healthy (47, 326). One factor implicated in the pathogenesis of

CHB has been the presence of allogeneic cells in the child that may interact with

the host immune system. Using Q-PCR, both maternal and sibling microchimerism

have been detected in the peripheral blood of twins and triplets discordant for CHB

(285). In one set of triplets, microchimerism was present in the blood of two infants

affected with CHB, but not in their sibling, who only had a transient hepatitis.

Moreover, evolution of the disease in these two siblings correlated with measure-

ments of microchimerism in serial peripheral blood samples. In contrast, in a pair

of discordantly affected twins, microchimerism was detected in the healthy infant,

and not in the twin with CHB.

To further investigate the role of MMc in CHB, heart tissues from male infants

with and without NLS were analyzed for female (maternal) cells using FISH to

identify X- and Y-chromosome-specific sequences (7). Maternal cells were found in

all 15 sections of heart tissue from four NLS patients, comprising 0.025–2.2% of the

myocardial cells. Maternal cells were also found in two of eight control cardiac

sections, but at lower levels (0.05–0.1%). A minority of maternal cells expressed

CD45, suggesting that these were maternally derived leukocytes, but a majority

expressed sarcomeric alpha-actin, a marker specific for cardiac myocytes. The find-

ing of maternal cardiomyocytes at the site of disease has important implications for

autoimmunity, as maternal cells may be the pathogenic target of transplacentally

acquired maternal autoantibodies, or may be beneficial to the neonate, by contri-

buting to the process of tissue repair.

MMc and the Risk of Future Autoimmune Disease

Although many autoimmune diseases only become apparent years after birth, their

origins may be inherently dependent on the acquisition of MMc during the fetal

and neonatal periods. MMc has been implicated in the pathogenesis of several

autoimmune diseases affecting children and adults, including systemic sclerosis

(256), myositis (263, 264, 327), pityriasis lichenoides (271), rheumatoid arthritis

(328), and a case of chronic idiopathic GVHD-type syndrome (329). Using FISH to

identify X- and Y-chromosomes, MMc was found in ten of ten skin and muscle

biopsies from boys with juvenile idiopathic inflammatory myopathy (264). Only

two of ten biopsies from children with non-inflammatory muscle disorders

were positive for MMc. In eight of nine children with autoimmune myositis,

MMc was also noted in peripheral blood T cells (264). Rare cases of inflammatory

myopathy have also been described in neonates (330, 331), suggesting that MMc may

be involved in myositis early in life.

Inherited and Non-Inherited Maternal Genes in the Risk
for Neonatal Disease

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) alleles have been associated with many autoim-

mune diseases, although the mechanisms for how they contribute to disease are not

known (332). It has been shown that HLA compatibility of the mother and fetus at

MHC class II loci increases the risk for both neonatal and future autoimmunity

(58). Males who develop lupus are more likely to be HLA-identical with their

mothers at the HLA DRB1 locus (333), suggesting a mechanism whereby they

could tolerate greater MMc acquisition during gestation and breast-feeding.

Other studies have shown that non-inherited maternal alleles can also be associated

with an increased risk of developing autoimmune disease, although this is
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controversial (328, 334–337). For example, in humans, several studies have demon-

strated correlation between the mother’s HLA alleles and the neonate’s development

of CHB, but no correlation between fetal HLA alleles and CHB (338–342), suggest-

ing that maternal cells are transferred to the fetus and play a direct role in the

pathogenesis of heart block. Therefore, immunologic studies in neonates should

include the contribution of antigens inherited via microchimerism as well as those

inherited genetically.

The mechanisms whereby non-inherited maternal alleles affect the offspring’s

immune system are not known. One possibility is that MMc can tolerize the neo-

natal immune system to maternal cells. For example, in experimental murine stu-

dies, bone marrow transplants from offspring to half-matched adults resulted in

lower GVHD if the donor’s mother matched the recipient, suggesting that the

donor had been exposed to the non-inherited allele perinatally (343). The reduced

GVHD in this study was found to be dependent on the presence of donor T reg-

ulatory cells, possibly generated as a result of exposure to maternal cells in utero.

Support for the idea of perinatal tolerization in humans comes from studies of

RhD-negative women, who are typically susceptible to alloimmunization following

pregnancy with an RhD-positive fetus. These women were found to be less likely to

develop an anti-RhD antibody response if their own mothers were RhD positive,

suggesting they had become tolerant of this antigen during exposure in utero (344).

Another example of tolerance to non-inherited maternal antigens involves the

anti-HLA response generated in recipients of multiple blood transfusions. Fifty

percent of these transfusion recipients were found to lack antibodies to non-inher-

ited maternal HLA, suggesting that they had been tolerized to these antigens

perinatally (345). More evidence comes from retrospective evaluation of renal

and hematopoietic stem cell transplants, which has revealed better outcomes in

cases where a donor–recipient HLA-mismatch was compensated for by HLA alleles

of the donor’s mother (reviewed in ref. 346). However, in contrast, a review of

5000 renal transplants did not find that offspring were more tolerant of maternal

antigens, as there was no apparent advantage of maternal-to-child over paternal-

to-child renal donations (347). It should be noted, however, that findings in

humans are confounded by the issue of compliance to immunosuppressive

regimens, and whether or not the patient was breast-fed as an infant, as this may

be a necessary factor for full tolerization to maternal cells acquired in utero (301).

Overall, the evidence for perinatal tolerization to non-inherited maternal alleles is

strong, and implies that MMc acquired early in life may play a significant role in

immune development.

ROLE OF T REGULATORY CELLS IN NEONATAL
AUTOIMMUNITY

Much has been recently learned regarding the role of T regulatory cells (Treg) in

human autoimmunity, but less is known with respect to their function in fetal/

neonatal disease. Several types of Treg have been described to date, but we will use

the term Treg here to mean the ‘‘classic’’ CD4+, CD25+ Foxp3+ T regulatory cells,

found to be pivotal in the prevention and amelioration of multiple forms of human

and animal autoimmunity (348–350). After positive selection in the thymus, Treg

enter the circulation to monitor ongoing immune responses and to mediate their

suppressive effects. In mice, Treg do not appear in the circulation until approxi-

mately 3 days after birth, so thymectomy prior to this time leads to widespread

autoimmune disease. However, in humans, Treg enter the circulation before

birth, so that neonatal thymectomy does not usually result in overt autoimmunity

(351). In both mice and humans, not only are circulating Treg found very early in

life, but they are also functional at these stages (352, 353). For example, in an
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animal model of neonatal autoimmune ovarian disease (AOD), mice were suscep-

tible to autoantibody-initiated, T cell-dependent AOD, but only before 7 days of age

(37). Resistance to disease gained after 7 days of life correlated with the presence of

and response to CD4+/CD25+ Treg.

Although human maternal Treg increase in the circulation during pregnancy,

are found in the early decidua, and contribute to maternal tolerance of the fetus

(354, 355), it is not clear whether maternal Treg can be acquired transplacentally. It

is known that Treg are present and functional in human cord blood (356), and a

recent study demonstrated that cord blood Treg were more potent inhibitors of an

in vitro anti-myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) thymocyte response than

Treg derived from neonatal thymus (357). The cord blood Treg inhibited both T

effector interferon-gamma production and cell proliferation, while Treg derived

from thymic tissue only suppressed cytokine production. This discordance in

Treg function may be a result of further Treg development after thymic egress,

but it would be interesting to determine whether any of the cord blood Treg

were maternally derived.

Treg may be a major factor mediating the offspring’s tolerance of maternal

cells. To evaluate the role of Treg in tolerance to non-inherited maternal antigens,

an experimental mouse model was created by breeding a female mouse heterozy-

gous for class I histocompatibility alleles with a male mouse homozygous at this

locus. Pups who lacked the maternal antigen were examined for their immune

response to the non-inherited allele. Testing of CD4+ splenic T cells from these off-

spring revealed a reduced in vitro immune response to maternal cells compared

to control mice, and injection of their splenic CD4+ T cells into lethally irradiated

recipients with the same non-inherited allele resulted in less T cell expansion

and GVHD compared to donors whose mothers lacked this allele (343). Of

note, the donor’s tolerance of non-inherited maternal alleles was lost if

CD4+CD25+ T cells were depleted prior to infusion, supporting the idea that in

utero exposure to non-inherited maternal alleles had resulted in induction of

antigen-specific T reg. However, this study did not examine the level of MMc in

these offspring or whether there were any maternal Treg among the CD4+CD25+

Treg population which may have played a role in tolerance to non-inherited

maternal alleles.

The effects of MMc (and maternal antibody acquisition) on the development

and function of Treg in the human fetus and neonate are not known. Cord blood-

derived mononuclear cells from babies born to atopic mothers have decreased

expression of Treg-related genes upon stimulation with peptidoglycans in

vitro (354). However, it is not clear whether these differences are intrinsic to the

newborn or are maternally mediated, and the implications of these findings are not

yet fully understood. Thus, the importance of Treg in maternally derived neonatal

autoimmunity is an exciting area that remains to be explored.

CONCLUSIONS

We are just beginning to understand the complex short- and long-term immune

interactions between the maternal and fetal immune systems. These signals are

composed not only of transplacentally and nutritionally acquired immunoglobu-

lins, lymphocytes, antigen-presenting cells, and immature precursor cells, but also

numerous protein- and nucleic acid-based signaling molecules, such as growth

factors, cytokines, chemokines, and free-floating DNA. Fetal–maternal interaction

can result in protection of the neonate from infection, but can also promote

autoimmune disease, depending on the antigen specificity of the antibodies or

leukocytes involved, variations in maternal–fetal HLA composition, genetic and
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environmental factors, and physiologic maturity of the host. Studies in these areas

may lead to improved diagnostic and therapeutic maneuvers not only in neonatal

autoimmunity, but also in infection, pregnancy, and transplantation biology.
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Abbreviations

AChR acetylcholine receptor

AIA anti-insulin antibodies

AMLA anti-myolemmal antibodies

ANCA anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies

ANA anti-nuclear antibodies

AOD autoimmune ovarian disease

APLA antiphospholipid antibodies

AT-1 antiogensin II receptor

AV atrioventricular

CHB congenital heart block

DCM dilated cardiomyopathy

DM diabetes mellitus

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid

Dsg desmoglein

Fab fragment, antigen binding (monovalent antibody)

FISH fluorescence in situ hybridization

GAD glutamic acid decarboxylase

GVHD graft-versus-host disease

HLA human leukocyte antigen

HDN hemolytic disease of the newborn

IA-2 protein tyrosine phosphatase IA-2

ICA islet cell antibodies

Ig immunoglobulins

IVIG intravenous immunoglobulins

IUGR intrauterine growth restriction

MHC major histocompatibility complex

MMc maternal microchimerism

MPO myeloperoxidase

NAIT neonatal alloimmune thrombocytopenia

NEP neutral endopeptidase

NGB neonatal Guillain-Barre

NH neonatal hemochromatosis

NLS neonatal lupus syndrome

NMG neonatal myasthenia gravis

NOD non-obese-diabetic (mouse strain)

PF pemphigus folaceous

PPD purified protein derivative

PV pemphigus vulgaris

Q-PCR quantitative PCR

Rh Rhesus group antigen

RNP ribonuclear protein
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SCID severe combined immunodeficiency

SLE systemic lupus erythematosus

Treg T regulatory cells

TSH thyroid-stimulating hormone

TSH-R thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor

tTg tissue transglutaminase
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Chapter 10

What Insights Into Human
Cord Blood Lymphocyte
Function Can Be Gleaned From
Studying Newborn Mice?

Cheri D. Landers, MD � Subbarao Bondada, PhD

Human Newborn Susceptibility to Infection

Human Newborn Immune Response

Murine Newborn Immune Response

Correlates in the Human Neonate

Human and Mouse Differences

Clinical Implications and Future Investigation Needs

Animal models for human conditions allow in vitro and in vivo research with more

control over variables than enrolling human subjects. By minimizing genetic vari-

ation between animals and creating transgenic or knockout animals using targeted

mutations and specific breeding along with strict control of environmental and

research conditions, complex systems and diseases can be studied one component

at a time down to the molecular level. Animal models also allow studying poten-

tially toxic interventions and therapies prior to trials in the human population. The

disadvantages of using animal models to study the pathophysiology and treatment

of human disease processes include physiologic variation between animal and

human species and the genetic variability between humans that is not present in

most research animal species. This means that extrapolation of data from animal

models to the human is not always possible but it does allow a reasonable starting

point for investigation in humans. The mouse is a common mammal used for

human physiology and disease modeling. Mice reproduce reliably, require little

space for housing and have established genetic characteristics. Murine models for

human disease are currently being used to study a variety of processes, including

immune regulation (1), neurologic development and disease (2–5), vascular dis-

eases (6), drug therapy (7, 8), pulmonary disease mechanisms (9, 10), congenital

diseases and malformations (2, 11), cancer physiology, etiology and treatment (7,

12–14), and therapies for infectious diseases (15, 16).

Knowledge of the human immune system has grown immensely due to the

utilization of animal models. The complex human immune system consists of

primary and secondary lymphoid organs, with bone marrow as a source of

immune cells and the secondary lymphoid organs such as the spleen and other

lymphoid organs being the sites of the immune response. Lymphoid organ

architecture, cytokines and chemokines play a critical role in the nature of the
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immune response. The normal human immune system response changes with age,

maturing from neonate to adult and then declining again as humans get older.

Similar changes occur throughout the life span of the mouse. In addition, the

newborn mouse has one of the most immature mammalian immune systems at

birth and mice require about 1/15th of their life span to reach full immune com-

petence (17). Therefore, murine models for the normal human neonatal immune

response are of assistance in increasing our knowledge of the developing human

system. Specifically, the immune response of newborn mouse lymphocytes can be

used as a model for the human neonatal immune response and allows more focused

research when moving onto studies involving human neonates and cord blood (18–

21). This chapter will briefly review the human neonate’s susceptibility to infection,

describe the deficiencies in the immune system of the human neonate and then

focus on the neonate’s insufficient B cell immunoglobulin response to specific

antigens, compare this to what is seen in the newborn mouse and describe studies

in the newborn mouse that have led to progress in improving the response of

neonatal lymphocytes to antigen.

HUMAN NEWBORN SUSCEPTIBILITY TO INFECTION

Neonates are more susceptible than adults to a multitude of infections. This sus-

ceptibility is due to an immature acute inflammatory response, poor T and B cell

cooperation and immunologic memory capability, lower mucosal antibody

production and decreased reticuloendothelial clearance, leading to increased sus-

ceptibility to Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae,

Haemophilus influenza type b, Neisseria meningitidis, viruses, and Candidal infec-

tions in the first 6 months of life (22). In particular, infants and young children

are susceptible to infection from polysaccharide-encapsulated bacteria due to the

infant’s lack of antibody response to the polysaccharide antigen. This includes

infections from the bacteria H. influenza, S. pneumoniae and N. meningitidis (23,

24). These organisms can cause very severe, invasive disease such as pneumonia,

sepsis and meningitis that carries a significant risk of death in young children.

Antibody to the capsular polysaccharides of these organisms is critical for elimina-

tion of these extracellular bacteria. Once antibody attaches to its target antigen, the

antigen–antibody complex decreases the infectivity of the bacteria and initiates one

of several responses that lead to release of inflammatory mediators, complement

activation, opsonization and phagocytosis (25).

Until approximately 4–6 months of age, infant immunity benefits from immu-

noglobulin received from maternal placental transmission of IgG. After placentally

derived maternal antibodies are depleted, children from age 6 months to 2 years are

susceptible to serious infection caused by encapsulated bacteria (22, 26–28). Later

in childhood (at age 2–5 years), children begin to respond immunologically to

polysaccharide antigens. To achieve immunity to serious diseases between

6 months and 5 years of age, vaccines are administered to infants during the first

6 months of life for polioviruses, Corynebacterium diphtheriae, Clostridium tetani,

Haemophilus influenza type b, hepatitis B virus, Bordetella pertussis, and

Streptococcus pneumoniae, thereby protecting the child from polio, diphtheria, teta-

nus, hepatitis, whooping cough and some causes of severe pneumonia, sepsis and

meningitis.

Prior to the introduction of the H. influenza (Hib) protein conjugate vaccina-

tion, Hib was the most common bacterial infection in young children of indus-

trialized nations (29). It caused diseases that ranged from relatively mild (otitis

media) to very severe (sepsis and meningitis). Neonates less than 6 months of age

were rarely affected, due to transmission of maternal antibody across the placenta,

with peak infection rates between 6 and 12 months occurring after placental
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antibodies disappeared and prior to the infant’s ability to produce its own immu-

noglobulin (29). Natural immunity to Hib occurs from nasopharyngeal coloniza-

tion or infection but neither natural nor pure polysaccharide vaccine-acquired

immunity can develop until after 24 months of age. In addition, there is no

memory or booster response following natural or pure polysaccharide vaccine-

initiated polysaccharide antibody response. Hence, the protein conjugate vaccine

was developed.

Following the success of the Hib protein conjugate vaccine, S. pneumoniae

emerged as a prominent infectious organism in the infant and child. The highest

rate of invasive pneumococcal disease occurs in the child under 2 years of age, then

declines into adolescence, following which the rate gradually increases in older

adults (30). Recently a conjugate vaccine for S. pneumoniae has been developed

and is being administered to infants.

The current vaccines for H. influenza type b and heptavalent S. pneumoniae

vaccine Prevnar� from Wyeth pharmaceuticals are effective because the bacteria-

specific capsular polysaccharide is conjugated to a protein such as tetanus toxoid or

mutant diphtheria toxin, among others. Conjugated vaccines lead to immunologic

memory and booster responses and have caused a dramatic decrease in serious Hib

infection and an up to 75% decrease in invasive cases of pneumococcal infection

caused by the seven serotypes included in the vaccine (31) (Table 10-1). There are,

however, 90 total individual S. pneumoniae serotypes. Because of this, the develop-

ment of a comprehensive conjugate vaccine has been challenging and the current

vaccine only contains seven of the most common and invasive serotypes. The

remaining 83 serotypes not included in the conjugate pneumococcal vaccine can

still cause disease and there are data that the incidence of pneumococcal disease due

to non-vaccine serotypes 15 and 33 is increasing (31). Conjugate vaccines are an

excellent example of studies from murine model systems leading to an effective

vaccines in the human neonate (32–37).

The peak incidence of the third polysaccharide-encapsulated bacteria,

N. meningitidis, occurs between 6 and 15 months of age, the presentation of

which can be as benign as asymptomatic nasopharyngeal carriage to fulminant

shock leading to death within hours (38). There is currently no vaccine for N.

meningitidis that is approved for children less than 2 years of age. The existing

N. meningitidis vaccines used to immunize adolescents and adults are composed of

the Neisserial capsular polysaccharide alone (39).

Table 10-1 Polysaccharide Encapsulated Bacteria and
Available Vaccines

Bacteria Vaccines Comments

Haemophilus
influenza

Protein conjugate Administered starting at
2 months of age; multiple
available licensed vaccines
with various protein
conjugates; serious infection
almost eliminated

Streptococcus
pneumoniae

Polysaccharide (23 valent) Not effective in infants

Protein conjugate (7 valent) Effective in infants;
administered starting at
2 months of age; infection
due to non-vaccine
serotypes are emerging

Neisseria meningitidis Polysaccharide Not effective in infants;
covers Types A, C Y and
W-135 (not Type B)
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HUMAN NEWBORN IMMUNE RESPONSE

The human newborn and young child are more susceptible to infection than the

adult due to multiple factors. Both innate and adaptive immunity are immature or

poorly responsive to invasion by virus, bacteria or fungi. Neutrophils, macrophages,

dendritic cells, �� T cells and B-1 cells are major mediators of innate immunity,

while T cells, B cells, dendritic cells and macrophages are required for adaptive

immune responses (40).

Neutrophil Function

Neutrophils are one component of innate immunity characterized by rapid

response to invasion with no modification upon repeated exposure to the same

microbe. Neutrophils and mononuclear phagocytes are the first line of defense

against bacteria, fungi and protozoa. These cells have surface receptors for anti-

bodies and complement, which leads to recognition of the pathogen-bound anti-

body and/or complement to enhance phagocytosis of the microorganism (40).

Compared with adults, infants have a deficient bone marrow storage pool of neu-

trophils to be mobilized during infection even though their circulating neutrophil

numbers are actually somewhat higher than adult (41). There is also a decreased

ability of neonatal neutrophils to adhere and migrate across endothelium under

both normal and stimulated conditions (42–45), decreased complement receptor

cell content and surface expression (46–48), poor bactericidal activity when stressed

by infection (49), poor opsonin activity, and reduced oxidative metabolism, che-

motaxis (directed cell movement) (50), chemokinesis (random cell movement), and

intracellular killing by neutrophils (51–55). This leaves the newborn susceptible

to neutropenia after circulating neutrophils are depleted, decreased microbial iso-

lation and killing by neutrophils when the body is invaded by microorganisms

(Table 10-2).

Adaptive Immunity

The body’s first exposure to a pathogen generates an adaptive immune response,

also called a primary immune response, which requires participation of several

immune cells such as T cells, B cells, dendritic cells and macrophages. The adaptive

immune response can be further subdivided into cell-mediated immunity and the

humoral immune response. An important hallmark of the adaptive immune

response is memory, which helps the host to respond faster and in a more specific

manner to a second exposure to the same pathogen encountered in the primary

response.

T Lymphocyte Immunity

One component of adaptive immunity is cell-mediated and occurs via T lympho-

cytes. Cell-mediated immunity is designed to battle intracellular microbes (56).

T-cell-mediated immunity can be via T helper lymphocytes (CD4+ ) or cytotoxic

T lymphocytes (CD8+ , cytotoxic lymphocytes [CTL]). Naı̈ve T helper cells are

stimulated by antigens to differentiate into two subsets characterized by the cyto-

kines produced by each subset. TH1 cells secrete IFN-� and IL-12, for example, and

TH2 cells secrete IL-4 and IL-5 (40). TH1 cells are critical for cell-mediated immu-

nity, which is required for control of intracellular bacteria such as Mycobacteria

species or parasites such as Leishmania. TH2 cells promote humoral immune

responses which are better suited to control infections with extracellular bacteria

and helminths. To both atopic and non-atopic antigens, human neonates produce
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less TH1 response and a more profound TH2 response (57, 58). However, adult-level

TH1 cell responses can be achieved in the neonate under certain specific conditions

such as immunization with the Mycobacterium bovis bacillus Calmette-Guerin

(BCG) vaccine (59–61). The TH2 type response is predominant when the fetus is

exposed in utero to environmental antigens (59, 62, 63). Similarly, CTL activity can

reach adult levels only under specific conditions such as congenital infection with

cytomegalovirus or Trypanosoma cruzi (64, 65) (Table 10-2).

B Lymphocyte Immunity

The other component of adaptive immunity is humoral immunity mediated by B

cells that secrete specific antibodies to an antigen/microbe. Like cell-mediated

immunity, active humoral immunity requires exposure to the microbe but, in

the case of humoral immunity, the microbe must be extracellular. Antibodies spe-

cifically recognize microbial antigens, decreasing their infectivity and initiating

removal of the pathogen from the body (25). Humoral immunity can be passive

or active. Passive immunity is obtained from maternal antibody (class IgG but not

IgM) that crosses the placenta via a transport mechanism. These placental anti-

bodies degrade over time and, because the infant is unable to make adult amounts

of IgG, infant IgG levels reach a nadir at 3–4 months (66, 67).

The active humoral immune response develops gradually over the first years of

life. Neonatal antigen-specific antibody production is impaired against certain types

of antigens (polysaccharides and lipopolysaccharides among others) and the

Table 10-2 Characteristics of Adult and Neonatal Immunity

Immune cell Adult characteristics Neonate

Neutrophil Rapid response Rapid response
No memory No memory
Bone marrow pool Decreased reserves in bone

marrow
Cell surface complement and

antibody receptors
Decreased

Migrate to site of infection Decreased adherence and
migration

Phagocytosis and intracellular
killing

Decreased

T cell Memory Memory
TH1 and TH2 cells TH2 response more than TH1
Cytotoxic lymphocytes CTL achieves adult response

only under certain
conditions

B cells/Ig Memory Shorter duration of memory
Antibody secretion against:
TD antigens Delayed, with lower peaks

and affinity
TI antigens Deficient
IgM, IgG1 and IgG2 and IgA

secretion
IgM, IgG1, little IgA

Adult amounts of IgG Maternal IgG degrades
over time, IgG nadir at
3–4 months of age

Accessory cells Cytokine secretion Anti-inflammatory/pro-
inflammatory balance

Intracellular killing Decreased
Antigen presentation Decreased number of cells

TH, T helper cells; CTL, cytotoxic lymphocytes; TD, thymus-dependent; TI, thymus-
independent; Ig, immunoglobulin.
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neonatal IgG response is restricted to certain subclasses. The polysaccharide antigen

antibody response in humans of all ages is IgG, IgA and IgM but infants produce

primarily IgG1 while adults produce both IgG1 and IgG2 (68, 69). A major reason

for the defective polysaccharide response in the neonate is B cell immaturity. As the

phenotype and location of B cell subpopulations change with age, the child

becomes able to produce antibody to polysaccharide antigen like the adult (22).

Each immunoglobulin subclass reaches adult levels at different ages up until age

12 years, when all finally reach adult levels (70) (Table 10-2).

In addition to a poor response to natural infection, neonates and young chil-

dren respond differently than adults to vaccination. Neonates are often unable to

mount an effective immune response to immunizations with pure polysaccharides

that are effective in young adults (24). Polysaccharide antigens alone stimulate a

thymus-independent (TI) response since these polysaccharides are poorly processed

or not at all by antigen-presenting cells, resulting in their inability to generate

polysaccharide-specific T helper cells. TI antigens were first defined as those that

could produce an immune response in athymic nude mice (71). However, TI

antigens are more complicated to define as it was discovered that athymic nude

mice actually have a small number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (72). The protein

conjugate vaccines (e.g., polysaccharide from H. influenza and S. pneumoniae

coupled to proteins such as tetanus and diphtheria toxins) stimulate thymus-

dependent (TD) responses and produce better immunity in the neonate than the

pure polysaccharide. TD responses require major histocompatibility complex

(MHC) class II-restricted presentation of the processed antigen to T cells. Types

of TD antigens include proteins, viruses, nucleic acids and red blood cells. Unlike TI

antigens, TD antigens elicit some response in the neonate. However, TD responses

in neonates are delayed, reach lower peaks, are of shorter duration, have lower

affinity and reduced heterogeneity than adults and differ in the type of IgG subclass,

with human neonates showing lower IgG2 (73) (Table 10-2). These poor responses

are at least partly due to incomplete development of lymphoid tissue until the age

of 4 months (74).

TI antibody responses do not require MHC class II-restricted presentation to

T cells. The thymus-independent response requires participation by B cells and

macrophages. Macrophages provide a source of cytokines that promote B cell mat-

uration and differentiation. In the neonate, this thymus-independent response is

poor; TI antigens are more slowly degraded than TD antigens, have poor or no

induction of immunologic memory and an antibody response that does not occur

until later in life. TI antibody responses are further broken down into TI-1 and TI-2

classification. Examples of TI-1 antigens are lipopolysaccharides (LPS), Brucella

abortus, Nocardia extract, N. meningitidis heat-killed bacteria and outer membrane

protein. TI-2 antigens include TNP-Ficoll and bacterial polysaccharides from

H. influenza, S. pneumoniae and N. meningitidis (75) (Table 10-3). TI-2 antigens

can cross-link B cell receptors, which can lead to B cell activation. Although TI-2

antigen responses are not dependent on MHC class II-restricted presentation, they

are dependent on antigen non-specific T cells and/or cytokines produced by T cells

and accessory cells (76, 77).

Possible etiologies for the human neonate’s inability to respond to TI-2 anti-

gens such as the polysaccharides include an immature B cell population (78),

deficiency of B cell subsets involved in TI-2 responses (75), increased susceptibility

of neonatal B cells to tolerance induction (79), improper balance of suppressor and

amplifier T cells (80) and accessory cell defects, including inadequate production of

stimulatory cytokines and an excess production of inhibitory cytokines (81).

At the same time that the young child becomes able to respond to polysaccha-

ride antigens, there is a change in the phenotype and location of B cell subpopula-

tions. Neonatal B cells express both IgM and IgD as well as either IgG or IgA,
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suggesting incomplete heavy-chain isotype class switching at that age (78). In

addition, neonatal B cells are predominantly CD5+ (a marker for a B lymphocyte

subpopulation that develops early in ontogeny) and change to predominantly CD5-

with age (40, 82–85). Neonatal B cells also have fewer cytokine receptors for IL-2

(with IL-4 stimulates proliferation of activated B cells), IL-4, IL-6 (stimulates B cells

to mature into plasma cells and produce antibodies) and IL-7 (stimulates prolifer-

ation of immature B cells) and a decreased ability to up-regulate the IL-2 receptor

with stimulation (86–88).

The spleen plays an important role in B cell immunity; as evidenced by

patients who have either functional or surgical splenectomies and become suscep-

tible to infection from polysaccharide-encapsulated bacteria (89). The receptor

for complement component C3 (CD21) is a marker of mature B cells; the B cells

that reside in splenic marginal zone express high levels of CD21. CD21 is the com-

plement receptor for breakdown products of C3b and is complexed with two other

receptors (90). Co-ligation of B cell receptor and CD21 enhances B cell responses

and reduces the threshold of antigen level required for B cell stimulation by several

orders of magnitude. Binding of B cell receptors to microbes on which complement

component C3b is deposited enhances their response (91). Neonatal spleens lack the

CD21+ marginal zone B cells. In addition, the spleen is the source for IgM memory B

cells, which appear to be the B cell population responsible for antibody response

to polysaccharide antigens. In children up to age 2 years, there is a lack of IgM

memory B cells. At the time this population appears in circulating blood, the child

also becomes able to respond to polysaccharide antigen (92).

Accessory Cell Function (macrophages/monocytes
and dendritic cells)

Some monocyte/macrophage functions are also incomplete in the infant. Infant

macrophages respond less to serum chemotactic factors, are unable to function

efficiently due to reduced opsonic activity, and are more susceptible to meta-

bolic stress due to reduced pyruvate kinase activity and ATP content (93, 94).

They produce less G-CSF, contributing to neutropenia under stress conditions,

less IL-6 and decreased activation upon exposure to interferon-� (95–98).

Dendritic cells are antigen-presenting cells that prime naı̈ve T cells to initiate an

immune response or to develop tolerance to self-antigens. They are derived from

Table 10-3 Thymus-Independent Immune Response Characteristics

TI

TI-1 TI-2 TD

MHC class II
presentation
required

No No Yes

Requires B cells and
macrophages

Yes Yes No

Neonate Poor response Poor response Adequate response
Antigen degradation Slower Slower Faster
Memory Poor or none Poor or none Yes
Antigen examples LPS TNP-Ficoll Proteins

VirusesBrucella abortus Bacterial polysaccharides
Nocardia extract Lipoproteins
N. meningitidis heat-killed

bacteria and outer
membrane protein

Red blood cells
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the monocytic lineage in the presence of GM-CSF and/or IL-4 and are sentinel cells

located in areas of likely microbial invasion to pick up antigen and present it to

naı̈ve T helper cells (99). Stimulated dendritic cells or mononuclear cells from cord

blood produce reduced levels of IL-12p70 and IL-12p35 (subunits of the stimula-

tory cytokine IL-12) compared to adults (100–105). Monocyte-derived macro-

phages and plasmacytoid dendritic cells from the neonate show reduced

activation and cytokine production capabilities when stimulated with IFN-� or

CpG DNA (CpG DNA discussed in detail later) (106, 107) (Table 10-2).

Cytokine Production

Cytokines are soluble mediators produced mainly by immune cells but also by

non-immune cells. They have profound effects on the functions of T cells, B

cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages as well as some non-immune cells.

Conflicting data exist in humans regarding the relative amounts of cytokine pro-

duction by neonatal immune cells. The majority of studies show that cord blood

monocytes produce less TNF-a than adult monocytes (108–112). For IL-1, a single

study found that human neonatal monocytes produce less IL-1 than adult mono-

cytes after LPS stimulation (110). Other studies have found no difference in IL-1

production after LPS or IFN-� stimulation of monocytes (108, 109, 111, 113).

There is also conflicting evidence with regard to IL-6 production by human neo-

natal monocytes. Some authors have found a deficit compared to adult monocytes

(96, 98, 108), others have found no difference (109, 114, 115), whereas others have

demonstrated an increased production of IL-6 from cord mononuclear cells at

baseline (116) and in response to stimulus (116–118). Cord and neonatal peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) produce less IFN-� than adult PBMCs after

stimulation (119, 120). One study evaluated IL-8 production in cord/neonatal

blood versus adult. With LPS stimulation IL-8 production was higher in cord

blood than adult; baseline levels of IL-8 were also higher in the cord after incuba-

tion without stimulus (118). One study showed that mRNA and intracytoplasmic

production of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 was less in LPS-stimulated

cord blood than adult (121), while another showed similar production across age

groups when cells were incubated with Gram-positive and -negative bacteria (117).

Possible reasons for conflicting results in these human studies are the different cell

populations studied (peripheral whole blood vs. mononuclear cells vs. monocytes/

macrophages), the stimulus used (LPS vs. phytohemagglutinin vs. bacteria, etc.),

method of measurement (mRNA vs. intracellular vs. supernatant) and limited

numbers of donors studied.

MURINE NEWBORN IMMUNE RESPONSE

Like humans, the newborn mouse has a diminished immune capacity that improves

by the time the mouse reaches adulthood. Murine models have, therefore, been

used to gather knowledge from neonatal mice that could illuminate reasons and

possible interventions for the human neonatal immune response. Populations of

immune cells to study in mice are usually obtained from the spleen, lymph node,

thymus, lung or peritoneum rather than peripheral blood, which, as described later,

may contribute to some of the differences seen when the murine model is applied to

the human system.

T Lymphocyte Immunity

The number of T cells is reduced in neonatal mice by 1–2 log fold compared to

adults, perhaps contributing to the limited protective response that develops
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after exposure to antigen, yet a subset of neonatal T cells are able to proliferate

(122). In neonatal mice, CD4+ cells originate from both fetal and adult hemato-

poietic precursors. After immunization, the fetal-derived T cells produce a

primarily TH2 cell response upon re-exposure to the immunized antigen (123).

Fetal origin T cells are present in the human as well and in utero exposure

to environment antigens leads to a TH2 skewed response (57, 59, 62, 63).

Early studies found that neonatal T cells are especially prone to tolerance when

examined in transplant models. Recent studies have shown this to be due to an

imbalance in the ratio of T cells to dendritic cells (124) and also may be due to a

lack of regulatory CD4 and CD8 T cells (59). Neonatal mice can be induced to

mount adult-level T cell responses under the right circumstances if provided with

adequate numbers of dendritic cells (59, 124). Neonatal T cell responses are

biased toward the TH2 cell lineage but can be converted to T helper (TH1) cell

responses when antigen exposure is coordinated with agents that promote TH1

cell response such as DNA vaccines or oligonucleotides containing CpG motifs.

This TH2 bias in newborn mice is not quite as noticeable in human neonates and

both TH1 and TH2 responses are reduced in some human neonatal situations such

as malaria infection (125). The origin or location of the neonatal T cells may

contribute to the response elicited to infection. For example, neonatal murine

lymph node cells remain deficient in their TH1 response when transplanted into

adult mice, whereas neonatal splenic cells were able to develop mature TH1

functions that could resolve Pneumocystis carnii infection when transferred to

an adult murine environment (126, 127). Neonatal cytotoxic T lymphocytes

have strong primary and/or memory functions when exposed to strong TH1

promoting agents such as those noted above (59). Recent studies found that

CD8 + cytotoxic T cell function in the neonates is comparable to that in the

adult in both mice and humans, especially when examined soon after immuni-

zation (59).

B Lymphocyte Immunity

Like human neonates, TD and TI responses are less in neonatal mice than adult

mice. Phenotypic differences have been demonstrated in the neonatal mouse with

immature IgM+/IgDlow/� B cells predominating the murine spleen B cell popula-

tion. Immature B cells are negatively signaled when the B cell receptor is ligated;

they do not up-regulate co-stimulatory molecules or MHC class II molecules that

allow interaction with T cells for the TD response (128–130). The concept of TI

responses came from extensive studies in murine model systems such as nude mice

that are congenitally athymic. Subsequently modern cell-separation techniques have

established that highly purified B cells from the adult but not neonate can respond

to TI antigens in the complete absence of T cells. However, accessory cells or

cytokines derived from T cells or accessory cells are essential for B cells to respond

to TI antigens. In vivo studies using B cell receptor transgenic mice have shown that

the TI response is primarily elicited from marginal zone B cells found in the spleen,

with participation from blood dendritic cells and peritoneal B-1 cells (131, 132).

Mouse data suggest that development of B-1a B cells that have a role in antibody

responses to polysaccharides requires the presence of the spleen (133). As in

humans, in mice also there are low numbers of marginal-zone B cells at birth

and the appearance of these B cells later in life corresponds to the ability to respond

to TI antigens (134).

Recent studies have shown that bacterial deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), once

thought to be immunologically inert, can produce a stimulatory immune response

(135, 136). Bacterial DNA differs from mammalian DNA by its increased frequency

of CpG dinucleotide sequences and by a lower number of these dinucleotides being
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methylated in bacteria (137). These differences may form a means by which mam-

malian organisms recognize foreign DNA and are thereby able to respond immuno-

logically. In neonatal mice, stimulation with CpG ODN but not B cell receptor cross-

linking alone can induce proliferation of B cells. Furthermore, CpG ODN stimula-

tion can overcome the unresponsiveness of neonatal murine B cells to signals pro-

vided by the B cell receptor (BCR), as low concentrations of CpG and anti-IgM can

induce a robust B cell proliferation response. Normally neonatal B cells undergo

apoptosis in response to BCR ligation; the apoptosis is overcome by the CpG

ODN. In addition, CpG ODNs stimulate neonatal murine B cells to produce poly-

clonal IgM in an amount comparable to adult murine B cells (81, 138).

Cytokines Needed for Neonatal Mouse Response

When neonatal B cell responses were studied using TNP-Ficoll or TNP-LPS as model

TI antigens, it was found that highly purified neonatal B cells responded well to these

stimuli only when supplemented with the cytokines IL-1 and IL-6 (139). In this

system the neonatal responses were comparable to those in the adult. Both cytokines

were required for optimal responses. The avidity of the response induced by TNP-

Ficoll in the presence of cytokines was similar in the neonate and the adult (139).

Cytokines IL-4 and IL-5 were effective when the TI stimulus was dextran-coupled-

antibody to the BCR (140). In this later system neonatal B cell responses required

stimulation via CD40L also. In either system neonatal B cells alone failed to respond

to the TI antigen. In vivo studies demonstrated that the cytokine IL-12 can also

augment polysaccharide responses in the murine neonate (141).

These studies demonstrate that intrinsic defects in neonatal B cells in their

response to polysaccharide antigens can be overcome with a proper combination of

signals from cytokines and CD40. Kinetic studies demonstrated that cytokines had

to be added during the early phase of B cell activation. They were able to overcome

the defect in BCR-induced proliferation of neonatal B cells as well as antigen-

induced differentiation (139).

In mouse, the neonatal B cells are predominantly transitional-type in nature,

which are the B cells that have recently emigrated from the bone marrow.

Transitional-type B cells are defined by high levels of IgM, low levels of IgD and

CD23 and by expression of the marker AA4.1 (142, 143). Such transitional B cells

have also been identified recently in adult humans and cord blood; although such

cells are present in the adult mouse also but in a very small number compared to

the neonate. It is the presence of these transitional B cells that accounts for

increased susceptibility of the neonate to B cell tolerance and decreased responses

to the polysaccharide antigens. Interestingly, the transitional phenotype is not

altered by the cytokines IL-1 and IL-6 that induce polysaccharide-specific responses

from neonatal B cells. BAFF (also know as BLyS), a cytokine belonging to the TNF

family, has been shown to be required for maturation of the transitional B cells into

follicular B cells. In transgenic models that over-express BAFF, there was an increase

of both marginal-zone B cells and B-1 cells (two subsets involved in polysaccharide

responses) and such mice develop autoantibodies (144). In adults, BAFF supple-

mentation has enhanced antibody responses to pneumococcal polysaccharides.

Currently there are no studies that have examined the effect of BAFF on neonatal

B cell responses.

CpG-Assisted Mouse Response

Oligonucleotides that contain CpG motifs have been shown to be powerful stimu-

lants of immune response due to their action on B cells, dendritic cells and macro-

phages. We tested whether CpG stimulation can overcome neonatal B cell
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unresponsiveness to BCR cross-linking or to polysaccharide antigens. Indeed, sup-

plementation with CpG enabled neonatal murine B cells to proliferate in response

to anti-IgM antibodies. Moreover, CpG stimulation enabled neonatal B cells to

produce antibodies in response to TNP-Ficoll, a TI-2 polysaccharide antigen. The

effect of CpG appeared to be on B cell survival as shown by apoptosis assays and by

measuring survival proteins such as Bcl-XL (138). In these experiments, highly

purified neonatal B cells were utilized, suggesting that CpG ODNs were acting

directly on B cells via the TLR9 receptor. Kovarik et al. tested in vivo immunization

with CpG ODN with only marginal effects on polysaccharide responses (145). This

could be related to the in vivo half-life of CpG.

Macrophage Cytokine Secretion

As noted above, TI responses require participation from both macrophages and

B cells. The role of macrophages was investigated in a cell-mixing experiment

wherein adult B cells were cultured with purified macrophages from neonatal or

adult mice in the presence of TI stimuli (TNP-LPS). In this system, neonatal

macrophages were unable to help adult B cells generate a TI antigen response

whereas the adult macrophages induced the B cells to make excellent antibody

responses. The inability of neonatal macrophages to induce neonatal B cells to

respond to TI stimuli is due to a reduction in secretion of two cytokines, IL-1

and IL-6, which are important for B cell activation. The neonatal macrophages

appear to have a global defect in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines

as they also make less TNF-a and IL-12 than adult macrophages when stimulated

with TNP-LPS. Interestingly, the neonatal murine macrophages do not exhibit a

similar defect in production of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, but make

more of it than their adult counterparts. This increased IL-10 production by neo-

natal macrophages has a causal role in the reduced production of pro-inflammatory

cytokines, since the production of IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-a was restored when anti-IL-

10 was added to the culture or when neonatal macrophages were obtained from IL-

10 gene knockout mice. Not only did anti-IL-10 restore production of IL-6 by the

neonatal macrophages, but it also enabled neonatal spleen cells to make anti-TNP-

LPS antibodies in culture (146, 147).

Mitogenic stimuli such as bacterial-derived LPS have recently been shown to be

recognized by the family of Toll-like receptors (TLR), in particular TLR-4. Many of

the TLR ligands are derived from bacteria; for example, TLR-2 is stimulated by

peptidoglycan, TLR-5 by bacterial flagellin and TLR-9 by bacterial DNA that con-

tains CpG motifs. Neonatal macrophages exhibit a similar cytokine dysregulation

phenotype whether stimulated with the TLR-2 ligand, peptidoglycan or the TLR-9

ligand, CpG ODN, suggesting that they may have a global defect in the TLR sig-

naling pathway leading to down-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and

up-regulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10. Expression of TLR

receptors per se is not dramatically reduced in the neonatal macrophages although

there are some quantitative differences between the two age groups. The molecular

basis of the cytokine dysregulation phenotype of neonatal macrophages is not yet

known. It is fascinating that macrophages from 2-year-old mice exhibit a similar

cytokine dysregulation phenotype and are unable to support antibody responses to

TNP-LPS like young adult B cells (147). Aged mice and humans are also hypo-

responsive to pneumococcal polysaccharide antigens.

CORRELATES IN THE HUMAN NEONATE

Based on murine model data, interventions that modify the neonatal mouse’s

immune response have been evaluated in the human neonate (18, 20, 21, 100,
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148–151). Most commonly, cord blood is the source of immune cells for research

purposes in the neonate but, occasionally, peripheral blood is obtained from

newborn infants. Immune cell populations are either studied within whole blood

(19) or specific populations are separated from other cells by a variety of techniques

such as density gradients (20, 21, 151), labeling cell surface markers with fluorescent

antibody and separating by flow cytometry, labeling cell surface markers

with magnetically tagged antibody and running the cells past a strong magnet

(18, 20), or using the cells’ own adhesive properties (151). Some of the most

recent human discoveries with potential clinical relevance to newborns will be

reviewed here.

Accessory Cells

Multiple studies have been done evaluating the effects of glucocorticoids on the

murine immune response. Murine macrophage production and function are

affected by steroids in a very complex manner depending on the timing of steroid

exposure and the order in which antigens and the glucocorticoid are processed

(152–159). Glucocorticoid administration post partum to maternal murine animals

decreases the transmammary transfer of viral-specific IgG (160). Human neonatal

macrophage function and surface marker expression were evaluated by Orlikowsky

et al. in two studies. Cord blood macrophages were shown to express less of the

macrophage activation markers CD80 and CD86 constitutively and increase these

markers less than adults when stimulated with IFN-�, cyclic adenosine monophos-

phate (cAMP), or CD40 ligand (binds to CD40 on B cells and promotes growth and

maturation of B lymphocytes) (161, 162). The effect of dexamethasone on cord

blood macrophages was evaluated to determine how treating premature labor in

pregnant women with steroids might affect the premature infant’s immune

response (151). Cord blood macrophages were exposed to a stimulus (IFN-� or

cAMP) with and without the addition of dexamethasone. Cord blood macrophages

again showed decreased baseline expression of CD80 and CD86; stimulation with

IFN-� increased CD80 and CD86 expression but less than on adult macrophages.

The addition of dexamethasone inhibited the stimulus-mediated increase in both

adults and cord blood macrophages but there was a greater degree of inhibition in

the cord blood cells. cAMP stimulation results in similar effects, with the exception

that CD80 was not increased but CD86 was (adult more than cord macrophages)

and also was inhibited by dexamethasone treatment (more inhibition of cord cell

response than adult) (151). These studies suggest that dexamethasone treatment of

pregnant women in preterm labor may impair the newborn’s ability to activate

macrophages upon stimulation with inflammatory cytokines. Due to this, neonatal

macrophages that are already in a relatively inactivated state will be less able to

respond to infection by microbial phagocytosis and secrete cytokines necessary for

cell-mediated and humoral immune responses.

Murine dendritic cell differentiation and function are also affected by steroid

exposure (158, 159, 163, 164). In humans, Mainali et al. looked at the effect of

dexamethasone on dendritic cell maturation in cord and adult blood (150).

Dexamethasone was found to inhibit dendritic cell surface marker (CD1a) expres-

sion and increase the amount of macrophage marker (CD14) expression. This

occurred to a much greater extent in the cord blood cells than in the adult.

Dexamethasone altered the ratio of cytokine secretion by the dendritic/macrophage

cells so that there was an increase in IL-10 (anti-inflammatory) over IL-12 (pro-

inflammatory) secretion. The same cord cells that expressed the CD14 macrophage

marker were also the ones that increased their endocytic ability with dexametha-

sone (150). Implications for the neonate either treated with steroids or born to

a mother treated with steroids are fewer dendritic cells for antigen presentation
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to naı̈ve T cells by maintaining the monocyte lineage rather than maturing into

dendritic cells.

The dendritic cell phagocytizes apoptotic cells and necrotic cells, and the type

of cell ingested leads to either an immune response (necrotic cells) or induction of

tolerance (apoptotic cells). Tolerance is the condition of not responding to an

antigen even though prior antigen exposure has occurred. Tolerance to self-antigens

is important to prevent autoimmune diseases (40). Wong et al. evaluated whether

neonatal dendritic cells responded differently to these two types of dying cells than

adult dendritic cells (100). Both adult and cord dendritic cells were able to phago-

cytose apoptotic and necrotic cells; however, adult dendritic cells phagocytosed a

larger amount of each type of dying cell. Up-regulation of MHC-II, CD80, CD86

and CD83 surface markers was minimal in the cord dendritic cells, whereas it was

significant for the adult cells that were exposed to the necrotic cells. Stimulated

dendritic cells lead to naı̈ve T-cell activation; however, cord blood dendritic cells

exposed to necrotic cells or LPS were less able to stimulate T-cell proliferation than

adults. LPS stimulation was able to increase the adult and cord dendritic cell

expression of MHC-II, CD80, CD86, CD83 and CD40, but to a lesser degree in

the cord.

The cytokines that dendritic cells produce upon stimulation (TNF-a, IL-10 and

IL-12p70) are instrumental in modulating the type of T-cell response. Cord blood

dendritic cells were able to increase TNF-a and IL-10 secretion but to a lesser degree

than the adult. The adult significantly increased the amount of IL-12p70 secreted

but the cord dendritic cells did not (100). IL-12 production is known to enhance

TH1 cell differentiation; whereas IL-10 can down-regulate TH1 cell development.

The TH2 propensity of human neonates may be related to this dendritic cells

phenotype. These studies are some of the first investigations into the role of the

accessory cell in the human neonate.

B Lymphocytes

Synthetic CpG oligodeoxynucleotides (CpG ODNs) stimulate murine

B-lymphocytes and dendritic cells to proliferate and produce cytokines and immu-

noglobulins (136, 165–168). The stimulatory effect in mice is dependent on the

presence of the CpG dinucleotide sequence as well as the surrounding nucleotides

flanked by two 50 purines and 30 pyrimidines (CpG motif) (135, 169, 170). Human

adult B cells are also stimulated by ODNs, but the CpG motif necessary for murine

B cell activation is not mandatory (171).

CpG ODNs can be classified loosely by the types of cells they are able to

stimulate. Some CpG ODNs induce highly purified human adult B cells to pro-

liferate, produce IgM, IgG and IgA and increase cell surface expression of CD86

(a marker of B cell activation) and CD25 (the IL-2 receptor) (171). Maximal human

B cell stimulation (cellular proliferation, CD80 and CD86 expression, immuno-

globulin production and IL-6 secretion) is achieved with ODNs that possess a

nuclease-resistant phosphorothioate-modified backbone with one or more CpG

motifs and no polyG motif (172). The CpG ODNs that induce a Th-1 response

and also stimulate B cells potently belong to the B class (also known as K type),

while the A class (also known as D type) are potent in activating NK cells

and human plasmacytoid dendritic cells to secrete interferon-a (173–175).

A third class of CpG is known as the C class, which combines the properties of

both A and B classes by being able to stimulate B cell and NK cell activation and

IFN-a production (176, 177). The B-class CpG ODNs enhance the ability of den-

dritic cells to produce IL-12 and help polarize T cell responses in the TH1 direction.

Several CpG ODNs are in clinical trials to enhance vaccine responses to infective

agents and cancer cells (178–181).
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As a natural offshoot of the murine neonate model, the role CpG ODNs

could play in improving the human neonate’s B cell response is beginning to be

discovered. In one study, it was shown that cord blood B cells and dendritic cells

in whole blood culture up-regulated CD40 in response to CpG stimulation but

did so less effectively than adults (182). CpG ODNs can stimulate cord blood

B cell proliferation and up-regulate expression of CD86 and HLA-DR, surface

molecules important for T and B cell interaction. CpG ODN-induced cell surface

marker up-regulation is similar in cord and adult B cells (18). Cord blood B cell

proliferation is increased with CpG ODN stimulus but there are conflicting results

as to whether cord cells proliferate to the same degree as adult B cells in response

to CpG ODNs (18, 20). This proliferation effect was increased for both adult and

cord B cells when anti-IgM was added to the CpG ODN-exposed cells (18). Cord

blood polyclonal IgM production in response to CpG ODN stimulus was as

robust as the adult; however, cord blood cells produced less IgG compared to

adult cells and no IgA in response to CpG ODN stimulation (18, 20). CpG ODN

can also induce chemokine secretion from cord and adult B cells (macrophage

inflammatory protein [MIP]-1a and MIP-1b) which is further increased when

anti-IgM is added (18). Importantly, the polyclonal B cell immunoglobulin

response to CpG ODN contains antibodies specific for polysaccharide antigens

(18, 20). Thus far it has not been demonstrated that CpG ODNs can amplify

B cell antibody responses to polysaccharide antigens in a vaccine-like scenario

rather than just a polyclonal response, perhaps due to an undetectable amount of

polysaccharide-specific antibody or requirement for T cell or accessory cell cyto-

kine. These studies support the possibility that the neonatal B cell can function

like the adult but specific circumstances and conditions are important for max-

imal cord B cell response.

HUMAN AND MOUSE DIFFERENCES

Despite the murine neonatal spleen showing immature B cells compared to adult,

studies in the human neonate typically involve peripheral blood, and the same

deficits seen in the murine spleen are not seen in human peripheral blood lym-

phocytes (18). Indeed, murine lymph node B cells are more mature than splenic

cells and splenectomy in mice does not influence IgG1 and IgG2a responses (59,

122). The polysaccharide antibody-antigen response in mice is predominantly IgM,

whereas it is IgG, IgA and IgM in humans (183). TD responses in neonatal mice are

low in IgG2a, while human neonates are low in IgG2 (73).

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
INVESTIGATION NEEDS

The identification of specific defects in the newborn’s immune response can

influence how physicians treat inflammatory processes and infections in the

neonate. Already, CpG ODNs are being studied in adult mice as an adjuvant to

polysaccharide vaccines to increase the antibody response to previously poor

antigens (184). There is the potential that CpG ODNs could help the neonate’s

response to polysaccharide antigens, allowing the 23-valent pure polysaccharide S.

pneumoniae vaccine now used in the elderly to also be effective in neonates.

In addition, further data on CpG ODNs stimulatory capabilities in the neonate

could aid in the development of an N. meningitidis vaccination program for

infants. We speculate that CpG ODNs are likely to require a second stimulus

to increase specific antigen responses as CpG ODNs alone were unable to

stimulate increased amounts of polysaccharide antigen in cord blood in the

laboratory setting.
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Currently, once infection and the inflammatory cascade develop in the new-

born infant, there is little therapy to counteract the effects other than antibiotics

and supportive care. There have been many trials in adults evaluating the role of

cytokine antagonists and other anti-inflammatory agents in treating septic shock

(185–188). However, since the cytokine response in neonates is different from that

in adults, different approaches to this type of therapy in the neonate may be needed.

Since the newborn is relatively immune-suppressed and unable to respond to many

infections with an adequate immune response, stimulatory cytokines might actually

be of more benefit than the anti-inflammatory treatments evaluated in adults.

Additionally, the preterm infant’s immune system is different even from that of

the term newborn (47, 95, 97, 108, 111, 118, 162, 189–194). For example, IL-8

baseline concentration is not dependent on gestational age but production by

stimulated monocytes is lower in preterm cord blood than in term cord blood

(97, 118). Further study is needed to delineate other immune response differences

in the preterm infant.
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Chapter 11

Influence of Passive Antibodies
on the Immune Response of
Young Infants

W. Paul Glezen, MD

Measles and other Respiratory Viruses

Pertussis and Other Bacterial Vaccines

Summary

Examination of the effect of passively acquired antibody on active immunization of

infants is important for multiple reasons, foremost being the consideration of

boosting maternal antibodies for protection of neonates and young infants by

delivering vaccine to pregnant women (1). The question is whether or not the

enhanced maternal antibody levels will interfere with subsequent active immuniza-

tion. This question will be addressed in this review along with some of the param-

eters of immune responsiveness that are related to this question.

First, it should be recognized that the pattern of transmission of naturally

occurring passive immunity is changing. Extensive use of vaccines has altered the

ecology of the diseases that the vaccines prevent. Examples of diseases with chan-

ging patterns of occurrence are measles and pertussis. For both diseases a major age

shift in the incidence of serious disease to young infants has occurred that probably

has resulted from a reduced endowment of maternal protection for the fetus. For

pertussis and, perhaps, other diseases, boosting of maternal immunity is warranted

both to increase protective antibody transmitted to the fetus and to reduce expo-

sure of the infant by protecting the mother (and other household contacts) from

infection with Bordetella pertussis. Other aspects of pertussis epidemiology will be

discussed in the second section.

For many years it was assumed that the lower age limit for administration of

measles vaccine was determined solely by the level of passively acquired maternal

antibody. The changing ecology of measles has allowed dissection of the role of

maternal antibody from immunologic immaturity of the infant as the determinants

of the ability of the infant to respond to active immunization with a live virus

vaccine. Examination of this relationship is relevant not only for measles virus but

also for other paramyxoviruses, and orthomyxoviruses.

MEASLES AND OTHER RESPIRATORY VIRUSES

Measles

Measles vaccine was licensed in 1963 (2). The occurrence of natural measles infec-

tion declined as vaccine uptake increased. Originally, only a single dose of vaccine
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was recommended after the first year of life when maternal antibody had waned

because it was recognized that even low levels of passively acquired antibody would

interfere with infection with the attenuated measles virus and thereby limit the

immune response. The early surge of vaccine uptake resulted in a significant reduc-

tion in exposure of the population to natural measles infection. As a consequence,

starting in about 1985, infants born to women whose only exposure to measles

infection was vaccination in early childhood had lower passively acquired antibody

titers than were usually seen prior to the introduction of vaccine. For instance,

Yeager et al. found a steady decline in measles antibody titers in cord blood speci-

mens between 1969 and 1976, ranging from a geometric mean titer of 1:134 to 1:46,

respectively (3). Infants immunized at 10 or 11 months of age were more likely to

generate an immune response in 1976 compared to those born earlier. This

resulted in earlier susceptibility of infants to natural infection and consideration

of initiating active immunization at an earlier age. Lennon and Black estimated age

of susceptibility of infants born to mothers in three birth cohorts, prior to 1957,

1958 through 1962 and >1963, by measuring maternal measles antibody titers

(4). Projecting from the estimated half-life of passively acquired antibody, infants

born to mothers born before 1958 were probably protected for an average of

11.5 months, while those whose mothers were born after 1962 were probably

protected for only an average of 8.5 months.

As a consequence of these waning antibody levels and reduced exposure to

natural infection, immunity of the population declined despite continued vaccina-

tion of children between 12 and 15 months of age (5). Despite an overall decline in

reported measles, outbreaks continued to occur, culminating in a series of serious

epidemics in 1987 and 1990. One feature of these outbreaks was the large propor-

tion of cases in infants too young to receive vaccine. Hutchins et al. reported that

31% of those involved were <16 months of age (too young to receive vaccine by the

existing recommendations) (6). Many of the children admitted to hospital with

measles were <9 months of age, which was a rare finding before the introduction of

vaccine.

Up to this time, the conventional wisdom was that maternal antibody was the

limiting factor for successful immunization of infants. Therefore, the logical

response to the occurrence of serious disease in infants <9 months of age was to

administer the vaccine at an earlier age (7). Because of the variation in passive

antibody levels, more potent vaccines were developed that would overcome low

levels of maternal antibody present in some infants and the vaccines were delivered

at <6 months of age. Follow-up of some of these infants detected increased mor-

tality due to poorly defined causes by age 3 years and raised questions about the

safety of high-dose vaccines administered at an early age (8). This experience led to

re-examination of measles vaccine strategies.

Careful studies by Arvin and colleagues have helped to elucidate the immune

responses of infants to measles vaccine (9–11). They compared antibody responses

of infants at ages 6, 9 and 12 months with and without pre-existing measles anti-

body (9). At 6 months of age only 67% of antibody-negative infants had a 4-fold

increase in neutralizing antibody titers and only 36% achieved ‘‘sero-protective’’

responses. Geometric mean titers of the 6-month-old infants were 27, compared to

578 and 972 for infants who were vaccinated at 9 and 12 months, respectively.

The failure of the younger infants to respond to immunization in the absence

of passively acquired antibody indicates a partial failure of maturation of the

immune system. The limitation is partial because, in contrast to the neutralizing

antibody responses, T-cell proliferation and cytokine responses to measles did

not differ with age. These observations were extended by comparing the responses

to mumps vaccine for the same age groups with essentially the same results (10, 11).

Six-month-old infants had limited humoral responses to mumps virus vaccine, but
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the measures of cellular immunity were the same for all age groups. These infants –

with and without pre-existing passive antibody – responded well to a second dose at

12 months of age. At that time all had protective titers (>120 mIU) to measles

virus. This is evidence that immunologic priming occurred with the first dose of

vaccine despite pre-existing passive antibody or immunologic immaturity (in the

case of those 6 months of age at the time of the first vaccination).

Measles and mumps viruses belong to the Paramyxoviridae family. Mumps is

closely related to the human parainfluenza viruses and less closely related to the

pneumovirus (respiratory syncytial virus), orthomyxovirus (influenza viruses), and

metapneumovirus (human metapneumovirus) (12). Longitudinal studies have

shown that primary infections with most of these viruses will not generate a pro-

tective immune response in infants. This is true generally for both natural infection

and infection with an attenuated vaccine virus. Protection is correlated with the

level of neutralizing antibodies and has been demonstrated for passively acquired

maternal antibody as well as antibody generated by natural infection. The evidence

for these statements is summarized here.

Paramyxoviridae – Natural Infection

Longitudinal studies of infants followed from birth and correlation of maternal

antibody levels to risk of infection have documented a negative correlation between

severity of infection and pre-existing antibody against the common respiratory

viruses – respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), parainfluenza virus type 3 and influenza

A(H3N2) virus (13–15). Infections may occur in infants with relatively low levels of

passively acquired neutralizing antibodies. When infection is documented by virus

isolation or antigen detection, a neutralizing antibody response may not be mea-

sured. In some cases, maternal antibody may mask the response because the low

titer will persist beyond the period when the passively acquired antibodies would

normally persist. In other cases, a response is not evident for influenza and RSV.

An unusual situation after parainfluenza type 3 infection in infants <6 months of

age has been described. Kasel et al. found a gradual increase in neutralizing anti-

bodies for several months after infection, documented by multiple cultures (16).

Although it was not unusual to find repeated shedding up to 3 weeks after onset of

illness, the increase in antibodies continued for months after consistently negative

serial cultures. For infections with this group of viruses in young infants, it may be

important to measure the antibody response for 6–8 weeks after infection because a

significant rise may not be detectable by 3–4 weeks. At first, the pre-existing mater-

nal antibody may mask the active antibody production or the immature immune

mechanisms of the infant may require a longer time to mount a response.

Evidence for diminished protective immune response to infection in early

infancy is the high frequency of re-infection during the first 2 years of life after

primary infection occurs in early infancy (13–15). Infants who do not generate a

neutralizing antibody response to the first infection have a very high risk of

re-infection during the next season. This was especially true for RSV and

parainfluenza type 3. For RSV, infants with neutralizing antibody titers <1:8 had

re-infection rates of almost 83% in the second year compared to only 12% for those

with titers of 1:128 or greater (14). For parainfluenza type 3, the rates were 88% and

40%, respectively (15). Both RSV and parainfluenza virus type 3 produce high infec-

tion rates and morbidity in young infants. Protection afforded by naturally acquired

maternal antibodies against primary infection in the first months of life has been

demonstrated for both of these viruses and influenza viruses (15, 17, 18). For the

latter it has been shown that the age at the time of culture-positive influenza virus

infection is inversely related to the level of neutralizing antibody present in cord

sera at birth. In other words, the higher the titer at birth, the older the infant will be at
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the time of primary infection. This is important because younger infants are

at greater risk for serious lower respiratory tract infections due to immunologic

immaturity and small-caliber airways. In general, the longer that primary infec-

tion can be avoided, the better the outcome. Furthermore, it was demonstrated

that infants with culture-positive infections had no detectable pre-existing

antibody to the infecting virus strain at the time that they presented to the

hospital (17).

Similar data are available for RSV infections in young infants (18, 19). Infants

with culture-positive RSV infections during the first 8 weeks of life had significantly

lower cord blood neutralizing titers than RSV-infected infants aged 9–18 weeks. It is

important to note that the age of infants at the time of the largest proportion

of hospital admissions for RSV disease is 4–8 weeks. Infants admitted to the hos-

pital with neutralizing antibody titers of 1:16 or greater had significantly lower

illness severity scores than those with titers <1:8. For parainfluenza type 3 virus,

infants less than 5 months of age with cord blood titers <1:32 had infection rates of

33 per 100 compared to only 7 per 100 for infants with cord blood levels of 1:256 or

higher (15). It is clear that maternal antibody will modify natural infection;

therefore, it should be expected that it will affect the response to live, attenuated

vaccine viruses.

Paramyxoviridae – Response to Vaccines

Influenza

Piedra et al. found that the response to inactivated influenza vaccine (two doses)

was depressed by low levels of pre-existing antibodies – presumably of maternal

origin – in young infants (20). This study also showed that antibody response may

be delayed in young infants after administration of live attenuated vaccine;

increased numbers of infants had significant increases in antibodies detected at

6–8 weeks after vaccination compared to 3–4 weeks. When two doses of live atte-

nuated virus were given to young infants, only 20% of those vaccinated at 2 and

4 months of age achieved protective titers measure by hemagglutination inhibition,

compared to 50% if the second dose was delayed until 6 months of age. Low levels

of maternal antibody did not influence the results and the conclusion was that

immaturity of the immune system was the main factor in determining the antibody

response. Gruber et al. compared responses to bivalent A live attenuated vaccine in

infants <6 and >6 months of age; 77% and 92% of seronegative infants >6 months

of age seroconverted, while only 56% and 81% of those <6 months responded to

a single-dose vaccine to influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2), respectively (21).

The results for infants <6 months of age were similar for those with pre-existing

(presumably maternal) antibody. Clements et al. were able to infect infants at 2 and

4 months of age with high-dose (107 TCID50) monovalent influenza A(H1N1)

attenuated vaccine; however, about 25% developed fever and 13% had cough as

reactions to the vaccine, so that safety considerations were raised (22). Safety would

be a greater concern for a trivalent preparation at this higher dose. In summary, for

influenza vaccines maternal antibody may dampen the immune response to inacti-

vated vaccines. The live attenuated vaccine does not appear to be affected by low

levels of maternal antibody but the immune response is reduced by immunologic

immaturity. High doses (107 tissue culture infective dose50) of the attenuated virus

vaccine may not be safe for infants <6 months of age.

The current approach to protection of infants <6 months of age is to vacci-

nate women who are pregnant during the influenza season (23, 24). Since the

influenza vaccine formula is updated each year and is usually not available until

early September, women can only receive the relevant vaccine after they are preg-

nant. Since women have increasing risk of complications of influenza as pregnancy
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progresses, the vaccine can serve a double purpose of protecting both the mother

and her offspring.

RSV

The development of a vaccine for RSV has been more problematic than for influ-

enza. Crowe has reviewed some of the difficulties in vaccine development that

began with the experience of an alum-precipitated, formalin-inactivated prepara-

tion in the 1960s (25). This vaccine was given to infants 3–5 months of age and

stimulated low levels of neutralizing antibodies. When these infants were challenged

with natural infection they had a much higher hospitalization rate – near 50% –

than did the controls. Two infants died of RSV disease at 14 and 16 months of age –

an age when the consequences of infection are generally benign in otherwise healthy

children. This experience had a chilling effect on the development of vaccine. In

general, it has been decreed by the FDA that inactivated vaccines of any composi-

tion should not be used in infants before first natural priming with RSV infection.

Limited studies of the purified F protein (PFP-2) RSV vaccine showed that even

infants who have been born prematurely developed significant neutralizing anti-

body response to the PFP-2 vaccine after natural priming (26, 27). A whole series of

live attenuated RSV vaccines have been studied. In general, the vaccines that are

sufficiently attenuated to be given safely to young infants do not generate an

immune response (28, 29). New recombinant strains are promising in that virus

shedding at the time of re-challenge with the vaccine strain is limited in the first

month after primary inoculation. However, antibody response is minimal and it is

unlikely that this response would protect against wild RSV infection. In any event,

multiple doses probably would be required to achieve any protection and this

would be accomplished too late to protect the youngest infants, who are at greatest

risk of serious disease. A better approach to protection of young infants may be to

seek indirect protection by boosting the immunity of toddler-age children to reduce

exposure of young infants (31). Immunization might be accomplished by either a

potent subunit vaccine or a less attenuated live virus strain. Active immunization of

young children >1 year of age could be combined with maternal immunization to

boost the passive immunity of the infant, which should protect against lower respi-

ratory disease in the first months of life (30, 32). Since immunologic immaturity

limits an active immune response until after 6 months of age, maternal antibody

will be degraded before active immunization is indicated. Therefore, enhanced

maternal antibody present at birth would not interfere with active immunization

after 6 months of age.

Studies in a primate model have yielded some intriguing results. Crowe et al.

infected seronegative chimpanzees with a live attenuated RSV vaccine after pre-

treating half of the subjects with high-titered RSV immunoglobulin (33). The pas-

sive immunity blunted the antibody response after vaccination, but surprisingly,

after challenge with a wild RSV strain, the protection was not different and the

chimpanzees that were passively immunized prior to vaccination had enhanced

neutralizing antibody responses that indicated priming with the vaccine under

the cover of passive immunity. This study would certainly support the hypothesis

that the principal limiting factor to immunization of young infants is not passively

acquired antibody, but immunologic immaturity.

Parainfluenza Virus Type 3

Parainfluenza virus type 3 appears to be less sensitive to passively acquired maternal

antibody than influenza virus or RSV (15). Infection rates in infants <5 months of

age were inversely related to maternal antibody levels but the correlation was not as

impressive; infection rates were 33.3%, 24.7% and 7.1% for infants with cord blood

titers <1:32, 1:64–128, and >1:128, respectively. Overall the early infection rate was
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about half that seen for RSV and the frequency of lower respiratory tract illness was

much less. Candidate vaccines have been developed by cold adaptation of human

parainfluenza virus type 3 and by the Jennerian approach using bovine parain-

fluenza type 3 (12). Growth of the bovine strain is restricted in both non-human

primates and in infants (34). The frequency of virus shedding was not related to

preexisting antibodies. Studies in primates have shown that infection with the

bovine virus protects against challenge with human parainfluenza type 3. Further

studies are required to confirm the safety and efficacy of attenuated parainfluenza

vaccines. The effect of maternal antibody appears to be minimal at this time.

Summary of Maternal Antibody and Infection with Paramyxoviridae

Measles virus is most sensitive to passively acquired antibody, and the other viruses

in descending order are less sensitive: influenza, RSV and parainfluenza type 3.

Although active antibody response to infection or vaccine may be dampened by

maternal antibody, evidence of T cell priming is manifested by booster response

to subsequent challenge. The main limiting factor to immunization in early

infancy is immunologic immaturity and not maternal antibody. Passive immunity

enhanced by boosting maternal antibody during pregnancy may provide the pro-

tection needed for the interval between birth and attainment of immunologic com-

petency (1).

PERTUSSIS AND OTHER BACTERIAL VACCINES

Pertussis

Pertussis is a continuing public health problem despite the availability of effective

vaccines that are safe and well-tolerated (35). Young infants less than 6 months of

age develop life-threatening infections that require hospitalization and, often,

intensive care. Between 1997 and 2000, over 7000 cases were reported in infants

under 6 months of age and 63% were hospitalized (36). These infants comprised

over 80% of those hospitalized, 90% of the deaths and over 50% of those with

seizures or encephalopathy. At the same time the highest proportional increase in

reported cases occurred among adolescents, 10–19 years of age; 30–40% of all cases

were in this age group and about 2% were hospitalized. Adults constituted 20–30%

of reported cases, of whom 3.5% were hospitalized and 2.6% had pneumonia.

These distributions represent a shift in age to older adolescents and young

adults, with most of the severe disease in infants too young to have developed

immunity from active immunization.

Many of the adolescents and adults have cough illness that may not be recog-

nized as pertussis (37). As a consequence, they may unknowingly expose young

infants to infection. Many infants do not receive the primary series of acellular

pertussis vaccine in a timely manner and are, therefore, vulnerable to infection.

Even if they do receive vaccine at the recommended schedule of 2, 4 and 6 months,

they may not have protection until after the third dose. Surveys have shown that

women who are delivering babies currently have low levels of antibodies to pertussis

antigens (38, 39). Although these antibodies are transmitted to their offspring, the

levels are so low as to be undetectable by 2 months of age for almost all infants.

In order to reduce exposure of infants to pertussis, the Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices (ACIP) now recommends a routine pertussis vaccine boos-

ter at 10–11 years of age. The recommended vaccine is the combination of tetanus

and diphtheria toxoids with acellular pertussis vaccine, Tdap. Any women present-

ing for prenatal care who have not had the recommended booster should receive

Tdap (40). It is further recommended that all household contacts have Tdap boos-

ters at the time of birth of the newborn.
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In a large field trial comparing antibody responses to several acellular pertussis

vaccines with a whole-cell vaccine in infants, residual maternal antibodies did not

interfere with the responses to any of the components of the acellular preparations;

however, maternal antibody did dampen the response to pertussis toxin in infants

given the whole-cell pertussis vaccine (41). Since only potent acellular vaccines are

currently used in practice, it is unlikely that maternal antibodies will interfere with

active immunization of the infant; however, this question should be addressed by

direct measurements of the antibody decay of maternally derived pertussis antibo-

dies and the development of active responses to pertussis immunization in infants.

Bacterial Toxoids

Bacterial toxoids generally are very immunogenic. Both diphtheria and tetanus

toxoids have been administered to pregnant women, resulting in high antibody

titers. Bjorkholm et al. administered diphtheria toxoid to pregnant women

during an outbreak; infants were actively immunized at 3 and 5 months of age

(42). Infants with pre-existing titers of greater than 0.1 IU/ml had a lower response

after the second dose but titers after the 12-month booster were indistinguishable

from those of infants whose mothers had low titers. Infant response to active

immunization with the tetanus toxoid conjugated to the capsular polysaccharide

(PRP) of Hemophilus influenzae type b has been examined in infants whose mothers

had received tetanus toxoid immunization during pregnancy (43). The antibody

response to the PRP component was not affected by high maternal tetanus anti-

toxin titers; however, the infant response to tetanus toxoid was dampened by high

pre-existing anti-toxin levels. Despite this, all infants achieved protective levels of

tetanus antitoxin – particularly after the booster dose of PRP-T.

Polysaccharide Vaccines

Meningococcal polysaccharide, pneumococcal polysaccharide and PRP (of H. influ-

enzae type b) have been administered to pregnant women. During an epidemic in

Brazil, several pregnant women received meningococcal polysaccharide vaccine

(44). Responses of infants to active immunization at 6–8 months of age were the

same for those whose mothers did or did not receive the vaccine during pregnancy

for both serotypes A and C. No evidence of tolerance was found for infants exposed

to maternal immunization with the meningococcal vaccine. A similar experience

was reported for studies of PRP in pregnant women and subsequent active immu-

nization of their infants. Amstey et al. found that infants of mothers who received

PRP during pregnancy responded to active immunization at 18 months of age

similarly to infants whose mothers were unvaccinated (45). Again no evidence of

tolerance was found; this question had been raised by early studies of polysaccha-

ride antigens in rodent models.

Conjugate Vaccines

Conjugate vaccines were developed because of the failure of infants to respond to

the capsular polysaccharide antigens of important bacterial pathogens. Covalent

binding of a polysaccharide to a carrier protein has been demonstrated to allow

T cell-dependent processing of the polysaccharide antigen – even in young infants.

Administration of conjugate vaccines to young infants potentially may be compli-

cated by the presence of passive antibodies to either the carrier protein or to the

capsular polysaccharide antigen of interest. Several vaccines against Hemophilus

influenzae type b (Hib) have been developed by conjugation of the capsular poly-

saccharide, PRP, to a protein carrier. Most of these vaccines have employed protein
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carriers that are vaccine antigens or related to vaccine antigens. The most com-

monly used carrier proteins are tetanus toxoid, diphtheria toxoid or the mutant

diphtheria toxin, CRM197. PRP-T designates the Hib vaccine with PRP conjugated

to tetanus toxoid. Neonatal immunization with PRP-T was found to be well-toler-

ated and infants who received the first dose in the newborn period followed by a

booster at 4 months had higher doses after the 14-month booster than did infants

who were vaccinated only at 4 months of age (46). Therefore, there was no evidence

of tolerance to the antigen given in the newborn period. The initial response was

dampened in infants with high passively acquired antibody titers but the 4-month

dose elicited responses in all infants, indicating that priming occurred despite the

high levels of pre-existing antibody. When the first dose of PRP-T was given at

1–2 months of age, maternal antibodies to tetanus toxoid did not interfere with

the response to PRP (47). The authors concluded that infants with high levels

of maternal anti-tetanus antibodies could be safely immunized with PRP-T.

Furthermore, there was evidence that priming the infants with tetanus toxoid

prior to the first dose of PRP-T enhanced the PRP antibody response (48).

Four different protein conjugates of PRP have been administered to women

during pregnancy or to women of child-bearing age prior to conception (49).

Compared to PRP alone, the conjugates give significantly higher titers and more

IgG1 antibody that crosses the placenta more readily than IgG2 antibody. IgG2

antibody is usually preferentially produced in adults in response to polysaccharide

antigens. Women in The Gambia received PRP-T or meningococcal polysaccharide

vaccine during pregnancy (50). The infants were further subdivided to receive

active immunization with either PRP-T or hepatitis B vaccines. All responded

equally to active immunization and the infants whose mothers had received

PRP-T were almost continuously protected against Hib during the first months

of life before the active antibody response was evident after the second dose of

PRP-T given at 3 months of age. Continuous protection may be important

in developing countries where Hib infections are common in infants under

6 months of age.

Englund et al. showed that infants born with high titers of PRP antibody could

respond to active immunization with a 10 mg dose of the HbOC vaccine consisting

of PRP oligosaccharides conjugated to CRM197 (51). Infants immunized between

6 and 9 months of age had titers similar to those of infants whose mothers had

not been vaccinated. The 10 mg dose of HbOC gave the highest titers in women of

childbearing ag,e averaging 181 mg total PRP antibody (Farr assay) and 81 mg of IgG

measured by ELISA. Subsequently a trial in pregnant women utilized a dose of only

2 mg of HbOC, one-fifth the infant dose, and generated an average level of

22.1 mg of total PRP antibody (49, 52). About one-half of this amount was trans-

mitted to the infants, who responded well to active immunization with HbOC,

allowing essentially continuous protective levels throughout infancy (Fig. 11-1 and

Fig. 11-2). The infants received HbOC, 10 mg, at 2, 4, 6 and 15 months of age.

Although their titers were lower than controls after the primary series, they all had
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Figure 11-1 Total antibodies against the capsular

polysaccharide (PRP) of Hemophilus influenzae type b

(Hib) for infants after active immunization with the Hib

conjugate vaccine, 10 mg, at 2, 4, 6 and 15 months of

age are compared for those whose mothers had received

the Hib conjugate vaccine, 2 mg, or pneumococcal poly-

saccharide vaccine during the third trimester of

pregnancy.
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similar titers after the 15-month booster. It is evident that priming occurred even in

the presence of high levels of passively acquired maternal antibody.

A pre-pregnancy trial in Native American women had similar results. In this

trial, women of child-bearing age received either HbOC vaccine or the PRP-OMP

vaccine 6–9 months prior to conception (53). (PRP-OMP utilizes the outer mem-

brane protein of the group B meningococcus as the carrier protein.) Infants born to

these women were actively immunized with PRP-OMP at 2, 4 and 12 months of

age. Infants whose mothers received HbOC had higher anti-PRP titers before active

immunization and their response to active immunization was suppressed after the

primary series at 2 and 4 months of age; however, all responded equally to the

booster at 12 months of age. This experience gives another example of strategies for

maternal immunization that provide seamless protection for the mother and infant.

The same pre-pregnancy schedule has been used for tetanus toxoid and has been

effective for the prevention of both neonatal tetanus and puerperal tetanus.

SUMMARY

Passively acquired maternal antibody may dampen the antibody response to vac-

cines administered in the first months of life; however, studies indicate that helper

T cell priming is usually present and brisk antibody responses will follow subse-

quent doses of vaccine. The main problem limiting early immunization is imma-

turity of the immune system. Strategies to provide protection of neonates and

young infants include boosting of maternal antibody by vaccination either during

pregnancy or prior to conception, indirect protection by immunizing older contacts

of infants and passive immunization with antibody-rich preparations given

monthly to high-risk infants. An example of the latter is the use of humanized

monoclonal antibodies against RSV. For some vaccines, such as tetanus toxoid,

immunization during pregnancy is necessary only if a woman presents for prenatal

care without having had the recommended booster. For other vaccines, such as

influenza vaccine, immunization can only occur during pregnancy because the

vaccine is updated each year and the relevant vaccine is not available until after

conception. These immunizations are effective and efficient because a single dose

can protect two individuals at a vulnerable period of their lives.
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Chapter 12

Neonatal T-Cell Immunity and
its Regulation by Innate
Immunity and Dendritic Cells

David B. Lewis, MD

Conventional (Myeloid) Dendritic Cells

Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cells

Dendritic Cells Mediating Natural Cytotoxicity

Activation of Dendritic Cells

Toll-like Receptors and Dendritic Cell Activation and Maturation

TLR-Independent Innate Immune Mechanisms for Dendritic Cell

Activation

T-Cell Activation by Dendritic Cells

Clinical Evidence for Deficiencies of T-Cell-Mediated Immunity

in the Neonate and Young Infant

Major Phenotypes and Levels of Circulating Neonatal Dendritic Cells

Circulating Neonatal Conventional Dendritic Cells: TLR-Dependent

Changes in Surface Phenotype and Cytokine Production

Circulating Neonatal Plasmacytoid Dendritic Cells: TLR-Dependent

Changes in Surface Phenotype and Cytokine Production

Allostimulation of T Cells by Circulating Neonatal Dendritic Cells

Neonatal Monocyte-Derived Dendritic Cells

Fetal Tissue Dendritic Cells

Post-natal Studies of Tissue-Associated Dendritic Cells in Children

Post-natal Ontogeny of Murine Dendritic Cell Function

Neonatal CD4 T Cells Have Intrinsic Limitations in Th1 Differentiation

Reduced CD154 Expression

Conclusion

Thanks in large part to Rusian Medzhitov and Charlie Janeway Jr, who first

identified Toll-like receptors (TLRs) in mammals (1), and to Ralph Steinman

and his colleagues at the Rockefeller Institute, who were pioneers in studies of den-

dritic cells (DCs) (2), it is now abundantly clear that TLRs expressed by DCs are an

important mechanism for the early detection of pathogen-derived molecules.

This recognition in the context of other signals suggesting infection and tissue
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damage results in a DC maturation program that effectively presents antigen

to and activates T cells in secondary lymphoid organs, such as draining lymph

nodes and the spleen. Because there is substantial evidence that neonatal T-cell

function, particularly that mediated by CD4 T cells, is reduced compared to

that of the adult in response to infection (3), it is plausible that immaturity in

DC function could be an important mechanism limiting such T-cell function

in the neonate and fetus. This chapter will provide a brief overview of DCs, the

role of TLRs in DC function and T-cell activation, summarize clinical and immu-

nological studies indicating decreased T-cell immune function in the neonate,

and discuss evidence that immaturity in TLR function by DCs may limit T-cell

function in early post-natal life. Other recently identified non-TLR mechanisms for

DC maturation and T-cell activation will also be mentioned, as these may be fruitful

avenues for future investigation of neonatal immunity. This review will focus on

immunity mediated by ‘‘conventional’’ CD4 and CD8 T cells expressing ab-T-cell

receptors, which account for >90% of T cells in peripheral lymphoid tissue. The

developmental immunology of other human T-lineage cell populations, including

gamma/delta T cells and NK T cells, has recently been reviewed elsewhere (3).

CONVENTIONAL (MYELOID) DENDRITIC CELLS

Conventional dendritic cells (cDCs), also referred to as myeloid or monocytoid DCs

or DC1 cells, have been aptly considered the sentinels of the immune system

because of their role in the early detection of infection (2) or danger (4) posed

to extra-lymphoid tissues. They are bone marrow-derived cells that express the

CD11c/CD18 b2 integrin protein and in their mature form display characteristic

cytoplasmic protrusions or ‘‘dendrites’’. cDCs lack most or all cell surface molecules

that characterize other bone-marrow derived cell lineages, a feature that is termed

Lin�, including molecules that are typically expressed on T cells (e.g., CD3), mono-

cytes or neutrophils (e.g., CD14), B cells (e.g., CD19 or CD20), natural killer (NK)

cells (e.g., CD56). cDCs express MHC class II, which is involved in peptide antigen

presentation to CD4 T cells, and, upon maturation, express greater amounts of

MHC class II than any other cell type. cDCs also express relatively high levels of

MHC class I, a virtually ubiquitous heterodimer protein that presents peptide

antigen to CD8 T cells.

cDCs in the circulation and tissues are heterogeneous based on their surface

phenotype and functional attributes. Interstitial cDCs are found in essentially

all tissues and are highly effective in uptake of antigen in soluble or particulate

form. cDCs in uninflamed tissues are immature in that they express only moderate

levels of surface MHC class I and class II molecules. Immature cDCs are also found

in the blood in relatively small numbers (0.2–0.4% of adult peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) compared to monocytes (�10% of PBMCs)) and

are probably in transit to the uninflamed tissues from bone marrow sites of pro-

duction. cDCs of the skin include Langerhans cells, which express CD1a and

Birbeck granules but lack expression of the factor XIIIa coagulation factor, and

interstitial cDCs of the dermis, which conversely lack Birbeck granules and are

factor XIIIa-positive; both cell types express immunoglobulin-like transcript

receptor-1 (ILT1) (5).

cDCs and mononuclear phagocytes (Mf), which include circulating mono-

cytes and tissue macrophages, appear to differentiate from a common bone marrow

precursor cell termed the common Mf and DC progenitor (MDP) (6). A more

differentiated intrasplenic cDC precursor has also recently been identified in mice

(7). Under certain conditions in vitro or in vivo, e.g., transendothelial differentia-

tion, mature murine monocytes may give rise to cDCs, including Langerhans cells

(8, 9). The extent to which this applies to humans in vivo remains unclear, but the
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CD16+CD14mid subset of human monocytes, which comprises about 20% of cir-

culating monocytes in adults, more readily differentiates into cDCs in vitro than

does the predominant CD16�CD14high monocyte subset (10).

PLASMACYTOID DENDRITIC CELLS

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs), also known as DC2 cells, and their immediate

precursors constitute a cell lineage that appears to be distinct from cDCs, although

the precursor product relationship between myeloid or lymphoid progenitor cells

and pDCs remains controversial (11). Human pDC-lineage cells have a character-

istic surface phenotype of high expression of the IL-3 receptor (CD123), low but

detectable expression of CD4, low or absent CD11c, and a lack of ILT1 (12). Murine

pDCs differ from human pDCs in that they express only low levels of CD123, have

detectable expression of CD11, and, in contrast to cDCs, express B220 (an epitope

of CD45 that predominates on murine B cells) and Ly6C, a protein that is recog-

nized by a monoclonal antibody that cross-reacts with Ly6G of murine neutrophils

(11). pDCs are found in the blood and secondary lymphoid organs, and the fre-

quency of these cell in lymph nodes is markedly increased with inflammation (12).

The difference in their pattern of localization from that of most immature cDCs is

attributable to differences in the pattern of expression of adhesion molecules, such

as L-selectin (CD62-L), which promotes entry into peripheral lymphoid tissue via

high endothelial venules (11). In contrast to immature cDCs, immature pDCs have

a limited capacity for antigen uptake and presentation but with maturation signals

they acquire a substantial ability to present antigen and activate both CD4 and CD8

T cells (12). When appropriately stimulated, pDCs and their more mature deriva-

tives also differ from cDCs in their markedly greater capacity to produce type I

interferon (IFN). Type I IFN includes multiple types of IFN-a encoded by separate

genes and a single IFN-b.

DENDRITIC CELLS MEDIATING NATURAL CYTOTOXICITY

A murine cell population with features of cDCs (CD11c expression and IL-12

production), pDCs (expression of B220 and type I IFN production) and NK cells

(certain surface markers, natural cytotoxicity by a TRAIL-dependent mechanism

against tumors, and IFN-g production) have recently been described (13, 14). In

contrast to NK cells, these IFN-producing killer dendritic cells (IKDCs) mature into

DC-like cells that have increased expression of MHC class II and migrate to lymph

nodes to present antigen to T cells (14). An analogous human cell population of

IKDCs remains to be defined.

ACTIVATION OF DENDRITIC CELLS

cDC maturation and migration can be triggered by a variety of stimuli, including

pathogen-derived products that are recognized through TLRs (discussed in detail in

the next section), cytokines, such as interleukin (IL)-1, tumor necrosis factor

(TNF)-a, and granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and

by engagement of CD40 on the cDC surface by CD154 (CD40-ligand). Major

sources of CD154 for this activation include activated CD4 T cells (15) and, at

least in mice, by a subset of pDCs (ref. 16, and see below). Thus, the function and

localization of cDCs can be rapidly modulated by direct recognition of microbes or

their products, by cytokines produced by neighboring cDCs, pDCs (16), or other

cells of the innate system (17), or by products of T cells to which they present

antigens, e.g., CD154 (15). Exposure of immature cDCs to inflammatory stimuli

prevents further antigen uptake and, instead, leads to the increased surface
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expression of MHC class II and class I molecules displaying antigenic peptides

derived from previously internalized particles (18). Concurrently, cDC maturation

results in their migration from non-lymphoid tissues to the T-cell dependent areas

of secondary lymphoid organs, such as the lymph nodes and spleen. This migration

is orchestrated, in part, by an increase in the cDC surface expression of the CCR7

chemokine receptor and decrease in expression of most other chemokine receptors.

This favors migration of cDCs via lymphatics to T-cell rich areas of secondary

lymphoid organs that express the CCR7 ligands, CCL19 (ELC) and CCL21

(SLC). Once cDCs home to these T-cell rich areas they can present foreign pep-

tide/MHC complexes to antigenically naive T cells bearing cognate ab-TCR for

these peptides.

A recent study of herpes simplex virus (HSV) antigen presentation to CD8 T

cells after skin infection suggests that cDCs that migrate to the lymph nodes may

not directly present to T cells. Instead, these migratory DCs may rapidly transfer

their antigen to cDCs that reside in the lymph nodes and that carry out such

antigen presentation (19). The transfer of antigen from cDCs of the airways to

cDCs resident in the mediastinal draining lymph nodes for CD8 T-cell antigen

presentation also appears to occur following influenza A infection of the respiratory

epithelium (20). Whether this sequential involvement of two cDC populations in

antigen presentation to T cells applies to most antigens encountered for most

infections remains to be determined. In cases of skin immunization of mice,

both Langerhans cell and dermal cDCs are induced to migrate to draining lymph

nodes. However, dermal DCs arrive in the lymph nodes first, at approximately

2 days post-immunization. In contrast, Langerhans cells, which probably must

detach from adjacent keratinocytes, arrive in the lymph nodes at approximately

4 days post-immunization (21).

Like immature cDCs, activation of pDCs via TLR ligands, cytokines, or

CD40-ligand results in their maturation, including acquisition of the cytoplasmic

protrusions characteristic of immature or mature cDCs and an increased capac-

ity to present antigen to naive T cells. A recent study suggests that human pDC

after exposure to viruses or TLR ligands may also acquire cell-mediated cytotoxicity

by TRAIL (22), a TNF-ligand family member expressed on the cytotoxic effec-

tor cell surface. The importance pDC-mediated cytotoxicity in vivo remains

unknown.

TOLL-LIKE RECEPTORS AND DENDRITIC CELL
ACTIVATION AND MATURATION

The TLR family of transmembrane proteins recognizes microbial structures, par-

ticularly those that are highly evolutionarily conserved and typically essential for

the microbe’s function. These microbial structures are relatively invariant and are

not present in normal mammalian cells. For this reason, recognition of these

‘‘pathogen-associated molecular patterns’’ by TLRs provides infallible evidence

for microbial invasion alerting the innate immune system to respond appropriately

(1). Twelve different TLRs have been identified in humans, with distinct recognition

specificities (23) and patterns of expression, and with both shared and unique

downstream response pathways. For example, TLR-2 recognizes peptidoglycan,

which is expressed at particularly high levels by Gram-positive bacteria; TLR-3

recognizes viral double-stranded RNA, a component of the life cycle of many

viruses, and a synthetic mimic of double-stranded RNA, poly I:C; TLR-4 recognizes

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Gram-negative bacteria and a protein encoded by

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV); TLR-5 recognizes bacterial flagellin; human

TLR-7 and TLR-8 can be activated by synthetic imidazoquinoline compounds

with anti-viral activity (24), and TLR-8 can recognize single-stranded RNA (25),
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a characteristic of RNA viruses, such as influenza; TLR-9 recognizes DNA from

bacteria, which contain unmethylated CpG dinucleotide residues (CpG DNA)

and from DNA viruses, such as herpes simplex virus (HSV), in which these CpG

residues are also unmethylated. Since TLR-9 does not recognize DNA containing

methylated CpG residues, which predominate in human DNA, this receptor serves

as a means to distinguish host from pathogen-related DNA. TLRs can also form

heterodimers with distinct recognition properties, e.g., the TLR-1/TLR-2 and

TLR-2/TLR-6 heterodimers recognize bacterial-derived triacyl and diacyl lipopep-

tides, respectively (26).

The efficient presentation by cDCs of peptide antigens to T cells requires that the

foreign proteins that are internalized by cDCs be contained in phagosomes that also

have TLR ligands (27). Signals from interaction of these TLR ligands with TLRs

induce maturation and migration of DCs. Certain TLRs interact with their ligand

on the cell surface, e.g., TLR-2 and TLR-4, while others, such as TLR-3, TLR-7, TLR-

8, and TLR-9, interact with their ligands in endosomal compartments.

The distribution of TLRs on cDCs and pDCs also differs markedly. Human

cDCs express most TLRs that recognize bacterial, fungal and protozoan cell sur-

face structures but do not express TLR-7, TLR-8, and TLR-9. Consequently,

cDCs are not directly activated in response to either single-stranded RNA

or unmethylated CpG DNA, but both are potent inducers of IFN-a production by

pDCs, which express TLRs 7–9. However, cDCs express TLR-3 and therefore can pro-

duce type I IFN in response to dsRNA. They can also use RNA helicases for type I IFN

induction, as discussed below. Most cytokine production by cDCs in response to TLR

engagement requires the adaptor molecule MyD88 and the IRF-5 transcription factor

(28). The production of type I IFN by pDCs by engagement of TLRs 7–9 is dependent

on MyD88 and the IRF-7 transcription factor (29–31).

In mice, cDCs can upregulate their surface expression of MHC class II and

T-cell co-stimulatory molecules, such as CD80 and CD86, by exposure to inflam-

matory mediators. However, these cDCs are not able to produce IL-12 and effec-

tively drive naive CD4 T-cell differentiation towards Th1 cells unless they also

receive a second signal by concurrent engagement of their TLRs (32). This ‘‘two-

signal’’ requirement, which is reminiscent of T-cell activation needing both peptide/

MHC and a separate co-stimulatory signal, may be important in preventing inap-

propriate T-cell activation by cDCs.

A recent study of murine infection with the Gram-positive intracellular bacte-

rium Listeria monocytogenes suggests that the following sequence of interactions

between pDCs and cDCs may be critical for protective immunity in response to

unmethylated CpG DNA, a TLR-9 ligand: cDCs produce IL-15, which increases

CD40 expression on cDCs; CD154 expressed by pDCs engages CD40 on cDCs,

which markedly increases cDC IL-12 production (16). Whether this precise

sequence of events also applies to viral infections that activate pDCs remains

unclear. Recent studies of the murine HSV skin infection model have found that

pDCs and cDCs both migrate to inflamed lymph nodes and are both required for

the effective generation of HSV-specific CD8 T cells with cytotoxic activity (33). It

will be of interest to determine whether pDC expression of CD154 and IL-15

produced by CD40 engagement of cDCs is also critical for viral antigen-specific

CD8 T-cell immunity in this context.

TLRs expressed by T cells also play a role in the regulation of adaptive immu-

nity. Human memory CD4 T cells express TLR-2 but not TLR-4 on the cell surface,

and bacterial lipoprotein, a TLR-2 ligand, can directly enhance these cells’ prolifer-

ation and production of T helper 1 (Th1) cytokines, e.g., IFN-g (34). Memory CD4

T cells, particularly those that lack CCR7 and that are enriched in Th1 effector

function, also can directly respond to ligands for TLR-2, TLR-5 (flagellin) and

TLR-7/8 but not TLR-4 with increased proliferation and cytokine secretion (35, 36).
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Naive CD4 T cells from cord blood lack surface expression of TLR-2 or TLR-4 but

both receptors are expressed on the cell surface after activation by IFN-a and CD3

monoclonal antibody (34), which mimics engagement of the ab-TCR/CD3 complex

by peptide/MHC antigen. This activation stimulus allows cord blood naive CD4 T

cells to become responsive to TLR-2 but not TLR-4 ligands as co-stimulators of

increased T-cell proliferation and cytokine secretion (IFN-g, IL-2, and TNF-a) (34).

Thus, the TLR-2 pathway is functional in activated cord blood CD4 T cells, and it will

be of interest to directly compare the function of this pathway in adult naive CD4 T

cells.

TLR ligands also can influence the activity of a population of regulatory T cells

(Tregs) that express high surface levels of CD25, a component of the high-affinity

IL-2 receptor, and FoxP3, a transcription factor required for regulatory CD4 T-cell

development and, possibly, regulatory function. Engagement of TLRs, such as TLR-

5, enhances both FoxP3 expression and the ability of these cells to suppress the

immune responses of effector T cells (36). Murine Tregs also express TLR-2 and in

response to TLR-2 engagement proliferate and concurrently lose Treg activity in

vitro and in vivo (37, 38). The loss of Treg activity is transient so that the expanded

Treg population may then act to limit the effector T-cell response (37). Thus

microbial-derived ligands may play a role in both the positive and negative regu-

lation of adaptive immune responses.

TLR-INDEPENDENT INNATE IMMUNE MECHANISMS
FOR DENDRITIC CELL ACTIVATION

Recently, several other families of receptors for microbial ligands have been identi-

fied, including the NOD (nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain) proteins,

NALP (nacht domain-, leucine-rich repeat-, and pyrin domain-containing) pro-

teins and two RNA helicases (39, 40). These receptors are cytoplasmic and, in

contrast to TLRs, are not transmembrane proteins associated with lipid bilayers.

With the exception of most NALPs, these cytoplasmic receptors contain CARD

(N-terminal caspase recruitment domain) segments that activate the NF-kB path-

way and NF-kB-dependent genes, such as those encoding pro-inflammatory cyto-

kines (39).

NOD1 and NOD2 recognize g-D-glutamyl-meso-diaminopimelic acid and

muramyldipeptpide (MDP), which are components of bacterial peptidoglycan

(41, 42). NOD1 or NOD2 agonists strongly synergize with engagement of

TLRs, such as TLR-4, in increasing the production of IL-12 by human

MDDCs (43).

NALPS 1–3 are associated with other proteins making up an ‘‘inflammasome

complex’’ that is involved in processing and activating precursor forms of IL-1b and

IL-18 so that these are biologically active. These inflammasome complexes, partic-

ularly those containing NALP3, may be triggered not only by pathogen-derived

products, such as bacterial RNA (44), but also by ‘‘danger’’ signals that are indic-

ative of cell injury, such as uric acid crystals and low intracellular potassium con-

centrations that are triggered by extracellular ATP binding to purinergic receptors

that mediate potassium efflux (39, 45).

The two RNA helicases, RIG-1 (retinoic acid-inducible gene-1) and MDA-5

(melanoma differentiation associated Gene 5), are able to trigger the production of

type I IFN (40). RIG-1 appears to recognize nucleic acid from paramyxoviruses,

influenza virus, and Japanese encephalitis virus, while MDA-5 detects RNA from

picornaviruses (46). RIG-1 utilizes a downstream signaling adaptor molecule, var-

iously called Cardif, MAVS, IPS-1, or VISA (39). RIG-1 and this downstream

adaptor is important in inducing type I IFN production by cDCs and other cell

types but not pDCs (47, 48). These RNA helicases are able to detect viral RNA
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found in the cytoplasm, while, in contrast, the recognition of viral nucleic acids by

TLR-3, and TLRs 7–9 can only occur in the lumen of endosomes.

T-CELL ACTIVATION BY DENDRITIC CELLS

cDCs are poised to respond rapidly to microbial invasion by their secretion of

cytokines and presentation of microbial antigens to T cells; this presentation

leads to T-cell activation and functional differentiation. In steady-state conditions

that prevail in uninfected individuals, cDCs play a central role in maintaining a

state of tolerance to self antigens by presenting them to T cells in the absence of

accessory signals required for T-cell activation. Upon maturation, mature cDCs

express high levels of peptide-MHC complexes and molecules that act as co-stimu-

latory signals for T-cell activation, such as CD80 (B7–1) and CD86 (B7–2), and

consequently are highly efficient for presenting antigen in a manner that effectively

activates naive CD4 and CD8 T cells for clonal expansion. In the case of naive CD4

T-cell activation and differentiation into effector cells in vivo, TLR-induced cyto-

kine production as well as TLR ligand maturation of cDCs is required. TLR signals

act on cDCs to promote effector CD4 T-cell differentiation by enhancing effective

antigen presentation and activation of naive CD4 but also by limiting the inhibitory

effects of Tregs (49).

CD4 T cells recognize MHC class II-bound peptides, which are mainly derived

from extracellular proteins or pathogens that have entered into intracellular lipid

bilayer bound compartments in the APC, such as endosomes, by phagocytosis,

pinocytosis, or internalization of the cell or nuclear membrane. cDCs also influence

the quality of the T-cell response by producing cytokines that direct the differen-

tiation of naive CD4 T cells into Th1 (capable of producing IFN-g but not IL-4, IL-

5, or IL-13), Th2 (capable of producing IL-4, IL-5, or IL-13 but not IFN-g) and

Th17 (capable of producing IL-17) (50, 51). The production by cDCs of IL-12p70, a

heterodimeric cytokine consisting of a p35 and p40 chain, or of type I IFN by pDCs,

skews differentiation towards the Th1 pathway, while the production of IL-23,

which consists of a unique p19 chain and the IL-12 p40 chain, promotes Th17

differentiation, particularly when IFN-g is absent (51).

Differential cytokine production by particular effector CD4 T cell populations

is particularly important in orchestrating the overall immune response by providing

stimulatory signals to other cells of the immune system. Th1 immunity is partic-

ularly important for the control of intracellular infections that occur in APCs,

such as mononuclear phagocytes, including certain intracellular bacteria

(e.g., Mycobacteria, Salmonella, Listeria (52), viruses (e.g., herpesviruses), fungi

(e.g., Candida, Pneumocystis), and protozoa (e.g., Toxoplasma, Plasmodium).

Th2 immunity is particularly important for promoting immune responses to

pathogens such as extracellular pathogens that include antigen-specific IgE and

cellular immunity by eosinophils, basophils, and mast cells. Th2 responses are

also important in classic allergic disease. The role of Th17 responses in host defense

largely remains to be defined, but appears to be important in controlling infection

in which neutrophil activation is essential, such as infection with Klebsiella (53) and

other bacteria that have an extracellular life style.

cDCs are also essential for activating CD8 T cells and have the unique ability

among APCs to internally transfer proteins taken up from the external environment

from an MHC class II antigen presentation pathway to the MHC class I pathway, a

process called cross-presentation. How cross-presentation occurs in cDCs remains

poorly understood, but recent genetic study indicates that a protein called UNC-

93B, which is mainly found in the endoplasmic reticulum, is required for this

process (54). Interestingly, UNC-93B is also required for intact signaling by TLRs

3, 7, and 9. A recent and unexpected finding is that cross-presentation may also
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be facilitated by the NADPH oxidase complex, which is critical for the oxidative

mechanism killing of bacteria and fungi internalized intro neutrophils (55). Naive

CD8 T cells that are effectively activated by cDCs expressing peptide/MHC class I

complexes differentiate into effector cells expressing cytotoxins that are important

for killing virally infected cells. CD8 T cells are also rich sources of cytokines, such as

IFN-g and TNF-a that have anti-viral activity and also may help overcome certain

viral-mediated immunosubversive effects, such as the inhibition of antigen

presentation.

The role of other innate immune receptors, such as the NOD, NALP, and RNA

helicase families, in influencing the development of antigen-specific T-cell immu-

nity remains unclear.

CLINICAL EVIDENCE FOR DEFICIENCIES OF
T-CELL-MEDIATED IMMUNITY IN THE NEONATE
AND YOUNG INFANT

Term newborns are highly vulnerable to severe infection with herpes simplex virus

(HSV)-1 and -2, and neonatal infection frequently results in death or severe neu-

rological damage, despite administration of high doses of anti-viral agents, such as

acyclovir, to which HSV is susceptible (56, 57). Death from disseminated primary

HSV infection is distinctly unusual after the neonatal period, except in cases of

genetic T-cell immunodeficiency or in recipients of T-cell ablative chemotherapy or

immunosuppression. Neonates with primary HSV infection have delayed and dimin-

ished appearance of HSV-specific Th1 responses, i.e., CD4 T-cell proliferation, secretion

of IFN-g and TNF-a, production of HSV-specific T-cell dependent antibody, compared

to adults with primary infection (58, 59). These decreased responses ex vivo suggest

that poor adaptive immune responses in vivo may allow HSV to disseminate and cause

profound organ destruction for days to weeks after infection. Whether the post-

infection appearance of HSV-specific CD8 T-cell immunity is also delayed in the

neonate is unknown. It is also unclear by what age after birth the capacity to generate

an HSV-specific CD4 T-cell immune response to primary infection becomes similar to

that of adults.

The delayed Th1 immunity observed with neonatal HSV infection may also

apply to other herpes viruses acquired during infancy. For example, we recently

compared cytomegalovirus (CMV)-specific CD4 and CD8 T-cell immune responses

in infants and young children versus adults following primary CMV infection, and

found that infants and young children had persistently reduced Th1 immune

responses (60). In contrast, CD8 T-cell responses were similar, including the expres-

sion of cytotoxin molecules (60, 61). Decreased CMV-specific CD4 T-cell responses

were associated with persistent viral shedding in the urine (60), suggesting that

CD4 T-cell immunity may be particularly important for the local control of viral

replication in mucosae. It is likely that this selective decrease in CD4 T-cell immu-

nity to CMV also applies to infection acquired perinatally and in the neonatal

period, which is also characterized by persistent viral shedding. Interestingly, con-

genital CMV infection can result in a robust CMV-specific CD8 T-cell response in

the fetus, suggesting that there may be major differences in the capacity for the

generation of CD4 versus CD8 T-cell responses to CMV very early in ontogeny (62).

The otherwise healthy term newborn is also susceptible to severe infection from

enteroviruses (63, 64), which have a relatively small RNA genome, indicating that

limitations in anti-viral immunity are not unique to herpes viruses, which have a

large DNA genome. The most severe form of infection, i.e., hepatic necrosis with

disseminated intravascular coagulation and liver failure, is highly unusual outside the

neonatal period except in cases of severe T-cell immunodeficiency, such as early after

hematopoietic cell transplantation prior to T-cell reconstitution or in patients with
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severe combined immunodeficiency. This complication is particularly common in

neonates with overt infection during the first week after birth (63), in contrast to

HSV, which can present with severe disseminated infection up to several weeks of age

(56, 57). It is not known whether the vulnerability of the neonate to severe enteroviral

infection is paralleled by delayed or diminished T-cell responses compared to older

children upon their first infection with this class of viruses.

The severity or persistence of non-viral infections for which T cells also play a

critical role in control also suggests a general limitation in T-cell mediated immu-

nity to pathogens in early human development. Examples include congenital infec-

tions, such as toxoplasmosis (65), which frequently disseminates to the retina, even

when acquired during the last trimester of gestation. Mucocutaneous candidiasis,

particularly thrush, is common during the first year of life (66). The high preva-

lence of thrush in early infancy may reflect, at least in part, decreased fungal-specific

CD4 T-cell immunity, as thrush is also characteristic of adults with acquired defects

in CD4 T-cell immunity, such as HIV-1 infection (67), as well as defects in innate

immunity (68).

In the case of M. tuberculosis infection the tendency for the neonate and young

infant to develop miliary disease and tuberculous meningitis is paralleled by

decreased cell-mediated immunity compared to older children and young adults,

as assessed by delayed-type sensitivity skin tests (69). The young infant is able to

mount substantial levels of IFN-g production by CD4 T cells following neonatal

vaccination with bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG), a live attenuated strain of

Mycobacterium bovis (70, 71). However, this does not rule out a reduced or delayed

T-cell response to virulent M. tuberculosis or bovis in infants compared to adults.

MAJOR PHENOTYPES AND LEVELS OF CIRCULATING
NEONATAL DENDRITIC CELLS

While most DCs are found in the tissues, small numbers, consisting of immature

cDCs and pDCs and representing �0.5% of circulating blood mononuclear cells,

are found in the circulation. Several studies found that DCs with an immature pDC

surface phenotype (Lin�HLA-DRmidCD11c�CD33�CD123hi) predominated in

cord blood and early infancy, constituting about 75% of the total Lin�HLA-DR+

DC (72) and �0.75% of total blood mononuclear cells (73, 74). The remaining 25%

of cells had a HLA-DRhighCD11c+CD33+CD123low surface phenotype consistent

with conventional cDCs found in adults, except that CD83 expression was absent

(72).The ‘‘cocktail’’ of Lin (lineage) monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) used to enrich

for DCs by negative selection included those for CD3 (T-cells), CD14 (monocytes),

CD16 (NK cells), CD19 (B cells), CD34 (hematopoietic precursor cells), CD56 (NK

cells), CD66b (granulocytes), and glycophorin A (erythroid cells).

More recent work has shown that circulating cDCs can be divided into four

non-overlapping subsets that express either CD16, CD34, CD1c (BDCA-1), which

is a non-classical antigen presentation molecule, or BDCA-3, a cDC marker with

unknown function (75, 76). Moreover, a portion of the CD16 and CD1c cDC

subsets may also express low levels of CD14 (76, 77). Thus, the inclusion of

mAbs for CD16, CD34, and, perhaps, CD14, in lineage cocktails used for depletion

will substantially reduce the final yield of cDCs. Another technical issue is that both

cDCs and pDCs may also be lost by their forming complexes with T cells during the

purification of mononuclear cells by density gradient centrifugation, e.g., with

Ficoll-Hypaque (78).

More accurate determination of the circulating levels of DCs can be achieved

by staining whole blood with mAbs, followed by red cell lysis, and flow cytometry.

Using this whole blood approach and including CD16 as a marker for a subset of

cDCs indicates that adult peripheral blood and cord blood have similar
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concentrations of Lin�CD11c+CD16�HLA-DRhigh cDCs (�70–76 cells/mL) and

Lin�CD11c+CD16+ DCs (�58–60 cells/mL). In contrast, the concentration of

Lin�CD123high pDCs in cord blood was significantly higher than in adult periph-

eral blood (�17.5 and 10.5 cells/mL, respectively)(78). Other workers using

the whole blood method and a Lin cocktail that removes both CD16+ and

CD34+ cDCs have found that the levels of cord blood cDCs and pDCs are higher

than those in adult peripheral blood (79). After the neonatal period, the numbers

of pDC lineage cells declines with increasing post-natal age, whereas the

numbers of cDCs do not (80). The biological significance of the predominance

of pDCs in the neonatal circulation is uncertain but may reflect their relatively

high rate of colonization of lymphoid tissue, which is undergoing rapid expansion

at this age.

One study using the whole blood analytic technique found that cord

blood may have an increased proportion of immature DCs with a distinct

Lin�HLA-DR+CD11c�CD34�CD123mid phenotype. These less differentiated

(ld) DCs (81) may represent a precursor of more mature pDCs as they have

been reported to stain with monoclonal antibody against BDCA-4, which is a

marker of the pDC lineage (76). In cord blood the concentration of ldDCs and

CD123high pDCs are similar. The concentration of ldDCs declines with age so that

they are essentially absent by early adulthood. Confirmation of these results using

additional markers that distinguish pDCs and cDCs and compares their function

would be of interest.

CIRCULATING NEONATAL CONVENTIONAL DENDRITIC
CELLS: TLR-DEPENDENT CHANGES IN SURFACE PHENOTYPE
AND CYTOKINE PRODUCTION

Basal expression of MHC class II (HLA-DR) on cord blood and adult peripheral

blood cDCs is similar (73, 82), although the level of the CD86 co-stimulatory

molecule on both CD16- and CD16+ cDCs was lower in cord blood (83).

Stimulation with LPS (a TLR-4 ligand) and poly I:C (a TLR-3 ligand) increased

the expression of HLA-DR and CD86 on cDCs to a similar extent by neonatal

compared to adults cDCs. However, compared to adult peripheral blood cDCs,

cDCs from cord blood had decreased upregulation of CD40 after incubation

with ligands for TLR-2/6 (Mycoplasma fermetans), TLR-3 (poly I:C), TLR-4

(LPS), or TLR-7 (imiquimod) (82) and decreased upregulation of CD80 by

TLR-3 and TLR-4 ligands (73, 82)

Neonatal blood cells produce less IFN-a than adult blood cells in response to

poly I:C (82), and this most likely reflects decreased production by neonatal cDCs,

which express TLR-3, rather than pDCs, which do not. The LPS-induced expression

of TNF-a by cord blood cDCs was also reduced compared to adult cDCs both for

the percentage of cells that expressed this cytokine as well as for the amount of

cytokine produced among the cytokine-positive cells (84); in contrast, the LPS-

induced expression of IL-1a by cord blood and adult cDCs was similar. After

stimulation with the combination of LPS and IFN-g, cord blood CD16+ cDCs

expressed less IL-1b and IL-6 compared to this cDC subset in adult peripheral

blood (83). TLR-4 surface expression was similar on cord blood and adult cDCs

(84), consistent with the selective nature of diminished responses to LPS by cord

blood DCs (84).

The production of bioactive IL-12p70 by cord blood mononuclear cells also

appears to be reduced in response to LPS alone or in combination with IFN-g or

pertussis toxin, which also activates cDCs via TLR-4 (85), compared to older chil-

dren or adults (86, 87). The cellular source of IL-12p70 in these in vitro cultures is

probably cDC (86, 87). However, decreased IL-12 production by cord blood cDCs
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may not apply to all stimuli. For example, neonatal and adult blood mononuclear

cells stimulated with Staphylococcus aureus, other Gram-positive and Gram-nega-

tive bacterial cells or meningococcal outer membrane proteins have been reported

to produce equivalent amounts of IL-12 (88–91).

Interestingly, TLR-8 ligands, such as GU-rich single-stranded RNA, are

particularly potent activators of both cord blood and adult cDCs, and these

cell types also have similar levels of intracellular TLR-8 expression (92).

This raises the possibility that TLR-8 ligands might be particularly effective at

increasing cDC function in neonates compared to other TLR ligands, although it

remains to be shown that TLR-8 engagement is also effective at inducing neonatal

cDCs to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines and to allostimulate T cells for Th1

differentiation.

CIRCULATING NEONATAL PLASMACYTOID DENDRITIC
CELLS: TLR-DEPENDENT CHANGES IN SURFACE PHENOTYPE
AND CYTOKINE PRODUCTION

Like pDCs from the tonsils of older children (93, 94), cord blood pDCs are inef-

fective at uptake of either protein or peptide antigens (95). It is unclear whether

maturation of pDCs in the neonate, e.g., by exposure to viruses, results in a similar

increase in capacity for antigen presentation that is observed with adult pDCs.

Stimulation with unmethylated CpG DNA (a TLR-9 ligand) increased the expres-

sion of HLA-DR on cord blood and adult pDCs to a similar extent (96), and, in

combination with IL-3-containing medium, induced higher levels of CD80 and

CD86 on cord blood pDCs than adult pDCs (97). The levels of CD80 and CD86

on cord blood pDCs after incubation with IL-3-containing medium alone for 20 h

were also markedly lower than on adult pDCs (97), suggesting these differences are

likely to apply to circulating pDCs in vivo.

Type I IFN production and the frequency of IFN-a-producing cells in response

to HSV was diminished in cord blood mononuclear cells, particularly from

prematurely born infants, compared to adult peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(98). Similar results were obtained with whole blood preparations stimulated

with unmethylated CpG DNA (73). It is likely that the decreased production of

type I IFN by neonatal PBMCs or whole blood cells in response to viruses

or unmethylated CpG DNA reflects decreased production by pDC lineage cells sig-

naling through TLR-9 (73). Consistent with this idea, partially purified cord

blood pDCs have been reported to have decreased production of IFN-a compared

to adult pDCs after stimulation with unmethylated CpG DNA in IL-3-containing

medium (97). However, this group did not confirm that these differences applied

to the stimulation of whole blood preparations. This decreased production

of IFN-a is not attributable to diminished TLR-9 expression by cord blood

pDCs (97), suggesting that events downstream of engagement of intracellular

TLR-9 may be involved. The extent to which the decreased cord blood

pDC responses are due to the presence in cord blood of pDCs with CD123dim

staining (the ldDCs described above) (81) is unclear, but its is plausible

that these phenotypically immature pDCs might also have reduced function

compared to CD123high pDCs.

ALLOSTIMULATION OF T CELLS BY CIRCULATING
NEONATAL DENDRITIC CELLS

The first study to directly test the ability of cord blood DCs to activate T cells was

done prior to the availability of markers that allow them to be isolated relatively

rapidly and in high purity. In these studies cells cultured overnight in vitro were
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substantially less effective than adult cells in activating allogeneic T-cell prolifera-

tion (99, 100). This decreased activity was associated with reduced levels of expres-

sion of HLA-DR and the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 (99). In more recent studies

cited above (73, 82), in which expression of HLA-DR was evaluated on uncultured

DCs, HLA-DR expression on neonatal and adult cDCs and pDCs did not differ

significantly. The lower level of HLA-DR expression by neonatal DC in the studies

by Hunt and colleagues (99) probably reflects the overnight culture or the predom-

inance of pDCs among DCs isolated from neonatal blood obtained using certain

enrichment strategies. These pDCs express lower levels of HLA-DR than cDCs (72),

and pDC lineage cells are highly prone to die during culture in vitro. Therefore, the

use of an overnight protocol for cell isolation may adversely affect cord blood DCs,

in which pDCs are predominant.

Several studies found that circulating DCs from cord blood can allogeneically

stimulate cord blood T cells in vitro (72, 95, 101). However, their efficiency was not

compared to adult DCs. Virtually all of the allostimulatory activity of partially

purified cord blood DCs is mediated by the cDC subset rather than the pre-pDC

subset (72). It should also be noted that activation of allogeneic T cells does not

require uptake, processing and presentation of exogenous antigens, and, thus, is not

as stringent a test of APC function as activation of foreign antigen-specific T cells.

As discussed above, DCs have a major influence on whether naive CD4 T cells

differentiate into producers of Th1 cytokines, Th2 cytokines, or Th17 cytokines

(i.e., IL-17) or into less committed cells that lack the capacity to produce any of

these cytokines (51, 102). For example, antigen presentation by pDCs favors the

differentiation of naive T cells into Th2 cells, unless these cells have been activated

by viruses or unmethylated CpG DNA, which causes them to release IFN-a or IL-12

and, in turn, drive potent Th1 polarization (103). Thus, it is plausible that limita-

tions in the production of IL-12 by neonatal cDCs and type I IFN by pDCs (via

engagement of TLR-7 and TLR-9) and cDCs (via engagement of TLR-3) in the fetus

and neonate may account for their tendency to have Th2 skewing of immune

responses to environmental allergens, their limited responses to intracellular patho-

gens, the maintenance of fetal-maternal tolerance during pregnancy, and the lower

risk of graft-versus-host disease following cord blood transplantation.

NEONATAL MONOCYTE-DERIVED DENDRITIC CELLS

Cells phenotypically similar to cDCs can be generated in vitro from a variety

of precursor cell, including blood monocytes, immature pDCs, CD34+ cells

(104–106), and even granulocytes, depending on the cytokines and culture condi-

tions employed. The generation of monocyte-derived dendritic cells (MDDCs) by

culture of freshly isolated blood monocytes with GM-CSF and IL-4 has been a

particularly useful experimental system for evaluating human DCs because a rela-

tively large number of cells can be generated in vitro in a short period. These

MDDCs have features of immature cDCs, and with further stimulation, e.g., incu-

bation with LPS or TNF-a, acquire phenotypic and functional features character-

istic of mature cDCs, e.g., increased expression of HLA-DR and co-stimulatory

molecules. The expression of various DC markers, e.g., CD1a, as well as the func-

tional capacity of MDDCs in vitro to produce cytokines, e.g., IL-12 p40, and to

allostimulate T cells, is substantially influenced by the serum concentration of the

growth media (107).

Both adult peripheral and cord blood MDDCs generated by GM-CSF and IL-4

incubation give rise to immature DCs similar to the cDC lineage. However, imma-

ture MDDCs from cord blood express less HLA-DR, co-stimulatory molecules

(CD40 and CD80), and CD1a than do adult MDDCs (108, 109); the expression

of CD11c, CD86, CCR5, and mannose receptor by cord blood MDDCs appears to
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be similar or only moderately lower than by adult MDDCs (108, 110). The

internalization of FITC-dextran by cord blood MDDCs is substantially lower

compared to adult peripheral blood MDDCs (109). LPS stimulation is also

significantly less effective at increasing HLA-DR and CD86 expression

by cord blood-derived MDDCs than those generated from adult peripheral

blood (110).

Consistent with these reductions in HLA-DR and co-stimulatory molecules,

MDDCs from cord blood matured by LPS stimulation have decreased allostimu-

latory activity for the production of IFN-g by T cells compared to adult MDDCs

(108, 110). The ability of neonatal MDDCs to allogeneically induce T-cell prolif-

eration has been reported as reduced in one study (109) but not in two others

(86, 108). The reduced IFN-g production (110) during allostimulation of T cells is

likely to be due to a markedly reduced capacity of immature neonatal MDDCs to

produce IL-12p70. IL-12p70 production by isolated cord blood MDDCs was re-

duced compared to adult MDDCs after LPS stimulation (a TLR-4 ligand) in some

studies (108, 110) but not all (86); the reasons for these discrepant results are

not clear. Decreased IL-12p70 production by cord blood MDDCs was

also observed after engagement of CD40 (which is the likely physiological stimu-

lus for IL-12 production during allostimulation) or treatment with double-stranded

RNA (poly (I:C)) (a TLR-3 ligand) (108, 110). The decreased IL-12 production

by cord blood MDDCs is accounted for by a selective decrease in mRNA expression

of the IL-12 (p35) chain component (108), a decrease that can be overcome

by incubating these cells with the combination of LPS and IFN-g. Decreased

IL-12 p35 expression appears to be due to a chromatin configuration of the

IL-12 p35 genetic locus in neonatal MDDCs that limits access to transcriptional

activator proteins (111). In contrast to the results for IL-12p70, adult and cord

blood MDDCs produce similar levels of TNF-a, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 after stimu-

lation (108, 109, 112).

Cord blood MDDCs produce significantly higher levels of IL-23 than adult

MDDCs after stimulation with either LPS or the TLR-8 ligand R-848 (resiquimod)

(113). These two cell populations also produce similar amounts of IL-23 after

incubation with PAM3CSK4 (S-[2,3-bis (palmitoyloxy)-(2-RS)-propyl]-N-palmi-

toyl-(R)-Cys-(S)-Ser-Lys4-OH trihydrochloride), a TLR-2 ligand, and poly (I:C)

(113), indicating that signaling via TLR-2 and TLR-3 for IL-23 production is

intact in cord blood MDDCs. Moreover, culture supernatants from LPS-stimulated

cord blood or adult MDDCs are effective at inducing IL-17 production by neonatal

T cells, especially those of the CD8 subset. This preferential induction of IL-17 by

cord blood CD8 T cells rather than CD4 T cells is also observed after polyclonal

activation and incubation with recombinant IL-23. These findings raise the possi-

bility that the Th17 pathway of immunity might be intact in neonates. However, it

should be pointed out that almost 1000-fold more IFN-g is produced by polyclon-

ally activated neonatal T cells treated with IL-12 compared to the production of IL-

17 by these cells after treatment with IL-23 (114). Nevertheless, determining

whether this IL-23/IL-17 pathway of T-cell differentiation is intact in vivo will be

of interest, as Th17 immunity can compensate for limitations in Th1 immunity for

certain pathogens (115).

These findings using MDDCs provide an explanation for limitations in Th1

immunity, such as delayed-type hypersensitivity skin reactions and antigen-specific

CD4 T-cell IFN-g production, which are discussed below. The relevance of these

findings obtained with MDDCs is supported by observations in mice suggesting

that myeloid DC can directly differentiate from monocytes when they undergo

transendothelial trafficking (9). But it remains unclear whether the differentiation

of monocytes into DCs using high doses of exogenous cytokines faithfully mimics

DC differentiation from less mature precursors in vivo. A rigorous comparison of
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the gene and protein expression profiles and function of MDDCs with freshly

isolated highly purified DC populations may help clarify this issue.

FETAL TISSUE DENDRITIC CELLS

Knowledge of tissue DCs in the human fetus and neonate is very limited. Immature

cDC lineage cells have been identified in the interstitium of solid organs, including

the kidney, heart, pancreas, and lung, but not the brain, by 12 weeks of gestation

(116). The numbers of these cells in tissues other than the brain progressively

increase by 21 weeks gestation. Epidermal Langerhans cells are found in the skin

even earlier (7 weeks gestation) (117). In contrast to post-natal skin, these cells are

uniformly CD1a� until 12–13 weeks of gestation (117), and CD1a+ Langerhans

cells do not predominate under about 27 weeks gestation (118). These findings

indicate that colonization and differentiation of Langerhans cells in the fetal skin is

developmentally regulated independently of exposure to inflammatory mediators.

Cells with the features of DCs, possibly of the pDC-lineage, are found in fetal

lymph nodes between 19 and 21 weeks of gestation (93); they have an immature

phenotype and are not recent emigrants from inflamed tissues. An early study

found S100+ ‘‘T-zone histiocyte’’ cells, which had the histological appearance of

pDCs, in the fetal liver between 2 and 3 months of gestation, a time when the liver

is a major hematopoietic organ (119); this was followed by the appearance of these

cells in the thymic medulla at 4 months and the spleen, lymph nodes, tonsils, and

Peyer’s patches by 4–5 months gestation. These findings need to be confirmed using

better-characterized and more definitive histological markers.

POST-NATAL STUDIES OF TISSUE-ASSOCIATED DENDRITIC
CELLS IN CHILDREN

A recent study of nasal wash samples obtained from children with acute viral

respiratory infections demonstrated that both cDCs and pDCs can be identified

as part of these secretions by multiparameter flow cytometry (120). Increased

numbers of both DC populations were observed after acute infection with respira-

tory syncytial virus (RSV) or with other respiratory viral pathogens (parainfluenza

and influenza). In the case of RSV infection, the number of these cells was corre-

lated positively with the viral load, and persisted in the nasal mucosa for 2–8 weeks

after acute infection. No CD83 expression by these DCs was detected, consistent

with their being more tissue-associated DCs. Interestingly, infection with RSV but

not parainfluenza/influenza resulted in decreased circulating levels of both cDCs

and pDCs (120). It will be of interest to determine whether these DC populations

accumulate to a similar degree in neonates and young infants, and the ability of

these cells to function ex vivo.

POST-NATAL ONTOGENY OF MURINE DENDRITIC
CELL FUNCTION

It is technically more difficult, particularly in humans, to assess the capabilities

of dendritic cells that are resident in the peripheral tissues. To address this issue,

we recently examined the impact of TLR-4 signaling on cDC in young mice (121).

cDCs from the spleens of 6–12-week-old TLR-4-deficient (C3He/J) mice were similar

to those of wild-type mice in the proportion of cells that were immature (MHC

class IIlow) compared to mature (MHC class IIhigh) (Fig. 12-1). However, mature

splenic cDCs from TLR-4-deficient mice had reduced expression of B7 co-stimula-

tory proteins, e.g., CD86, in response to incubation with GM-CSF alone or

together with CD40 engagement (Fig. 12-2). Moreover, myeloid cDCs from
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TLR-4-deficient mice also had significantly reduced capacity to produce IL-12 in

response to CD40 engagement compared to those from wild-type mice (Fig. 12-3), a

feature that would probably limit Th1 differentiation. It is interesting to speculate

that cDCs from neonates, born from a sterile uterine environment, are functionally

immature until they have had exposures to bacterial products in the extrauterine

environment.

Consistent with this idea, the capacity of purified murine splenic cDCs, par-

ticularly those of the CD8-a-subset, to produce IL-12p70 increases between 1–2

weeks and 6 weeks of age in response to CpG (TLR-9 is expressed by cDCs in mice)

and a combination of cytokines (122). Also supportive of this model, the

expression of a number of surface markers on cDCs, e.g., CD8-a, CD11b, and

F4/80, gradually increases after birth, achieving adult levels at approximately

4 weeks of age (123).

Interestingly, IFN-a production by purified murine splenic pDCs at 1–2 weeks

of age was similar to or higher than these cells at 6 weeks of age (122), indicating

that the developmental limitations in DC function may be limited to cDCs rather

than pDCs. This is consistent with the robust induction of T-cell immunity in the

neonatal mouse with the addition of unmethylated CpG DNA to protein vaccines

(124). Moreover, in contrast to human neonatal cDCs, those of the neonatal mouse

respond robustly to LPS, and are able to effectively activate naive T cells for dif-

ferentiation into effector cells (125). Although it remains to be determined whether

circulating cDCs in neonatal mice have reduced function compared to those in

older mice, the available data in vivo strongly suggest that neonatal mice may not

accurately model the apparent more prolonged and intrinsic limitations in cDC

function in early post-natal life in humans. A recent murine neonatal study also

suggests that the function of cDCs in vivo may be limited by a high level of pro-

duction of IL-10 by the neonatal B1 B cell subset in response to TLR-9 engagement

rather than an intrinsic limitation in cDC function (126). Whether a similar sup-

pressive environment for cDC function is attributable to neonatal human B cells

remains unclear.

A recent study by Kasper and co-workers in mice suggests that commensal

bacterial-derived products, such as the bacterial polysaccharide of the anaerobic

bacterium Bacteroides fragilis, can have a profound positive impact in early
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Figure 12-1 Wild-type and TLR-4-deficient mice have similar proportions of splenic conventional

dendritic cells that are mature and immature as assessed by the level of MHC class II surface

expression. CD11c and MHC class II surface expression was determined by flow cytometry, with

the cell numbers shown expressed as the percent of total CD11c+ cells.
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post-natal life in promoting lymphoid organogenesis, peripheral CD4 T-cell accu-

mulation, and the capacity for CD4 T cells to produce Th1 cytokines. Moreover,

this zwitterionic polysaccharide can be presented to T cells by cDCs in an MHC

class II-restricted manner (127). Whether this impact of Bacteroides fragilis is

dependent on TLRs or other innate immune mechanisms and whether the

impact on CD4 T-cell expansion is truly polyclonal or limited to only a portion

of CD4 T cells expressing a particular ab-TCR repertoire remain to be determined.
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Figure 12-2 TLR-4-deficient conventional dendritic cells express substantially less surface CD86

(B72) co-stimulatory molecule after activation with GM-CSF either alone or in combination with

CD40 engagement. CD86 expression was determined on immature (MHC class IIlow) and mature

(MHC class IIhigh) splenic dendritic cell populations immediately following purification (basal), and

using gating, for the mature (MHC class IIhigh) cell population, 24 h after incubation with

GM-CSF ± anti-CD40 mAb. The mean fluorescence index of positive cells is shown in the inserts

for dendritic cells from wild-type (WT, clear histogram) and TLR-4-defective (Def, filled histogram)

mice.
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Figure 12-3 Splenic conventional dendritic cells from

TLR-4-deficient mice produce less IL-12 compared to

wild-type dendritic cells. The levels of IL-12p40 in super-

natants of splenic conventional dendritic cells activated

with anti-CD40 mAb for 48 h are shown. Data represent

means ± SEM and are representative of three experi-

ments. �P< 0.05 versus the wild-type CD40 mAb-trea-

ted group by the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
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It is also unclear whether this impact on CD4 T-lineage cells in vivo applies to

humans, although Bacteroides fragilis is an abundant member of our gastrointesti-

nal tracts.

NEONATAL CD4 T CELLS HAVE INTRINSIC
LIMITATIONS IN Th1 DIFFERENTIATION

Numerous studies have demonstrated decreased Th1 function by human neonatal

CD4 T cells (128–133). These findings can be accounted for by the increased

numbers of differentiated memory T cells of the Th1 subset in adult blood com-

pared to neonatal blood (131, 134, 135). Naive (CD45RAhighCD45R0low) cells com-

prise approximately 60% of the CD4 T cells in most adults, but represent >90% of

cells in infants (130). Thus any direct comparison of cord blood T cells to unfrac-

tionated adult cells compare a relatively pure population of naive cells to a mixed

population containing both naive and memory cells. However, even when purified

naive adult CD4+ T cell are used for comparison, there appear to be major func-

tional differences. For example, we recently investigated the capacity of neonatal T

cells to mount Th1 responses (136). To avoid questions of inadequate antigen

presentation by neonatal dendritic cells, a pool of allogeneic adult dendritic cells

(MDDCs) were used as stimulators. Compared to purified adult naive CD4 T cells,

neonatal naive CD4 T cells from cord blood secreted much less IL-2 and IFN-g and

expressed less CD154 on their cell surface (136). There was also a decrease in the IL-

12p70 detected in the culture supernatants, indicating decreased induction of IL-12

secretion by dendritic cells by the neonatal CD4 T cells. This is probably due, in

part, to decreased CD154/CD40 interactions. In addition, the neonatal CD4 T cells

were impaired in their differentiation into Th1 cells because they expressed less

STAT4 and had lower levels of STAT4 tyrosine phosphorylation, which is required

for IL-12 signaling (136).

There was no evidence of increased skewing towards Th2 cells, based on the

low level of IL-4 produced in both neonatal and adult CD4 T-cell cultures with the

allogeneic dendritic cells. There was also no evidence of increased levels of immu-

nosuppressive cytokines, such as IL-10, to account for reduced neonatal CD4 T-cell

differentiation. We also found that the neonatal naive CD4 T cells in these experi-

ments had a relatively reduced number of regulatory CD25high CD4 T cells, based

on their intracellular expression of the Foxp3 transcription factor (136). This

strongly argues that the reduced ability of neonatal naive CD4 T cells to differen-

tiate into Th1 cells in response to a potent allogeneic stimulus is not accounted for

by an increased number of regulatory T cells, a cell population that is able to inhibit

CD4 T-cell activation (137).

Epigenetic mechanisms may also regulate IFN-g gene expression in neonatal

T cells. Studies using methylation-sensitive restriction mapping demonstrated a

hypermethylated CpG site in the IFN-g promoter of neonatal and adult naive

(CD45RAhigh) CD4 T cells compared to memory/effector (CD45ROhigh) CD4+

T cells (138). This correlated with decreased IFN-g expression in the cells

with hypermethylation of the IFN-g promoter. More recently, a more sensitive

bisulfite sequencing technique was used by Holt and colleagues (139) to show

that the IFN-g promoter is hypermethylated at a number of sites in neonatal

CD4 T cells compared to naive adult CD4 T cells. Interestingly, the IFN-g promoter

in neonatal CD8+ T cells did not show the same degree of hypermethylation, and

indeed, stimulated neonatal CD8 T cells were capable of making significant

amounts of IFN-g, albeit not as much as adult CD8 T cells. These differences in

methylation of the IFN-g gene in neonatal versus adult T cells are specific in that

they are not associated with a general decrease in the overall level of methylation in

T cells with aging (140).
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REDUCED CD154 EXPRESSION

Interactions between CD154, which is expressed at high levels by activated CD4 T

cells, and CD40, which is expressed by B cells, dendritic cells, and mononuclear

phagocytes are critical for the induction of immunoglobulin class switching

and memory formation by B cells, dendritic cell maturation and cytokine secre-

tion, e.g., IL-12 secretion, and increased microbicidal activity by mononuclear

phagocytes for pathogens, such as Pneumocystis. Patients with genetic deficiency

of CD154 also lack vaccine-specific T cells that proliferate and produce IFN-g,

indicating the importance of the CD154/CD40 interaction in the accumulation

of functional memory T cells, including those of the Th1 subset (141, 142). Part

of the defect in Th1 differentiation probably lies in the inability of neonatal

CD4 T cells to upregulate CD154, which in turn results in decreased IL-12 pro-

duction from dendritic cells. We and others have shown that stimulated neonatal

T cells fail to upregulate CD154 in spite of upregulation of other activation

markers such as CD69 (143, 144). The decreased expression of CD154 was

due to decreased transcription. This was linked to decreased calcium flux after

TCR engagement, but even when the TCR was pharmacologically bypassed

using ionomycin, transcription of CD154 remained low. As mentioned above,

decreased CD154 expression was also observed when neonatal naive CD4+ T

cells were stimulated with fully mature allogeneic dendritic cells (136). This

indicates that the defect in CD154 expression is intrinsic to the neonatal T cell

and is likely to apply to activation in vivo that occurs in response to foreign

antigens.

CONCLUSION

Immaturity of dendritic cells and the innate immune mechanisms that activate

them, including Toll-like receptors and other innate immune receptor molecules,

probably contributes to decreased T-cell immunity after birth. Although the cir-

culating concentration of both conventional and plasmacytoid dendritic cells is

similar in the neonate and the adult, some functions of both of these cell types

may be selectively reduced in the neonate, including in response to certain Toll-

like receptor ligands. The function of dendritic cells derived from neonatal mono-

cytes in vitro is also reduced, particularly for the secretion of IL-12. However, it is

unclear to what extent these in vitro decreases in dendritic cell function apply to

cells found in the tissues where most dendritic cell interaction takes place with T

cells. Studies of the phenotype and function of tissue-associated dendritic cells in

the newborn has been limited for practical and ethical reasons, but in the future it

should be possible to evaluate myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells that are

found in respiratory secretions during viral infections. Studies in mice also indi-

cate that the exposure post-natally to commensal bacteria may play a role in

conventional dendritic cell maturation, suggesting that early post-natal limitations

in dendritic cells may be, in part, a normal physiologic consequence of a sterile

intrauterine environment. In addition to potential limitations in dendritic cell

function, intrinsic limitations in T-cell activation and Th1 differentiation, includ-

ing in the production of CD40-ligand, the expression of the IFN-g gene, and the

cytokine-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT4, may also contribute to an

impaired ability of T cells in the neonate to respond to antigenic challenges. These

limitations are likely to be important in explaining the increased vulnerability of

the neonate to intracellular pathogens, the relatively low incidence of acute graft-

versus-host disease when cord blood mononuclear cells are used for hematopoi-

etic stem cell transplantation, and the inability of the neonate to reject allogeneic

skin grafts.
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Chapter 13

Breast Milk and Viral Infection

Marianne Forsgren, MD, PhD �
Björn Fischler, MD, PhD � Lars Navér, MD, PhD

HIV and Breastfeeding

HTLV-I and Breastfeeding

Hepatitis B Infection and Breastfeeding

Hepatitis C Infection and Breastfeeding

Cytomegalovirus and Breastfeeding

Breast milk is the most important nutrient to all newborn babies – preterm and

full-term. Breast milk supplies the infant with not only essential nutrition but also

factors for its immune defense (1).

The immune system of the newborn term child is developed but far from

complete in its function. During the period while infants are building up their

own immune system, immunity transferred from the mother protects the child

by transplacental mechanisms and by immune modulating factors in breast milk.

Active transport of maternal IgG via an Fcg receptor in placenta cells starts slowly in

the second trimester (2). At delivery the full-term child has in average 90% of the

maternal total IgG level for its defense; certain antibodies, e.g., rubella, with high

binding capacity, may even reach higher levels in the newborn than in the mother.

The more preterm a child is born, the lower the level of maternal antibodies and

passive protection. After birth there is a gradual decay of maternal antibodies, with

a half-life of 25–30 days (2), but the protective effect lasts for the first 6–12 months

until the infant’s own IgG antibodies are produced. The IgG synthesis starts at

about 3–4 months of life.

Transfer of immunity by breast milk occurs via transfer of many protective

components such as secretory IgA, compensating for the inability of the fetus to

produce IgA, and numerous other factors: cellular (e.g. lymphocytes) as well as a

number of inhibitory substances. The protective role may, however, vary. For

example, lactoferrin is reported to inhibit HIV in vitro but seems to stimulate

the growth of HTLV-I (3).

The immune components that are transferred from the mother protect the

child from many but not all microbial threats. Maternal breast milk may also be a

source of infection.

In the acute phase of a primary generalized viral infection such as varicella,

parvovirus, hepatitis A or rubella, the mother has no protection to transfer to

the infant and the breast milk contains virus. Transfer by breast milk is probably

of minor importance as the child in most instances is already exposed through

the mother by other routes. Continuation of breastfeeding is probably in the best

interests of both the infant and the mother. Also live vaccine may be transmitted

to the child via breast milk to a low extent, e.g. after rubella vaccination given
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postpartum (4). This early neonatal exposure to rubella vaccine virus does not cause

clinical symptoms or enhance or suppress responses to rubella vaccination in early

childhood (5). Varicella vaccine virus, on the other hand, is not detected in breast

milk and virus is transferred to the breastfed infant (6).

More important problems arise from viruses with capacity to evade the

immune defense by different mechanisms and establish chronic infection with

free and/or cellular viremia and infect cells or milk whey in breast milk.

The chronic infection in the mother is as a rule not disclosed by clinical signs.

Identification of infected individuals is possible by large-scale testing, enabled by

recent advances in microbiological technology. As there is currently no easily avail-

able and clinically useful tissue culture or animal model system to measure the

degree of infectivity of the mother – CMV excepted – qualitative and quantitative

analyses of viral nucleic acid are used as surrogate markers. The full potential of

modern molecular biology is applied to research. See Table 13-1.

HIV AND BREASTFEEDING

HIV is transmitted through infected blood and body fluids. The routes of trans-

mission are through sexual intercourse, blood products, needle sharing during

intravenous drug use, unsterile health care procedures and mother-to-child

transmission (MTCT). One of the most tragic aspects of the global epidemic

is the vertical transmission of the virus to the next generation. UNAIDS estimated

2.9 million deaths of AIDS in 2006, whereof 380 000 were children under 15 years.

Approximately 17.7 million women are infected worldwide, most of them young

and poor – a population where breastfeeding is critical for the survival of their

children. According to UNAIDS, over 300 000 children are infected with HIV

through breastfeeding every year.

Once infection is established proviral DNA is integrated in the human genome.

At present there is no cure and vaccine approaches have to date not been successful.

Antiviral drugs targeting different steps in viral replication may suppress viral repli-

cation. Two types of HIV can be distinguished, HIV-1 and HIV-2, of which HIV-1 is

by far the most important. There is not much information available about MTCT of

HIV-2 by any route, but it appears to be rare (7, 8). This chapter will only deal with

different aspects of breastfeeding and HIV-1 (referred to as HIV).

Diagnosis of HIV Infection

Detection of viral antibodies is the cornerstone in individuals over 18 months and

widely available for screen test and also adapted to field conditions. Confirmatory

Table 13-1 Pathogens

The most important pathogen transmitted by breast milk is HIV, human
immunodeficiency virus, the causative agent of AIDS, a huge problem of global
dimensions

A second retrovirus, HTLV-I, strongly associated with long-term risk of a special form
of leukaemia and demyelinating disease, is transmitted from mother to child
mainly by breastfeeding; an important problem in endemic areas

Hepatitis B and C are globally spread chronic infections of the liver. The role of
transmission by breastfeeding seems low as compared to the highly effective
transmission of hepatitis B through contact with infectious maternal blood at
delivery

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is the pathogen most commonly transmitted by breast milk
CMV seems to have a potential pathogenic role as cofactor aggravating the clinical
course of a pre-existing pulmonary, hematologic, or hepatic condition. CMV disease
and symptoms are infrequent in the normal child – full-term or preterm
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tests and a set-up of analyses for proviral DNA and virus RNA for direct diagnosis

of infant infection and determination of viral load, subtyping of virus, and resis-

tance against antiviral drugs are available in the specialized laboratory and the full

potential of molecular microbiology is applied to HIV research.

Mother-to-Child Transmission

Transmission of HIV from an infected mother to her child can occur before, during

or after birth. Before the era of antiretroviral prophylaxis, the prevalence of

MTCT was 15–25% in industrialized countries, provided the mother did not breast-

feed (9, 10), but studies from breastfeeding settings in Africa have shown transmis-

sion rates as high as 30–42% (11).

Among children of non-breastfeeding women approximately 60–70% become

infected during delivery, and the remaining 30–40% are thought to be infected in

utero (12, 13) The vast majority of the children infected in utero are infected during

the last months of pregnancy (14, 15). Transmission during the first trimester

appears to be rare (16). The infection rate during the second trimester is reported

to be 2–5% (17, 18).

Breast Milk: Transmission

HIV transmission through breastfeeding has been demonstrated in several clinical

trials of formula feeding versus breastfeeding (19, 20), but only one randomized. In

the randomized study from Kenya (19) the cumulative probability of HIV infection

by 24 months was 20.5% among children who were bottle fed and 36.7% among

those who were breastfed. The estimated risk of HIV transmission through breast-

feeding was 16.2% by the age of 24 months (20). In a meta-analysis (21) the addi-

tional risk of MTCT through breastfeeding was similarly found to be 16% and the

contribution of breastfeeding to the overall MTCTof HIV was estimated to 47% (21).

HIV in Breast Milk

HIV in breast milk is present as both free (22–24) and cell-associated virus (25, 26).

Cell-free virus was detected in 34–63% of breast milk samples from HIV-infected

women at different time-points after delivery. Median virus load in colostrum/early

milk was significantly higher than that in more mature breast milk collected 14 days

after delivery (24). The prevalence and mean cell-free viral load in breast milk

collected more than 1 week after delivery were not affected by postnatal age (24,

27). Cell-free viral load in breast milk correlates positively with viral load in plasma

(23), even though the plasma load is generally higher (24), and negatively with

maternal CD4+ cell count (23, 27).

The prevalence of cell-associated virus in breast milk ranges from 21 to 70% in

different studies (25, 26). The number of infected breast milk cells per million cells is

associated with the level of cell-free HIV RNA in breast milk (26) and the concentration

of infected cells was higher in colostrum and early milk than in more mature milk (26).

The origin of HIV in breast milk is not well-defined. No study has evaluated

the occurrence of productive HIV infective cells in breast milk. Cells, including

macrophages and lymphocytes, and cell-free virus may migrate from the systemic

compartment to breast milk. HIV can infect and reproduce in mammary epithelial

cells in vitro (28) but it is not known whether the ductal or alveolar cells contribute

to local viral replication in vivo. In paired samples, the HIV populations in blood

and breast milk have been found to be similar. No unique variants existed in either

compartment, suggesting that viruses in the blood plasma and breast milk are well

equilibrated (29).
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HIV Transmission: Mechanisms

The mechanism for MTCT through breastfeeding is not well-described and it is

unclear whether infection occurs through cell-free virus or through infected cells.

The infant gut mucosal surface is the most likely site at which transmission occurs.

Cell-free or cellular virus may penetrate to the submucosa in the setting of mucosal

breaches or lesions, via trancytosis (30, 31). Oral transmission has been demon-

strated in a macaque simian immunodeficiency model and this pathway probably

exists in humans as well (32). In vitro models suggest that secretory IgA and IgM

may inhibit trancytosis of HIV across enterocytes (30, 31) but HIV-specific secre-

tory IgA in breast milk does not appear to be a protective factor against HIV

transmission among breastfed infants (33).

A higher cell-free viral load in breast milk (23, 34) as well as a higher viral load

in plasma (35, 36) is associated with a higher risk of MTCT. The presence of HIV-

infected cells in the milk 15 days postpartum was strongly predictive of HIV infec-

tion in the child (25). Primary HIV infection is associated with high levels of virus

in plasma and probably also in breast milk and a high risk of postnatal transmission

(20). Another study demonstrated a 6-fold risk increase if the mother seroconverted

while breastfeeding (37). A reduction in both cell-associated and cell-free virus in

breast milk was recently shown to significantly reduce HIV transmission by breast-

feeding (38).

Timing of Transmission

It has been suggested that the risk of HIV transmission through breast milk

is higher in young infants than in older children (19, 39). In the Kenyan

randomized study of breastfeeding vs. formula feeding the major breast milk

transmission occurred early, with 75% of the risk difference between the two

arms by 6 months, although transmission continued during the whole period

of exposure (19). Possible risk factors for increased transmission early in life are

an immature immune system and an increased permeability of the gut

in combination with higher virus content in early breast milk (25). The high

additional risk of even a few weeks of early postnatal breastfeeding do support

the importance of the early risk factors (20, 40). Both cell-free viral load

(35) and the concentration of infected cells (26) have been shown to be high

in colostrum and early milk as previously mentioned. However, a study

from Brazil did not show that intake of colostrum affected the transmission

rate (40).

The risk of HIV transmission correlates with the duration of breastfeeding

(35, 41–43) In a meta-analysis the risk for breast milk transmission was 21%

among women who breastfed for 3 months or more compared to 13% among

those who breastfed for less than 2 months (21). In another recently published

meta-analysis of late postnatal transmission in breastfed children who were

uninfected by 4 weeks of age the transmission rate through breast milk was

1.6% at 3 months and increased gradually to 9.3% at 18 months (44). The

analysis demonstrated that the risk of late postnatal transmission was cumula-

tive, and fairly constant throughout breastfeeding. The overall risk of late post-

natal transmission was 8.9 transmissions/100 child years of breastfeeding, which

is approximately 0.8% risk for each additional month throughout the breast-

feeding period.

The overall probability of breast milk transmission of HIV has been estimated

to be approximately one infected child/1500 L breast milk. The average breastfeed-

ing infant in the studied cohort consumed 150 L of breast milk during the course of

breastfeeding (45).
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Exclusive Versus Mixed Breastfeeding

Exclusive breastfeeding during the first 6 months of age is associated with less

morbidity and mortality from other infectious diseases than from HIV (46–48).

In a study from Botswana, breastfeeding with zidovudine prophylaxis was not as

effective as formula feeding in preventing postnatal HIV transmission but the

cumulative all-cause infant mortality at 7 months was significantly higher in

formula-fed infants than in those assigned to breastfeeding and zidovudine (49).

It becomes indeed more and more evident that exclusive breastfeeding is advanta-

geous over mixed feeding (breast milk and formula, cow’s milk, tea, juice or water)

also with regard to MTCT of HIV. In a randomized controlled study from Durban,

South Africa, investigating the effect of vitamin A on the risk of MTCT, women self-

selected to breastfeed or formula-feed after being counseled. The mode of feeding

was not randomized and the study was retrospectively re-analyzed to evaluate the

effect of feeding pattern on MTCT of HIV. The cumulative probability of MTCT at

6 months of age in never breastfed and exclusively breastfed was similar, 19.4% and

19.4%, respectively. The transmission in the mixed breastfed group was 26.1% (50).

It is noteworthy that at 3 months the transmission rate in those exclusively

breastfed was lower (14.6%) than in those never breastfed (18.8%), which could

indicate a selection bias. Another trial of a vitamin A intervention showed that HIV

postnatal transmission risk and mortality were higher in mixed breastfed infants

than in those who were exclusively breastfed. Compared with exclusive breastfeed-

ing, early mixed feeding was associated with 4.03, 3.79 and 2.6 greater risk of

postnatal transmission at 6, 12 and 18 months, respectively (51). In a recently

published non-randomized cohort study breastfed infants who received solid

foods in addition to breast milk had an 11-fold increased risk of acquiring HIV

than those exclusively breastfed, and infants who received both breast milk and

formula doubled their risk of HIV acquisition. The mortality in the first 3 months

of life was roughly doubled in the group receiving replacement feeding compared

with the exclusively breastfeeding group (15% vs. 6%) (52). Although observa-

tional, this is the first study in which measurement of transmission by feeding

method was the primary aim.

It has been hypothesized but not confirmed that mixed feeding (breast milk

and solids, formula, cow’s milk, tea, juice or water) might enhance the MTCT rate

by introduction of contaminated fluids that predispose to gastrointestinal infection,

inflammation and increased gut permeability (53). Breast milk viral load has

recently been shown to be substantially higher after rapid weaning, so an increased

risk of transmission may exist when breastfeeding is resumed after a period of

cessation (54). The probable advantages of exclusive breastfeeding on MTCT of

HIV have to be confirmed, and several prospective studies are in progress to exam-

ine this issue.

Antiretroviral Therapy and Transmission

Nevirapine, lamivudine and zidovudine administered during the last trimester of

pregnancy and after delivery reached concentrations in breast milk similar to or

higher than in plasma and significantly reduced HIV RNA levels in breast milk (55).

It is likely that combination antiretroviral therapy to the mother during lactation

could reduce transmission, but it is not clear whether infants of women on com-

bination antiretroviral therapy with undetectable viral load are at risk for trans-

mission of HIV through breast milk. A number of studies are ongoing or planned

(56). Passage of antiretroviral drugs into breast milk has been evaluated for some

antiretroviral drugs. ZDV, 3TC, and nevirapine can be detected in human breast
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milk, and ddI, d4T, abacavir, delavirdine, indinavir, ritonavir, saquinavir and

amprenavir can be detected in the breast milk of lactating rats (57). If the infant

becomes infected through breast milk during maternal antiretroviral therapy,

resistant virus may emerge in the infant as a consequence of suboptimal infant

drug levels.

Additional Risk Factors

The risk of MTCT is increased when maternal breast pathologies such as mastitis,

breast abscess and nipple lesions are present (35, 37), and also if oral candidiasis of

the infant is present (37).

Inactivation of HIV

HIV is heat-sensitive and is inactivated by boiling (58) and pasteurization at tem-

peratures between 56 and 62.58C (59, 60). HIV-infected milk was pasteurized at

62.58C for 30 min (59) or by a simplified technique developed for low-income

settings, the Pretoria pasteurization (60). No infective virus was recovered after the

processing. On the other hand, HIV RNA levels were remarkably stable in whole

milk after three freeze-thaw cycles (53) and 6–30 h at room temperature was inad-

equate to destroy HIV (58, 61). The conclusion in a review by Rollins et al. was that

correctly applied heat treatment of expressed breast milk reliably inactivated HIV

within the milk (62). However, freezing and inherited lipolytic activity of breast

milk is inadequate for destruction of HIV (58, 61). The use of alkyl sulfate micro-

bicides to treat HIV-infected breast milk may be a novel alternative to prevent/

reduce transmission through breastfeeding (63). See Tables 13-2 and 13-3.

HTLV-I AND BREASTFEEDING

An infection with the retrovirus HTLV-I is followed by a latent period and 3–5% of

the carriers develop after 30–60 years adult T-cell leukemia (ATL) or HTLV-asso-

ciated progressive and spastic paresis in lower limbs (HAM) caused by demyelinat-

ing myelopathy (64, 65). HTLV-I enters the body inside infected CD4+ lymphocytes

in breast milk, blood or semen and is transmitted by breastfeeding, sexual inter-

course, blood transfusion and sharing contaminated needles and syringes. There is

no curative therapy or vaccine.

Table 13-2 HIV: Recommendations

� HIV screening of pregnant women is crucial for effective MTCT prevention programmes, including

counseling about feeding practices

� Appropriate strategies need to be developed to increase the number of pregnant women who are tested

for HIV and who are able to accept the available interventions

� If possible, HIV-infected women are strongly recommended to avoid breastfeeding completely. This is

only of interest if alternatives to breastfeeding are feasible, affordable, safe and available

� If complete avoidance is not possible, the current WHO recommendation is early weaning from breast

milk (e.g., at 3–6 months of age), if feasible. This recommendation is under debate as the association

between mixed breastfeeding and HIV transmission, together with evidence that exclusive breastfeeding

can be successfully supported by HIV-infected women in resource-limited settings, warrants revision of the

present UNICEF, WHO and UNAIDS infant feeding guidelines

� Antiretroviral therapy for the mother and/or infant during the period of breastfeeding is not an option at

present but might become an alternative in the future

� Treatment of breast milk with heat or chemical agents is an option but the methodologies would be

difficult to utilize in many affected settings
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More than a million people (even up to 15–20 million) are estimated to be

infected (64). The infection is distributed across the world but is mainly concen-

trated in certain areas within countries in the Caribbean (66), southern Japan (67),

equatorial Africa (64), Papua New Guinea (68) and parts of South America (64),

where a combination of vertical and horizontal transmission can maintain 5–30%

levels of infection from generation to generation. Highest figures are reported

from areas of southwestern Japan, with up to 10% of the pregnant women being

seropositive (69).

In the USA and Europe, ATL and HAM are found in immigrants from endemic

areas, but the rate is very low in blood donors and the spread among drug users

limited, although being reported in New York already in the early 1990s and in

Brazil (64, 70, 71). A closely related virus, HTLV-II, spread in similar mode, is

linked to HAM (72) but not to lymphoproliferative disease (73). The infection is

more prevalent than HTLV-I among intravenous drug users in the USA and Europe

and has been introduced at a low rate in the general population and blood donors.

Diagnosis of Infection

Antibody tests used for screen testing of HTLV cross-react between HTLV type I

and II. Confirmatory tests and demonstration of type-specific HTLV proviral DNA

are required to confirm true infection and HTLV type.

Mother-to-Child Transmission

Virus transmission in utero seems to be of minor importance. The major trans-

mission route is through breast milk (69, 74–76).

Breast Milk: Transmission

About 1 out of 5 children breastfed by HTLV-I mothers become infected (69, 74,

75). Long-term breastfeeding (>6 months), high provirus load in milk and high

antibody level in maternal blood are risk factors predicting infection (77, 78).

Studies in Japan demonstrate that bottle-feeding reduces the infection rate in the

child to a few percent (2.5; 5.6%) (69, 74, 75). The transmission risk after short-

term breastfeeding (< 6 months) is of the same magnitude (3.9; 3.8%) but it is high

after long-term breastfeeding (14.5–20.3%).

The virus is cell-associated, being present in CD4+ lymphocyte. Procedures

inactivating cells in breast milk – heating, freeze-thawing – eliminate the infectivity

and viral transmission. Feeding the infant with the mother’s milk after freeze-

thawing may thus be an alternative to bottle feeding (79). See Table 13-4.

Table 13-3 HIV: Research Directions

There are several urgent research directions in the field of HIV and breastfeeding
� Among the most important topics are to further evaluate the possible benefits from

exclusive breastfeeding
To study
� the effects and safety of antiretroviral therapy to the mother and/or child during

breastfeeding

� the effect of early cessation of breastfeeding on HIV transmission, morbidity and

mortality

� mechanisms by which HIV is transmitted through breast milk
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HEPATITIS B INFECTION AND BREASTFEEDING

Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is estimated to occur in 350 million

people globally (80). HBV is transmitted via contaminated blood or blood pro-

ducts, but also through sexual contacts. There is currently no easily available and

clinically useful tissue culture or animal model system to test infectivity of the virus.

Diagnosis of HBV Infection

The detection of the viral antigens HBsAg and HBeAg and their corresponding

antibodies are the cornerstones in the diagnostic management of HBV infection.

Thus, the presence of HBsAg in serum for 6 months or more is defined as a chronic

infection. Furthermore, the concomittant detection of HBeAg denotes a high level

of viremia, indicating infectivity. On the other hand, if HBeAg is not detected, but

rather its antibody anti-HBe, a lower grade of viremia and infectivity has been

assumed. In the 1990s, with the availability of new diagnostic tools of molecular

virology, such as PCR, the latter assumption was proven to be right in most but not

in all such situations. The exception, i.e., when high levels of viremia and infectivity

occur despite the presence of anti-HBe and the absence of HBeAg, is associated with

the presence of mutated HBV virus. Certain mutated viral strains do not produce

HBeAg and can therefore avoid the immune system and replicate in high numbers

despite the presence of anti-HBe.

Mother-to-Child Transmission

Pregnant women who are HBV-infected run a high risk of passing the virus on to

the offspring. The most efficient route of infection seems to be the perinatal one.

However, prenatal infection may also occur, although in a much lower proportion

of cases. It is also well-established that HBV infection acquired early in life will

become chronic in a majority of cases. In contrast, if the virus is acquired in

adulthood the development of a chronic infection is uncommon.

The introduction of HBV immunization, in combination with the administra-

tion of HBV-specific immune globulins, has greatly decreased the risk of mother-to-

infant transmission (81).

Table 13-4 HTLV: Recommendations

� Prenatal screening of pregnant women from endemic areas and counseling of

seropositive mothers regarding risk of transmission through breastfeeding has

substantially reduced the transmission and infection rate (76)

� Also in other areas prenatal screening should be recommended to immigrants from

endemic areas and encouraged in pregnant women from risk populations in which

HTLV-I has emerged

� If possible, HTLV-I-infected women are strongly recommended to avoid breastfeeding

completely. This is only of interest if alternatives to breastfeeding are feasible,

affordable, safe and available

� If complete avoidance is not possible, early weaning from breast milk (e.g. at 3–6

months of age), if feasible, would limit exposure to HTLV-I-infected breast milk

� Feeding the infant with the mother’s milk after freeze-thawing may be an alternative to

bottle-feeding

� The prospective risk with maternal HTLV-II is not known. However, authorities

recommend that HTLV-II-infected mothers refrain from breastfeeding when and

where safe nutritional alternatives existH
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Breast milk: Transmission Mechanisms

Most available studies suggest that the virus can be found in breast milk from

infected mothers. Thus, both HBsAg and HBeAg have been detected in the

breast milk of a large proportion of infected mothers and later PCR studies have

confirmed the presence of HBV-DNA as well (82–85). The virus has been detected

in both the cellular and whey fractions of centrifuged colostrum. The level of viral

antigens in breast milk is lower than in serum (84). The highest levels in breast milk

were found in mothers with the highest levels of antigenemia (84). The failure of

other investigators to detect viral antigens in breast milk may be due to differences

in the sensitivity of the methods that were used or to differences in the levels of

antigens in breast milk (86).

It is still unclear whether the presence of viral antigen in breast milk will

influence the risk of the infant becoming infected. In a study from Taiwan 147

infants of HBsAg-positive mothers were studied. The study was performed before

any preventive measures were available and the HBeAg status of the mothers was

not reported. However, the rate of infection was high but not different in both

breastfed (49% infected) and bottle-fed (53% infected) children, all of whom were

followed for a mean of 11 months (86).

In studies performed in Italian infants of infected mothers, the effect of feeding

habits on the vaccination effect was investigated. No difference in the risk of

developing hepatitis B was seen when breastfed and bottle-fed infants were com-

pared (87). The vaccine effect was similar in the two groups with regard to the rate

of seroconversion. Interestingly, bottle-fed infants had transient but significantly

higher antibody levels to HBs. In general, no or very few data are available on the

possible HBV immune modulating effect of breast milk.

In practice, for HBV-vaccinated babies of infected mothers, breastfeeding is not

looked upon as an additional risk factor. The rate of successful vaccinations is high

(90–95%) and in those few, unfortunate cases where a chronic infection still devel-

ops it is thought to be associated with a prenatal transmission.

It is still unclear whether or not non-vaccinated babies of infected mothers should

be breastfed. Indeed, some authors argue against such a practice, although we have no

data supporting the possible risk of such feeding (84). Caution may also be suggested

in the case of bleeding nipple lesions, if the mother has high levels of viremia.

Very few data are available on the risk of transferring the infection via banked

breast milk. Considering the findings of the virus in colostrums, as discussed above,

compulsory HBV testing of breast milk donors seems appropriate. In particular, it

should be considered in areas of the world where universal HBV vaccination is not

yet established.

In most centers pasteurization of banked breast milk is mandatory. Although

there are no reports on the specific effect on the HBV content in breast milk, it is

clear that this method is effective in order to achive viral safety when used for

plasma related products (88). See Table 13-5.

HEPATITIS C INFECTION AND BREASTFEEDING

Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, which is mainly transmitted via the

blood-borne route, occurs in approximately 170 million people around the world

(80). A majority of infected individuals develop a chronic infection.

Diagnosis of HCV Infection

No laboratory system for the detection or culture of the virus is currently available.

Thus, the diagnosis relies on the detection of antibodies to the virus (anti-HCV)
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in serum. Additionally, for information on the infectivity of the individual a PCR

test to detect HCV-RNA, i.e. the viral genome, in serum is needed.

Mother-to-Child Transmission

The transmission rate from an HCV-infected mother to her infant is approximately

5% (89–91). To date, no preventive measures that could lower this figure have been

defined. Thus, no vaccine or immune globulin is available and routine use of

cesarean section does not seem to improve the situation (92, 93). The timing of

viral transmission seems to be prenatal in one-third of infected cases, with perinatal

transmission accounting for a majority of the remaining cases (94). The maternal

level of HCV viremia has been suggested as a risk factor for transmission to the

infant. However, no clear cut-off level of viremia between mothers transmitting and

not transmitting the virus has been defined. Theoretically, antiviral treatment

during the latter parts of pregnancy and at the time of birth to selected mothers

with high levels of viremia could be of value. However, the positive effects in a

rather low number of infants might not balance the possibly negative effect of such

drugs to a large number of fetuses/infants.

Breast Milk: Transmission

Several studies have adressed the question of infection via breast milk. The data

concerning viral content in breast milk are contradictory. Some authors report

exclusively negative findings concerning HCV-RNA in breast milk, while others

report positive findings in each studied sample (95–97). The reasons for this dis-

crepancy could be differences in viremia levels of the study subjects, differences in

sensitivity in PCR methods that were used, or the fact that different portions of

breast milk were studied. In a Taiwanese study, all 15 mothers had HCV-RNA

detected in the colostrum, at consistently lower levels than in the corresponding

serum sample. Interestingly, none of the children was infected on follow-up (96).

On the other hand, Kumar et al., who studied 65 infected mothers, all of whom had

HCV-RNA in the breast milk, diagnosed HCV infection in three of the children.

The authors noted that all three seemed to have been infected postnatally and had

mothers with clinical signs of advanced HCV infection (95).

Table 13-5 Hepatitis B: Recommendations

� In practice, for HBV vaccinated babies of infected mothers, breastfeeding is not looked upon as an

additional risk factor. The rate of successful vaccinations is high (90–95%) and in those few,

unfortunate cases where a chronic infection still develops, it is thought to be associated with a prenatal

transmission

� It is still unclear whether or not non-vaccinated babies of infected mothers should be breastfed. Indeed,

some authors argue against such practice, although we have no data supporting the possible risk of such

feeding (84). Caution may also be suggested in the case of bleeding nipple lesions, if the mother has high

levels of viremia

� Few data are available on the risk of transferring the infection via banked breast milk. Considering the

findings of the virus in colostrum, as discussed in the text, compulsory HBV testing of breast milk donors

seems appropriate. In particular, it should be considered in areas of the world where universal HBV

vaccination is not yet established

� In most centers pasteurization of banked breast milk is mandatory. Although there are no reports on the

specific effect on the HBV content in breast milk, it is clear that this method is effective in order to achieve

viral safety when used for plasma related products (88)
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Utilizing larger cohorts of HCV-infected mothers and their exposed children,

the rate of infection can be compared between breastfed and bottle-fed children.

In a retrospective study of HCV-infected mothers performed by the European

Paediatric Hepatitis C Network (EPHN), no difference in transmission rate between

these two groups of infants was seen (98). An increased risk of HCV transmission in

infants to mothers with HIV-HCV co-infection has been reported. When children

whose mothers had such co-infection were analyzed separately, an increase in the

risk of HCV transmission was seen in breastfed subjects (98). However, in a more

recent, prospective study from EPHN, no such difference was seen, most probably

due to the secondary effects of modern HIV therapy on the HCV viremia (99). The

recommendations from EPHN and other authors are currently that breastfeeding

need not be avoided in the case of maternal HCV. However, if the mother has HCV-

HIV co-infection breastfeeding should be discouraged (100).

There is a shortage of data concerning HCV and banked breast milk, suggesting

caution as described in the same setting for hepatitis B above, i.e., donor testing and

pasteurization procedures are recommended (101). The latter seems efficient in

reducing the risk of transmitting HCV via plasma-derived products (88). It

should be noted that donated breast milk might often be used for premature

babies. On theoretical grounds, extremely premature newborns may be more

prone to viral infections than term babies, due to differences in the development

of the immune system. See Table 13-6.

CYTOMEGALOVIRUS AND BREASTFEEDING

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infections are ubiquitous and are rarely symptomatic in

the immuno-competent individual. Primary infection is followed by life-long

latency of virus in with intermittent activation and excretion of virus. Virus is

spread vertically from mother to child and horizontally by close contact with

body secretions from children, later by kissing, sexual intercourse, blood or

organ transfusion. The epidemiology varies greatly in different populations and

the range of susceptibility among women of fertile age varies from none in close-

living societies to about half of the women living in highly hygienic surroundings.

CMV infections may cause serious disease in the immuno-incompetent patient and

in the fetus (102). A vaccine approach has so far been without success. Antiviral

agents may suppress the viral replication but toxicity restricts their use in pregnant

women and infants (103).

Diagnosis of Infection

The presence of CMV-specific IgG in maternal serum denotes past or present

infection. If simultaneously CMV IgM is demonstrable and the CMV IgG is of

low avidity the mother has an ongoing primary infection. If not, she has previous

experience of CMV and her latent virus infection may be reactivated. If neither

CMV IgG or IgM is found, the mother has no latent CMV infection and virus

Table 13-6 Hepatitis C: Recommendations

� The recommendations from EPHN and other authors are currently that breastfeeding need not be avoided

in the case of maternal HCV. However, if the mother has HCV-HIV co-infection breastfeeding should be

discouraged (100)

� There is a shortage of data concerning HCV and banked breast milk, suggesting caution as described in the

same setting for hepatitis B, i.e., donor testing and pasteurization procedures are recommended (101). The

latter seems efficient in reducing the risk of transmitting HCV via plasma-derived products (88)
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cannot be reactivated. Viral DNA is used to demonstrate the presence of CMV virus

in, for example, breast milk or the infant’s throat or urine and may also be quanti-

tated to measure viral load. Ongoing replication of virus is indicated by presence of

viral RNA and infectious virus by culture isolation.

Mother-to-Child Transmission

CMV is a very common viral pathogen that may be transmitted in utero, at

delivery by exposure to CMV in the birth canal or – in the majority of cases –

from breastfeeding by mothers reactivating CMV in the mammary gland.

Congenital infection has been reported in 0.2–2% of all children. Neonatal disease

is seen in 10–15% and about 18% of all children with congenital CMV will have

long-term sequelae such as neuro-developmental handicaps, including sensorineu-

ral hearing impairment and mental retardation. Severe handicap may result from

infection in any period of fetal life although the highest risk is believed to be in the

early phase.

Breast Milk: Transmission

During delivery the child may be infected by CMV in the birth canal. The major

source of postnatal CMV infection is, however, viral excretion in maternal breast

milk (102, 104). With sensitive analysis CMV reactivation may be found in breast

milk from the majority of CMV seropositive individuals and is found in milk whey

and cells (105, 106). Excretion time varies between individuals but seems low in the

first week postpartum, reaches a maximum at about 4–8 weeks after delivery and

ends at about 9–12 weeks (105, 106). The presence of virus is not equal to trans-

mission. The risk of transmission is correlated to viral load in the milk whey and

transmission occurs close to maximal excretion in the milk. Virus in breast milk is

readily inactivated by pasteurization at 65 or 62.58C for 30 min, a procedure

destroying not only infectivity but also beneficial factors in the milk. More of

these factors are preserved after freeze-thawing, a procedure previously reported

to lower or abolish infectivity (104). However, new data indicate that although the

virus load may be reduced transmission may still occur (104, 107).

An important question is whether breast-milk-transmitted CMV from a

mother to her own child may cause disease in the infant. In term infants, subclinical

infections are very common; morbidity from postnatal CMV is held to be very low

and transitory although a potential role, e.g., in the development of neonatal cho-

lestatic diseases has been suggested (108, 109). Protection of the infants from dis-

ease has been attributed to passively transferred maternal CMV IgG as well as

nutritional and immunological factors in the breast milk (110). However, a very

premature infant with an immature immune system who was born before the major

transfer of immunoglobulin (at 28 weeks and later) may be more vulnerable.

Significant disease, even with fatal outcome, was observed in preterm infants

with CMV infection acquired by transfusion of blood from CMV-seropositive

donors (see ref. 111). This problem is largely eliminated by the use of CMV-free

blood products from CMV-negative donors and/or leukocyte-depleted blood.

Disease in relation to breast-milk-transmitted CMV with risk of long-term neuro-

logic but not auditory sequelae was also reported in the 1980s (112, 113).

Recently this question has been readdressed in several studies (see ref. 104). The

transmission rate was with one exception higher when the infant was fed fresh

breast milk (25–55%) than when fed frozen milk (10–15%). The reported rates

of symptoms interpreted as CMV-related were divergent but severe sepsis-like ill-

ness at the time of onset of viral excretion was reported after feeding fresh milk, and

in some cases also when frozen milk was fed. Risk factors for proposed CMV disease
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were preterm infant below 1000 g and gestational age below 30 weeks. No cases

were lethal and in available follow-up studies at 2–4 years and 6 months, respec-

tively, no increased risk for delay in neuromotor development or sensorineural

hearing loss was found (114–116).

These studies seemed to indicate that severe CMV disease may occur. However,

the causative role of CMV infection in incidents of sepsis-like disease in these very

preterm infants is difficult to evaluate as such incidents of unknown etiology are

not uncommon. As the original study of serious CMV disease was not case-con-

trolled the interpretation of the data has provoked a debate. In several subsequently

published studies from other centers, serious CMV-like disease was only sporadi-

cally observed (107, 111, 116–119). A case-control analysis of the observations in

the original report has now been undertaken (120) and it has become clear that also

in this study most neonatal symptoms attributable to postnatal CMV were mild

and transient and that the CMV infection had no effect on neonatal outcome of the

normal preterm infant. However, from this and other reports (114, 120, 121) it is

clear that CMV transmission through breast milk may be a factor aggravating the

clinical course of some underlying pre-existing pulmonary, hematologic or hepatic

conditions, and a mild pasteurization inactivating CMV infectivity (122) of a

CMV-seropositive mother’s milk might be of value for selected patients.

Donor milk from a seropositive mother should not be given without prior

pasteurization to a vulnerable preterm or full-term child born by a seronegative

mother.

See Table 13-7 for a summary.
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Chapter 14

Control of Antibiotic-Resistant
Bacteria in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit

Philip Toltzis, MD

Epidemiology of MRSA in the NICU

Epidemiology of MDR-GNR in the NICU

Control Strategies for Non-Epidemic MRSA and MDR-GNR

Control Strategies for NICU Outbreaks of MRSA and MDR-GNR

The neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) harbors many microorganisms expressing

antibiotic resistance. Three ICU-related resistance phenotypes have generated par-

ticular concern over the past decade, namely, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus

aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE), and multiple-drug resis-

tant Gram-negative rods (MDR-GNR). There is accumulating evidence in adult

patients that infections by resistant organisms prolong hospitalization and increase

health care costs, and that they are associated with a higher mortality compared

with infection by susceptible bacteria (1). Mortality is increased in part because

resistance limits the choice of antibiotics, forcing the use of agents that have poor

tissue penetration (for example, vancomycin for MRSA) or that are bacteristatic

rather than -cidal (for example, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxasole for multiple-drug

resistant Stenotrophomonas). Furthermore, the expression of resistance may lead to

delays in prescribing the most effective therapies for the first 2–3 days of illness, the

time required to complete drug susceptibility testing (1). In the NICU, an addi-

tional consequence of antibiotic resistance is that it may obligate the clinician to use

an antimicrobial agent for which there are few or no data regarding pharmacoki-

netics, distribution, or toxicity in premature infants.

Given the alarming consequences of infection by antibiotic-resistant organ-

isms, it is imperative to understand and apply strategies to contain their spread,

particularly among vulnerable populations such as those admitted to the NICU.

VRE has only occasionally been problematic in the intensive care nursery, despite its

high prevalence in non-neonatal ICUs over the past 15 years. This article, therefore,

will review the epidemiology of MRSA and MDR-GNR in the NICU setting and will

discuss strategies to contain them.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MRSA IN THE NICU

Recent surveys from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) indi-

cate that over half of S. aureus isolated in American ICUs are methicillin-resistant

(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dhqp/pdf/nnis/2003NNISReport_AJIC.PDF). MRSA
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appeared in NICUs beginning in the early 1980s soon after its discovery elsewhere,

and it has persisted in intensive care nurseries ever since (2–9). This phenotype is

mediated through the expression of an altered penicillin-binding protein, resulting

in diminished affinity of all b-lactams for their target molecule on the bacterial cell

wall (10). The abnormal penicillin-binding protein is encoded by the gene mecA,

which is included on a cassette inserted into the bacterial chromosome. The de

novo acquisition of mecA is an infrequent event, and the majority of MRSA isolates

are derived from a finite number of international clones. Recently investigators at

the CDC categorized American MRSA isolates based upon DNA restriction frag-

ment polymorphisms as defined by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (11), a

technique commonly used to establish clonal relationships between bacteria of the

same species. Over 93% of their sample of 957 American isolates belonged to one of

only eight major clones as defined by PFGE. These observations indicate that, in a

given patient, MRSA is virtually never derived from a susceptible staphylococcus

which emerges resistant under antibiotic pressure; rather, the organism is always

acquired from an external source (particularly other patients via the hands of care-

givers) (12). The key to control of MRSA therefore focuses on interrupting its

spread from those external sources.

Almost all data regarding MRSA in the nursery are derived from outbreak

reports (2–9). Little is known about endemic colonization and disease in the

NICU, although certainly sporadic cases of MRSA occur. Once introduced into

the NICU environment, however, MRSA may spread rapidly, and the identification

of any case of MRSA in a hospitalized newborn should be considered a sentinel

event of a potential outbreak. Once an epidemic is established, frequently 20–50%

of all infants become colonized or infected (3–5, 13). MRSA characteristically

is difficult to eradicate from the NICU using conventional infection-control

measures after an outbreak has started (2–4, 7). Consequently, the duration of

published MRSA nursery epidemics is long, ranging from 2 months to over

4 years (2–8, 13, 14).

As in older patients, infants become colonized with MRSA precedent to their

infection. In newborns the organism most commonly colonizes the anterior nares,

similar to patients outside the newborn period, but MRSA also may be isolated

from the umbilicus, the axillary and groin skin folds, and the rectum. The duration

of MRSA colonization in the neonate is variable. Some infants are colonized tran-

siently, while in others colonization may persist for weeks or months, allowing

spread of the organism to household contacts after the baby has been discharged

from the hospital (4, 15).

MRSA colonization and infection in the newborn usually is a nosocomial

event, appearing typically on day of life 15–30 (3, 5, 8, 9). The organism affects

infants at high risk of a complicated NICU course, particularly those of low birth

weight and gestation age requiring indwelling catheters and mechanical ventilation

(5, 8, 9, 13). Other predisposing factors for MRSA colonization and infection

include multiple gestation, prior surgery, and prolonged exposure to antibiotics

(8, 13, 14), all confounders of a prolonged, complicated course.

Recently, two subtypes of MRSA have been identified in infants that may prove

even more prone to spread rapidly once introduced into the NICU compared with

current hospital-associated strains. The first is termed ‘‘community-acquired

MRSA’’ (CA-MRSA), because these strains initially were identified outside the

hospital. In 1998 several previously healthy children with no risk factors for acqui-

sition of MRSA were infected with a methicillin-resistant organism. The strains

implicated in these cases were molecularly unrelated to previously studied hospi-

tal-associated MRSA (16). In particular, the mecA gene was included on cassettes

distinct from hospital-associated strains, and the organisms remained susceptible to

many antibiotics, including clindamycin, to which hospital-associated MRSA were
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resistant (16). Moreover, they replicated very rapidly and frequently expressed

exotoxins that were unusual in hospital-associated isolates. Chief among these is

Panton-Valentine leukocidin (PVL), a molecule that lyses white blood cells and

fosters the development of tissue necrosis (17). The past several years have wit-

nessed the alarmingly rapid geographical dissemination of CA-MRSA throughout

North America and Europe, presumably reflecting biological characteristics that

especially promote person-to-person transmission.

Recently CA-MRSA has been implicated in infections affecting both the mother

and her full-term newborn. Mother-to-child transmission of CA-MRSA may occur

after maternal peripartum sepsis or maternal mastitis (5, 14, 18, 19). Most of the

infants in these report suffered from bacteremia or skin and soft tissue infection (5,

14, 19, 20). More worrisome is the occurrence of nosocomially acquired CA-MRSA

among premature NICU residents (21). A recent report from Houston, a metro-

politan area with a particularly high prevalence of CA-MRSA, described six NICU

infants within a year who acquired CA-MRSA after admission to the unit. Similar

to the typical experience with hospital-associated MRSA, the patients were of low

birth weight and onset of infection occurred several weeks after gestation. Unlike

prior experience with hospital-associated strains, however, patients typically expe-

rienced fulminate septic shock, necrotizing pneumonia, and severe central nervous

system infection (21), raising the concern that the PVL-positive CA-MRSA strains

may be particularly virulent if introduced into the tertiary care nursery.

The second newly described subtype of MRSA produces a condition termed

neonatal toxic-shock-syndrome-like exanthematous disease (NTED). Despite pro-

duction of exotoxins not found in typical strains of hospital-associated MRSA,

NTED strains produce relatively mild disease in the newborn (22, 23). Infants

with NTED are uniformly colonized with a clone of MRSA that produces the

superantigen exotoxins responsible for adult toxic shock syndrome, namely, Toxic

Shock Syndrome Toxin-1 and Staphylococcal Enterotoxin C. NTED has occurred

almost exclusively in Japan, but within a decade of its first description it is estab-

lished as a nation-wide epidemic. Many of the affected infants are full-term, pre-

senting on day of life 2–6 with a diffuse macular rash on the trunk that then

coalesces as it spreads to the face and extremities. The infants usually demonstrate

a moderate to severe thrombocytopenia. Except for elevated C-reactive protein,

other elements of adult toxic shock syndrome are absent. Recovery usually occurs

with supportive care, even without antibiotics (23).

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MDR-GNR IN THE NICU

As with MRSA, the epidemiology of MDR-GNR can be best appreciated by review-

ing the mechanisms of resistance (10). The phenotypes for MDR-GNR are varied,

encompassing resistance to all classes of b-lactam agents, to the aminoglycosides,

and to the quinolones. Many of the resistance determinants to the b-lactams

and aminoglycosides, the phenotypes relevant to the NICU, are encoded on trans-

missible genetic elements such as integrons or plasmids. Those resistance genes

that are encoded on the bacterial genome usually are controlled by upstream

sequences that turn on production of the resistance molecule in the presence of

antibiotic, or, alternatively, that spontaneously mutate to generate constitutively

resistant subpopulations that then expand under antibiotic pressure. In all these

cases, resistance is promoted by antibiotic exposure, so that the association

between prior antibiotic administration and colonization or infection by MDR-

GNR is much stronger than with MRSA. Once resistance is selected, the organisms

primarily colonize the gastrointestinal tract and in most cases are asymptomatically

excreted in the stool. Hand contamination by care-givers during routine care

can result in transfer to the NICU environment or direct horizontal transmission
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to a non-colonized infant. In sum, then, the infant can acquire an MDR-GNR by

several different mechanisms, namely, by exposure to an antibiotic which selects or

induces a resistant subpopulation, or by acquisition from a contaminated external

source, or both.

Epidemiology of MDR-GNR during Non-Outbreak Periods

Unlike MRSA, some aspects of the epidemiolo;gy of MDR-GNR during non-

outbreak periods in the nursery have been defined (Fig. 14–1). Under normal

circumstances fetal development occurs in the sterile intrauterine environment

and the infant is born uncolonized. The gastrointestinal ecology of the healthy,

non-hospitalized infant rapidly assumes great complexity, involving many different

anaerobic and facultative species, including but not limited to Bifidobacteria,

Bacteroides, Clostridia, enteric streptococci, Veillonella, Bacillus and Lactobacillus.

A

B

C

D

Antibiotics

Fig. 14-1 Descriptive epidemiology of MDR-GNR in the

NICU during a non-outbreak period. Infants are born

uncolonized by Gram-negative bacilli and acquired

their Gram-negative flora, both antibiotic-susceptible

(open circles) and antibiotic-resistant (closed circles),

from the NICU environment, largely through the hands

of care-givers (A). Antibiotic exposure reduces suscepti-

ble bacilli while selecting resistant ones, increasing the

density of the latter (B). In most infants the colonization

by the resistant organism is transient and quickly

replaced by susceptible and other resistant Gram-nega-

tive bacilli (C), but in some instances the resistant organ-

ism contaminates the hands of care-givers, who then

transmit it to another infant (D).
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This gastrointestinal ecology is essentially established by the fifth day of life and

remains stable over the next several months (24–27). It is likely that the normal

flora at least partially prevents sustained colonization by pathogenic species such as

those represented by MDR-GNRs.

Initial Colonization by Gram-negative Bacilli in the NICU
(Figure 14–1, A and B)

The newborn admitted to the NICU does not have the opportunity to acquire

normal colonizing flora from postnatal maternal contact and acquisition is not

mediated by breast milk or formula in the newborn too ill to feed. The colonizing

flora of the infant admitted to the NICU, therefore, is primarily influenced by the

organisms present in that environment and by exposure to antibiotics. It is assumed

that Gram-negative bacilli, both antibiotic-susceptible and resistant, initially are

acquired by the patient via the contaminated hands of care-givers, since besides

the mother’s vaginal tract there are few other conceivable sources for these organ-

isms. Studies performed decades ago indicated that hands of hospital care-givers

frequently are positive for Gram-negative bacilli (28, 29). Hand cultures performed

on NICU nurses in the early 1970s, for example, revealed bacillary contamination in

over 86% of samples (29). The density of bacilli contaminating the hands of hos-

pital care-givers tends to decrease during the course of the workday, lowered by

repeated hand-washing, but increases in density outside the hospital as the perma-

nent resident bacteria replicate (30). Not surprisingly, hand contamination by

Gram-negative bacilli is especially associated with close patient contact or contact

with bed linens, patient clothing, or body fluids, but Gram-negative bacteria can be

isolated even from the hands of administrative staff who have limited patient con-

tact (31, 32).

Goldmann and colleagues (33) were among the first to describe the ontogeny

of bacterial colonization in the critically ill newborn. In their study approximately

50% of rectal and nasal swab specimens demonstrated no growth of any organism

on admission to the NICU, and 16–30% of samples were still negative for growth by

the third NICU day. The slow acquisition of a colonizing flora appeared to be the

consequence of nearly uniform exposure to antibiotics upon admission to the

NICU and to the relative paucity of contact with humans who were not hospital

personnel (33). When colonization ultimately did occur, over half of the infants

became colonized with Klebsiella, Enterobacter, or Citrobacter species, and once such

organisms appeared they grew to high density (33). This abnormal ontogeny of

stool flora among NICU residents compared with healthy infants has been con-

firmed by many subsequent studies (34–37).

Gain and Loss of MDR-GNR while in the NICU (Figure 14–1, C)

Once the NICU resident becomes colonized by a resistant Gram-negative organism,

either by transmission directly from the environment or by selection of resistance

after antibiotic exposure, usually colonization is inconsequential and short-lived.

Recently we studied the acquisition of MDR-GNR in a tertiary care NICU in

Cleveland, Ohio, over a 12-month period (38). Nasopharyngeal and rectal swab

specimens were obtained three times a week and screened for Gram-negative bacilli

resistant to gentamicin, piperacillin-tazobactam, or ceftazidime. A total of 8.6% of

infants in the Cleveland NICU became colonized with a Gram-negative bacillus

resistant to at least one of these agents before discharge. Antibiotic-resistant organ-

isms were acquired from the first NICU day and acquisition then continued grad-

ually and cumulatively throughout the infants’ NICU course. When colonization

with a resistant organism did occur it frequently was cleared rapidly, however, with

the median duration less than a week (38), reflecting a particularly unstable

microflora in this population.
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Horizontal Transmission of MDR-GNR to other
NICU Patients (Figure 14–1, D)

The degree of direct infant-to-infant transmission of Gram-negative bacilli during

non-outbreak periods was addressed by two studies, our study in Cleveland (38)

and a second conducted at Yale-New Haven Hospital (39). Both studies prospec-

tively performed sequential rectal swab cultures on large numbers of NICU patients.

The isolated organisms were subjected to PFGE analysis to determine the propor-

tion of PFGE types that were present in more than one infant, suggesting person-

to-person spread. Over 21% of infants colonized with an antibiotic-resistant Gram-

negative bacterium in New Haven shared an organism with another NICU resident

(39). In the Cleveland survey, approximately 12% of the 154 genetically distinct

resistant bacilli were shared. In both studies horizontal transmission clustered

among infants housed in the same room during overlapping periods but each

cluster resolved without specific interventions. The clusters involved up to 11 infants

at Yale but almost all cases of horizontal transmission in our institution involved

only two infants (38, 39). These data suggest that undetected mini-epidemics of

antibiotic-resistant Gram-negative bacilli probably occur routinely in busy referral

NICUs but that they are small and self-limiting. The large majority of Gram-

negative organisms acquired in the NICU are genetically unique, however, and

are not acquired directly from another infant.

Epidemiology of MDR-GNR during Outbreaks

NICU outbreaks with antibiotic-resistant bacilli have been reported throughout the

era of modern infant intensive care (40). Resistant organisms causing outbreaks

have evolved over time, encompassing ever greater varieties of genera and resistance

phenotypes. Recently reported NICU outbreaks have been caused primarily by

Enterobacter (41–45), Klebsiella (46–48) and Serratia (49–52) that typically express

resistance to one or more parenteral antibiotic commonly employed in the NICU.

Over the past several years NICU outbreak reports have emphasized the importance

of organisms expressing extended-spectrum b-lactamases (ESBLs) (45, 53–56).

The plasmid-encoded ESBLs are most commonly found in E. coli and Klebsiella,

although they are being increasingly identified in other genera as well. ESBL-pro-

ducing organisms are particularly associated with therapeutic failures after treat-

ment with recent generation ß-lactams, especially cephalosporins.

The epidemiologic characteristics of outbreaks of Gram-negative bacilli differ

from those noted during endemic periods. After introduction of the epidemic strain

into the unit, the clone spreads rapidly from infant to infant. Cross-sectional sur-

veillance frequently reveals previously undetected colonization in a large proportion

of infants. The strain characteristically persists, both in the individual patient but

especially in the unit, over long periods; similar to MRSA, it is not unusual for

colonization and infection by the epidemic strain to occur over months or even

years. In outbreaks due to antibiotic-resistant organisms, acquisition of the epi-

demic clone is strongly associated with exposure to the antibiotic to which the

bacillus is resistant.

Contrary to the endemic situation, where environmental contamination by

Gram-negative bacilli is of low density, an outbreak clone frequently is readily

cultured from one or more environmental sources that then serve to perpetuate

the epidemic. Recent NICU outbreaks of Gram-negative bacilli have isolated the

epidemic strain from rectal thermometers (44, 48), incubator doors (52), pulse

oximeter probes (48), re-used suction catheters and laryngoscope blades (57, 58),

breast pumps (57), and handwashing disinfectants (49). Additionally, outbreak

clones have been identified from nutritional sources, including contaminated

parenteral nutrition solutions (59) and formula (60).
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CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR NON-EPIDEMIC
MRSA AND MDR-GNR

There are few reports outside NICU outbreak descriptions that address the contain-

ment of MRSA and MDR-GNR in the NICU. Some potential strategies to control

resistant organisms during endemic periods can be derived from expert opinion and

experience in non-neonatal ICUs, however. Given the differences in their epidemiol-

ogy, not all potential measures are applicable to both MRSA and MDR-GNR; each

measure listed below (summarized in Table 14-1) is denoted accordingly.

(a) Prevent Infections (MRSA and MDR-GNR)

The key to preventing infections due to antibiotic-resistant organisms is to prevent

all infections. Controlled studies in older populations indicate that the incidence of

central catheter-related bloodstream infection is reduced by adequately training

personnel in their insertion, for example (61). Furthermore, central catheter place-

ment should be executed with the use of full sterile barrier protection and include

sterile gloves and gowns and the use of a mask. Central catheters should be removed

immediately when no longer required for care of the infant. Although few studies

have examined ventilator-associated pneumonia in neonates (62), studies of other

critically ill populations suggest that reducing aspiration events through supine

positioning, limiting trips outside the intensive care unit while the baby is intu-

bated, extubating as early as possible, and employing non-invasive ventilation when

feasible, all reduce the risk of nosocomial pneumonia (63).

(b) Promote Regular Hand Hygiene (MRSA and MDR-GN)

In the absence of universal screening and prospective identification of all patients for

antibiotic-resistant organisms (see below), an unrecognized reservoir of MRSA and

MDR-GNR will virtually always exist in the NICU. Hand hygiene between all patient

contacts, therefore, remains a principal component to the control of MRSA and

MDR-GNR in the NICU. The organisms are sensitive to alcohol, and alcohol-

based hand rubs have demonstrated efficacy in reducing the transmission of resistant

bacteria outside the NICU. Pittet and colleagues (64), for example, introduced

Table 14-1 Measures to Reduce MRSA and MDR-GNR
Colonization and Infection in the NICU

Endemic

Prevent infection
Promote hand hygiene
Apply barrier isolation to identified infants
Reserve equipment and decontaminate surfaces
Develop antibiotic policies
Perform pre-emptive surveillance

Epidemic

Strictly enforce and police hand hygiene
Cohort identified infants
Enforce strict barrier isolation
Assign all equipment to colonized versus non-colonized patients
Screen HCWs (MRSA)
Perform environmental cultures (MDR-GNR)
Restrict antibiotics (MDR-GNR)
Close the unit
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alcohol hand rubs accompanied by an aggressive training and reinforcement cam-

paign regarding their use in a hospital in Geneva, Switzerland. Overall compliance of

hand hygiene increased from 48% to 66% over a 3-year observation period. During

the same time, the hospital-wide incidence of all nosocomial infections decreased

from 16.9% to 9.9% (P< 0.04) and MRSA infection in particular decreased from

2.16 to 0.93 infections/10 000 patient days (P< 0.001).

Recently the importance of diseased skin or long fingernails in promoting bac-

terial contamination of the hands of care-givers has been emphasized in NICUs.

Studies by Hedderwick and colleagues (65) demonstrated that potentially pathogenic

microorganisms are recovered more frequently and at higher density from artificial

nails compared with short natural nails. Sometimes nail colonization can have frigh-

tening consequences in the NICU. A cluster of cases of Pseudomonas infection in the

NICU at a tertiary care unit in New York City (66) led to investigations that uncov-

ered three nurses with Pseudomonas hand colonization; one with onychomycosis

harbored the same PFGE-type isolated from 17 different infants. An outbreak of

Pseudomonas aeruginosa in an Oklahoma NICU identified colonization of long or

artificial fingernails among nurses as an important source in a deadly epidemic (67).

(c) Instituting and Enforcing Maximal Barrier Protection

This includes gloves, gowns and, for MRSA, masks when caring for infants identi-

fied with colonization or infection by antibiotic-resistant organisms (MRSA and

MDR-GNR). Most patient acquisition of MRSA in the hospital is the result of

transmission from a colonized health care worker (HCW) and at least some acqui-

sition of MDR-GNR is acquired in the same fashion. The hands and possibly the

clothing of the HCW (68) are the likely culprits in most circumstances, underlining

the requirement for glove and gown use when caring for a patient with established

resistant-organism colonization or infection. In our hospital, barrier isolation is

initiated for all patients colonized or infected with MRSA or Gram-negative bac-

teria resistant to two or more classes of antibiotic. It should be emphasized that

hands frequently become contaminated when the gloves are removed. Therefore,

hand hygiene must be applied upon de-gloving. MRSA colonization also may

become established in the HCW’s nares (3, 7, 8), which then serves as a reservoir

for repeated hand contamination. This colonization can be prevented by the addi-

tional use of a mask.

(d) Decontamination of Environmental Surfaces
(MRSA and MDR GNR)

The role of MRSA- and MDR-GNR-contaminated medical equipment and environ-

mental surfaces in promoting transmission has not been well studied, but it is certain

that such contamination occurs. Boyce and colleagues documented contamination

of inanimate surfaces in over two-thirds of rooms occupied by MRSA-colonized

adult patients (68). The HCW may acquire MRSA on his or her ungloved hand after

contact with such contaminated surfaces, resulting in transmission to an unaffected

patient. Even in the absence of clear evidence implicating contaminated fomites in

the spread of MRSA and MDR-GNR in the nursery, it is prudent to assign medical

equipment for exclusive use in the MRSA- and MDR-GNR-colonized infant and to

thoroughly disinfect the immediate area once the patient has been discharged.

(e) Antibiotic Control (MDR-GNR)

There are no compelling data that antibiotic control limits the presence of MRSA.

A portion of antibiotic resistance in MDR-GNR emerges under antibiotic
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pressure, however, suggesting that manipulation of antibiotics in the NICU may

afford some benefit.

There are some data that document the relative propensity of different classes

of antibiotics to promote bacillary resistance in the NICU. Many centers have used

gentamicin in combination with ampicillin and vancomycin for well over a decade,

for example, and have had few if any problems with resistance to aminoglycosides

(69). Tullus and colleagues surveyed rectal swab samples from 22 Swedish nurseries

through the late 1980s; (70) none of 1369 isolates of E. coli, Klebsiella, and

Enterobacter screened during the course of this study was resistant to gentamicin,

despite the routine use of this drug by many of the participating centers. The use of

the third-generation cephalosporins, on the other hand, may be especially associ-

ated with the promotion of autologous resistance among Gram-negative species in

the NICU. Indeed, it is well established that exposure to this class of antibiotics

among seriously ill adults may rapidly select ß-lactam resistant Enterobacteriaceae,

especially among Enterobacters (71) and ESBL-producing bacteria (55, 72). When

cefotaxime was substituted for gentamicin in a NICU experiencing an outbreak of

gentamicin-resistant K. pneumoniae, a high frequency of colonization with cepha-

losporin-resistant E. cloacae appeared after just 10 weeks (69). De Man and collea-

gues (73) studied the relative propensity of penicillin-tobramycin use and

ampicillin-cefotaxime in promoting resistance in a Dutch NICU, employing a

6-month crossover design during which each regimen was used as the preferred

first-line antibiotic choice in side-by-side nurseries. These investigators found a

marked increase in colonization and infection by cephalosporin-resistant E. cloacae

during the period of ampicillin-cefotaxime use, versus little aminoglycoside resis-

tance during the penicillin-tobramycin periods. These experiences caution against

routine sustained use of third-generation cephalosporins in the NICU during non-

outbreak periods.

Stopping antibiotics in a patient in whom infection appears unlikely is prob-

ably effective in reducing colonization and infection with resistant organisms in all

ICU settings. In the study by Singh and colleagues (74), adult ICU patients in whom

a diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia was suspected were evaluated by a

pneumonia-infection score when therapy was initiated and again 3 days later. The

investigators then used a persistently low score to identify patients in whom the

diagnosis of pulmonary infection was unlikely, recognizing that in common prac-

tice such patients regularly are treated with a prolonged course of antibiotics

anyway. This trial demonstrated that stopping antibiotics in low-risk patients at

day 3 of therapy resulted in significantly lower acquisition of antibiotic-resistant

organisms, without adversely affecting patient mortality and length of stay in the

ICU, when compared with similar patients in whom antibiotic stoppage was not

mandated (74).

Another strategy involving antibiotic control that has been proposed to reduce

the prevalence of MDR-GNR in the ICU setting is "antibiotic cycling". This strategy

mandates a regular, scheduled rotation in antibiotic preference within the ICU. We

tested the benefit of antibiotic cycling in our NICU in Cleveland (75). A monthly

rotation of gentamicin, piperacillin-tazobactam, and ceftazidime was compared

with unrestricted antibiotic use in side-by-side NICU populations. Pharyngeal

and rectal samples were obtained three times a week and tested for Gram-negative

bacilli resistant to each of the antibiotics in the rotation schedule. Over a 1-year

trial, cycling failed to reduce the prevalence of colonization by resistant Gram-

negative rods: 10.7% infants in the population assigned to the antibiotic cycling

schedule were colonized with an organism resistant to one or more of the rotation

antibiotics, versus 7.7% of the control population (P< 0.09) (75). The incidences of

nosocomial infection and mortality also were similar between study populations.

While some trials of antibiotic cycling in adult ICUs have been more positive (76),
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more recent data in non-NICU patients have been less optimistic (77).

Unfortunately, co-resistance to agents of different antibiotic classes is common in

hospital-acquired Gram-negative bacilli and consequently changing from one

broad-spectrum agent to another may not relieve antibiotic pressure.

Additionally, some resistance determinants in MDR-GNRs are linked to other

factors conferring survival advantage, such as those improving adherence to epi-

thelial surfaces or resulting in resistance to disinfectants (78, 79), properties that

will not be easily surrendered in the face of antibiotic cycling. As a result, it is

unlikely that this strategy will have major impact in reducing the endemic presence

of MDR-GNRs in the NICU.

(f) Pre-Emptive Surveillance and Isolation of all Patients
for MRSA Colonization (MRSA)

Perhaps the most controversial potential strategy to control endemic MRSA cur-

rently debated among non-neonatologists is the routine performance of surveil-

lance cultures in all patients upon hospital admission and at fixed intervals

thereafter. Most authorities have estimated that the risk of MRSA transmission in

adult ICUs is reduced 3–16-fold if the colonized subject is in isolation versus on the

open ward (12, 80, 81). Recent mathematical models of MRSA transmission in the

hospital have implicated the unidentified, and therefore non-isolated, MRSA-colo-

nized patient as being the most influential factor in the spread of resistant staphy-

lococci (80, 81).

In response to these observations, some European countries, most notably the

Netherlands, have adapted a very aggressive national health institute-mandated

policy for pre-emptive screening for MRSA that they have termed the "Search

and Destroy" strategy. Hospital-wide, all patients are regularly screened for

MRSA colonization upon admission, and those falling into pre-defined high-risk

categories are isolated immediately with full barrier protection until proven MRSA-

free. Patients at lesser risk similarly are isolated if colonization is subsequently

identified. Identification of colonization in a patient who had not been isolated

triggers immediate screening of all nearby patients and all exposed health care

workers. The identification of secondary cases generates further screening.

Identified health care workers are furloughed with pay until their colonization

disappears. Infection control officers have the authority to close whole wards and

even whole hospitals based upon surveillance data. The results are compelling: the

incidence of nosocomial MRSA infections in Dutch facilities remains minuscule

compared with that measured in North American hospitals.

The most pressing argument against implementing the Search and Destroy

strategy in the NICU is that it is likely to have little impact unless the policy is

applied hospital-wide. Without this universal application, a portion of the person-

nel who routinely work outside the NICU (for example, surgical staff and other

non-neonatology consultants) may import the organism from other parts of the

hospital where the control of MRSA is more lax (7). There perhaps is a stronger

rationale to pre-emptively screen infants transferred from another hospital for

MRSA colonization if they have been hospitalized at the referring unit for longer

than a few hours. Indeed, in some circumstances pre-emptive screening of trans-

ferred infants for MDR-GNR has proved useful as well (50).

CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR NICU OUTBREAKS
OF MRSA AND MDR-GNR

In many ways control of a nursery outbreak of an antibiotic-resistant organism

is more straightforward than control of endemic disease. For both MRSA and
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MDR-GNR, accumulated experience has recommended several maneuvers to con-

tain an epidemic (Table 14-1) (40). These measures usually are instituted simulta-

neously or in rapid succession, so the independent contribution of each is unknown.

It may be that no one intervention can succeed on its own and that successful

containment requires application of a package of measures, including the following.

(a) Reinforce strict hand hygiene practices, including presentation of in-ser-

vices and policing of adherence through overt and covert observation. Use of alco-

hol hand rubs is acceptable unless the hands are visibly soiled.

(b) Cohort colonized and infected patients. This measure usually requires that

cross-sectional prevalence of colonization be defined by culturing at frequent and

regular intervals (for example, once or twice a week). Culture-positive subjects then

are moved to a geographically distinct area of the nursery. When staffing allows,

nursing should be segregated so that each person cares only for colonized infants or

for non-colonized infants. Segregation of physician and ancillary staff may be

required as well.

(c) Establish and enforce strict barrier isolation precautions for all contact with

a colonized or infected patient. This includes wearing gowns and gloves and, for

MRSA, a mask, and changing protective gear with each new patient contact. Hand

hygiene should be applied between each patient contact; that is, gloving and gown-

ing does not preclude hand washing or use of alcohol-based hand gels. In the face of

a rapidly progressive outbreak, barrier isolation may need to be applied to every

infant in the NICU, regardless of colonization status, because cross-sectional prev-

alence audits may miss a small proportion of colonized infants.

(d) Assign medical equipment to individual colonized or infected patients or, if

sharing cannot be avoided, segregate equipment to colonized versus non-colonized

groups.

(e) If the above measures fail, close the unit to new admissions until the out-

break is contained.

Additional measures may be applied specifically to MRSA and MRD-GNR

outbreaks, respectively. For MRSA epidemics:

(f) Screen HCWs for nasal colonization with MRSA and decontaminate when

possible. The role of HCW MRSA nares colonization in sustaining an outbreak

is uncertain, but there is growing opinion that it is important (12). In the ideal

situation colonized HCWs are relieved of duties until colonization either

spontaneously disappears or is eradicated. There has been anecdotal success using

the following regimen for MRSA decontamination in the adult: mupirocin oint-

ment to the nares 2–3 times/day for 5–7 days, chlorhexidine baths once a day for

3–5 successive days, and a course of systemic antibiotics including rifampin and

another agent to which the isolate is susceptible (12).

For MDR-GNR epidemics:

(g) Perform environmental cultures to determine whether there is a common

source for the outbreak strain. The need for these cultures depends to some extent

on the organism. Serratia marcesans in particular has frequently been implicated in

common-source epidemics.

(h) Restrict the use of antibiotics to which the outbreak strain is resistant.
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Chapter 15

Neonatal Fungal Infections

Charles R. Sims, MD � Luis Ostrosky-Zeichner, MD, FACP

Candidiasis

Aspergillosis

Zygomycosis (Mucormycosis)

Other Fungi

Summary

Fungal infections are common in the neonate and present with a variety of clinical

syndromes ranging from trivial mucocutaneous infection to life-threatening fun-

gemia and deeply invasive mycoses. Fungi are ubiquitous environmental organisms

which can be found free-living in the soil, on bird and mammalian feces, and in

decaying organic matter. They are also frequently found in the hospital environ-

ment. Some species, such as Candida, are commensal organisms in the human

oral cavity, gastrointestinal tract, genitourinary tract, and moist intertriginous

skin folds. Neonates most often acquire the organisms from their mother during

passage through the birth canal and in utero from hematogenous spread or ascend-

ing vaginal infection. They can also acquire the infections post-partum through

inhalation, ingestion, direct inoculation into the skin, and exposure to the hospital

environment. Most of the specific defects in the immune response allowing

susceptibility to fungal infections in certain individual are unknown and are

under investigation. Risk factors, clinical presentation, diagnosis, therapy, and

prognosis vary with each species of fungus and will be discussed below. There

are limited data for neonates and so some conclusions are drawn from adult and

pediatric data.

CANDIDIASIS

Epidemiology

The reported frequency of Candida infections has increased, and candidemia now

represents the fourth most common cause of nosocomial bloodstream infection in

adults in the USA (1). The reported incidence of neonatal sepsis due to Candida

varies between 0.57 and 1.28% of all neonatal intensive care admission and between

4.8 and 7.0% of neonates <1500 g (2–5).

The cost of candidemia is enormous in terms of loss of life and monetary loss.

Attributable mortality in neonates <1500 g varies from 10.2 to 43% (3, 6). The

specific species causing the infection appears to affect mortality, as demonstrated in

a recent study of adult candidemia showing an attributable mortality rate of 44% in

all patients and an increased mortality in C. glabrata (60%) and C. tropicalis (75%)

infections (7). The estimated costs in the USA of treating a single adult episode of
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nosocomial candidemia are $34 123 per Medicare patient and $44 536 per private

insurance patient (8). The current annual monetary cost of candidemia in the USA

may be approaching $1 billion (9) taking into account that the above figures were

calculated just after the introduction of fluconazole and prior to the widespread use

of lipid preparations of amphotericin or the echinocandins.

Candida colonization may be acquired by the fetus during gestational

development or at delivery while passing through the birth canal (10). Although

as many as 25% of pregnant women experience vaginal candidiasis late in gestation,

congenital candidiasis is rare. The literature contains many case reports and

short series of congenitally acquired candidiasis (cutaneous and disseminated)

with intact or ruptured membranes, placental involvement, and umbilical cord

involvement (11–13). Many of these cases are associated with uterine foreign

bodies, including intrauterine contraceptive devices and cervical cerclage

sutures (14). Although maternal candidemia has been described, hematogenous

spread to the fetus has not. In addition to the maternal–fetal transmission,

Candida species are also found in the hospital environment in the air, on

food, floors and other surfaces and objects, and on the hands of hospital personnel

(15). Nosocomial spread among patients has been traced to hand carriage and

to artificial nails (16–18). General risk factors for candidiasis are related to

the specific site of infection and to the disease process and are summarized in

Table 15-1.

Of the greater than 100 species of Candida, seven are well-known pathogens

in humans, and many other species are described infrequently in epidemiological

surveys, case reports, or short case series. Table 15-2 summarizes the overall

frequency distribution of Candida species causing fungemia in neonates. Most

neonatal series note a higher percentage of C. parapsilosis (up to 36% (19))

than adult series. Although Candida albicans remains the most common isolate,

non-albicans Candida have greatly increased in frequency as the cause of invasive

disease (20–22). Studies in neonates have shown a non-albicans rate between 35 and

79% (4, 23).

Diagnosis

There are currently multiple direct and indirect methods of diagnosing Candida

infections (24). The indirect methods, unfortunately, have not yet been widely

accepted for clinical use, and current direct diagnostic methods have sub-standard

performance. Although Candida will grow in standard blood-culture bottles, detec-

tion and growth can be enhanced by pre-treating blood specimens by lysis and

centrifugation (25, 26). Still, in the best of circumstances, cultures are negative in

the presence of disseminated candidiasis in at least one-quarter to one-third of

Table 15-1 Risk Factors and Conditions Associated with
Invasive Candidiasis

Primary risk factors Associated conditions

Prolonged antibiotic use Birth weight less than 1000 g
Central venous catheter Gestational age less than 32 weeks
ICU stay longer than 7 days 5 min Apgar< 5
Abdominal surgery Gastrointestinal Candida colonization
Hyperalimentation Nasogastric tubes
Acid-suppressing medications Vaginal birth

From Saiman et al. (5) and Shetty et al. (139).
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cases (25). Once isolated, C. albicans can be presumptively identified in 90 min by

germ tube formation. Other species may require 72 h to be identified by morphol-

ogy and carbohydrate metabolism using many available commercial kits. Indirect

methods for diagnosing Candida infections include detection of serologic markers

and DNA (27). In adults, the most promising methods involve measuring serum

mannan (28) and 1–3-beta-D-glucan (two cell-wall components) (29), enolase (a

cytoplasmic enzyme) (30), antibodies against enolase and hsp90 (a stress protein)

(31), and fungal metabolites such as D-arabinitol (32). Methods for detecting

candidal DNA are also being investigated, but have not yet reached the clinical

stage (33).

The clinician may be forced to treat empirically for candidiasis based on clin-

ical suspicion and risk factors. The gold standard for the diagnosis of Candida

infection is a positive culture from normally sterile body sites such as the blood,

cerebrospinal fluid, joint aspirate, sterilely drained abscess or other sterile surgical

specimen. Culture from tracheal aspirates, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, exposed

wounds, abdominal drains, epithelium, or other mucocutaneous sources are not

diagnostic and cannot differentiate colonization from infection (34, 35). Heavy

colonization is an important risk factor for development of deep candidiasis

(36), but it must be interpreted with the rest of the clinical information in the

individual patient and should not be the sole reason for treating with antifungal

agents. Likewise, urine culture may be significant in the right clinical situation, but

antibiotic administration and the presence of an indwelling urinary catheter are

associated with asymptomatic urinary colonization with Candida (37), which does

not require therapy.

Clinical Manifestations

Congenital Candidiasis

Congenital candidiasis is a rare complication caused by intrauterine Candida infec-

tion and presents with a spectrum of diseases depending on the maturity of the

infant. In neonates >1000 g, the disease usually presents solely with cutaneous

manifestation of erythematous macules, papules, and pustules that occasionally

can form vesicles and bullae. Mortality is low (8%) in isolated cutaneous disease.

Systemic disease, characterized by respiratory distress, leukocytosis, and positive

blood, urine, or CSF culture, will occur in 10% of these infants and carries a high

associated mortality. In neonates <1000 g, the disease presents with widespread

Table 15-2 Species Distribution (%) of Candida Bloodstream Isolates in
Neonates and General Susceptibility of Candida Species to
Antifungal Agents

Species
Frequency
(%) Fluc Itra Vori 5FC Ampho Caspo

C. albicans 53–70 S S S S S S
C. parapsilosis 15–39 S S S S S S (to I?)
C. glabrata 0–14 S-DD to R S-DD to R S to S-DD S S to I S
C. tropicalis 0–16 S S S S S S
C. krusei 0–3 R S-DD to R S to S-DD I to R S to I S
Other Candida

spp.
0–3 V V V V V V

Frequency data from different surveillance studies (3–5, 139, 140–142). Fluc, fluconazole; Itra, itraconazole; Vori,
voriconazole; 5FC, flucytosine; Ampho, amphotericin-B; Caspo, caspofungin; S, susceptible; S-DD, susceptible dose-
dependent; I, intermediate; R, resistant; V, variable. Adapted from Pappas. PG, Rex JH, Sobel JD, et al. Guidelines for
treatment of candidiasis. Clin Infect Dis 38(2):161–189, 2004.
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desquamation, systemic disease is common (67%), and mortality is high (11). Risk

factors include intrauterine foreign bodies such as intrauterine contraceptive

devices and cervical cerclage sutures, as well as Candida chorioamnionitis, funisitis,

or placental infection (13, 38). Congenital candidiasis develops in 16% of cases

where examination of the placenta of infants shows evidence of Candida infection.

These placental findings should prompt close neonatal evaluation.

Hematogenous Candidiasis

Hematogenous candidiasis may occur at the time of delivery or over the first

few days of life in severe congenital candidiasis, or it may develop later as an

acquired infection. The clinical presentation of hematogenous candidiasis is similar

to that of bacterial sepsis, with respiratory distress and apnea being the prominent

clinical signs. Fever, hypotension, and thrombocytopenia are also common.

Hematogenous spread to multiple organs is commonly seen, with the skin

(66%), CNS (64%), and retina (54%) being the most frequent areas affected

(39). Persistence of candidemia greater than 24 h after achieving adequate antifun-

gal dosing is associated with higher rates of end-organ disease and with higher

mortality (40).

The routes of invasion of Candida can be divided into endogenous and

exogenous. The endogenous route is the most important, as Candida infections

originate predominantly from the patient’s own colonizing organisms from the

gastrointestinal tract and skin (22, 41). Infection, however, requires some defect

in the normal host immunity. Breakdowns in mucosal barriers related to surgery,

gastrointestinal injury in enterocolitis, and total parenteral nutrition (42) are

examples. Cutaneous barriers are not well established in the fetus, allowing

translocation (the likely mechanism in congenital candidiasis) and are disrupted

in the neonate by central venous catheters, surgical wounds, and trauma. Cell-

mediated immunity is not well developed in the neonatal period and is further

inhibited by hyperglycemia and corticosteroids. Overgrowth of Candida in the

gastrointestinal and genitourinary tracts occurs with antibiotic use and urinary

catheterization. Critically ill neonates may have several of these defects at any

given time.

There are two main theories regarding the mechanism responsible for candi-

demia. The first is translocation of colonizing Candida organisms across the gut

epithelium. This theory is supported by multiple adult studies showing a relation-

ship between the presence and density of colonization and increased rates of can-

didemia and correlation between the colonizing Candida strain and the strain

isolated from the blood (41, 43–45). The second mechanism relates to the presence

of intravenous catheters (46). Infection could be initiated by contamination of the

catheter hub at the skin resulting in catheter infection or by transient candidemia

from another source resulting in secondary catheter colonization/infection (41, 47).

There is less evidence for catheters than for gut translocation being the primary

source of candidemia, and the presence of central venous catheters may only serve

as a marker for severity of illness. However, whether via primary or secondary

infection, venous catheters are the prominent final site of Candida infection and

can lead to longer candidemia, thrombophlebitis with seeding of organisms into the

clot, and increased risk of disseminated disease (48, 49). Failure to promptly

remove lines in candidemic neonates has been shown to lead to significantly

higher mortality (50).

Exogenous routes of infection are infrequent but can be important depending

on the site of contamination. Multiple related diseases have been described, includ-

ing candidemia resulting from contaminated blood-pressure transducers, contami-

nated parenteral nutrition solutions and fluids (51, 52), and from healthcare

workers’ hands (16, 53).
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Urinary Candidiasis

Although the urinary tract is normally a sterile site, asymptomatic colonization

with Candida and other organisms is common, and culturing these from the urine

may not have any clinical significance. Treatment of asymptomatic candiduria even

in the presence of pyuria may hasten clearance of the candiduria, but does not

change the overall natural history of the condition (54, 55). In candidemic

neonates, secondary candiduria is seen in 40–70% and renal abscess in 0–14%

(56). Primary urinary candidiasis is related to the presence of indwelling catheters,

urinary tract instrumentation, diabetes, and steroid and antibiotic use. Clinical

manifestations are varied, with a spectrum including benign colonization, urethri-

tis, cystitis, pyelitis, fungus ball from papillary necrosis and sloughing, and

perinephric or renal abscess (57). In the setting of urinary obstruction, instrumen-

tation, or surgery, primary urinary candidiasis may rarely lead to disseminated

infection (37).

Abdominal Candidiasis

Candida peritonitis is caused by two distinct clinical entities in the neonate,

focal intestinal perforation and necrotizing enterocolitis. Although the clinical

presentations may be similar, focal perforation lacks the X-ray findings and

extensive bowel disease of necrotizing enterocolitis and is associated with lower

birth weight infants. Candida is isolated from 44% of focal perforation

cases as opposed to only 15% of necrotizing enterocolitis cases (58).

Candida accounts for 8% of dialysis-related peritonitis in adults and is reported

in infants undergoing peritoneal dialysis. C. albicans is the most com-

monly isolated species (59). Patients with dialysis-related Candida peritonitis

usually present with fever, abdominal tenderness, cloudy dialysate, and

peritoneal fluid neutrophil count >100 cells/mL and, if left untreated, may develop

candidemia (60).

Endocarditis

Endocarditis involving the vena cava or cardiac valves occurs in approximately 5%

of cases of candidemia (56), with reports as high as 13% (61). C. albicans accounts

for one half of the Candida species (62). The mortality rate is lower than with

other fungal causes of endocarditis, but it is still reported at up to 60%. Patients

usually present with fever, respiratory distress, thrombocytopenia and a cardiac

murmur (61). Risk factors include presence of a central venous catheter and prior

antibiotic therapy (63) although cases without risk factors are described (64). Late

development after fungemia has been described in adults after 22 months and has

recently been described in neonatal endocarditis as well (65). Embolization is more

common in Candida endocarditis than bacterial disease, occurring in two-thirds of

cases (62).

Ocular Candidiasis

Ocular Candida infection can present as keratoconjuctivitis due to topical steroids or

local trauma (66) or more importantly as chorioretinitis and endophthalmitis due to

hematogenous seeding. Although retina involvement in candidemia is reported in

10–45% of adults (67–69) and 50% of neonates in older studies (70), more recent,

large series have reported much lower rates of 0–17% in neonates (56, 71, 72). The

lower rate may be due to earlier, more aggressive treatment of candidemia as end-

organ involvement is associated with more prolonged candidemia (73). Ocular

presentations may be the first manifestations of hematogenous disease or may

develop after the diagnosis of candidemia (74, 75) and may lead to permanent

blindness if not identified (76). The most common signs and symptoms are eye
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redness, hazy vitreous, pain, and diminished or blurry vision. Premature infants

may be at higher risk of developing complicated ocular candidiasis (such as lens

abscess) if candidemia occurs around 29 weeks post-conception as the lens

structures lose their developmental arterial supply and become avascular and less

likely to respond to systemic treatment (77). Endophthalmitis can present up to 2

weeks after the diagnosis of candidemia, and some authors have suggested that

patients should have a dilated retinal exam at baseline and 2 weeks after the docu-

mentation of candidemia (74, 78). A recent consensus document, however, recom-

mends that all patients with candidemia should have at least one careful retinal

examination (79).

Central Nervous System Candidiasis

Candida infection of the CNS is usually secondary to hematogenous disease and

presents as meningitis or brain abscess (80). Primary CNS disease is most

commonly due to iatrogenic causes, including ventriculoperitoneal shunt place-

ment (81). The rate of secondary Candida meningitis during candidemia is approx-

imately 15%, with a range of 3–23% in the literature (56) and an overall rate

of 0.4% of all neonatal ICU admissions (82). Symptoms of Candida meningitis

are similar to bacterial meningitis and include fever, confusion, nuchal rigidity,

and respiratory distress (83). CSF analysis generally shows hypoglycorrhachia.

Pleocytosis and protein elevation is often mild or absent, and in one series,

only 25% of patients any abnormality on CSF analysis (84). Another series confirms

the lack of CSF abnormalities and further reported a negative Gram stain in 100%

of cases and culture positive for Candida in only 74% (82). Candida brain abscess

and ventriculitis is reported in 4% of neonates with candidemia (56). In adult

patients who died of disseminated candidiasis, 50% were found to have Candida

brain microabscesses at autopsy (85). These abscesses were not generally sympto-

matic, so the rate of brain microabscesses may be significantly higher than

diagnosed.

Bone and Joint Candidiasis

Osteomyelitis and septic arthritis caused by Candida are usually the result of

hematogenous spread, with primary disease being extremely rare and occurring in

adults with inoculation of organisms into the area by trauma, during steroid

injection into the joint, and during surgery (i.e. sternotomy or arthrotomy) (86–

88). Candida accounts for 7–17% of cases of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis in

neonates (89, 90). The literature consists of mostly case reports and small series

showing C. albicans followed by C. tropicalis as the main isolates involved (91, 92).

The most common symptom is localized pain, but soft tissue swelling with erythema,

adjacent abscess and arthritis are also described. Fever and leukocytosis are usually

absent. Large joints are most commonly affected, with at least one knee joint being

involved in 71% of cases of polyarticular disease. In adults, synovial fluid micro-

scopic analysis shows high white blood cells (15 000 to 100 000/mm3) with poly-

morphonuclear cell predominance and visualization of the organisms in 20% of

cases (24). Synovial fluid culture is positive in nearly 100% of cases (89). No data

exist for neonates. The onset of symptoms of osteomyelitis may be concurrent with

the candidemia or may present many months later. One case of neonatal C. albicans

osteomyelitis is described 1 year after completion of presumed adequate therapy for

candidemia (93).

Pulmonary Candidiasis

Although Candida is frequently isolated from multiple respiratory specimens,

including sputum, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, and endotracheal tube secretions,

it is more commonly a colonizer than a pathogen in the seriously ill patient.
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Definitive diagnosis is made by demonstrating fungal element invading the

lung tissue. An adult study comparing various sampling modalities to autopsy in

ICU patients showed a 40% colonization rate with only an 8% rate of Candida

bronchopneumonia. The study also found no correlation between the type of

sampling and the diagnosis of true pneumonia (34). The vast majority of true

infection results from disseminated candidiasis causing seeding of the lungs.

Notable exceptions are the rare cases of severe congenital candidiasis in which

alveolitis is common (12) and direct lung exposure to Candida-infected amniotic

fluid (94).

Mucocutaneous Candidiasis

Candida colonization occurs in 27% of neonates within the first week of life and

approximately 8% will develop mucocutaneous candidiasis (10). Oropharyngeal

infection (thrush) and axillary, intertriginous, perineal, and periumbilical derma-

titis are the most common presentations. These diseases are usually self-limited and

do not require therapy. Topical therapy is effective at clearing these sites of infection

within 1 week; however, the infection commonly recurs after cessation of therapy.

The importance of these mild forms of candidiasis lies in the fact that the rate of

invasive candidiasis (of any type) is significantly higher in neonates with mucocu-

taneous disease. Rates may be as high as 32% in neonates <1000 g and do not

decrease with topical treatment (39).

One severe form of mucocutaneous disease is invasive fungal dermatitis, which

occurs in the smallest, most premature infants. Presentation occurs from 6–14 days

of life with erosive, crusting lesions demonstrating fungal invasion beyond the

stratum corneum on pathology. C. albicans is the most common etiology, but

other Candida species, as well as other fungi, can cause the disease. Risk factors

include prematurity, post-natal steroid administration, and hyperglycemia, and

dissemination occurs in 69% of Candida cases (95).

Treatment

The decision on whether or not to treat candidiasis and with what agent depends on

multiple factors, including the site of the infection, the clinical status of the patient,

the toxicity of the medications, and the species of Candida isolated. Empiric ther-

apy is warranted in some situations, while identification to the species level is

critical in others. The Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA) has recently

issued guidelines based on the supporting evidence for the treatment of candidemia

and invasive candidiasis (79), but only a small number of recommendations involve

neonates as only a few small trials exist in this population. The most commonly

used therapy is amphotericin B due to its long history of use and relative safety in

the neonatal population. A significant number of data are accumulating for fluco-

nazole, and most recently studies involving the echinocandins and lipid prepara-

tions of amphotericin B are being reported. Table 15-3 presents specific treatment

recommendations for forms of invasive candidiasis.

As discussed earlier, the emergence of non-albicans species and the developing of

acquired resistance may change the selection of antifungal agents for empiric treat-

ment. Antifungal susceptibility testing is now an important piece of microbiological

data to guide therapy. Clinical interpretive breakpoint MICs are available for fluco-

nazole, itraconazole, voriconazole, and flucytosine (79). No interpretive breakpoints

have been established for amphotericin B and its lipid preparations, the echinocan-

dins, or the newer triazoles (posaconazole), but MIC data are available for these

compounds for the pathologic Candida species (96). Table 15-2 summarizes the

general susceptibility patterns of the most common pathologic species of Candida.

Although susceptibility can usually be predicted knowing the species of the organism,
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one recent study has recommended susceptibility testing for Candida bloodstream

isolates in the setting of prior azole use, recurrent mucosal disease, in deep infections

requiring prolonged therapy (i.e., osteomyelitis, endocarditis, abscess), and in estab-

lishing local antibiograms to guide therapy in specific institutions (97).

Candidemia and General Guidelines

Initial management options in candidemia include amphotericin B deoxycholate

(0.6–1.0 mg/kg/day), lipid preparations of amphotericin B (3–5 mg/kg/day), flu-

conazole (5–12 mg/kg/day), caspofungin (2 mg/kg/day), micafungin (3 mg/kg/day),

or a combination of fluconazole and amphotericin B. The selection of therapy

Table 15-3 Recommended Treatment for Specific Forms of Invasive Candidiasis

Condition Specific comments

Candidemia and
disseminated
candidiasis

Candidemia and disseminated diseases are treated in a similar manner and options
include: amphotericin B deoxycholate (0.6–1.0 mg/kg/day), lipid preparations of
amphotericin B (3–5 mg/kg/day), fluconazole (6–12 mg/kg/day) (143),
caspofungin (2 mg/kg/day) (100), micafungin (3 mg/kg/day) (144), or a
combination of fluconazole and amphotericin B. Treatment should continue for
14 days after sterilization of blood cultures in candidemia. All central venous
catheters should be removed

Abdominal
candidiasis

Candida peritonitis should be treated with surgical drainage and intravenous
amphotericin B or oral/intravenous fluconazole (6–12 mg/kg/day) (145, 146) for
2–6 weeks or until resolution of abscesses. The use of intraperitoneal
amphotericin B is not recommended due to chemical peritonitis, pain, and
fibrosis (147, 148). Most authorities recommend the removal of peritoneal
dialysis catheters (149)

Endocarditis Candida endocarditis requires a combination of surgery and systemic antifungal
therapy. The recommended antifungal regimen is amphotericin B (deoxycholate
or lipid formulation) for 1–2 weeks prior to and 6–8 weeks after surgery
followed by fluconazole suppression for up to 2 years, although the doses and
duration have not yet been established. Long-term flucytosine may be added to
the regimen. Removal of pacemakers is almost always required.

Endophthalmitis Ocular candidiasis requires immediate treatment to prevent blindness. Treatment
option include: systemic amphotericin B (0.7–1.0 mg/kg/day) with or without
flucytosine, and intravitreal amphotericin B (0.005 mg/0.01 mL) with or without
pars plana vitrectomy (76, 150, 151), and fluconazole at 12 mg/kg/day until
clinical response, then 6 mg/kg/day until 2 weeks after resolution of all signs and
symptoms of infection (24). Experiences with voriconazole and caspofungin are
encouraging (152). Patients with artificial lens implants may require these to be
removed to achieve a cure (153)

Osteomyelitis and
arthritis

Candida osteomyelitis requires surgical drainage and debridement of devitalized
bone (90). Therapy with fluconazole (6–12 mg/kg/day) or amphotericin B with or
without flucytosine for 6 weeks to 6 months (88, 92, 154, 155)

Central nervous
system

The recommended treatment for Candida meningitis is systemic amphotericin B
(0.5–1.0 mg/kg/day) plus flucytosine (100–200 mg/kg/day) (80, 156). An alternate
therapeutic regimen consists of fluconazole (6–12 mg/kg/day) plus flucytosine.
Case reports exist of refractory meningitis treated successfully with caspofungin
(157). Treatment should continue until resolution of all signs and symptoms of
meningitis. Brain abscess is associated with hematogenous disease and should
be treated in a similar manner. If the brain abscess is large and causing focal
symptoms, drainage may be indicated

Urinary candidiasis Asymptomatic candiduria in a catheterized patient is usually a transient, benign
condition that does not require antifungal therapy. Clearance of candiduria can
be seen in 40% of patients simply by removing the urinary catheter and
stopping antibiotics (55). The risk of invasive candidiasis is low in this setting
with the exception of candiduria after renal transplantation (37) and patients in
whom urologic instrumentation or surgery is planned. These patients can be
treated with amphotericin B bladder irrigation or with systemic amphotericin B,
flucytosine, or fluconazole (158). Also keep in mind that in a high-risk host,
candiduria may be the only manifestation of disseminated candidiasis
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should depend on the presence of organ dysfunction affecting drug clearance, rel-

ative drug toxicity, the prior exposure to antifungal agents for therapy or prophy-

laxis, and the physician’s knowledge of the species and potential susceptibility

pattern of the isolate.

For a clinically unstable patient with an unknown isolate, many authorities

recommend amphotericin B deoxycholate (98, 99) or lipid preparation (3), or an

echinocandin in this setting as these agents are rapidly fungicidal. Caspofungin has

been safe and effective in clearing fungemia in amphotericin-refractory disease from

multiple sources (100). Although caspofungin is a good first-line agent in this

setting, chronic use has resulted in resistance in C. parapsilosis (101). This should

be considered if patients have been heavily pretreated with caspofungin and are at

risk for this species. Neonates have been shown to clear echinocandins more quickly

than children and adults (102, 103) and so the doses used must be higher for

neonates. High-dose fluconazole has also been shown to be effective in this clinical

setting (104), although it is a fungistatic agent. For those neonates with prior azole

treatment or prophylaxis or for those patients whose mother received azoles for

vaginal candidiasis in pregnancy, another class of agents should be considered.

Voriconazole has been recently approved by the FDA for the treatment of candi-

demia in non-immunocompromised adults after a large clinical trial using ampho-

tericin B as the comparator showed similar efficacy (105). A single case report exists

for successfully using voriconazole (6 mg/kg every 8 h) in combination with

liposomal amphotericin for a neonate with refractory candidemia (106). No

pharmacodynamic information exists for voriconazole in neonates, but the

increased frequency of dosing resulted in levels similar to those used to treat

adult infection.

Refractory candidemia should prompt clinicians to evaluate several possibili-

ties. Ensuring the accuracy of the diagnosis is the critical first step in evaluating

refractory disease. Next, the dose of medication should be examined, as under-

dosing, particularly with azoles, is responsible for refractory disease and the devel-

opment of resistance. Few data exist for pharmacokinetics of antifungals other than

fluconazole in neonates, but what data are available generally show shorter half-lives

as compared to adults given traditional doses. Once the above factors have been

considered, a new drug regimen can be developed. Combination therapy with

agents with different mechanisms of activity can also be considered in patients

refractory to monotherapy. Combinations with flucytosine-amphotericin, flucyto-

sine-azole, amphotericin-azole, and azole-echinocandin have been tried in adults

with varying results (107). The only large-scale trial of combination therapy showed

that fluconazole (12 mg/kg/day) plus amphotericin B (0.7 mg/kg/day) was not

antagonistic compared to fluconazole alone. The combination showed a trend

toward more rapid clearance of candidemia and successful treatment (P = 0.043),

particularly in patients who were not at the extremes of the severity scores (108). All

neonatal data on combination therapy come from single case reports.

In addition to antifungal chemotherapy, several other issues should be consid-

ered in the management of fungemia. Removal of any intravenous catheters or

other implants should occur as soon as clinically possible, as this has been associ-

ated with lower mortality (50). A dilated ophthalmologic exam should be per-

formed after resolution of candidemia to exclude endophthalmitis (74, 75) as

this diagnosis would alter the length of therapy.

Prevention

Infection Control

Candida colonization of the hands and fingernails of health care workers, trans-

mission of Candida from health care worker to patients, and transmission from
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patient to patient via health care workers’ hands have all been documented, as

discussed above. Hand hygiene, either via washing with soap and water (109) or

use of alcohol gels, can reduce health care worker carriage and transmission to

patients. Furthermore, outbreaks have been linked to the use of artificial nails

(110), and the wearing of artificial nails should be restricted in the neonatal ICU.

Transmission of Candida to patients has also been described via infusion of intra-

venous fluids and total parenteral nutrition solutions and via intravascular devices

and surgical instruments. Proper handling of instruments and proper techniques in

sterilizing and preparing these instruments and fluids can reduce nosocomial

infection.

Chemoprophylaxis

Antifungal prophylaxis with intravenous fluconazole (6 mg/kg/day) starting

during the first 5 days of life and continuing for f4–6 weeks has been shown

to reduce Candida colonization and the rate of invasive candidiasis in

neonates <1000 g (2, 111) and <1500 g (112). Colonization and invasive infec-

tion still occurred, but at lower rates. A significant lowering of mortality

was demonstrated in infants <1000 g receiving prophylaxis, and a trend

toward lower mortality was seen in those <1500 g. No increase in development

of resistant strains of Candida was noted and no adverse events or toxicity was

reported.

In the neonatal ICU, antifungal chemoprophylaxis should be administered to

premature infants (<32 weeks) with any additional risk factor for invasive candi-

diasis, including central venous catheter, broad-spectrum antibiotics (especially

third-generation cephalosporins), post-natal steroids, abdominal surgery, enteroco-

litis, total parenteral nutrition, and skin/mucosal defects (113). Alternative clinical

prediction rules are under development in adults (114).

ASPERGILLOSIS

Epidemiology

Aspergillosis is a rare infection of the neonate but appears to be an emerging

clinical entity as medical advances allow for the survival of more immature

neonates (115). The organism is found throughout the world in grains and

decaying organic matter. Many species exist but only eight have been found to

be pathogens in humans. A. fumigatus and A. flavus are the most common.

The disease ranges from isolated cutaneous disease to invasive pulmonary

disease to disseminated aspergillosis. Most cases appear to be nosocomial in

origin, with contact with contaminated medical equipment (116) and

inhalation of spores (117) being identified sources. Risk factors include

prematurity, chronic granulomatous disease, post-natal steroid administration,

neutropenia, and environmental exposure (such as construction in the

NICU) (118).

Clinical Manifestations

Primary cutaneous aspergillosis can develop as a maculopapular rash at the site of

inoculation or contamination which later becomes scaling and pustular. Neonates

with invasive pulmonary disease may have nasal sinusitis or have nodular infiltrates

on chest radiographs and a clinical picture of pneumonia which does not respond

to antibiotic therapy. Hepatosplenomegaly, jaundice, and skin lesions are common

findings in disseminated disease. These skin lesions tend to be nodular, hyperpig-

mented to purple, and tend to ulcerate.
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Diagnosis

Diagnosis is made by culturing the organism from a sterile site or by demonstrating

invading fungal elements on tissue biopsy. Simply culturing Aspergillus from the

skin or a pulmonary sample is not diagnostic as this is a common environmental

pathogen. Blood cultures are usually negative. In adults, serologic test for galacto-

mannan can be helpful in diagnosis, but data in neonates show an extremely high

false-positive rate, making this test useless for diagnosis (119, 120).

Treatment

Treatment for primary cutaneous disease is surgical debridement along with sys-

temic antifungal therapy, and the prognosis is good. There are case reports of cure

with medical therapy alone (121). Invasive pulmonary aspergillosis and dissemi-

nated aspergillosis require systemic antifungal therapy. The prognosis in adults is

poor, with survival between 14 and 71% depending on the underlying co-morbid-

ity. Prognosis in neonates may be better as the largest review reports a survival of

73–88% (118, 122). Traditionally amphotericin B deoxycholate has been the treat-

ment of choice. There are few neonatal data with lipid preparations of amphotericin

in neonates, but some pediatric data showing lower toxicity (122). Presumably they

should be as effective and potentially more effective due to the lower toxicity and

ability to treat at higher doses and for longer duration in this severe, refractory

disease. Recently, voriconazole and caspofungin have been approved for treatment

of aspergillosis in adults for primary and salvage therapy. Voriconazole was found

to be superior to amphotericin B in one study in immunocompromised patients

(123) and has been used in combination with amphotericin successfully in the

pediatric population (124). There are no data for the use of caspofungin in neo-

nates with aspergillosis.

Currently, there are no controlled clinical trials to support combination ther-

apy in invasive aspergillosis.

ZYGOMYCOSIS (MUCORMYCOSIS)

Epidemiology

Infections caused by the zygomycetes are another rare but emerging infection in the

neonate (115). The organisms are found throughout the world in the soil, on

animal feces, and on fruits. Most infections in the neonate are nosocomial and

arise from ingestion or contact with contaminated objects. Cutaneous cases have

been described from elastic tape used to secure umbilical catheters and monitoring

devices (125) and wooden tongue depressors used as arm boards (126), and dis-

seminated cases described from infusion of contaminated fluids (127). Other spo-

radic cases of neonatal cutaneous zygomycosis have been reported without a

specific cause. In addition to traumatic inoculation or contact with contaminated

materials, risk factors include prematurity, diabetes mellitus especially with ketoa-

cidosis, immunosuppression, and neutropenia. Cases have been seen in neonates

with acidosis due to conditions other than diabetes (128, 129).

Clinical Manifestations

Cutaneous zygomycosis manifests itself as a rapidly progressing cellulitis with black,

necrotic ulceration. Destruction of deep tissue is rapid and sepsis can develop if not

treated aggressively. Another disease manifestation in neonates is colonic zygomy-

cosis, in which infants present with sepsis and peritonitis. Necrotic colon with
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perforation is found on surgery with fungal elements invading the tissues on his-

topathology. The diagnosis is difficult to make preoperatively, and mortality is very

high (130). Disseminated disease occurs in neonates, but the rhinocerebral presen-

tation most often associated with zygomycosis in adults is not reported in any

patients younger than 8 months old (131).

Treatment

Aggressive surgical debridement is the cornerstone of therapy for isolated cutaneous

disease. Systemic amphotericin in combination with surgery has shown the highest

survival rates for this disease in adults (132), but there are case reports of successful

treatment of cutaneous disease in the neonate with medical management alone

(133). Colonic and disseminated infections require systemic antifungal therapy.

Recent literature in adults shows lipid formulations of amphotericin to be success-

ful for treatment. With less toxicity than amphotericin B, these preparations can

be used for the longer periods of time (up to 6 weeks) and with the higher doses

(up to 12 mg/kg/day) (134). Voriconazole should not be used in this infection

as it has little activity against the zygomycetes and the disease has been

repeatedly described in adult patients as a breakthrough mycosis on voriconazole

prophylaxis (135).

OTHER FUNGI

Several other fungi have been described in a few case reports in neonates, including

Cryptococcus, Blastomycetes, Histoplasma. Of these, Cryptococcus most frequently

caused severe infections in pregnant women. In these cases of pneumonia and

meningitis, there was no evidence of transplacental spread to the neonate (136).

Although less common, cases of transplacental spread have been reported during

maternal histoplasmosis (137) and blastomycosis (138).

SUMMARY

The incidence of neonatal mycoses is rising and will continue to rise as advances in

medical therapies lead to an increased number of surviving premature infants

requiring prolonged ICU care and increased use of invasive devices and catheters.

There are several agents available to treat mycoses, including amphotericin B

deoxycholate and its lipid preparations, caspofungin, micafungin, fluconazole, itra-

conazole, and voriconazole, and each will probably have a role in specific scenarios.

The role of combination drug therapy is still being evaluated but may improve the

outcome especially in breakthrough and refractory infections. The increased use of

prophylaxis will prevent the more common types of mycoses but may increase

selection for more resistant species in the future. The role of serologic markers

for earlier diagnosis will lead to development of pre-emptive rather than prophy-

lactic treatment strategies, resulting in lower utilization of drugs, lower toxicity, and

less resistance.
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Chapter 16

Effects of Chemoprophylaxis
for Neonatal Group B
Streptococcal Infections on the
Incidence of Gram-negative
Infections and Antibiotic
Resistance in Neonatal
Pathogens

Gary D. Overturf, MD

Background on Intrapartum Antibiotic Prophylaxis

Effects of IAP on the Etiology of Early Neonatal Sepsis and

Antibiotic Susceptibility

Summary and Conclusions

Intrapartum antibiotic prophylaxis (IAP) for group B streptococcal infections is

now a widely accepted standard of practice. Since its inception, it has led to a

striking decrease in the incidence of early-onset sepsis (EOS) in neonates caused

by all serotypes of group B streptocci. However, concerns have been raised regarding

the possible adverse influence of IAP as a cause of an increasing incidence of Gram-

negative infection in early-onset sepsis and the possible increase in antibiotic-

resistant pathogens causing these infections. In addition, there has been concern

that the clinical presentation of infants with group B streptococcal infection or

sepsis caused by other pathogens may have a modified clinical presentation due

to the use of intrapartum antibiotics.

BACKGROUND ON INTRAPARTUM ANTIBIOTIC
PROPHYLAXIS

Antepartum Treatment of Colonized Mothers
or Sexual Partners

The potential use of prophylaxis for group B streptococcal (GBS) infection was

conceived in the early 1970s, with hopes of targeting the eradication of high rates of

early-onset disease occurring prior to the 7th day of life, most frequently in the first

72 h of life. Initial attempts to eradicate group B streptococcal carriers by admin-

istration of oral antimicrobial agents were unsuccessful because of persistent vaginal
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carriage. This occurred in as many as one-quarter of pregnant mothers following

the end of antimicrobial administration (1). In addition, resumption of carriage

occurred by the time of delivery in approximately three-quarters of mothers who

had been ‘‘cleared’’ of their carriage. The addition of a co-treatment regimen of

potential sources for persistent carriage by treatment of sexual partners was also

associated with high failure rates (2, 3). These studies demonstrate that because

group B streptococci are normal constituents of the normal flora, it was unlikely

that treatment would successfully eradicate these organisms, which are essential

components of the flora of the colon and the adjacent vagina.

Intrapartum Treatment of Colonized Mothers

In contrast to eradication of group B streptococci in the mother or her sexual con-

tacts prior to delivery, early attempts at using either penicillin or ampicillin in the

neonate were found to be effective in interrupting the transmission of group B

streptococci to infants or preventing the onset of early disease. Yow and colleagues

treated 34 women colonized with GBS at admission for delivery with single doses of

500 mg of ampicillin intravenously (4). Ampicillin treatment uniformly interrupted

vertical transmission to the neonates, compared to an expected transmission rate of

50%. Subsequently, the sentinel study by Boyer and Gotoff provided strong evidence

that intravenous ampicillin given to women with high risk for early onset GBS infec-

tion (delivery at <37 weeks, membrane rupture at 12 h before delivery or earlier, or

intrapartum fever) would reduce subsequent infection rates. GBS sepsis developed in

5 of 79 (6.3%) neonates born to untreated mothers compared to 0 of 85 infants born

to treated mothers (5). Many subsequent studies confirmed these results (see reviews

in ref. 6). Thus, these early studies convincingly provided the rationale and led to the

current algorithm for intrapartum antimicrobial prophylaxis (IAP) for GBS infec-

tions in infants born to mothers known to be colonized with the organism.

Current Recommended Regimen for IAP

The current algorithm and rationale for IAP and recommendations for screening

are provided in other references, and a more complete discussion is beyond the

scope of this chapter (7). However, the current prophylaxis regimen for group B

streptococci focuses on the identification of known carrier mothers, rather than the

use of IAP in defined high-risk mothers who have not been identified as carriers.

This policy minimizes the wider exposure to antibiotics for mothers who are not

colonized and, in part, minimizes the potential adverse microbiologic epidemiolo-

gic consequences (e.g., antibiotic resistance) of antibiotic administration to large

numbers of mothers who are not carriers of group B streptococci. The current

recommendations are summarized in Table 16-1. Penicillin G (5 million units

initially, then 2.5 million units every 4 h until delivery) is the preferred agent for

prophylaxis. Because of an increasingly common shortage of penicillin G, intrave-

nous ampicillin (2 g initially, then 1 g every 4 h until delivery) has been the pre-

ferred alternative agent.

EFFECTS OF IAP ON THE ETIOLOGY OF EARLY NEONATAL
SEPSIS AND ANTIBIOTIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Effects of IAP on the Incidence of EOS due to Group B
Streptococci and Non-Streptococcal Organisms

Although the efficacy of IAP in preventing early-onset group B streptococcal infec-

tion in numerous US and international studies is well established, the potential
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impact of the increased use of IAP on the occurrence of sepsis caused by other

bacteria, particularly Gram-negative organisms, and the possible emergence of

greater antibiotic resistance in the causative organisms, has been debated. Most

reports which have found an increase in the proportion of causative Gram-negative

infections and increased antibiotic resistance have been studies restricted to preterm

or low-birth-weight infants. Thus, multi-center studies which have demonstrated

an increase in sepsis caused by E. coli have included only low-birth-weight infants

or very-low-birth-weight infants. The impact of increased use of IAP on the occur-

rence of sepsis caused by organisms other than GBS has been an ongoing concern

and subject of considerable evaluation. Concern has centered on the issue of a

possible decline in GBS sepsis, but an increase in the incidence of infection

caused by other non-GBS organisms, which have an increased resistance to ampi-

cillin and, perhaps, to other beta-lactam antibiotics.

A relationship between neonatal death caused by ampicillin-resistant E. coli

and prolonged antepartum exposure to ampicillin has been noted in one investi-

gation (8). Although other studies designed to examine Enterobacteriaceae suscep-

tibility to ampicillin following maternal exposure to antibiotics have had mixed or

indeterminate results, at least one study has found no difference before and after the

use of IAP utilizing either penicillin or ampicillin (9). Further, studies examining

the effect of antibiotics on the antibiotic susceptibility of isolates in cultures at

6 weeks post-partum have revealed no increase in antibiotic resistance in either

GBS or E. coli in women who had received antibiotics in labor (10).

In 2002, the Centers for Disease Control’s Active Bacterial Core surveillance

(ABCs) of the Emerging Infections Program Network provided data on 408 cases of

early-onset infections occurring in 1998–2000 (11). GBS caused 166 (40.7%) of the

cases, whereas other bacterial pathogens were identified in 242 cases, with an inci-

dence of 0.62–0.76/100 live births for GBS sepsis and 0.95–0.99/100 live births for

non-GBS cases. E. coli specifically caused 70 cases, with an incidence ranging from

0.25 to 0.31/100 live births. The proportion of E. coli infections that were resistant

to ampicillin increased significantly, but only among preterm infants (from 29% to

Table 16-1 Indications for Intrapartum Antimicrobial Prophylaxis
(IAP) to Prevent Early-Onset Group B Streptococcal
(GBS) Disease with the use of a Universal Prenatal
Culture of Women At 35–37 Weeks of Gestation

VAGINAL AND RECTAL GBS CULTURE OR MOLECULAR SCREEN
AT 5–37 WEEKS GESTATION FOR ALL PREGNANT WOMEN

IAP indicated IAP not indicated

� Previous infant with invasive GBS

disease

� Positive GBS culture or molecular

screen during current pregnancy

(unless a planned C-section delivery

is performed in the absence of labor

or membrane rupture)

� GBS bacteriuria during current

pregnancy

� Unknown GBS status and any of the

following: delivery at <37 weeks

gestation membrane rupture for

�18 h intrapartum fever

(temperature �388C (�100.48F)

� Previous pregnancy with a positive

GBS screening culture (unless a

culture also was positive during the

current pregnancy or previous infant

with invasive GBS disease)

� Planned C-section delivery perfor-

med in the absence of labor or

membrane rupture (regardless of

GBS current status)

� Negative vaginal or rectal GBS

screening culture in late gestation,

regardless of intrapartum risk factors
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84%) and not in full-term infants. Term infants experienced a decreased incidence

of E. coli sepsis during this time, declining from 50% to 25% of cases. These rates

are similar to earlier studies which have documented an increase in the rate or

proportion of infants with early-onset sepsis caused by E. coli, but only in very-low-

birth-weight infants (12). However, in some earlier studies such as those by

Baltimore and colleagues, the rate of GBS EOS declined from 0.61/1000 live

births to 0.23/1000 live births in the period from 1996 to 1999, whereas the

annual rate of non-GBS sepsis remained steady at 0.65/1000 live births (13). In

studies by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development of early-

onset neonatal sepsis (as defined by an onset within 72 h of birth) during the past

13 years in low–birth-weight infants (14), more than half the infections (53%) were

caused by Gram-negative organisms in 2002–2003, with E. coli the most common

organism (41%). Between 1991–1993 and 1998–2000, there was a significant

increase in rates of E. coli infections, but in 2002–2003 there was no significant

change, suggesting a leveling-off of the incidence.

Collectively, these studies suggest that the widespread use of IAP in recent years

has not been associated with increased rate of Gram-negative or E. coli infections

but rather a stabilized rate of Gram-negative infections with continuing declines of

Gram-positive (e.g. GBS) in EOS. That is, the absolute rate of Gram-negative

infections has not changed or increased, but rather the proportion of infections

now caused by Gram-negative infections has increased due to the continued decline

of EOS caused by Gram-positive bacteria.

Effect of IAP on Clinical Presentation of EOS in Infants

In addition to the possible changing rate of Gram-negative infections and possible

emergence of antibiotic resistance among neonatal pathogens, the effect of IAP on

the clinical presentation and implications for management of the infant exposed to

antibiotics with possible sepsis has been studied. In studies at the Kaiser

Permanente Southern California group, neither the clinical spectrum of EOS nor

the time to onset of EOS was affected by the use of IAP assessed in 277 912 live

births (15) in which 172 term infants with EOS were evaluated. In addition, the

effect of IAP has been examined in relation to the possible effect on late-onset sepsis

(LOS). Multi-institutional evaluations of late-onset sepsis have found that the vast

majority of infants who survive beyond 3 days are infected by Gram-positive

organisms (70%), in which coagulase-negative staphylococci account for 48% of

all infections (16). However, mortality rates with infection caused by Gram-nega-

tive organisms or fungi were much higher than coagulase-negative staphylococci

(36% and 32%, respectively). IAP has been associated with increased rates of late-

onset serious infections in only a single study (17). In this study, more infants

exposed to IAP (41%; n = 90) than those infants not exposed to IAP (27%;

n = 92) had late-onset sepsis (OR 1.96, CI 1.05–3.66). The association was stronger

when broad-spectrum antibiotics were used for IAP (adjusted OR 4.95, CI

2.04–11.98) as opposed to narrow-spectrum antibiotics, such as penicillin G.

Bacteria that were isolated from infected infants who had been exposed to IAP

were more likely to exhibit ampicillin resistance (OR 5.7, CI 2.3–14.3).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the findings in studies of the relationship of IAP for GBS EOS to the

incidence, etiology and antibiotic resistance is provided in Table 16-2. To date, no

clear causal link has been demonstrated between IAP and increasing rates of infec-

tions caused by E. coli or other Gram-negative bacteria, nor higher rates of infec-

tions caused by ampicillin-resistant Gram-negative bacteria. Although the
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proportion of infections caused by Gram-negative organisms causing EOS has

increased, there is little evidence of increasing rate of Gram-negative infection in

either EOS or LOS. In part this may be due to the many other factors affecting

current evaluations, including the increased numbers of surviving very-low-birth-

weight infants, the increasing effects of broad-spectrum antibiotic pressure in neo-

natal intensive care units with use of broad- or very broad-spectrum antibiotics

(e.g. extended-spectrum cephalosporins and carbepenems) in the treatment of

suspected or proven infections of the newborn infant and the recent change from

a focus of risk-based IAP to the application of IAP to culture-confirmed carrier

mothers. However, continuing surveillance for a shift in the etiology or the emer-

gence of antibiotic resistance promoted by IAP is a reasonable and prudent

recommendation.
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